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GLOSSES

Each sentence in this work contains a gloss in English.

In certain cases, literal translations have "been given

to facilitate a clear understanding of the syntax and

semantics of the Bengali sentence and this occasionally

leads to an infelicitous English gloss. In a set of

synonymous examples, only the first sentence has "been

glossed. In important examples, the words (except

proper names) in the transliterated sentence and its

English gloss have "been numbered on a word for word

correspondence.



SUMMARY

This work is the first investigation into the syntax of

pronouns in Standard Colloquial Bengali (SCB) using a

transformational generative model of syntax. The model used is

an adaptation of that proposed in Chomsky (1965) an^ Filllnore

(1968a), and resembles the model developed in Stockwell et al

(1973)• 0ne claim made in this work is that not everything which

can be used to refer deictically or anaphorically is a pronoun.

This work makes a clear distinction between pronouns and other

elements which can function pronominally. Pronominalization, in

a broad sense, has been taken to mean the derivation of pronouns

in syntactic structures. This can be either pron'ouns introduced

in the underlying structure or pronouns introduced in a

transformational derivation. The process of pronominalization

has been broken mainly into pronominalization proper,

reflexivization and relativization. This work proposes a

transformational treatment of anaphoric pronouns, but attempts to

show that not all anaphoric pronouns arise due to transformational

reduction of coreferential noun phrases. The basic condition

for the application of any sort of pronominalization rule is

coreference, which has been treated in a Chomskyah (1965) fashion.

This work deals also with so-called 'sentence pronominalization',

and 'reciprocal pronominalization'. It shows that the concept

of 'sentence pronominalization' is untenable, and reciprocal

structures in Bengali do not involve pronominalization. Moreover,

this work shows that head noun deletion under lexical identity

is a sort of, nonanaphoric, pronominalization.
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CHAPTER 1 1

GENERAL INTRODUCTION AND BASE RULES

1.0 The Model.

The model used in this work can be called a transformational

case grammar, transformational in the sense of Chomsky (1965»

1970a, b) (but cf., McCawley (1968b, 1970, 1971), Lakoff (1970a,

1971a), Postal (1971b)), and case grammar in the sense of

Fillmore (1968a, 1969, 1971) (but of., Anderson (1971))• It is

an attempt to integrate Fillmore's and Chomsky's hypotheses

about the underlying structure of natural languages for the purpose

of describing Bengali. Such an attempt at integrating Fillmore's

and Chomsky's hypotheses has already been made in Stockwell et al

(1973), which analyses the syntax of English. In the past few

years transformational generative theory has seen the major

development which is now known as 'Generative Semantics'. And

Anderson (1971) has developed his localistic theory of case,

which has much in common with 'Generative Semantics' in spirit.

Although we share many ideas with the generative semanticists,

we have not adopted that model for two main reasons: (a) its very

powerful transformational component can be easily misused, and

(b) no well-defined 'Generative Semantics' model has been built up

yet. Anderson's (1971) localistic case grammar is also

undergoing development, by Anderson and his followers. We have

adopted Fillmore's and Chomsky's hypotheses because (a) these two

hypotheses go together comfortably; and (b) they are much more

well-defined than other competing models.

The model we have adopted and developed is justified for

various reasons. A case grammar model is best suited for Bengali
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for both language universal and language particular reasons.

A case grammar model can express deeper generalizations than a

Chomskyan model ( cf., Fillmore (1968a), Anderson (1971)). It can

take care of the case markers systematically without any ad-hoc

device, and its unordered base rules allow a simpler description

of Bengali, a language having an almost-free constituent order in

a simplex sentence structure. The Chomskyan lexicalist hypothesis

is helpful for practical reasons. The syntax of Bengali has not

been extensively described in any framework, contemporary or

otherwise, b'o we have wanted to use a more modest theory for an

adequate description of Bengali. The model used is rather eclectic

in nature. We have borrowed from different competing hypotheses

in order to develop a composite and consistent model which is

well suited for Bengali.

This model is not a faithful imitation of any of the current

models, ..though it has many similarities with those of Chomsky (1965*

1970a, b), Fillmore (1968a, 1971) and Stockwell et al (1973^. This

model has the closest similarity to the framework developed in

Stockwell et al (1973)» which is an almost unique attempt to put

a theory into practice. The base of our grammar is more abstract

than that of a late Chomskyan grammar (1965» 1970a, b). We have

maintained the Katz-Postal hypothesis (19649 that' transformations

are meaning preserving. The model used in this work can be shown

diagrammatically as (1) (see below).

A Chomskyan grammar has three major components (cf., Chomsky

(1965> 16—17)» hyons (1970b), Bach (1971): (a) a syntactic

component, (b) a semantic component, and ^c; a phonological

component. The syntactic rules of the syntactic component

generate the sentences of the language and assign to each both an
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(1) The Model.

underlying phrase marker and a derived phrase marker.

The underlying phrase marker represents the deep or underlying

structure, and the derived phrase marker represents the

syntactic surface structure of the sentence. The semantic

interpretation of the sentence is derived from its deep

structure by interpretive semantic rules, and the phonetic

structure is derived from the surface structure by

interpretive phonological rules. The Chomskyan semantic

and phonological components are interpretive as against

the syntactic component, which is generative.

In a Chomskyan grammar the main component is the syntactic
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component, which is further divided into two subcomponents:

(a) the base subcomponent and ^b; the transformational subcomponent.

The base subcomponent generates the deep ^underlying; structures and

the transformational subcomponent maps the deep structures onto

surface structures through intermediate structures. The base sub¬

component itself is divided into two parts: (a) the categorial sub¬

component and (bj the lexicon. The categorial subcomponent consists

of context-free phrase structure rules and complex symbol forming

rules; and the lexicon contains the lexical items of the language.

Our model is Chomskyan in organization. Its main difference

with a Chomskyan grammar lies in its categorial rules, which make a

different claim about the underlying structure of natural languages.

As can be seen in (1) our model has a base component and a trans¬

formational component. The base of the grammar is divided into

two parts: (a; a categorial component consisting of phrase structure

rules and complex symbol forming rules, which constitute the base

rules of the grammar, and (b; a lexicon, called the first lexicon,

we have another lexicon, called the second lexicon. The first

lexicon contains those lexical items that can be inserted to a

preterminal string, and the second lexicon contains those items

that are derived by the application of the transformational rules.

The semantic and phonological components are interpretive as in a

Chomskyan grammar, xhe transformational rules of the transformational

component generate derived structures through intermediate structures.

Let us show how the grammar v/orks. The base rules of the

grammar generate preterminal strings with dummy symbols,A, and

feature complexes, and sometimes, abstract markers like tj, jnLG etc.,

^ cf«,$ 1.2;. A terminal string is generated by first lexical

insertion to the preterminal string, and this constitutes the deep
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or underlying structure of a sentence. Transformational rules

operate on this structure generating post-transformational strings

via intermediate structures. The second lexical insertion rule

inserts lexical items derived by transformational rules to the post-

transformational string, and a syntactic surface structure generates.

The surface structure passes through the morphophonological component

in order to generate a phonetic structure.

1.1 Types of Rules.

This grammar contains three major types of rules: (a) base rules,

(b) transformational rules, and (.c) lexical redundancy rules. The

base rules and the first lexicon form the base of the grammar.

A. Base Rules.

Base rules are context-free phrase structure ^rewrite) rules

of the form X —> Y, where X is a single non-null symbol and Y is a

non-null string of symbols, and Y ^ X. After the initial symbol

S is rewritten any rule applicable may be applied until all symbols

are terminal. We have also used complex symbol forming rules in

the base for the AUX (,cf., Chomsky (_1965» 82-90;. A tree or

P(hrase;-marker that is formed by the base rules and the first lexical

insertion is called a deep or underlying P-marker or structure.

B. Transformational Kules.

Transformational rules (.T-rules) transform underlying P-markers

into derived P-markers. These rules have the power of restructuring

trees. Each T-rule consists of ^a) a structure index (.Si), (b; a

structure change (.SC), and often, (c) a set of conditions.

C_. Lexical Redundancy Rules.

These rules operate on lexical items before they are introduced

into the tree. Thej; help to reduce the complexity of the feature
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specification in the complex symbol associated with a lexical

item ^.cf., 11.1.4; $ 11.1.5).

1.1.1 Deep and Surface Structure Constraints.

Chomsky {.1965, 138-139; wants to use transformations as filters,

that is, transformations will rule out ill-formed underlying trees.

Perlmutter ^197*0 has shown that transformational filtering of ill-

formed deep structures is not possible in many cases. He claims

that the grammar needs deep and surface structure constraints to

rule out unacceptable structures. Deep structure constraints dis¬

allow ill-formed deep structures, and the surface structure constraints

are surface well-formedness conditions. We assume that both types

of constraints will be needed in this grammar, but will not go into

the details of such constraints in this work. Here we will mention

one deep structure constraint that is required in infinitival

complementation (cf., $ 1.3.1.B.1; $ 10.3;. The verbs like thak:

'Continue' and ca: 'Want' require coreferential matrix and constituent

subjects for te-infinitivalization.

1.1.2 Morphophonological Component.

All syntactic surface structures pass through this component,

whose rules generate the phonetic structure of sentences. Although

it is beyond our scope to discuss these rules in detail, we will

try to show, when necessary, how such rules produce phonetic

structures (cf., $ 11.3;.

1 .2 THE EASE RULES.

S

S s

s*

M P



RULE 2 m -> (
Q

imp

' ) (NEG) AUX (AJJV)

RULE 5 P * V (ESS)(INS)(LOC)(NEUT)(DAT)(AGT)

Ru LE 4 v » vb

RULE 5 a. AGT ■> NP CAM

b. Similarly DAT, NEUT, LOC, INS and ESS.

RULE 6

RULE 8

RULE 9

NP

RULE 7 D ■> (PART)( )(spec)
DEIC

DEIC -» (DEM)(0RD)

SPEC •>

quant (cl)

pl

RULE 10 AUX -> CS

RULE 11 [+AUXJ >

f r+PREsj

i c+pas;
] f+FUT J

f+hab pj

f C+PRES)'
RULE 12 J f

(j+pas;)
fC+EUTJ

RULE 13 J

[ C+HAB P^
r———

r [+simj

£+progJ

[+perfJ

f+sim^

J
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RULE 14

VB

JN

QUART

CL

DEM

ORD

CAM

ADV

CONJCO

CONJSUB

1

j

—* ZZ

1.2.1 Rotes to the Base Rules.

BASE RULE 1;

A. The symbols M and P are taken from Fillmore (1968a). He

describes the M (Modality) component as the bearer of 'such mods-lities

on the sentence-as-a-whole as negation, mood and aspect', and the P

(Proposition) as 'a tenseless set of relationships involving

verbs and nouns.'

B. '?Mf is the sentence boundary symbol.

C. The rule CONJCO S S* handles coordinating conjunction,

and the rule CONJSUB S S handles subordinating conjunction.

CONJCO may be filled by any of the following items each having the

feature [+COiMJCOj : £, ar, ebarj: 'And', ba, athaha: 'Or', and

kintu: 'But'. We will adopt the conjunction spreading schema of

Lakoff and Peters (1966), which distributes CONJCO. But we differ

from them in respect of derived structures of coordinate conjoined

structures. For example, they will derive the structure (») from

the underlying structure given below in (a), but we will derive

the structure (c) by the schema.

(a)

CORJCU



A\ /\
CONJCO S CONJCO S CONJCO S

(

D. The asterisk in the rule CONJCO S S* is an iteration

symbol indicating two or more occurences of S, This rule says that

for a coordinating conjunction at least two sentences must be chosen,

and if necessary, an indefinite number of sentences may be chosen.
9

E. The rule COjnJSTJB S S is for subordinating conjunction.

Only two sentences are conjoinable by this rule. The uONJSUB of

the first conjunct will be filled by yadi: 'If', and that of the

second conjunct by tabe: 'Then'. This rule will generate the

structure (b; from ^a) by a conjunction spreading schema.

yadi tabe
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BASE RULE 2:

A, Q, IMP and UEG in this rule are interrogative, imperative

and negative markers respectively, which trigger the respective

transformations. The aUX, which is subsequently developed as a

complex symbol, is the carrier of tense and aspect. There is a

transformation which later copies the features of person and grade

from the subject to the complex symbol for the AUX (cf., ^ 1.6).
ADV stands for adverb, which we do not consider in this work.

BASE RULE 5:

A. This rule develops the P as a verb and an array of six cases.

The cases are ESS(ive), INS(trumental), L0C(ativei}, NEUT(ral), DAT(ive

and AGT(Agent). We have discussed the problems with cases in

Chapter 3.

BASE RULE 4:

A. This rule develops the V as VB (verb rootJ. Two types of

lexical item can be inserted under VB. They are the verb roots

having the features C+VB,-AI)JJ , and the adjectives having the feature

C+VB,+AJXJJ . This is in the line of Lakoff (1970a) and Stockwell

et al (1975).

B. The copulative verbs ha, ach, thak, ra etc., (cf., Ferguson

(1972)) arise in two ways: (a) they are lexically inserted as

underlying verb roots when ESS, and sometimes LOC and NEUT occur

in the proposition, and (*) they are transformationally inserted

when an adjective occurs as the head of the proposition. When an

adjective occurs as the head of a proposition, an appropriate

copulative verb will be inserted to the V as the right sister of the

adjective. But in certain cases the copulative verb can be later

deleted. Thus after the insertion of a copulative verb a structure
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like (a) will be transformed into one like (bj.

(a; V V

VB VB VB

bhalo

T+VB, +Al)J J

bhalo

[+VB,+Al)Jj

ha

+VB,~ADJ
+COP

£. A later transformation, ATJX MOVEMENT will move the AUX

out of its underlying position and adjoin it as the right daughter

of the V in order to derive the surface verb forms,

BASE HOLE 5;

A. This rule develops each case as NP CAM, NP stands for

a noun phrase and CAM for a case marker,

B. we have dealt with the cases and the case markers in

chapter 3*

BASE RULE 6:

A. The rule CONJCO NP NP* accounts for underlying phrasal

conjunction. By a conjunction spreading schema a structure like

(a) will transform into ^bj.

B. CONJCO here can be filled by o_, ar, ebap: 'And' , and ba,

athaba: 'Or1, but not by kintu: 'But*, which is exclusively used as

a sentence conjunction,

C_. The rules NP —> S and j\P D N S are for complementation

(h)

NP
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(.cf,, 10.3). When an UP is rewritten as D N or N, a simple

noun phrase structure generates (of., Chapter 2;. In this rule

N stands for a noun and D for a determiner,

BASE RULE 7-9:

A. We have discussed i)(eterminer;, DEF(inite), DEIC(tic),

SPEC(ifier), l)EM(onstrative), ORD(inal), y,UANT(ifier), CL(assifier)

and PL(ural) in Chapter 2,

B. PART has been left unexpanded as we will not be considering

its syntax exhaustively (.but cf., I 2.4.7;.

BASE RULE 10-14:

A. The rule 10 rewrites the ABX as a complex symbol, and the

rules 11-13 form the complex symbols, PRES, PAS, PUT and KAB P in

these rules stand respectively for present, past, future and habitual

past tense, and sim, prog and perf stand respectively for simple,

progressive and perfective aspect. The divisions of tense and

aspect are formal (of., 4? 1.3.2; £ 1.3.3).

B. The rule 14 inserts a dummy symbol, a< to the categories

listed in the rule. Thus we arrive at the preterminal string,

where the first lexical insertion takes place,

1.3 VERB.

Our base rule 3 expands the P as a V and an array of cases,

and the base rule 4 rewrites the V as VB, The Bengali verb forms,

symbolized as V, can be easily segmented into two parts: the first

part is the verb root, symbolized as VB, and the second part is the

AUX, in our terminology, which carries tense, aspect and concord

with the subject. Consider the verb forms in {2),

(2) kar-i: Do-PRES-sim-1 kar-chi: Do-PRES-prog-1

kar-echi: Do-PRES-perf-1 kar-lcim: Do-PAS-sim-1



kar-chilam: Do-PAS-prog-1 kar-echilam: Do-PAS-perf-1

kar-bo: Do-irUT-sim-1 kar-tam: Do-HAB P-sim-1

We see in {2) that each verb form (V) is segmentable into two parts

as kar-i, kar-chi, kar-echi and so on. The first part in each

verb form is a VB and the second part is an A.UX. Bengali verb roots

generally do not undergo any change for tense, aspect and concord

(except that some verb roots undergo morphophonological change

occasionally when an AUX is suffixed to them), it is the AUX that

changes for tense, aspect and concord. The forms of the AUX are

inflectional-fusional, and we will assume in this work that they are

not further divisible (but cf., $ 1.3»3)» and they will be supplied

from the second lexicon. We will list the verb roots ^VB; in the

first lexicon, from where they will be inserted to the trees. So

we consider that the verb forms ^V) are derived forms, which consist

of VB and AUX. In the first lexicon, adjectives are also listed as

verb roots, but they differ from the verb roots in specification

for the feature [aDJJ . The verb roots have the features r+VB,-ADJ])

and the adjectives have the features C+VB,+A_DJj (cf., Lakoff

(1970a;; Stockwell et al (1973)).

1.3.1 VERB ROOT (VB).

Traditional Bengali grammarians (cf., Chatterji (1939))

classify the Bengali verb roots into three major groups: (a) Simple

verb roots, (b) Compound verb roots, and (c) Conjunct verb roots.''

1 There is another type of verb root, Causative verb roots.

Traditionally they are morphologically derived from the above mention¬

ed verb roots. We will not deal with them here, but it is understood

that they require a transformational treatment (cf., Shibatani (1973)).
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Although an exhaustive analysis of the Bengali verb roots is not

possible here, we will try to show that the traditional classification

needs modification, we will show that the so-called conjunct verb

roots cannot be considered as verb roots, and that not all so-called

compound verb roots are underlying verb roots.

A. Simple Verb Roots.

The verb roots that are not further analysable are traditionally

called simple verb roots. Examples of such verb roots are dekh: 'See',

bal: 'Say, Tell', nac: 'Dance', ca: 'Want', kar; 'Do' etc. These

are listed in the first lexicon with the features [+VB,-aDJ] . Each

of them has a case frame associated with it in the lexicon.

B. Compound Verb Roots.

The verb roots of the form (U VB^ such as kare phel;
'Finish doing', likhte thak: 'Continue to write* are traditionally

referred to as the compound verb roots, because they are composed

of two verb roots. It is said that in a compound verb root the

first verb root carries the dominant meaning, and the second verb

root indicates completion, continuation, inception etc. When a

simple verb root is used as the second element of a compound verb

root, its basic meaning changes. Only a limited number of simple

verb roots can function as the second element of a compound verb

root. And there are cooccurence restrictions between the VB^ and
VB£ in a compound verb root.

B. 1 So-called Compound Verb Roots of the Form vB.j-te VB^•

Let us see now whether the so-called compound verb roots of

the form VB^-te YB2 such as karte lag: 'Start to do', dite ca:

'Want to give', calte par: 'Be able to move', haste thak; 'Continue
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to laugh' etc., (cf., Chatterji ^ 1939» 419;) can he considered as

underlying verb roots. Consider the following examples.

(5) a, ami baste cai: I want to sit.
1 2 3 15 2

b. ami likhte laglam: I started (and continued) writing.
12 3 15 2

Co ami hatte thaklam: I continued walking.
2* 3 3 2

Traditionally baste ca in (3a), likhte lag in (3b) and hatte thak

in (3c) are considered as single compound verb roots. But we will

claim that they are not single verb roots in the underlying structure,

and they will not be included in the lexicon in their compound form.

The sentences in (3) are not simple, but are complex structures.

They involve complementation (cf., ^ 1G.3)» ana they are related

to the intermediate structures in (4) respectively.

(4) a. g Cami cai g [ami basiu : [I want [I sitjj.
b. ' [ami laglam [ami likhiy] : [l started [i wri tej] .b b

c.
g [ami thaklam g [ami hati]J : [i continued [ I waIk]} .

In (4) the ATJX _i in the constituent sentences has been supplied

for the sake of readability, but it is not present in the underlying

or intermediate structure. In (4) ca and bas, lag and likh and
(V

,

thak and hat are elements of different simplex structures, (4a) is

an instance of NP-Complementation. We can derive ami cai ye ami basi;

'I want that I sit' from (4a; by complementizer placement, and

this sentence, although stylistically infelicitous, is acceptable

and synonymous with (3a). In (4a) the matrix verb is ca, which

is marked for optional te-infinitivalization of the constituent

sentence, subject to the condition that the matrix and the constituent
it

subjects are coreferential. This will delete the consi^uent subject
under coreference with the matrix subject, and the Subject-AUX
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concord rule will not apply in the constituent S; instead _te will

be inserted to the constituent AUX. Thus we derive ami cai baste,

which is synonymous with (ja). Subsequently, by placing the finite

verb form sentence-finally we will get (3a). This shows that

baste ca is not a single verb root. The verbs lag and thak are

marked for obligatory te-infinitialization of the constituent S.

These are also marked with the deep structure constraint that they

require the matrix and the constituent subjects to be coreferential.

By obligatory te-infinitivalization we will derive ami laglam likhte

and ami thaklam hatte respectively from ^4bj and (4c). Subsequently,

by placing the finite verb forms sentence-finally we will get (3b)
«. r>J

and (3c). This shows that likhte lag and hatte thak are not

underlying verb roots. Let us show, for example, how we derive

(3t). (3b) has the intermediate structure (5)»

(5) -S.

ami lag ami

+VB,-ADJ,

+ASPECTUAL,

+S,te-INFf
+MATRIX SUBJ |

CORE? CONS
SUBJ
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As la/? is specified for te-infinitialization, the complementizer

placement rule will not apply in hut the constituent subject

will be deleted under coreference with the matrix subject. The

Subject-AUX concord rule will not apply in the constituent S;

instead te will be inserted to the constituent AUX (,cf., % 10.3).

The Subject-AUX concord rule will apply in the matrix S. The rule

AUX MOVEMENT, which places the AuX as the right daughter of V, will

apply in the matrix and the constituent S. These operations

will derive ^.6) from ^5).

(6) —-S«

AUX

ami lag likh

As Bengali usually places the finite verb form sentence-finally,

the matrix V will be moved to the sentence-final position; all

nodes that do not branch will be pruned, and by the second lexical

insertion we will get (7) from (6).

(7)

ami likh
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^7) will generate ami likhte laglam, which is (3B). Thus we see

that the so-called compound verb of the form VB^-te VB£ is not
a single verb root in the underlying structure. They are not,

therefore, listed in the lexicon in such a form.

B. 2 Compoun Verb Roots of the Form VB^-e VB,-,.

Now we will consider the compound verb roots of form

VB^-e VB£. Examples of such verb roots are base par; 'Sit down',
likhe phel: 'Finish writing', k^de uth: 'Cry suddenly' etc.,

(cf., Chatterji {,1939» 419-20}). In these verb roots the basic

meaning of the second element is lost. For example, phel in likhe

phel indicates completion, but its meaning as a single simple verb

root is 'Throw/Drop', and uth in keae uth indicates suddenness,

but its meaning as a simple verb root is 'Rise'. The second root

in such a compound verb root is modal-aspectual in nature,

now consider the examples below.

^8) a. naju hese uthlo: Nazu laughed (suddenly).

b. naju likhe phello: Nazu wrote (quickly).

c. naju base parlo: Nazu sat down.

(9) a. naju hese ballo: Nazu smiled and said.

b. naju dekhe elo: Nazu saw and came.

We see above that hese uth, likhe phel, and base pap in (8) have

formal similarity with hese bal, and dekhe as in (9)» Bat the

former are considered as compound verb roots, while the latter

are not. The reason is that the former express a single action

and the latter do not express a single action. So the examples

in (9) can be analysed as serial constructions, and can be paraphrased

as (11) respectively, but the examples in (8) cannot be analysed as

serial constructions, and cannot be paraphrased as ^10) respectively.
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(10) a. "frnaju haslo o uthlo: Nazu laughed and got up,

b, *naju likhlo o phello: Nazu wrote and threw/dropped,

c, *naju baslo o paylo: Nazu sat and fell,

(11) a, naju haslo o ballo: Nazu smiled and said,

b, naju dekhlo o elo: Nazu saw and came.

As (8) and (10) are not related by paraphrase relations, we cannot

consider the examples in (8) as serial constructions. So the VB's

like hese uth, likhe phel etc,, should be considered as single

compound verb roots in the underlying structure, we will assume

that the morphological component generates verb roots of this type,
2

of which the second verb root is modal-aspectual.

2 Our base rule 4 expands the V as VB. we have not gone any further

than this. The lexicon lists the verb roots, which the grammar

uses. We assume that the morphological component that produces the

compound verb roots contains rules something like the following:

A. VB -■> (PRE) VB

B. PRE VB e

So the internal structure of a compound verb root will be something

like C:

C. VB

PRE

kar e phel =£ kare phel

The rule will mention that there are selectional restrictions

between the verb roots in a compound verb. When a compound verb root

is inserted in a tree, the lexical insertion rule will take care

of its internal structure.
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C_„ Conjunct Verb Roots.

The so-called conjunct verb root root in Bengali has the form

/ ^ 1 YB . Examples of such verb roots are uttar de: 'Give answer',
\ ADJ /
sn5n kar: 'Take a bath*, kagta p5: 'Feel pain' etc., (cf., Chatterji

(1939, 347-50;;. It is said that either a noun or an adjective

and a simple verb root combine together and form a conjunct verb

root. In English verbs like 'joke', 'parise', 'attract' etc., convey

an idea in a single lexical item, but the ideas in Bengali are

expressed by a combination of nouns and verbs, such as tamasa kar:

•Joke', praSapsa kar: 'Praise*, and akarsan kar: 'Attract1.

Consider the examples below.

(12) a. badal tamasa karche: Lit., Badal is do'ing fun.
2 3 _3_ 2

b. badal snan karche: Lit., Badal is doing bath.
2 2

c., badal kag^a pacche: Lit., Badal is getting pain.
2 3 3_ 2

^13; a. bSdal bai parche: Badal is reading (a) book.
2 *3 3„ 2

b. badal chabi akche: Badal is drawing (a; picture.
2 3 3„ 2

Traditionally tamasa kar, snan kar and kagfra pa in (12; are considered

as conjunct verb roots, but bai par and chabi ak are not considered

so, although they have a formal similarity. Instead bai is

considered as the object of par in (13a0» and chabi as the object

of ak in (13b). But functionally tamasa is in the same relationship

with kar in (12a) as bai is with pay in (13a). The only difference

between them is that tamasa is an abstract noun, and bai is a concrete

noun. In the so-called conjunct verb root in Bengali the noun is

f+ABSTRACT}, and that is why it is not considered as an object.

But functionally it is an object of the verb with which it forms

a conjunct verb root (cf., ^ But we can consider them as
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objects, and thus reject the notion of the conjunct verb root

in Bengali.

But if we reject them as conjunct verb roots, we may come in

conflict with Fillmore's (1968a) claim that each case can occur

only once per simplex. Consider the examples below.

(14) a. se anek taka ay kareche: Lit., He has done earning much
1 2 *3 4 5 1 _5__ 4 2
money (He has earned much money).

5
b. se anek taka byy kareche: Lit., He has done spending

4 4
much money (He has spent much money).

Fillmore (1968a) would consider anek taka in (14a, b) as Objective

case. But v/hat about a^ and byy above? Each case once per simplex

motto will force us either to consider ay kar and byy kar as single

3
verb roots, or to postulate another case for a^ and byv.

1.3.2 Tense and Aspect.

Bengali has a four way distinction in the category of tense.

This is expressed by systematic grammatical contrast. They are

Present, Past, Future and Habitual Past. The category of aspect

3 In this work we cannot go into the intricacies of this problem

and its solution, and will leave it here simply by pointing to the

problem. For the ease of description, we will consider such noun

and verb collocations as conjunct verb roots, and the first lexical

insertion rule will take care of the internal structure of such

verb roots. For example, while inserting ay kar to a tree, the

lexical insertion rule will show its internal structure as below.

U) y
VB

N VB

i L
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has a three way distinction: simple, progressive and perfective.

The simple aspect can combine with any of the four tenses, hut the

other two can combine with only present and past tenses. Progressi-

veness and perfectiveness in the future and habitual past tenses

are expressed differently from the case in present and past tenses.

Consider the examples below.

(15; a. ami karchi: I am doing.
1 2 1 2

b. ami karchilam: I was doing.

c. ami karte thaktam: I used to do.

d. ami karte thakbo: I shall be doing.

The verb form karchi in (l5aj indicates an action is progress in

the present, and karchilam in (15^) indicates an action in progress

in the past. In each case the form of the ATJX such as chi and chilam,

which carry tense, aspect and concord, is suffixed to the vB. But

progressiveness (and perfectiveness; in future and habitual past

tenses are not expressed similarly. In (15c) karte thaktam indicates

progressiveness in the habitual past tense, and in (15dj karte thakbo

indicates progressiveness in the future. These are similar to the

sentences discussed in 1.3.1.B.1. (15c, d) are not simple structures,

but are complex structures. They are instances of infinitival

complementation where obligatory te-infinitivalization has taken

place. For example, 05c; has the intermediate structure (16).

(16)

ami

AUX

thak

P+VB,-AI)J,/ +ASPECTUAL,
/ +S,te-INF,
I +MATRIX SuBJ COREF CuNS SUBjJ
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In (16) the constituent subject noun phrase will be deleted under

coreference with the matrix subject; and so the Subject-AUX concord

rule will not apply in the constituent S. Instead _te will be

inserted to the constituent AuX. In this way we will get ami thaktam

karte, which is synonymous with (15c). Then by placing the finite

verb form sentence-finally and pruning the non-branching nodes

we will get (17).

(17) will generate ami karte thaktam, which is (15c). This shows

that progressiveness and perfectiveness in the future and habitual

past should be treated differently from the case in the present

and past tenses.

1.5.3 AUX.

The AUX is the carrier of tense, aspect, and concord with the

subject. In this grammar AUX is a constituent of M in the underlying

structure, but it is adjoined as the right daughter of V by a later

transformation. The inflectional-fusional nature of the items

that are inserted to the AUX from the second lexicon make any

further significant segmentation of them difficult. Our grammar

generates complex symbols for the AUX in the underlying structure,

and a later concord rule copies the person and grade features of
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the subject onto the aUX. The lexical forms of the aUX are inserted

to the derived trees from the second lexicon. Consider the verb

forms in (2), which we reproduce below as (18).

(18; kar-i: Do-FRkS-sim-1 kar-chi: Do-PRES-prog-1

kar-echi: Do-PRES-perf-1 kar-lam: Do-PAS-sim-1

kar-chilam: Do-PAS-prog-1 kar-echilam: Do-PAS-perf-1

kar-bo: Do-FUT-sim-1 kar-tam: Do-HAB P-sim-1

In (18; the vB is kar, and the forms of the AUX are i_, chi, echi etc.

_i indicates [+PRES,+sim,+1 J , chi indicates C+PRi;S,+prog,+1 J, and

so on. It is not impossible to decompose them into further segments

and show the functions of those segments ^see below), but by doing

so we should not gain much. We have listed all the forms of the

AUX in the second lexicon from where they are inserted to the trees

by the second lexical insertion rule.

This method of inserting the forms of the aUX has been used

for the sake of simplicity. But we could generate the forms of

the aUX by the base rules of the grammar in combination with some

morphophonological rules. The following fragment grammar of the

AUX shows how it could be done.
*•

(19) Fragment Grammar of the aUX.

A. Base Rules:

a. AUX —> AS T

b. T —>

'r prog")
C- ^ ^perf/

sim



B. Morphophonological Rules:

a. sim —$

b. prog —->

ch/ PReS

chi

25

c. perf —

e*

ech/ PRES ^

echi

d. PRES —■> $

e. PAS —* 1

f. FUT —b

HAB P —> t

4 These rules will generate grammatical verb forms in non-imperative

sentences when the verb root ends in a consonant. But for the

verb roots that end in a vowel some special morphophonological

rules will be required. Suppose, for example, in a Y structure

we have the YB kha: 'Eat', and AS^pect; is prog, T(ense) is PRES,

and C(oncord) has the features £+5»+H0NJ copied from the subject;

then we will get the following structure after the application

of the morphophonological rules:

C+31+HON J
I

en

P^ES
1

kha ch f)

It will generate *khachen, which is ungrammatical. So we will

require a rule like V-ch-X —> V-cch-X , which will apply to the

above structure and generate the grammatical form khacchen: 'Eating'.
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h, f C, +1J —^

i/PREb

_ , f PAS 1am/ J I
(.HAB P/

J

i. [ C +HON] —> en

C C,+2, -HON J —>

k. [C,+2,+PEJj

1. rC,+3,-HOR] 1

These rules could have been included in the grammar, but have been

avoided for the sake of simplicity in the base and in the morpho-

phonological component, uur grammar generates complex symbols

for the ATJX , and the forms of the AUX are supplied from the

second lexicon. They are listed in the second lexicon, and each

has a CS associated with it. The entries look like this:

(20) i_ chi echii

+AUX -]
+PRES

+sim

+1

chi

f +AUX
+PRES

+prog

+1
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1.4 INTERROGATIVE.

Both yes-no question and wh-question are possible in Bengali.

We will try to show here, briefly, how this grammar will handle

interrogative sentences. We have a dummy interrogative marker Q

dominated by M in the underlying structure of yes-no question

sentences. It is selected only if the sentence is a yes-no question.

In the case of wh-question (ka-question in Bengali; the Q is not

posited in the underlying structure. Let us first consider the

yes-no question. Consider the following examples.

(21) a. apani ca khaben?: Will you have tea?
12 3 13 2

b. apani ca khaben ki?j Will you have tea?

These are yes-no question sentences, which can be answered either

by 'yes' or by 'no'. The Bengali yes-no question marker is ki.

In (21b) the question marker ki_ is present, but absent from (21a).

As no question marker is present in (21a), the verb form khaben

will carry an interrogative intonation when (21a; is uttered. The

presence of ki_ in (21b) shows that the sentence is a question.

The question marker kjL is usually placed sentence-finally in Bengali.^

5 ki is placed sentence-finally in sentences with the dominant

constituent order (SOV) in case of sentential interrogation. If the

yes-no question is a constituent interrogation ki may follow, even

precede, the interrogated constituent, and can be placed sentence-

finally too. Consider the examples below.

(A) a. apani ki ca khaben?: Will you have tea?

b. apani ca ki khaben?: Will you have tea?

These sentences are ambiguous in many ways. But when apani is under

the scope of interrogation in (Aa), the sentence means 'Is it you

who will have tea?', and when cji is under the scope of interrogation

continued
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We have the marker Q in the underlying structure of yes-no question

sentences, and it will trigger the interrogative transformation.

This transformation will place the marker sentence-finally, which

will be later replaced by ki in order to generate a surface sentence.

But we will deal with wh-question differently. In a wh-question

sentence either some constituent contains an interrogative deictic

or the head N is an interrogative pronoun ^cf., 4*2.2). All

these elements are generated in the underlying structure in this

grammar. Consider the examples below.

(22) a. kon meyeti nacbe?: Which girl will dance?
1 2 * 3 1 2 3

b. ke gan gaibe?: Who will sing?
1 _2_ 1 _2_ 1

c. ke kake bhalabase?: Who loves whom?
12 3 13 2

The 'questions' in these examples originate in the noun phrases, and

the questions cannot be answered by 'yes/no'. In (22a) the question

is due to the presence of the deictic kon, which is inherently

interrogative, and in the other examples questions are due the

presence of interrogative pronouns, which are also inherently

interrogative. We generate all these elements, which indicate

interrogation, in the underlying structure, and so it is redundant

to postulate the Q in the underlying structure of these sentences.

in (Ab), the sentence means 'Is it tea that you will have?'

Here we will not deal with yes-no constituent interrogation, but

assume that this can be handled by positing a constituent

interrogation marker with noun phrases in the underlying

structure.
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For example, (22a; has the underlying structure (.23).

(25;

PM

AUX

f+AUX 1 CAM

+1UT

,+sim ^

In (23) kon has the feature [+INT(errogative)"} , and this indicates

that the sentence is a wh-question, There is no Q in the underlying

structure ^23;• Similarly, in the underlying structure of

^22b, c; no Q is postulated. These sentences are interrogative

due to the inherent feature C+IhT^ of the underlying interrogative

pronouns,

1 „5 NEGATIVE.

We cannot do justice to a complex process like negation in

Bengali in such a short section, and so our discussion will be

limited to a brief discussion of sentential negation in Bengali.

There are four negative markers in Bengali: na, na, ni, and nei.

The negative marker and the verb of a sentence have a close affinity

in both sentential and constituent negation in Bengali, and the

negative markers usually follow the verb forms in negative sentences.

In our grammar we have an underlying marker NEG for sentential

negation. It acts as a conditioner for deep structure constraint

and triggers the negative transformation. Consider the following
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sentences.

(24) a. ami kari na: I do not.
1 2 5 12 3

b. ami karchi na: I am not doing.

c. *ami karechi na: I have not done.

d. ami karlam na: I did not (but could have done had I wanted).

e. ami karchilam na:. I was not doing.

f. *ami karechilam na: I had not done.

g. ami kari ni: I did not/have not/had not done.

h. ami karbo na: I shall not do.

i. ami kartam na: I used not to do.

(25) a. se bhalo nay: He is not good.
12 3 1 3 2

b. tini bhalo nan: He is not good.

c. tumi bhalo nao: You are not good.

d. ami bhalo nai: I am not good.

(26) a. fse 1 bhalo nei: He is not well.
\tini /

b. tumi bhalo nei: You are not well.

c. ami bhalo nei: I am not well.

(27) a. se bhalo chilo na: He was not good/well.

b. tini bhalo chilen na: He was not good/well.

c. tumi bhalo chile na: You were not good/well.

d. ami bhalo chilam na: I was not good/well.

(28) a. bane bagh nei: There is no tiger in the forest.
1 2 3 _3 2 1

b. bane bagh chilo na: There was no tiger in the forest.

These examples show that na is used as a negative marker when the

sentence has an overt verb form. (24c, f) show that sentences

having perfective aspect cannot be negated by na, in which case

the negative marker is ni. The negative marker ni_ carries tense

and aspectual features in itself, and the AUX of such sentences
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always have the features f+PKES,+simJ . We assume that this is

a case where the underlying NEG acts as a conditioner of deep

structure constraint; and neutralizes the features £+PRES,+perf j

and C+PAS,+perf3 of the AUX into C+PREE,+sim3 j an& incorporates the

underlying aspectual feature £+perf J into itself. Mow consider

the derivation of the sentences in (,24), all of which have the NEG

in the underlying structure, hut differ one from another in the

specifications for tense and aspect. For example, (24a) has the

intermediate structure ^29).

(29)'

f+AUX ~)+PRES j
+sim J

ami

[+N,+PR03

kar

[+VB.-ADJ J

The presence of NEG in ^29) indicates that the sentence is a negative

one. As kar in (29) is a main verb, and the sentence is not a

conditional one, the negative transformation will place the nEG

immediately after the V. After AUX Movement and NEG placement,

(29) will be transformed into (50)•

(50)

NEG

ami kar na
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The second lexical insertion rule has inserted _i to the AUX and

na to the NEG. We will get ami kari na, which is (24J, from (JO),

how consider the derivation of (24g), which cannot be derived exactly

like (24a), as the negative marker ni carries tense and aspectual

features in itself. Should we consider ni as a verb because it

bears tense and aspectual features? If we consider ni as an underlying

verb , then we have to allow two verbs in a simplex structure, or

we have to derive (24g) from a complex underlying structure. Instead

we will consider ni as a negative marker with tense and aspectual

features that is used to negate sentences in the perfective aspect.

Ve will assume that (24g) has the intermediate structure (31)•

(31)

ami kar

Now if the negative transformation applies to (31) in its general

form (that is, the rule as applies in (29)), we will derive either

(24c) or (24f), which are semantically all right, but syntactically

unacceptable. The structure (31)» where NEG and [, j ,+perf ^l+PAS J
cooccur, is a semantically well-formed structure, but it will

generate unacceptable syntactic structures. We have said that UEG

has a role as a conditioner for deep structure constraint, and as

(31), although semantically acceptable, will give rise to

ungrammatical syntactic structures, flEG will convert the tense and

aspectual features of the AUX invariably into £+PRES,+sim3 ; and

will incorporate the previous tense and aspectual features into



itself. This will convert (31) into 02)

02) ^s.
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ami kar

The negative transformation will now apply to (32) in the usual

form, which will place the NEG immediately after the V. After

Subject-.AUX concord, AUX Placement and «EG placement (32) will

be transformed into 03)*

(33)

neg
y+presr
(+PAS /
+perf ^

ami ni

The second lexical insertion rule has inserted i_ to the Aua and ni

to the NEG in (33Jt which will generate ami kari ni, which is (24SJ»

Nov; consider the sentences in (25), where the negative marker

is na. This is usually considered to be a negative verb root

(cf.» Chatterji (1939» 416)> Ferguson (1972, 93)) as "the forms

nay, nao, nan, nai etc., show superficial agreement with the subject

in person and grade. In spite of the existence of such forms we
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do not think that na is copulative negative verb root. The

primitive nature of this negative marker produces this intuitive

feeling that na is the basic negative marker in Bengali from which

other negative markers have been derived, na is used in copulative

sentences in the present tense and simple aspect as the negative

marker. In Bengali, copulative verbs are not usually realized

in surface in the present tense and simple aspect, and this has

misled the grammarians to consider na as a copulative negative verb

root. In sadhu Bengali we get forms like nahe, nahen, nahi etc.,

in copulative negative sentences that show that the verb root in

such a sentence is ha., which is negated by the marker na, We assume

that in Standard Colloquial Bengali the copulative verb ha is

deleted or left unrealized in the present tense and simple aspect,

and thus the negative marker na and the forms of the AUX come

morphologically closer and take$ such forms as nai, nao, nan, nay etc,

Thus na looks like a verb. Consider the sentence (25a), In this

sentence the adjective bhalo is taken as the main verb, but by our

general rule (of., ^ 1.2.1, Note B to Base Rule 4 ) we can insert

ha as the right sister of the adjective bhalo. Thus the intermediate

structure for (25a) is (34)•

(34)

[+AUX -\+PRES I
+sim J

se bhalo ha

C+VB,+ADJ] f+VB,-
[+COP

,-ADJ ,~|
P J

In modern Bengali the negative markers usually follow the verb form,
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but in older Bengali they preceded the verb .form (cf., Sen (1958))

and this phenomenon is still preserved in some dialects of

Bengali. This is still at work in copulative negative sentences

in SCB, which place the HEG preceding the VB ha, and the negative

marker in this case is na, The JUEG and AIJX placement will transform

(54) into (35).

(55)

aux

+aux
+pees '«
+sim

+3,-how

se bh3lo na

r+vb"} (+beg)/+vb 'L+adjJ -adj
+cup

c+aux]

The VB ha will be finally deleted, and the negative marker and the

form of the aux will form a word nay ( na-e) by morphophonological

rules. If ha in (35) is not deleted we will get na-ha-e nahe,

which is acceptable in sadhu Bengali, but not in SCB. Thus we

see that na is a negative marker, but not a verb root, and is used

in copulative negative sentences in the present tense and simple

aspect. It is possible to generalize that the negative marker na,

which has taken over as the major negative marker in modern

Bengali, is a suppletive form of na. we have seen that na is

realized as a negative marker in a copulative sentence when the

copulative verb is deleted, and it becomes na when the verb root

is realised in the surface structure. We find examples like the
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following:

(36) a. yadi se bhalo na-hay: If he is not good,

b. yadi se na-ase: If he does not come.

In SCB, as we have seen before, na usually follows the verb form,

and in (35) have seen that na precede the verb root. It is

possible to achieve more generalization if we place j\EC in both

types of sentence preceding the VB, and give general rules like:

(a) the negative marker is na if the verb root is not realized in

surface, otherwise it is na, and (b) na , in SCB, moves to the

right of the V unless they are elements of the first conjunct of

a subordinate conjoined structure (that is, if they are not elements

of the yadi: 'If' conjunct of a conditional sentence).

now consider the sentences in (26)-(28). In (26) all the

sentences have the negative marker nei, and in (28a) also, the

negative marker is nei. If we compare the sentences in (25) with

those in (26) we find that the sentences in (25) are negative

copulative sentences, and those in ^26) are negative existential

sentences, and the sentences in each group differ semantically and

syntactically. For example, ^25a; means 'he is not good in characte

or appearance1, but ^26a) means • he is not well physically'.

(28a), which is negated similarly as the sentences in V.26), indicate

non-existence of tigers in the forest. The sentences in (26) and

(28) are similar in that they are existential sentences in the

negative. We see in the affirmative forms of these sentences that

the existential verb 5ch is present. For example, the affirmative

form of (26a) is (37a) and of (28a) is (37b).

(37) a. se bhalo ache : He is well.

b. bane bagh ache: There are tigers in the forest.

The verb form ache in ^37a; is deletable, but this not possible
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in (37b). We see in (26; and (28; that the sentences of the type

(37a, b) are negated similarly in Bengali by the negative marker

nei. Its form is always nei irrespective of the person and grade

features of the subject. If we consider nei as the verb for

non-existence, we first notice its limited use: it is used in the

present tense and simple aspect only. We have to list nei in the

first lexicon with the rule features that it occurs as the negative

verb of existence in the present tense and simple aspect. This

will complicate the negative transformation to a great extent.

.but we feel that semantically nei is equivalent to the negated

forms of the verb ach: 'Exist* such as *aehe na, *achen na: 'Exist-

not*. It is possible to give a general rule for the negative

transformation in existential sentences, and consider nei as a

surface realization of ach-AUX-MEG. jfor example, consider (28a),
j+PRES]l+sim J

which has the intermediate underlying structure (38)•

(38)

LOC HI

NP CAM N NEG AyX

N +ATJX "1 "VB
+PRES I
+sim \
+3,-HON)

ban bagh Sch

r+VB,-

[+EXIS

cn

, —ADJ ,~)
IS J

If the negative transformation applies to (38) in its general form,

we will derive an ungrammatical structure *bane bagh ache na, which

should have been grammatical in Bengali if Bengali allowed negation

of the verb ach by na (that is, if *ache na, *achi na etc., were

syntactically acceptable) as this is generally allowed with other
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verbs (that is, kari na: 'Do not', khay na: 'Do not eat* etc.,

are acceptable), bo we will assume that the rule applies to (38)

in its general form, but as *ache na, *achen na etc., are unacceptable,

they will be replaced by nei by the second lexical insertion rule.

The AUX Placement and the Negative transformations will transform

(38) into (39).

S.

NP

I
N NEG

09)

ban

r+AUX
+PR.&S
+sim

+3,-HON

bagh ach

f+VB,-ADJ,

[+EXIS ]
Now if the second lexical insertion rule inserts e_ to the AUX

and na to the mEG, we will derive an ungrammatical structure

*bane bagh ache na. In order to block this we need a rule saying
*• * '

that ach-AUX-NEG should obligatorily be replaced by nei in the

J+PRES'
[+sim ,

surface. This analysis shows that nei is a surface realization

of the above mentioned structure, that is, nei is not an underlying

verb (cf., Postal (1971b)). The sentences in (26; are also derived

in this way. This derivation of the existential negative sentences

in the present tense is satisfactory because this makes the negative

transformation a general rule shared with other negative sentences,

and the existential negative sentences in the past and the future

tense. In the past tense the negative transformation in an

existential sentence applies similarly, but no such surface verb
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suppletion is necessary. In such a case (cf., (28bj) the kEG is

realized as na, and the existential verb forms are realized as

chilo, chilen etc., depending on the features of the AUX, and by

the deletion of the initial vowel of ach (achilo chilo).

The sentences in (27) are ambiguous between an existential and

evaluative reading because both ha and ach are realized as ach

in the past tense in stative and existential sense.

1.6 SUBJECT-aUX COkCOKD.

The verb forms in Bengali agree with the subject noun phrase

in person and grade (if any). In this work the aUX bears tense,

aspect, and concord with the subject noun phrase. Subject-AUX

concord is a transformational copying rule, which copies the person

and grade (if any) features of the subject onto the CS of AUX,

and the forms of the AUX are inserted to the derived trees from

the secohd lexicon. After the application of the concord rule,

a later transformation moves the AUX from its underlying position

and adjoins it as the right daughter of V. The morphophonological

rules merge the VB and the AuX into a single surface word.

We have said that the aUX agrees with the subject in person

and grade (if any) in Bengali. Consider some sentences.

(40)

(41)

a. tini yaben: He (honorific; will go.
i 2 1 _2_

b. se yabe: He (nonhonorific) will go.

c. ami yabo: I shall go.

a. matin o minu yabe: Matin and Minu will go.

(yaben "1̂ : He (non-hon) and you (hon) wil go.1 *ya*yabe J

f ySbo -|
c. matin, tumi o ami < I: Matin, you and I shall go.\ *y£bej
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In (40) the forms of AUX vary in different sentences (as ben, be,

and bo) due to the varying person and grade features of the

respective subjects. The subjects in (41) are coordinate noun

phrases and in such cases the concord rule has some peculiarity.

In (41a) each of the noun phrase conjuncts has the features C+3,-HON3

and so the AUX agrees with the subject in these features. But

in (41b) apani has the features C+2,+H0N) and se_ has the features

[+3,-HON). Here the AUX copies the features of the noun phrase

conjunct that has the features C+2,+H0Nj. In (41c) matin has

the features [+5,-HON) , tumi has the features [+2,-HON) , and

ami has the features T+1), Here the AUX agrees with the conjunct

that has the C+1) feature. So we see that if the subject noun
♦

phrase is a coordinate conjunct the Subject-AUX concord rule

works on the principle of dominance in the person and grade hierarchy.

The AUX agrees with that noun phrase conjunct which is higher

in the hierarchy of person and grade. The concord rule is given below,

(42) SUBJECT-AUX CONCORD RULE.

Sl! S^X NP^X 11 X^ X AUX x]
r+...

PERSON

1 3

pGRADE
+SUBJ

5 8

SC: features of 5 onto 8,

b. If 3 is a coordinate noun phrase apply (42a) so that

5 is higher in the hierarchy: f +1
+2.+H0N

,-HON

,+PEJ

+3,+H0N

,-HON

among the conjuncts.
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Conditions: a. 3 is the Subject of 1.

b. 1 dominates 3 and 8.

This rule will derive ^44) from ^43) •

143)

p

i
V
I

VB

(44)

NP

I
N

M

I

Ayx
r+Aux

tini

-+N,+PRO,"\
4* • • •

+3,+HuK,
+SUBJ

tini

"+N,+PRO,
+ • • •

+3,+H0N,j
+SUBJ

+FUT

4-sim

+AUX
+FUT
+sim

+3,+H0Nl

ya

[+VB,-aDJ]

ya

f+YB,-ADJ J

1.7 AITX-MOVEHENT.

The AUX is an element of M in the underlying structure, but

it is moved, after the application of the Subject-AUX concord rule,

out of its underlying position, and is adjoined as the right daughter

of the V in order to derive acceptable surface verb forms. This

rule is given below.



(45) AUX-KQVEHBNT RULE

SI: 3 [x AUX

3

V

5

SC: Adjoin 5 as the right daughter of 5»

Condition: 3 and 5 are the constituents of 1, which is
I

a simplex.

This rule will transform (44) into (46).

(46)

f+AUX

+3»+H0N

tini

The form of the AUX ben is inserted by the second lexical

insertion rule after the last rule of the transformational

component (cf., $>11.2). (46; will generate tini yaben,
which is (40a)«
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NOUN PHRASES

2.0 Introduction.

As pronominalization involves noun phrases, we will discuss

the structures and general characteristics of the Bengali noun

phrase in this chapter. The head of a noun phrase is a noun (N).

The node N of a noun phrase can be filled by two types of lexical

item: Nouns, which have the inherent features C+N,-PR0J , and

pronouns, which have the inherent features C+N,+PR03 . They are

considered as categories of the same type in the underlying structure,

differing in the value for the feature [PRO-] , which is positively

specified for the pronoun and negatively for the noun. We have

discussed the pronouns of Bengali elsewhere (cf., $ 4.1- 3>4.1.4;
<£ 4.2.1- $ 4.2.5; $4.5.1).

2.1 Subcategorization of Nouns.

This grammar does not generate nouns or complex symbols for

nouns (cf., $ 1.2), it simply utilizes them from the lexicon in'

order to generate sentences. The lexicon contains all the lexical

items of Bengali with proper feature specification. So this section

is related primarily to the lexicon (cf., Chapter 11), but has

been included here on the assumption that it will help us to get

a clear understanding of the noun phrase structures of Bengali.

When one comes to subcategorize the nouns of Bengali one will feel

that at least the following inherent features require consideration.

(1) CCOMMON 3 , CCOUNTJ , C HUMAN 3 , CANIMATE J , C HONORIFIC J ,

[ PEJORATIVEJ , CMALE J , CABSTRACT J , C LOCATION J

The features listed above are not exhaustive; some nouns might

have some inherent features not included here, but no noun will
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have all these features positively or negatively specified for

it. We have discussed the method of feature specification

elsewhere (cf., ^ 11.1«5)» but it may be mentioned here that

according to the inherent property of nouns some feature will be

positively specified for a noun ^ for example, bhadralok: 'Gentleman'

is T+MALED ) and this feature will be negatively specified for

another noun (for example, mahila: 'Woman' is [-MALE) ), and the

feature may be irrelevant for another noun (for example, [MALE! is

irrelevant for kabitS: 'Poem'). Consider the nouns in (2) with

their inherent feature specifications (redundant features omitted):

{2) bhadralok: 'Gentleman': C+N,-PRO,+COM,+COUNT,+HON,+MALE J

mahilSi: 'Woman': C +N,-PRO,+COM,+C0 UNT,+HON, -MALE J

chele: 'Boy': C+N,-PRO,+COM,+COUNT,-HON,+MALE 3

meye: 'Girl': [ +N,-PRO, +COM.+COTJNT,-HON,-MALE J

These nouns have a number of common features as well as some

features that differentiate them. For example, bhadralok and mahila

differ only in the value for the feature [.MALEJ, which is positive

for bhadralok and negative for mahila. The distinctive features

common to all these nouns are [+HUM,+COM,+COUNTJ , and thus they form

a class by themselves. The feature [MALE) plays a minor role in

the syntax of Bengali, but it should be included for the specification

at least of [+HUM) nouns, beacuse in some syntactic structures

this feature is pivotal for selectional restrictions. Consider

the examples below.

(3) a. mahila sundarl: The woman is beautiful.

b. *bhadralok sundari: The gentleman is handsome.

(4) a. mahila adhyapika: The woman is a teacher.

b. *bhadralok adhyapika: The gentleman is a teacher.

(5b) and (4b) are ungrammatical due to the reason that the adjective
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sundar" and the predicate nominal adhyapika are incompatible with

[+MALEJ nouns. The features C+HON} are necessary for semantic

as well as syntactic reason that the AUX agrees with the subject

in person and grade features in Bengali (cf., ^1.6). Wow

consider the nouns in (5)s

(5; pakhl: 'Bird1: t+N,-PRO,+COM,+COUNT,-HUMJ

bai: 'Book': C+N,-PRO,+COM,+COUNT,«ANI,+ABSj

jal: 'Water': [+N,-PRO,+CUM,-COUNT,-ANI,-ABSj

svapna: 'Bream': [+R»-PRO,+COM,+COUNT,-ANI,+ABSJ

path: ' Road' : C+W»-PRO, +COM, +COUNT, -ANI, -ABE, +LOC J

The feature common to all the nouns of this group is C+OOMj, which

is shared by the nouns in (2); but they differ from those in (2;

for the value of [HUIiD and C*ANI}. In (5J all but pakhT aret-ANI«?,
and by a general rule in Bengali they are T-HONJ . Bow we come

to the class of proper nouns given in (6j.

(6) rablndranath: f+N,-PRO,-COM,-COURT, +HUM,+MALE J

suphia khan: I+N,-PRO,-COM,-COUNt, +HUM,-MALE J

hasan: T+R»-PRO,-COM,:r,-COUNT,+EUM,+MALE J

ketakl: C+W,-PRO,-COM,-COUNT,+HUM,-MALE J

dhaka: C+N, -PRO, -COM, -COU jnT , -ANI, -ABS , +LOC J

pu§i: r+w,-PRO,-COM,-COUNT,-HUM J

The most distinctive feature of these nouns is C-COMj, that is,

they are names of persons, places and animals etc. The T+HUMJ proper

nouns have many features common with C+RUM3 common nouns, and

similarly f-HUMJ and T-ANIJ proper nouns have many features common

with their f+COM} counterparts. The feature [ HONJ is relevant

for r+HUM] proper nouns; for example, rabxndranath will be considered

as C+H0N3 and ketaki will be considered as [-H0NJ, but we assume

that f+HON] is not an inherent feature of any proper noun, whether

a proper noun will have the feature CHOW3 positively or negatively
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specified for it depends on social judgement. So two men with

the same name may have entirely different status. The lexicon,

if it lists proper nouns at all, may ignore these features for

proper nouns. But the f+HON] feature of the human proper nouns

must be taken into account when they are used in a sentence because

the AUX concords with the subject in person and grade features.

The place and animal names have the features C-COM,-COUNTJ in

common with the human proper nouns, and like the [-HUM] and [-aNIJ
common nouns, they are ['-HON] by a general rule in Bengali (cf.,

$11.1.4).
The features discussed above are semantic as well as syntactic.

Their syntactic relevance in the generation of the grammatical
\

noun phrase structures of Bengali will be seen in the

following sections.

2.2 General Characteristics of Noun Phrases.

Some noun phrases of Bengali consist simply of a head noun,

as can be seen in [7)« ,

(7) a. pakhl gan gay: Birds sing songs.
12 3 13 2

b. pakhlra gSn gay: Birds sing songs.

c. nsju bai parche: Nazu is reading (a) book(s).
2 S _3_ 2 *

The noun phrases pakhl and gan in (7a), pakhlra and gan in (7b),
and naju and bai in (7c) are head nouns without any determiner.

The noun phrase pakhl in (7a; is a head noun in the base form and

is understood as generic. The noun phrase pakhlra, which is plural

and morphologically marked for plurality, is also generic, as in

(7a, b) the tense and aspect are generic [+PRES,+sim3 . The noun

pakhi is [+COUNTJ, and it may take a determiner; but the noun naju

in (7c) is [-COMJ, and does not take any determiner. The noun phrase
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gan in (7a, b) is also undetermined, simply a head noun in the

base form, and understood as generic. The noun phrase bai in ^7c)

is also a head noun in the base form, but it is not understood

as generic (due to non-generic tense and aspect). It can be

understood either as singular or plural. In other words, it is

unspecified for number. Thus we see that a Bengali noun phrase

is simply a head noun when: (a) the N is a proper noun ( and a

pronoun), (b) the MP is generic (but not all generic noun phrases

are undetermined), and (c) the noun is unspecified for number.

The above noun phrases are undetermined in that they have not taken

any determiner (but technically pgkhTrg has taken a determiner

(cf., $ 2.4.4;). Now consider the following noun phrases.

(8; a. ekjan bhadralok: A gentleman.

b. du$i pakhl: Two birds.

c. pakhl du£i: The two birds.

These NP's are determined, and of these (8a, b) are indefinite,

and (8c) is definite. The elements ek.jan and dufri above are

SPEC(ifier)s (cf., 2.4.3), which are composed of quantifiers

such as ek: 'One', and du: 'Two1, and classifiers such as .pan and

The SPEC'S in (8a, b) are at the left of their respective

head nouns, and these noun phrases are understood as indefinite*,

but the SPEC duti is at the right of its head noun in (8c), which

is understood as definite. This shows that Bengali has no article

(cf., $ 2 .4.3). Now consider the following noun phrases.

(9) a. o(i) cheleti: That boy.
1 2*12

b. se(i) mahila: That woman.

c. e(i) meyera: These girls.

These noun phrases are definite. In (9a) the deictic je(i.) is at

the left of the head noun and the classifier ti is suffixed to
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the head noun, and in V9b)> similarly, the deictic s_e(_i) is at

the left of the head noun, but no classifier is suffixed to it.

(9c) is a definite unquantified plural noun phrase, which has the

deictic £(i_) at the left of the head noun, and no classifier is

suffixed to it. This NP looks similar to (91>) cm surface, but we

will show later that (9a, b) are much more alike than (9*>, c)
are (cf., <$ 2.4.3) .

The Bengali noun phrases can be recursive, that is, coordinate

conjoined as in (10).

(10) a. minu o matin: Minu and Matin.

b, ek£i chele o ekti meye: A boy and a girl.
1 234*5 12 345

In (10) the NP's are conjoined by the conjunction o_: 'And'. Noun

phrases may have attributive adjectives, which are usually placed

immediately preceding the head noun. Consider the examples in (11)

(11) a. ek-fci nil pakhi: A blue bird.
2 3 2 3

b. nil pakhlti: The blue bird.

c. nil ek^i pakhl: A blue bird.

In (11a, b) the adjective nil immediately precedes the head noun,

but in (11c) the SPEC ekti intervenes between the adjective and

the head noun. (11a, c) are cognitively synonymous, but the

topicalization of the adjective in (11c) makes a subtle semantic

distinction between (11a, c).

In this section we have introduced some NP structures in

outline without any analysis. In the following sections we will

consider how these and other NP's are handled in this grammar.
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2.3 Number.

Lyons (1968, 281) considers number as a category of nouns.

Bengali has a two-way distinction in the category of number, that

is, nouns can be either singular or plural; and this applies to

C+COUNTJ nouns only. But in some noun phrases with L+COUNTj nouns

the category of number may remain unspecified in Bengali, as we

have seen in the noun phrase bai in (7c). Plurality of nouns in

Bengali is expressed in two ways'* : (a) by suffixing a plural

marker to the base form of a noun, and (b) by quantifiers. Let us see

how is this done in Bengali.

1 A third way of indicating plurality is by the 'reduplication of

the attributive adjectives as in the following examples.

(A) a. chota chota bayl: Small small homesteads.
b. lal lal phul: Red red flowers.

In (A) the adjectives are reduplicated and the head nouns are in

the base form, but they are understood as plural, we derive the

attributive adjectives from the predicate position, and so these

noun phrases should be related to full, probably conjoined, underlying

sentences. In this type of IIP the collective quantifiers and the

reduplicated adjectives can cooccur:

m a- anek chota chota bar!: Many small small homesteads,
b. bahu lal lal phul: Many red red flowers.

This sort of reduplication of adjectives indicates unspecificity

and innumerability, but specificity of HP's with reduplicated adjectives

can also be expressed by the use of the specific plural marker gulo

with the head noun: lal lal phulgulo: 'Red red flowers'. As these

noun phrases are presumably related to underlying full sentences,

we will not consider them here.
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2.3.1 Plurality by Plural Markers.

Plurality in such a case is expressed by the plural forms

of nouns, which are formed by the suffixation of a plural marker

to the base form of a noun as shown in (12).

(12) Base Form Plural Marker Plural Form

balak: 'Boy' era balakera

meye: 'Girl' ra meyera

pakhl: 'Bird' gulo pakhTgulo

pandit: 'Scholar' gan panditgan

We see above that the plural forms of nouns are formed by the

suffixation of the plural markers to the base forms of nouns.

The plural markers that are commonly used in SCB are ra, era, der

and gulo. But there are some plural markers such as gag, barga,

samuha etc., which are now antiquated, and are usually used with

Sanskritic nouns in formal writing and oratory. Here we will mainly

deal with the plural markers ra, era, der and gulo.

The plural markers ra, era and der have two functions: (a) they

are used if the head noun is C+HUMjl , and (b) if the NP is intended

generically. gulo has two similar functions: (a) it is used if the

head noun' is C-A3SIJ or [-HUK3 , ana (b) if the HP is intended as

specific, ra, era and der can be used with r-HUil) nouns if the

noun phrase is generic or unspecific. gulo can be used with

tT+HUMj-HOHJ nouns if the noun phrase is specific, but it is not

used with C+HOH^ nouns. Consider the examples below.

^,13) a. bhadralokera kaphi khan: Gentlemen drink coffee.

b. *bhadralokgulo kaphi khan:

c. e-bhadralokera kaphi khan: These gentlemen drink coffee.

^14) a. pakhlra gan gay: Birds sing songs.

b. pakhlgulo gan gay: (Some) biras sing songs.
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In (1 3a) bhadralokera is C+H01I7 and. generic, and the plural

marker is ra; hut (13b) is unacceptable as gulo is incompatible

with a C+HOhJ noun. In (13c) e-bhadralokera is specific, but the

plural marker is ra as the noun is In 04a) pakhl is

C-H0M3 , but as the HP is generic, the plural marker is ra. In

04b) the plural marker is gulo, becuase the noun is C-HUMJ and

the jnP is specific.

The plural markers ra, era and der are syntactically

conditioned: (a) ra and era are used if the noun phrase is the

subject, and (*) der is used otherwise. But gulo has no such

condition. Consider the examples below.

(15) a. mahilara elen: (The) women came.
12 12

b. *mahilader elen:

(16) a. ami mahilader(ke) cini: I know the women.
12 3 13 2

b. *ami mahilarake cini:

(17) a. pakhlgulo urbe: The birds will fly.
1 2 1 _2_

b. ami pakhlguloke dharbo: I shall catch the birds.

In U5a) mahilara is the subject, and is grammatical, but (15b)
is ungrammatical, because the subject HP has taken the plural marker

der. In (16a) mahilader is the object, and is grammatical; but

(16b) is ungrammatical, because the object noun phrase has taken

r3. In (17) we find that gulo can be used with a subject as well

with an object noun phrase.

The plural markers ra and era are phonologically conditioned:

ra is used when a noun ends in a vowel, and era elsewhere.

Consider the examples below.
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ra

*era

mahila: 'Woman'

meye: 'Girl'

In (18a) we see that a noun that ends in a consonant takes era

as a plural marker and in (18b) we see that a noun that ends in

a vowel takes ra as a plural marker.

Bengali has a number of plural markers like gan, barga, samuha

etc., which are now'obsolete. They are used with Sanskritic nouns

in formal writing and speech. Of these gap and barga are used

with C+HUM} nouns, and samuha is used with C-HTJM 3 and C-ANI J nouns.

So the formal Bengali has plural forms like panditgan, panditbarga:

•Scholars', and pustaksamuha; 'Books', but not *panditsamuha, or

*pustakga.n.

The .plural markers ra, era, der and gulo have entries in

the second lexicon in the following manner:

era

/"+PL MARKER **

+HUM

+C_
+SUBJ

der

C+PL MARKER^
+HUM

-SUBJ

^lo
f+PL MARKER"]
[-HON J

2.3.2 Plurality by Quantifiers.

Numerical quantifiers such as du(i)t 'Two', tin:'Three', cSr:

•Four', and so on, and the collective quantifiers such as bahu:

'Many', sakal: 'All' etc., are also used in Bengali in order to

indicate plurality. In such a case the quantified noun does not

take any plural marker. Consider the examples below.

(20) a. dujan mahila: Two women,

b. *dujan mahilara:
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(21) a. tinti pSkhl: Three birds,

b, *tin$i pakhigulo:

(22) a. bahu lok: Many men.

b, *bahu lokerS:

Plurality of the nouns in (20, 21, 22a) are respectively indicated

by the quantifiers du, tin and bahu; and the nouns in these examples

remain in their base form. The ungrammaticality of the 0>) examples

above is due to the fact that the nouns have taken plural markers.

The category of number does not apply to C-COUNT] nouns. It is

true that (+C0M,-COUNT] nouns cannot be counted and cannot be

pluralized, but they can be measured and quantified. Consider

the examples below.

(25) a. *dudhgulo: *Milks.

b. *ek$i dudh: *A milk.

c. duma$ dudh: Two maunds of milk.

(23a) shd'ws that a C+COM,-COUNT] like dudh cannot be pluralized,

and (23bJ shows that it cannot be counted either. But (2J>c)

shows that it can be measured and quantified. Like the C+COM,-COUNT J

nouns, C-COM,-COUNT]] nouns cannot be pluralized or counted.

Consider the examples below.

(24) a. *ekti ketakI:*A Ketaki.

b. *ketaklra: *Ketaki's.

c. ketakira asbe: The Ketaki's will come.

(24a) shows that a proper noun cannot be counted, and (24bJ shows

that it cannot be pluralized either. But in (24c) we see that a

proper noun has been morphologically pluralized, which is a common

practice in Bengali, ketaklra in (24c) is not semantically plural

because it does not refer to several Ketaki's, instead it means

'Ketaki and her family or friends'.
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2.4 Underlying Structures of Noun Phrases.

Here we repeat our base rules relating to noun phrases for

the sake of convenience of discussion.

(25) Ba,se Rules Repeated;

RULE 6 RP

(CONJCO NP NP*

S

^ (D) N (S)

RULE 7

RULE 8

RULE 9

C DEF "1
D * (PART) ( ( DJSIC| ) (SPEC)
DEIC ■> (DEM)(ORD)

SPEC >
'QUART (CL)

PL }
These rules will account for all noun phrase structures of Bengali,

The only constituent that is obligatory (but can be contextually

deleted) for a noun phrase is the head noun (N). It plays an

important role in the selection of other elements of a noun

phrase. In the following sections we will describe the noun phrase

constituents in some detail, and show how they combine with

one another in order to generate grammatical noun phrases of Bengali,

2.4.1 HP --> N.

This rule accounts for the noun phrases which consist only

of head nouns. Consider the examples below.

(26) a. pakhl gan gay: Birds sing songs.

b. naju bai pare: 11a,zu reads (a) book(sJ.

c. Smi ySbo: I shall go.
12 1 2

The RP pakhl in (26a) is undetermined, simply a head noun in the
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base form, and is understood as generic. It is not that all

generic HP's in Bengali are undetermined, "but JUP's such as this

are understood generically if the sentence is in the present tense

and simple aspect. The rule under discussion allows this noun

phrase to be generated. In Bengali C-COMjnouns and singular

pronouns do not take any determiner, na.ju in (26b) and ami in

(26c) are respectively a C-COM) noun and a pronoun. This rule

accounts for these UP's. The NP bal in (26b) has no determiner

either. It is unspecified for number, but its number is contextually

understood, and the cooccuring verb also helps to ascertain its

number. The rule under discussion allows the generation of nP's

(a) which are undetermined and generic, (b) which are undetermined

and unspecified for number, and (c) which have singular pronominal

head nouns, and proper nouns as head,

2.4.2 D(eterminer),

The D is an auxiliary node, which dominates all constituents

but the head noun, of a determined IIP. All its constituents are

optional, but if D is chosen at least one its constituents must

be chosen. The D itself is am optional element of an NP.

2.4.5 SPEC —> QUANT (CL).
0

Consider the noun phrases below.

(27) a. ekjan bhadralok: A gentleman.

b. duti meye: Two girls.
i _

c. tinkhani sapi: Three saris.

All the NP's above are indefinite. First consider the elements

ek.jan, duti and tinkhani in these LP's. These elements are

composed of quantifiers (QUANT) and classifiers (CL). In ek.jan

the QUANT is ek: 'One' and the CL is jan*, in duti QUAnT is du: 'Two'
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and the CL is khani. These elements, which we have termed

SPEC(ifier), specify the head nouns in respect of quantity,

definiteness and indefiniteness, specificity and unspecificity

and so on. The SPEC is composed of a QUANT and a CL. The CL's

are optional in some situations, and are extremely idiosyncratic.

We assume that the notion of QUANT is quite straightforward.

It includes the numerals ek: 'One', du: 'Twol, and so on, and the

collectives like hahu, anek: 'Many', sab, sakal: 'All', kayek:

•Some* etc. We will come back to the QUANT later in this section,

but first we will consider the CL's. The bound morphs $a, ti,

khana. khani, ,jan etc., are traditionally called 'articles' or

'definitives' (cf., Chatterji (1939» 253; 1926, 780)). These are,

specially £i and ta (as these two are frequently used), generally

viewed as the Bengali counterpart of the English definite article

•The'. This view is unacceptable because they are used not only

to indicate definiteness, but are used in indefinite noun phrases

too. Furthermore, they have other functions, which are quite

complicated, such as expressing the attitude of the speaker towards

the noun concerned, the inherent properties of the noun etc.

It is widely believed that these CL's, specially ti and ta, are

suffixed to the nouns in order to indicate definiteness. This

assumption is only superficially adequate; if we go deeper into

the facts it cannot be maintained. To begin with, consider

the NP's in (28).

(28) a. ekti bai: A book.

b. baiti: The book.

The NP (28b) is definite, and here the CL is suffixed to the

noun bai. As (28b) is definite, it is traditionally assumed that
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ti is a definite article like the English 'The'. But we see in

(28a,), which is an indefinite LP, the <JL £L is suffixed to the

QUANT ek. This NP being indefinite shows ti cannot be a definite

article. Cl's can be constituents of both definite and indefinite

noun phrases.

Here we will study the syntax and semantics of t5, ti, ,jan,

khgng. and khSni, which are frequently used. We have said that

CL's are optional elements, but if a specific quantifier is

selected the selection of a CL becomes obligatory, and the inherent

features of the head noun and the attitude of the speaker towards

the head noun restricts the selection of a CL. For example, ta

can be used if the head noun is £-KUM], but if it; is used with

a [+HUH3 noun it will indicate that the speaker has no respect

for the person concerned. The CL t_i can be used with [-HONjnouns,

which include human, non-human and inanimate nouns. The CL ,ian

is used when the head noun is C+HUMJ , preferably £+H0N3 • The

CL's khana and khani are used with [-ANI3 nouns which are small

in size, and preferably square or rectengular in shape,, All

these CL's are used with C+CCUKT3 nouns, not with C-COUNT'} nouns

(except khani). Consider the examples below.

*khana

^khani ^
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bai

i
_

sari
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"
book

Three

v sari

In (29a) we see that ekti pakhT, ekta oakhl, ekti nadi and ekja nadi

are grammatical, and *ekkhana pakhl, *ekkhani pakhl, *ek,jan pakhl

and *ekjan nadi are ungrammatical. The ungrammaticality of these

NP's is due to an unacceptable selection of CL's. pakhi is C-HIJM},
and so the CL should be £i or ta, but not ,jan; and it is C+ANlJ,
so khana or khani cannot be used with it. Similarly, with nadi,

which is C-ANI} , the CL's ta or ti can be used, but not .jail.

The CL's khana and khani do not go with nadi, if it is understood

as big or vast; but in emotional expressions like ekkhana chota nadl:

•A tiny river', where the river is almost reduced to a picture,

the use of khana and khani is acceptable. This shows how a CL

expresses the attitude of the speaker towards the noun concerned.

In (29b) we find that with C+HON]nouns only ,jan can be used as

a CL. The use of $a or with £+HUfO nouns is contemptous, and

the use of khana or khani indicates inanimateness. So a noun phrase

like *ekti bhadralok: 'A gentleman', although syntactically

well-formed, is unacceptable on social grounds, and a noun phrase

like *ekkhana mahila: 'A woman' will be socially rejected, but

can be used satirically to indicate some sort of inanimateness in

a woman. (29c) shows that with nouns like bai and sari , which

are C-ANI} and not large in size, any of ta, ti, khana and khani

can be used. But when ti is used the speaker expresses no emotion;

and when ta is used the speaker expresses his indifference

towards the object; and. when khana or khani is used, the speaker

expresses his tenderness towards the object.
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We have said that CL is an optional element of the SPEC,

which dominates QUANT and CL. Selection of a CL is mainly dependent

on the tjUANT, and the selection of particular classifier is

restricted by the head noun. But it should be mentioned here that

the behaviour of the CL's is so idiosyncratic that no single

constituent or property of noun phrase can be thought of as pivotal

behind their selection or omission. Their selection or omission

depends on the entire property of the noun phrase, but it seems

that the QUANT plays a major part in their selection. The

following syntactic-semantic features are relevant for an analysis

of the QUANT's in Bengali:

(30) [+DEFINITE3 , [ +SPECIFIC J
Some QUAnT's are [+DEF3 , some are C-NEF, +SPECIFIC"] , some

are C-DEF,-SPECIFICj , and some are C-BEF,+SPECIFIC3 . The QUANT's

pratyek, prati: 'Each* are [+DEFJ, the numeral QUAnT's are

C-DEF,+SPECIFICJ, kayek: 'Some* C-BEF,+SPECIFICJ , bahu: 'Many'

and sakal: 'All' are t-DEF,-SPECIFICJ, and anek is C-DEF.+SPECIFICJ.

The general rule for a CL-selection is that if the chosen

quantifier is C+DEF]) or C+SPECIFIC}, a CL should be selected, and

if the quantifier is C-SPECIFIC^J, a CL should not be selected

(although there are some exceptions to this general rule).

Consider the examples below.

01) a* ekti pakhl urche: A bird is flying.
1 2 *3 12 __3_

b. *ek pakhl urche:

(32) a. elcj;i meye amake balechilo,.: A girl had told me..
1 2 3 4 1 2 _4_ 3

b. ek meye amake balechilo:

(33) a» tinjan rupaslr gopan katha: Secret stories of three beauties.
12 3434 12

b. tin rupaslr gopan katha:
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(34) a. dasjan adhyapak: Ten teachers.
1 2 12

■

b. Vdas adhyapak:

(35) a. anek lok: Many men.
12 12

b. *anekjan lok:

(36) a. sab pakhl: All birds.
12 12

b. *sabti pakhl:

(31a) shows that the noun phrase ekfri pgkht is grammatical, and

(31b) shows that *ek pakhT is ungrammatical. It may be said here

that as the quantifier is C+SPEcIFICjthere should be a CL in this

noun phrase. But our opinion is that this noun phrase seems

unacceptable for some phonological reason: it sounds, literally, odd

without a CI . In the x^P ekji meye in (32a; the CL £i_ is present

and the noun phrase is indefinite, but specific. In ek meye in

(32b) there is no CL, and the noun phrase seems to be unspecific,

but the semantic difference between these two nP's is so subtle

that the nP in (32b) can be considered as a stylistic variant

of the one in (32a). In the genitive noun phrase tin.jan runasT

in (35a; the SPEC contains the .CL ,jan, but in tin runasi in (35b)

there is no CL. When the CL is used the noun phrase is understood

as specific, but without a CL it seems unspecific. Thus the

noun phrase in (33a) means 'secret stories of three particular

beauties', and (336) means 'secret stories of three unspecific

beauties'. Usually noun phrases of the type (33b; are used as

titles, captions or head lines (such as pa.c corer galea:'Stories

of five thieves', sat ra.jar dhan: 'Treasures of seven kings',

tin kanya: 'Three daughters') which deal with unspecific nouns.

These are unspecific and stylistically catchy, how consider the

noun phrase das.jan adhygpak in (34a). The noun adhyapak is [+H0lO,
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and it allows only ,jan as a CL. The noun phrase (34b), where

there is no CL, is objectionable due to the omission of the CL.

Here the absence of the CL does indicate the noun phrase is

unspecific, but the noun phrase is objectionable because the deletion

of the CL would dishonour the noun phrase, which is C+HOliJ .

The QUART'S anek and sab are C-SPJ3CIFICJ when used with a C+COULT}

noun and thus do not take a CL. (35» 3^b) are ungraromatical due

to the selection of CL's. Consider some more examples, this time

with temporal nouns.

(37)

(38)

There is no CL in tin bachar in (37a), but £_i is there in tinti

bachar in (37b). Similarly in (38a) there is no CL in au-din,

but j^i is there in duti din in (p8b). CL's are not generally used

in temporal noun phrases like those in (37» 38a), but (37> 38b)

show that a CL can be used in such a noun phrase. In the HP's

tin bachar and du-din, it seems that the period is taken as a

single stretch of time without any emphasis, but in tinti bachar

and duti din the period is counted year by year and day by day,

and thus emphasized to seem to be a long period of time. It is

possible to take the temporal HP's without a CL as unspecific,

and those with a CL as specific. Consider the examples in (39)•

(39) a. ?se amar jlbaner sundar tin bachar nasta kareche: She

has wasted three beautiful years of my life.

b. se amar jlbaner sundar tinti bachar nasta kareche:u • • •

The sentence (39a) is odd as the noun phrase sundar tin bachar

a. tin bachar ke£e gelo: Three years passed by.
1 2 _3_ 1 2 _3_

b. tinti bachar kete gelo:

a. ami du-din dhare ekhane achi: I have been here for two days.
1 2 3 4 5 6 1 _6_ 5 4 2 3

b. ami du$i din dhare ekhane achi:
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seems to indicate three specific years, hut as there is no CL

in this noun phrase it indicates unspecificity, and this contradiction

makes this sentence odd (hut in a different reading the sentence

is natural: if the speakers whole life is taken as beautiful, then

the wasted years are unspecific, in which case deletion of the CL

is expected.), in (39^>) "the noun phrase sundar tinfri hachar

contains the CL ti_, and the noun phrase is understood as three

specific years.

Y/e have not said anything so far ahout the quantifiers that

we consider as t+DEF} . When a definite quantifier is chosen a

classifier should he chosen. Consider the examples below.

{AO) a. ?prat.yek chele cad dekheche: Each hoy has seen the moon.
\

h. pratyekti chele cad dekheche:
.

(41) a. *prati chele cad de.kheche: Each boy has seen the moon.

h. pratiti chele cad dekheche:

There is-no CL in pratvek chele in (40a), and accordingly it is

not as forceful as pratyekti chele in (40b), where definiteness

is mixed up with emphasis. In (41a) there is no CL with prati

chele, and this makes the noun phrase objectionable, but the CL

ti occurs with the QUANT in (41b), which is impeccable0

The CL's in Bengali are interesting syntactically as well

as semantically and need a thorough investigation. This, however,

is outwith our scope here.

In this section we have restricted ourselves to a discussion

of indeTinite noun phrases, and tried to show how the constituents

of the SPEC combine with one another0 We have mentioned before

(cf., $ 2.2) that the indefinite noun phrases that choose SPEC

generate it at the left of the head noun. The rule under discussion

generates specific and unspecific indefinite noun phrases. For
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example, (27a) has the underlying structure (42).

(42) _HP

ek

"+QUANT,

-DEF,
+SPECIFIC

hhadralok

+N,-PRO,

+C0M,+COUNT,

+3,+H0N

(42) is indefinite (cf.,^ 2.4.5). The first lexical insertion

rule will first insert the head noun, secondly the QUANT, and

finally CL, as its selection is dependent both on N and QUANT.

As the QUANT ek has been taken here as f+SPECIFICj, a CL should

be selected. The CL here must be ,jan because the head noun is

C+HON). As (42) is indefinite, this structure will not undergo

any change, and it will generate ek.jan bhadralok, which is (27a),

The CL's and the QUANT's have the lexical entries in the

first lexicon in the following manner (cf.,

(43) ti ,jan khana ek: 'One*

+CL, -|
+CUUNT ,j
-HON, 7

+CL,

+C0UNT,
+HUM,

+CL,

+COUNT,
-ANI,
+EMOT,

+QUANT,

—HEF,
iSPECIFIC,
-PL,

2.4.4 SPEC —> PL.

We have discussed two ways of indicating plurality of nouns

in Bengali before (cf., $ 2.3; $2.3.1; $2.3.2). Plurality in one

way is indicated by (say, plural) quantifiers such as du: 'Two',

tin: 'Three', bahu: 'Many' etc., and in the other way by the plural

markers. Consider the examples below.

(44) a. duti meye: Two girls,

b. raeyera: Girls.
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In (44a) the quantifier du indicates the plurality of the noun,

although the noun meye is in the base form; and in (44b) there

is no quantifier, but the plural marker ra indicates the noun as

plural. In our grammar the QUANT is an element of the SPEC, and

if the QuANT is plural the head noun will be understood as plural;

and as a rule no plural marker will be suffixed to the noun. Let

us show how the grammar handles NP's like (44b). We have seen

(cf., $ 2.2) that NP's unspecified for number have no SPEC or D.

In (44a.) number is indicated by a QUANT, which is an element of

the SPEC. So it is assumed that plurality of NP's like (44b) too,

in the underlying structure is indicated by the SPEC. This is

intuitively satisfactory in that the same constituent (SPEC)

accounts for number in all sorts of noun phrase. Singularity is

indicated by the quantifier ek: 'One1, and plurality by other

quantifiers and by plural markers. But plural quantifiers and

plural markers never cooccur in Bengali, which we have accounted

for by a disjunctive rule in the base (cf., Base Rule 9). The rule

under discussion accounts for morphologically marked plural nouns

like (44b). The marker PL is an abstract marker in the underlying

structure, and it indicates the plurality of the head noun. For

example, (44b) has the underlying structure (45;.

f" +N,-PRO ,+C0M,+C0UNT, I
L +HUM,+3,-HON,-MALE J

PL in (45) indicates plurality of the head noun, but no plural

marker will be attached to it in the underlying structure, because

(45)

SPEC

PL

meye
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plural markers in Bengali depend, on the functional relation of

the noun phrase, and sometimes, on the phonological form of the

noun, A later plural segment (£+PL SEGj) transformation will copy

(<¥ HUM, p HON 3 features of the noun and the functional feature of

the noun phrase, and it will be adjoined to the N as its right

daughter by Chomsky-adjunction, This transformation will delete

the marker PL and its dominating nodes, and will mark the head

noun as C+PLJ . This will transform (45) into (46).

(46)

+PL SEG,
+HUM,-HON,
+SUBJ

meye

r+N,-PRO,+COM,+COUNT,+HUM,+3,-HON,-MALE ]
The second lexical insertion rule will attach the appropriate plural

marker to the plural segment. For example, if the head noun in

(46) has the feature C+SUBvfi we will get (47), and if it is |[-SUBJj,

we will get (48) after the second lexical insertion.

(47) (48)

f+PL SEG, ")+HUM,-HON,
+SUBJ J

r+PL SEG,
+HUM,-HON,

( -SUBJ

meye

"~+N, -PRO, +COM
+COUNT,+HUM,
+3 , -HON, -riALE,

I +SUBJ,+PL'
0

ra

"+PL MARKER'
+HUM,
+V_
+SUBJ

meye

"+N, -PRO, +COM
+COUNT,+HUM,
+31-HON,-MALE,
-SUBJ,+PL

der

[+PL MARKER")+HUM, !
-SUBJ J

(47) will give rise to meyera, which is (44a), and (48) will give

rise to meyedert 'Girls'. The plural segement transformation will
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take place when PL is present in the underlying structure.

The base rule 9 shows that PL and QUAxjT (CL) do not cooccur,

but the other constituents of I) can be selected with PL. This is

shown in the following examples.

(49) a. oi pakhxgulo: Those birds,

b. ei chelera: These boys.

In (49) DEIc(ticJ and PL cooccur, and the plural markers are derived

by the plural segment transformation.

2.4.5 flP (DEF)(SPEC) N.

Broadly, noun phrases are either definite or indefinite.

In this section we will deal with such HP's in their underlying

and surface forms, and show how they can be handled. To begin

with consider the examples below.

(50) a. ekji chele: A boy.
12 12

b. chele^i: The boy.

(51) a. duti chele: Two boys.

b. chele duti: The two boys.

(52) a. *e ekti chele: This boy.

b. e-cheleti: This boy.
12* 12

(55) a. ?e duti chele: These two boys.

b. e-chele du^i: These two boys.
12 3 13 2

The hP's (50> 51a) are indefinite, and (50, 51b) are definite.

The SPEC'S ekti and duti in (50, 51a) respectively, are at the

left of the head nouns, and these NP's are understood as indefinite.

In (50b) the CL ti is suffixed to the head noun, and in (51b) the

SPEC is at the right of the head noun, and these LP's are definite.

This shows that indefinite riP's in Bengali have the SPEC at the
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left and. the definite NP's have the SPEC at the right of the head

noun.

There is nothing in Bengali that can be called a definite or

indefinite article. Determined noun phrases are usually understood

as definite or indefinite according to the properties of the QUANT

(for example, pratvek, prati; 'Each* are inherently definite), or

DEIC, and according to the position of the SPEC in relation to

the head noun. We will assume that both indefinite and definite

NP's have the SPEC at the left of the head noun in the underlying

structure. Whether an NP is definite or indefinite will be

indicated by (a) the presence or absence of the marker DEF, and

(*) by the inherent features of the deictics and quantifiers.

The presence of DEF in the underlying structure of SPEC N type

noun phrases will indicate definiteness, its absence will indicate

indefiniteness. And if the DEF is present in the underlying structure

the SPEC will be moved to the right of the head noun. In this

way we can simplify the base rules, and show the relation between

an indefinite NP and its definite counterpart., Accordingly we

will propose a rule called SPEC MOVEMENT for those HP's which are

definite and have the SPEC at the left of the head noun in the

underlying structure. (50b), for example, has the underlying

structure (54)*

(54) NP

N

QUANT CL

ti chele

+QUANT, Y+CLJ
-DEF,
+SPECIFIC
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Suppose there were no def in (54)» then it would he understood

as indefinite and would underlie (50a). Because def is selected

it is understood as definite. We have said earlier (of., $ 2.4.5)

that quantifiers can he [+def] , or [-def,+specificj. The def

restricts the choice of a quantifier, that is, if def is chosen,

a C+defj or t+specific) quantifier should he chosen. In (54)
the quantifier is c+specific). The spec movement rule will apply-

to (54)* The rule will move the SPEC to the right of the ff,

change the feature c-def] of the quantifier to c+defj, mark the

head noun as [+def], and delete the marker def. The application

of this rule will transform (54) into (55)•

(55)

chele

("+n, -pro,.. ."
+def 1 r+QUART, .10-CL]

I +DEF r

(55) will generate *chele ekti, which is ungrammatical due to the

presence of the quantifier ek. The general rule is that the QUANT

must he deleted after the SPEC MOVEMENT rule, if the quantifier

is _ek. The quantifier _ek is deleted because it is recoverable.

Other quantifiers are not deleted . The deletion of _ek will

generate (56) from (55)*

(56)

chele

r+n,-pr0,
[ +def -]

spec

o'l
I

C+CL]
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(56) will generate cheleti, which is (50b). Thus we see that

the definite and indefinite noun phrases in (50» 51) are related,

and this also shows that CL's are constituents of the SPEC. We

have said that if SPEC dominates a quantifier which is ek, it will

be deleted after SPEC MOVEMENT. Now consider the examples below.

(57) a. ekjan bhadralok: A gentleman.
1 2 12

b. *bhadralok ekjan:

c. *bhadralokjan:

d. bhadralok: The gentleman.

(58) a. dujan bhadralok: Two gentlemen.

b. bhadralok dujan: The two gentlemen.

(57a) is an indefinite NP, where the SPEC is at the left of the

head noun. In (57b) the SPEC is at the right of the head noun,

and the NP is ungrammatical. In (57c) the quantifier has been

deleted after SPEC MOVEMENT, but still the noun phrase is ungrammatical.

In (578) the NP has no SPEC. It is grammatical, and is definite.

In (58a) the SPEC is at the left of the head noun and this NP

is indefinite. In (58b) the NP, which has the SPEC at the right

of the head noun, is definite. In the examples (57) the head noun

is C+HONJ, QUANT is ek and CL is ,jan. In (58) the head noun is

C +H0NJ, QUANT is du and CL is ,jan. As we see that SPEC MOVEMENT

operates naturally in (58b), it is assumed that it operates in

(58d) too; but the entire SPEC is deleted when the head noun is

C+HONj, QUANT is ek_ and CL is ,jan. The entire SPEC deletion takes

place when the QUANT is ek, CL is ,jan and the head noun is C+HON}*,
but with other CL's and head nouns only the QUANT is deleted if

it is ek. This can be seen in the following examples.

t59) a. ekkhana sari: A sari,

b. sUrikhana: The sari.
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(60) a, dukhana sari: Two saris.

b. sSri dukhana: The two saris.

In (59, 60a) , which are indefinite noun phrases, the SPEC is at

the left of the head noun. In (59b) ek has been deleted after

SPEC MOVEMENT, leaving the CL khana behind; but in (60b) the QUANT,

being du, is left as it is.

Ve have said that if DEE is selected, the SPEC should select

a C+SPECIFICJ quantifier. Consider the examples below.

(61) a. bahu lok: Many men.

b. *lok bahu:

In (61a) the quantifier is bahu, which is T-SPECIPICj. If the

SPEC MOVEMENT rule operates here, we will get (61b), which is

ungrammatical. We have specified pratyek, prati: 'Each* as C+DEFJ.

These quantifiers can be selected with DEF, but as these are

inherently definite, the SPEC MOVEMENT rule will not apply when

they are ..selected. Consider the examples below.

(62) a. pratiti meye: Each girl,

b. *meye pratiti:

In (62a) pratiti is at the left of the head noun, but the noun phrase

is definite due to the inherent definiteness of prati. In such

a case the SPEC MOVEMENT rule does not apply because this v/ill

derive ungrammatical noun phrases like ^62b).

Now we come to the examples (52, 55)• The NP's *e ekti chele

and *e duti chele in (52, 55a) respectively are unacceptable.^
In these NP's the definite demonstrative deictic e_ has been selected,

2 The NP e duti chele is marginally acceptable. Here the SPEC

should be placed at the right of the head noun, but in careless

speech it is not moved if the quantifier is anything other than ek

and the deictic is definite.
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which indicates the UP to be definite. As these HP's are

definite the SPEC in these noun phrases should be moved to the

right of the head noun. The SPEC MOVEMENT rule operates here

exactly as we have shown above. We posit no PEP in the underlying

structure of these noun phrases because the inherent feature C+DEFj

of the deictic serves this purpose. For example, (52b)

has the underlying structure (63).

(63) —NJ

ek xi chele
*

+QUANT ,1 f+CL] [+N, -PRO,...}
-DEF, I
+SPECIFIC

J

The SPEC MOVEMENT and the subsequent _ek deletion rule will apply

to (63), and we will get (64).

(64)

e chele ti

(64) will generate e-cheleti, which is (52b). We will come back

to this type of noun phrase in the next section.

2.4.6 NP —> (PEIC) (SPEC) N.

The constituent PEIC includes the deictic elements such as

_e (_i): 'This', o_(.i): 'That, in sight', _se(i_) : 'That, out of sight'

and the ordinals such as pratham: 'First', dvitiya: 'Second' and so on.
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The DEIC usually cooccurs with SPEC in Bengali, Consider

the examples below,

(65) a. oi cheleji: That boy,

b, ?oi chele:

In (65a) DEIC and SPEC cooccur, but in (65b) the DEIC occurs with

the head noun without any SPEC, (65a) is impeccable, (65b) is not.

The deictics _e(_i), o_(i.) and se(i) are inherently definite, but

they usually do not occur without a SPEC, That is why (65b),

although semantically all right, is syntactically objectionable,

Definiteness of HP's with definite deictics is indicated by the

inherent feature C+DEF} of the deictics, but if a C-DEF3 deictic

is chosen the nP will be understood as indefinite. And if the

chosen deictic is C+PEF} , this feature will perform all the functions

of the abstract morpheme DEF, which is not posited in the

underlying structure of the HP's with C+DEFj deictics. That is,

the feature C+DEFj of a deictic will restrict the selection of

quantifiers and trigger SPEC MOVEMENT transformation. We have

already shown how the [+DEFJ feature of the definite deictics

trigger SPEC MOVEMENT transformation (cf., ^2.4,5), The items

that are considered as demonstrative deictics are listed below,

^66) £(i.) '• 'This' £(i_): 'That' £2Ai): 'That' kon: 'Which*

"+DEIC, ^
+DEM,

-FAR,
+DEF

"+DEIC,
+DEM,

+FAR,
IN SIGHT

+DEF

+DEIC,

+DEM,

+FAR,
OUT OF SIGHT

+DEF J

(+DEIC,"
+DEM,

+DEF,

+INT

The demonstrative deictics can cooccur with PL (cf.,^ 2,4,4)

as can be seen in (67),

t67) a. e-meyera: These girls,

b, oi pakhlgulo: Those birds.
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We have taken the view that the head noun is an obligatory-

constituent of a noun phrase, but there are some noun phrases

which apparently lack any head noun. Consider the examples in (68).

(68) a. e-ti bai: This is a book.

b. e-gulo bai: These are books.

c. o-ti kukur: That is a dog.

The noun phrases e-ti, e-gulo and o-ti in (68a, b, c) respectively

superficially lack any head noun, and they show that the deictics

can have a suffixed CL; and they can be pluralized. But our view

is that they have deleted head nouns. The head nouns are omitted

here as the predicate nominals spell out the objects that the

deictics point to. We would claim that the examples in (68)

are related to those in (69) respectively.

(69) a. e-bastuti bai: This thing is a book.

b. e-bastugulo bai: These things are books.

c. o-jantuti kukur: That animal is a dog.

The head nouns in (69) have been deleted and the morphophonological

rules have contracted the CL's and the plural marker with the

deictics, generating the noun phrases in (68). This deletion is

similar to pure contextual deletion of head nouns and the deletion

of head nouns due to lexical identity - as can be seen below.

(70) a. ami e-ti cai: I want this.
12*3132

b. ami se-$i cai na: I do not want that.

(71) a. minur ekti kukur ache ar matiner-o ekti kukur ache:
2* 3 4 5 7 8 ' 9 10

fiinu has a dog and Matin has a dog, too.
4235 10 897

b. minur ekji kukur ache ar matiner-o ekti ache:
2 5 4 5 7 8 9

Minu has a dog and Matin has one, too.
4 2 5 5 9 8 7
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The MP's e-ti and se-ti in (70a, h) respectively, have no head

noun as they are contextually understood, but nouns should be

supplied if any misunderstanding develops. Similarly, we get

(71b) by deletion of the head noun of the forward noun phrase

due to lexical identity (cf., Chapter 9). Thus we see that the

HP's that superficially lack any head noun have some deleted or

understood head noun.

We have taken the ordinals as deictics because they are used

as pointers like demonstrative deictics. The DEM and ORD, although

rarely, can cooccur as shown below.

(72) a. oi pratham meyeti: That first girl.

b. sei pratham cithiti: That first letter.

In (72) DEM, ORD and SPEC cooccur, ana so the SPEC MOVEMENT rule

applies here as usual. The following examples, where ORD and

SPEC cooccur(are more natural than (72).
(73) a. pratham meyej;i: The first girl.

b. pratham cithiti: The first letter.

The ordinals are listed in the first lexicon with feature

specifications as shown below.

174) pratham: 'First' dvitlya: 'Second*

2.4.7 PART.

The PART(itive) accounts for the NP's of the following type:

(75) a. tinti phuler madhye ekti: One of three flowers.

b. tinti phuler madhye ekti phul: A flower of three flowers.

(76) a. meyeder madhye dujan: Two among the girls.

b. meyeder madhye dujan meye: Two girls among the girls.

The sentences in each set above are synonymous. The only
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difference between the NP's in each set is that in the (a)

examples the head nouns are deleted, but in the examples

they are present. We assume that the (a) examples in (75» 76)

are derived from the 00 examples by deletion of the head nouns.

A possible shallow structure for (75*>) is given in (77) •

(77) M

N

PA! 'EC

GENITIVE QUANT EL

tin ti phul er madhya e ek ti phul

In (77) the head noun of the superordinate NP and that of the

genitive NP are identical, and each has a SPEC. In such a

structure the head noun deletion can operate both forwards and

backwards. If the deletion operates forwards, we will get (75a),

and if it operates backwards, we will get tintir madhye ekti phul:

'A flower among three'. This deletion operates when the head

noun of the superordinate noun phrase and that of the genitive

noun phrase are identical and the deletable noun phrase has

a SPEC consisting of QUANT and CL.

2.4.8 NP —> C0NJC0 NP NP*.

This rule is for the conjunction of the NP's in the base.

Transformational grammarians hold differing views about conjunction.

Some claim that all conjunctions are underlying sentence
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conjunctions (cf., Gleitman (1965)> Bellart (1966), Schane (1966)

and Stockwell et al (1973))> while some others claim that all

conjunctions are underlying phrasal conjunction (cf., Vierzbicka

(1967), Dougherty (1970, 1971) and McCawley (1968b)). Still

another group considers both phrasal and sentence conjunctions

as basic (cf., Smith (1965)» Lakoff and Peters (1966) and Ross

(1967a, 1970)). Lakoff and Peters (1966) have shown that there

are some 'symmetrical predicates' which cannot be explained if

phrasal conjunction in the base is not taken into account. We

also have taken both phrasal and sentence conjunctions as basic.

The rule under discussion is a notational variant of Lakoff and

Peters' (1966, 114) rule.

This rule asserts that a noun phrase in the underlying

structure can be a coordinate conjunction of two or more noun

phrases. The CORJCO of the rule may be filled by o_, Sr, ebaq; 'And',

and ba, athaba; 'Or', each having the inherent feature C+C0RJC0jJ.

The asterisk used in this rule is an iteration symbol asserting

occurence of two or more noun phrases. This rule generates

base structures of the form (78).

(78)

Our principle differs in this respect from that of Lakoff and

Peters' (1966, 114)> who' will derive (80) from (78).
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(80)

C0NJC0 NP COimJCO NP COrJjCO

The difference is due to the fact that we consider that the

conjunctions £, ar, ebaq and ha, athaba used in coordinate HP's
are directly dominated by the superordinate NP as in (79) without

any intermediary NP as in (80).

In (79) the initial conjunction is present, which if left

undeleted, will give rise to ungrammatical structures like (81),

(81) a. *ebag ketakl ebag hasan: And Ketaki and Hasan,

b, *athaba cheleti athaba meyeti: Or the boy or the girl,
• * '

The ungrammaticality of (81a, b) is due to the presence of the

initial conjunctions. So we have a rule (which can be violated

stylistically) that will delete the initial conjunction. We have

another (optional) rule that will delete all,but the last,

conjunctions when more than two NP's are conjoined. Thus we will

arrive at the following sentences from the same underlying structure,

(82) a. ekti chele 0 ekti meye o ekti beral: A boy and a girl

and a cat.

b. ekti chele, ekti meye o ekti beral: A boy, a girl and

a cat.

In Bengali £, ar, ebag, _ba and athaba are used both as

sentence conjunctions and noun phrase conjunctions, but the

conjunction kintu: 'But1 is exclusively used as a sentence

conjunction, Consider the examples in (8j),

(83) a, badal
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ar

b. badal yabe , ? naju yabe: Badal will go

ba
athaba
*kintu

j

o

" and ""

or > Nazu will go,

t*but j

c, badal yabe, kintu naju yabe na: Badal will go but

JTazu will not go,

(83a) shows that NP's can be conjoined by all but kintu

conjunctions, and (83b) shows that non-contrasting conjuncts can

be conjoined by all the conjunctions bar kintu, (83c) shows

that contrasting conjuncts can be conjoined by kintu.

The main reason for postulating NP conjunction in the base

is that of explaining the sentences with 'symmetrical predicates'

(cf., Lakoff and Peters (1966)), The sentence given in (84a)

cannot be derived from the underlying conjoined sentence (84b),

(84) a. keya o ketakx ekrakam: Keya and Ketaki are similar,

b. *keya ekrakam o ketaki ekrakam: Keya is (of) a kind

We cannot derive (84a) from (84a) as the latter does not make

sense. The predicate ekrakam: 'Similar, same kind' requires a

plural subject noun phrase in the underlying structure. This

shows that keya o ketaki is a coordinate noun phrase

in the base.

2.4.9 IsiP —> S.

This rule is for infinitival complementation (cf., $ 10.3).
All underlying embeddings in this grammar are NP embeddings,

and the dominating hP's themselves are dominated by some case

according to their relation to the verb. In infinitival

and Ketaki is (of) a kind.
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complementation the complement clauses are reduced due to

te-infinitialization of the constituent verb. Consider the

examples below.

(85) a. £aktar badalke dekhte laglen: The doctor began to
1 3 4 1 4

examine Badal.
3_

b. p[daktar laglen [ daktar badalke dekhlj : ["[The doctorL ' 1 2 * 5 5 1

began [the doctor examine_ Badaljfl .
2 5 5

(85a) is derived from the underlying structure (85b), which

has the intermediate structure (86).

(86)

r+AUX~)
+PAS
+sim J

daktar lag daktar badal

"+VB, -ADJ,
+S»te-INP,

+MATRIX SUBJ

COREF COWS

CAM VB AUX

dekh

SUBJ J

In (86) the matrix verb is marked for te-infinitivalization

of the constituent S. So the constituent AUX is empty ( that is,

the constituent S is tenseless and aspectless). The constituent
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subject in (86) will be deleted under coreference (NP will be

2
used to delete NP ). So the Subject-ATJX concord rule will not

apply in the constituent sentence. Instead _te will be inserted

to the constituent AUX, and we will get daktar laglen badalke

dekhte, which is synonymous with (85a). Subsequently, by placing

the finite verb form sentence-finallyj we will get daktar badalke

dekhte laglen, which is (85a).

2.4.10 NP —■> DNS.

This rule is for NP-Complementation ^cf., <£ 10.5). The

•underlying structure for such complementation is something like

(87).

(87)

DEIC

DEM

£e(i), o(i), se(i)} katha,
ghatana,

This is similar to Kiparsky and Kiparsky's (1971) structure for

factive complementation in English. The place occupied by

'the fact' in their treatment is filled here by abstract noun

phrases like e-katha: 'This proposition', e-ghatana: 'This event'

etc.j. Consider the examples below.

(88) a. minu mane kare ye agamikal brigti habe: Minu thinks

that it will rain tomorrow,

b. minu mane kare e-katha ye ligamlkai bristi habe: ninu

thinks this proposition that it will rain tomorrow.
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The sentences (88a, b) are synonymous, but while the abstract

noun phrase e-katha is present in (88b), it is absent from

(88a). We assume that the complement sentence agamikal bristi

habe is a complementation oft the abstract noun phrase e-katha,

which has been deleted in (88a) (cf., ^ 10.3).

2.5 Summary of the Ha.jor Rules Discussed.

(89) PLTJRAL SEGMENT TRANSFORMATION.

SI:
NP

PL a

f +N,+PRO,...'

+C0UNT,

QCHUM, P AMI

^GRADE,
-7T SUBJ

4

SC:" a. Form a node L+PL SEGJ and adjoin it as the right

daughter of 4 by Chomsky-adjunction.

b. Copy the features Co(,HUMj , CP ANIJ GRADE]*
C*r SUBJJ of 4 onto the C+PL SEGj.

c. Add the feature C+PL^ to 4 and delete 3.

Condition: 3 and 4 are constituents of 1.

This rule will transform (90) into (91)•

(90) (91)

I
SPEC

PL

+PL SEC-

+HUM,+ANI,

+H0N,+SUBJ

chele

"+N, -PRO, +COM ,*
+C0UNT,+HUM,

-H0N,+SUBJ,

chele

"+N, -PRO, +C0M,
+C0UKT,+HUM,

-HON,+SUBJ,+PL

ra

"+PL MARKER

+HUM,

+V ,+SUBJ
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The plural marker ra is attached to the plural segment in (9*0

by the second lexical insertion rule.

(92) SPEC MOVEMENT.

NP^ X {DEIc} SPEC r^UANT CL^ N ^SI:

1 4

SC: a. Attach 4 as the right sister of 7.

b. Add the feature [+DEF3 to the CS of 7> and change

the [-DEFJ feature of 5 "to [+DEFJ.
c. Delete 3 if it is DEF.

Conditions: a. If 3 is DEIC, it must be [+DEFJ .

b. 5 is C+SPECIFICj.

c. This rule does not apply if 5 is D-DEF) .

(93) ek,. and ,jan DELETION.

SI:
NP

1

C x N

3

SPEC

4

[QUANT CL-n

5 6

SC: a. Delete 5 if it dominates ejc: 'One*.

b. Delete 4 with all its constituents if 5 is ek,

and 6 is ,jan.

Condition: 3 and 5 have the feature [+DEF3 •

The rule (92) will apply to an underlying noun phrase like (94).

(94) NP_

DEF

QUANT CL
I I
ek $i

f+QUANT, +SPE-")
L CIFIC J

pSkhl

£+N. -PRO,.. ."J
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(94) will "be transformed into (95) by the application of the

rule (92),

(95)

spec

quant cl

pakhl ek ^i
r+n, -pro,.."} [~+quant,"]
I +def ] [+DEF, J

The structure change (93a) will apply to (95)» and (95) will

"be transformed into (96).

(96) NP

pakhl

r+n,-pro,..-] r+cL, "\
[+def J I.-hon ,J

(96) will generate pakhTtit 'The bird'
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CASES AND CASE MARKERS

3.0 Introduction.

In this work we have adopted the case grammar framework of

Fillmore (1968a), and developed it in the line of Stockwell et

al (1975) in order to describe the syntax of Bengali. Our main

purpose is the investigation of the process of pronominalization

in Bengali, and not an exhaustive investigation into its case

system. A case grammar framework has been adopted in the base of

the present work not because it handles pronominalization more

adequately than an interpretive or generative constituent structure

model, but because it shows deeper insight into the nature and

structure of natural languages in general (cf., Fillmore (1968a),

Anderson (1971)» Stockwell et al (1973) and- Starosta (1974)).

Although the underlying cases have minor part to play in our main

topic pronominalization, we thought it wise to adopt the case

grammar framework considering Bengali in its total perspective.

The direct profit the present work derives from the case grammar

framework is that we do not have to handle the case markers in an

ad hoc manner as is done in a constituent structure model, and

we can account for the relatively free constituent order of Bengali

easily, as the case grammar allows much more freedom than a rigid

Chomskyan framework.

There are at least two models of case grammars available now,

Fillmore (1966b, 1968a, 1968b, 1969» 1971) proposed his theory

of case grammar as an alternative to the Chomskyan model of

transformational generative grammar. A few years later Anderson

(1971) proposed his localistic theory of underlying cases.
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Of these two competing models, we have adopted the fillmorean

model because it sets comfortably with Chomsky's theory of

transformational grammar, and poses no problem for our main topic:

pronominalization. The theoretical reason apart, practical

reasons also worked behind the the adoption of a Fillmorean

framework. It has been widely used, consequently a workable model

has been built up. Anderson's (1971) localistic model is not yet

fully developed, and is passing through a period of development

by the author and his colleagues. Fillmore's framework has come

under attack recently for its lack of any well-defined criteria

for limiting the number of cases. Fillmore considers cases as

atomic concepts, which proliferates the number of cases with

every new role played by nominals. But we hope that the model

can be saved if some cases, which are considered as distinct,

are considered as non-distinct. For this the cases should be

understood more abstractly than they have been so far in this

model, we shall not attempt any such innovation here, as it is

beyond our scope. The few cases that we have taken will serve

our immediate purpose: pronominalization.

3.1 Case Grammars.

The case is not a morphological, but a semantic notion in

a case grammar. The case grammars do not ignore the morphological

realizations of different underlying cases, but- they mean by the

term 'Case* 'underlying case' or 'deep case*, not merely their

superficial realizations. The case is a semantic primitive term,

which indicates 'certain semantically relevant syntactic relation¬

ships involving nouns and the structure that contains them'

(cf., Fillmore (1968a, 5))» The base of a case grammar is
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semantic rather than syntactic. Fillmore (1968a, 21) says:

The sentence in its basic structure consists of a verb

and one or more noun phrases each associated with .the verb

in a particular case relationship. The 'explanatory* use

of this framework resides in the necessary claim that,

although there can be compound instances of a single case

(through noun phrase conjunction), each case relationship

occurs only once in a simple sentence.

The case is an abstract relational notion between a noun phrase

and the verb of a sentence. Cases are not uniquely associated

with any noun phrase. It is the verb which decides the case

relationships of the noun phrases that cooccur with it.

The Fillmorean case grammar has a different claim from that

of any constituent structure model about the underlying structure

of natural languages. Fillmore (1968a, 23) claimst

In the basic structure of sentences, then, we find what

might be called the 'proposition', a tenseless set of

relationships involving verbs and nouns (and embedded

sentences, if there are any), separated from what might be

called the 'modality' constituent. This latter will include

such modalities on the sentence-as-a-whole as negation, tense,

mood and aspect.

The first rule in a Fillmorean case grammar is (1):

(1) S ~^> M + P

where S stands for 'sentence', M for 'modality' and P for

'proposition'. The proposition is again rewritten as a verb and

an array of cases (Fillmore (1968a) took six cases and felt the

need for some 'additional cases'.). The notional nature of cases

is clear in the following passage quoted from Fillmore (1968a, 24):
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The case notions comprise a set of universal, presumably-

innate, concepts which identify certain types of judgements

human beings are capable of making about the events that are

going on around them, judgements about such matters as

who did it, who it happened to, and what got changed.

With the adoption of underlying cases, the traditional functional

notions subject and object become superficial or intermediate

underlying notions, not deep structure notions. The subject and

object are syntactic notions which cannot indicate the roles

played by the noun phrases holding those functions. Consider

the sentences in (2).

(2) a. badal janalati khuleche: Badal has opened the window.

b0 janalati khule geches The window has opened.

badal is the subject in (2a),and janalati in (2b). They behave

similarly syntactically in that the verb form agrees with badal

in (2a), and with janalati in (2b), Kit badal in (2a) acts as

an Agent, who opened the window volitionally, janalati in (2b)

does not act volitionally. The roles played by these noun phrases

are distinct, and this can be accounted for if we posit two

distinct cases for badal and janalati. Cases are semantic notions,

but in many instances they have syntactic consequences.

Fillmore (1968a) posited six cases, and felt the need for

some 'additional cases'; but the total inventory of cases in a

Fillmorean case grammar is still uncertain. Fillmore (1968a,

24-25) posited six cases: Agentive, Instrumental, Dative, Factive,

Locative and Objective. Later on Fillmore (1969) talked about

cases like 'Counter-Agent' and 'Source', and replaced his Dative

by 'Experiencer' and Factive by 'Result'. His main six cases
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are the following:

(5) Agentive (A), the case of the typically animate perceived

instigator of the action identified by the verb.

Instrumental (i), the case of the inanimate force or object

causally involved in the action or state identified

by the verb0

Dative (D), the case of the animate being affected by the

state or action identified by the verb.

Factive (F), the case of the object or being resulting from

the action or state identified by the verb, or understood

as a part of the meaning of the verb.

Locative (l), the case which identifies the location or

spatial orientation of the state or action identified

by the verb.

ective (0), the semantically most neutral case, the case

of anything representable by a noun whose role in the action

or state identified by the verb is identified by the

semantic interpretation of the verb itself; conceivably

the concept should be limited to things which are affected

by the action or state identified by the verb. The term is

not to be confused with the notion of direct object, nor

with the name of the surface case synonymous with accusative.

In the last few years the Fillmorean case theory has come under

attack from various corners (cf., Huddleston (1970)). It has

been alleged that:

a. this theory has no well-defined criteria for

restricting the number of cases,

b. the atomic concept of case differentiates between them

and proliferates them in number, but fails to show
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similarities among cases;

c. the distinction between some cases such as Agentive

and Instrumental, and Dative and Objective depends on

non-casual features animateness and inanimateness.

The allegations (a) and (b) above point to the real flaw of the

theory, as it cannot generate all the sentences of a language with

a small number of cases. The atomic concept of case is simple

for perception, but verbs allow the arguments to play a huge range

of roles, and if all these roles are considered as instances of

distinct cases, the case inventory will be vast indeed. This

points to the fact that Fillmorean cases, although abstract

notions, are not abstract enough to make an overall generalization.

The third objection is minor. Fillmore, of course, considers

that Agents and Datives are 'typically' animate, but it is not

the sole criterion that distinguishes an Agentive from an

Instrumental, and a Dative from an Objective. It is expected that

an Agentive will act volitionally. It is seen that generally

animate beings have the power of volitional activity. The

animateness of Agents and Datives can be considered as a

generalization that works in most of the cases, if not all.

The real allegation against this theory is that it needs a vast

number of cases to explain the facts of a language. For example,

we can refer to Stockwell et al (1973» 743)» who used Fillmorean

case theory and posited six cases, but felt a need for cases like

Benefactive, Comitative, Degree, Manner, Means, Referential,

Resultative, Source and Time.

In Anderson's (1971) localistic theory of case, case is

understood much more abstractly than in a Fillmorean grammar.

His grammar is a localistic dependency grammar, where every role



played by an argument is viewed from the local point view.

This has enabled him to posit only two pairs of cases:

(a) Locative and Ablative, and (b) Ergative and .Nominative.

It has been claimed that that these two pairs exhaust all the

possible cases in natural languages. The cases taken here are

not atomic. They can be broken into complexes of features

which enable one to show similarities and dissimilarities among

the cases. But this grammar is too complicated, due to

continuous subcategorization of verbs and cases, and due to the

complex symbols of cases. It depends on too much abstraction,

and does not always satisfy the native speakers' intuition about

the language they speak. The problem here is opposite in kind

to that in Fillmore: Fillmore is not abstract enough, and has too

many cases; Anderson is too abstract and has too few cases.

One suffers for under-generalization, and the other for

over-generalization.

3.2 CASES.

We have taken six cases for our immediate purposes. The base

rule 3 develops the P as a V and an array of six cases: ESS(ive),

INS(trumental), LOC(ativeJ, HEUT(ralJ, MT(ive) and AGT (Agent).

The selection of a case depends on the VB that occurs as the head

of the proposition.. The underlying order of the cases is not a

direct reflection of the surface, and so rules will be required

to place the underlying elements in an acceptable order in the

surface. In the following sections we will deal briefly with

the cases that have been taken in this work. Readers should note

that cases in Bengali are not our main point of investigation,

and we will not attempt any exhaustive investigation there.
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Furthermore we shall confess that the six cases that have been

taken for our immediate purposes are not enough for a total

description of the syntax of Bengali.

5.2.1 AGT and IMS.

Fillmore (1968a) considers his Agentive as 'the case of the

typically animate perceived instigator of an action*, and

Instrumental as 'the case of the force or object causally involved

in the action.' Our AGT and INS are identical to Fillmore's

Agentive and Instrumental, respectively. Fillmore's requirement

for an Agentive to be animate and Instrumental to be an inanimate

force or object has created much controversy, although this

requirement seems basically justified. We will consider that

although AGT is typically animate, it is the case of any instigator

that acts or is believed to act volitionally; and INS is the case

of any force or object involved in the action causally, but does

not act volitionally.

Euddleston (1970) has raised an objection against the

distinction between the Agentive and the Instrumental, especially

when the INS is a natural force. He has proposed that these two

should be merged into a single case. Bengali shows evidence that

AGT and INS can be distinguished semantically as well as

syntactically. Natural forces and inanimate objects behave

alike in Bengali and they make a class by themselves in respect

of participant role as against the role played by animate beings.

Consider the examples below.

(4) a. minu daraja^i khulche: Minu is opening the door.
2 5 3 2
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f cabi "I

b. minu ^ „. r diye darajati khulche: Minu is openingI ^ J 3 4*5 _5_
the door with / "I .

4_ 5 I gusty wind J
2

f cabi
s. * \

\ Ohar ^

the door.
2

(The key "4I is opening
Gusty windJ

f cabite "4

d, ^ f darajati khulche: The door is opening by
2'3 _2_ _3_l*jhare 1

1

the key }•ind Jgusty wind
1_ '

f khulche r : The door is opening,
khule yacche J _1_ 2_

1 2

The VB khul: 'Open* has the case frame (INS)NEUT AGT. It takes

AGT and fJEUT obligatorily, and INS optionally, and disallows other

cases. There is a syntactic rule feature attached to khul, which

allows the deletion of the unspecified AGT; but semantically the

AGT is presupposed in all instances when khul is used. In (4a)

minu is the AGT, who performs the act of opening the door, and

dara.jati is NETJT. By a general rule the AGT has become the subject

in (4a). In (4b) minu is the AGT, cabi/jhar are INS and darajati

is NEUT. Again, the AGT is the subject in (4b). In minu Cabi

diye darajati khulche, minu is the instigator of the action of

opening which involves the manipulation of cabi. The sentence

♦minu jhar diye darajati khulche is unacceptable only because

minu has no power over jhap, so she cannot manipulate it. If we

substitute minu in this sentence by some mythical god, who is
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believed to be powerful over wind, this sentence becomes

perfectly acceptable. The deviation of this sentence is not

because both minu and jhar are AGT's, but because of the fact

that the AGT is not powerful enough to utilize the INS. The

sentences in (4c) are unacceptable because the INS noun phrases

have become the subjects, which Bengali disallows. In the

sentence cabite darajati khulche in (4d), there are INS and NEUT,

no AGT; but it is understood that the door is opening due to the

manipulation of cabi by some AGT. In this sentence NEUT is the

subject. The sentence *jhaye darajati khulche is unacceptable

due to the reason that no immediate unspecified AGT can be thought

of. In (4e) we come across a verb khule va; 'Open (by itself)',
which is lexically related to but semantically distinct from khul.

khule ya has the case frame (INS) NEUT. In (4c) only NEUT is

present, but the sentences here are not synonymous. The sentence

darajati khulche suggests that the door is opening due to the

action of some AGT, which is unspecified. The sentence darajSti

khule yacche does not presuppose any AGT: the door opens

mysteriously by itself. Theseexamples show that the natural force

and the inanimate objects behave similarly as INS, and their role

is distinct from the role of an AGT.

Bengali does not allow passivization when a sentence contains

an overt AGT, but this is possible when an INS is present.

Consider the following examples,,

(5) a. cabi diye darajati khola halo: The door was opened

by (a) key.

b. *minu kartrik cabi diye darajati khola halo: The door

was opened by Minu with a key.
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(6) a. lathi diye glasti bhaga halo: The glass was broken

by (a) stick.

b.. *minu kartrik lathi diye glasti bhaija halo: The glass was

broken by Minn with (a) stick.

(5, 6a) are passive sentences, where there is no overt AGT; but

it is understood. But each sentence has an INS. These are

natural sentences in Bengali. (5» 6b) are unacceptable due to

the presence of an overt AGT, which Bengali disallows.

We have seen above that natural forces and inanimate objects

behave alike as INS, and are distinguished from AGT semantically

as well as syntactically. This can be seen also when the INS

is an abstract object. Consider the examples below.
\

(?) a. tar rupe amara mugdha halam: We became charmed by her

beauty. •

b. *tar rup amader mugdha karlo: Her beauty charmed us.

In (7a) ■amara is DAT and subject of the sentence, and tar run

is abstract INS. This is a natural sentence in Bengali.

(7b) is unacceptable as the abstract INS has become the subject.

(7b) is acceptable only figuratively.

In English in a sentence containing 'a possessed noun1 as

INS, either the entire intrumental. noun phrase becomes the subject,

or the possessor becomes the subject and the instrumental noun

phrase appears with the case marker 'with' (cf., Fillmore (1968a,

examples 23-27))» In Bengali the ♦possessor' can be the subject

if it is an underlying AGT, DAT or NEUT. Otherwise the entire

instrumental noun phrase appears with the INS case marker, if it

is not objectivalized. But it cannot be the subject.

Consider the examples in (8, 9)*
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(8) a. banduker gulite janalati bheijeche: The window has

broken by a. gun's shot.

b0 *banduk gulite janalati bheijeche: The gun has broken the
window with a shot,

(9) a. anusthantir baicitrye amara mugdha halam: We became

charmed by the varieties of the show.

b. *anusthanti baicitrya diye amader mugdha karlo: The show
• • •

charmed us with varieties.

In (8a) the INS is banduker guli. In this sentence the NEUT

janalati is the subject and the INS noun phrase appears in the

surface with the case marker te. In (8a) the genitive banduker

is an underlying INS, which cannot be the subject.. (8b) is

ungrammatical becuase an INS noun phrase is the subject. In (9a)

the DAT amara is the subject, and the whole instrumental noun

phrase anusthantir baicitrya appears with the case marker £.

(9b) is ungrammatical becuase an abstract instrumental anusthgn^i
has appeared as the subject.

All this shows that Bengali distinguishes between an

AGT and an INS.

3.2.2 DAT and NEUT.

Fillmore (1968a) distinguishes his Dative and Objective

mainly by the features animate and inanimate, and this has been

questioned by different linguists (cf., Huddleston (1970)).

Fillmore, however, allows both animate and inanimate noun phrases

to occupy the Objective case, but allows only animate noun phrases

to occupy the Dative case.. In our grammar DAT and NEUT are taken

as similar to Fillmore's Dative and Objective respectively.

Fillmore (1971) changed his mind about these two cases, and

postulated an Experiencer case for psychologically affected



nominals cooccuring with psychological verbs, and distributed

his Dative among Experiencer, Objective and Goal cases. The

definitions of Dative and Objective (our NEUT) as given in

Fillmore (1968a) show the close similarity of these two cases,

at the same time we need to distinguish them. It has been

proposed (cf,r Stockwell et al (1973» 733)) that DAT and NEUT

can be semantically distinguished by considering the former as

the case of affected persons and things, and the latter as the

case of unaffected persons and things. But as this semantic

distinction is not always reflected on the syntactic structure,

we have to depend heavily on intuition, which may vary from person

to person. Consider the examples in (10), \

(10) a, se darajati bherjeche: He has broken the door,

h, se darajati khuleche: He has opened the door.

In (10a) darajati is obviously affected and can be considered as

DAT, but"darajati in (10b) is not affected similarly. But opening

a door does affect it in some way. Shall we then consider

darajati as DAT or NEUT? Stockv/ell et al (1973» 733) discussed

the problems with the potential inanimate Datives, and showed that

they cannot be systematically dealt with as are animate Datives,

So we will stick to the notion that DAT is the case of animate

affected beings, and NEUT is the most neutral case which can be

interpreted by an interpretation of the cooccuring verb. Thus

darajati in (10a, b) will be considered as NEUT,

We consider that each of the sentences in (11) contains a DAT,

(11) a. hasan ketaklke bhalabase: Hasan loves Ketaki,

b, ami hasanke ekti bai diyechi: I have given a book

to Hasan,

c, hasan lok^ike khun kareche: Hasan has killed the man0
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In (11a.) hasan is psychologically affected, in (11 "b) is the

recipient of a book, and lokti in (11c) mortally affected.

All these noun phsases are taken as DAT. The verb bhalabas;

•Love' has the case frame (NEPT) DAT, de: 'Give* has the frame

(INS)(NEUT)(DAT) AGT, and khun kar: 'Kill' has the frame

(INS) DAT AGT.

The AGT has a priority over DAT to be the subject of a

sentence and the DAT has a priority over NEUT to be the subject

of a sentence. And with verbs that take NEUT, DAT and AGT in

their case frame, the AGT is realized as the subject, DAT as the

indirect object and NEUT as the direct object. But with verbs

that take AGT and DAT, or DAT and NEUT, if the NEUT is also a

human noun, the underlying distinction of DAT and NEUT is

neutralized sometimes in the surface. Consider the examples below.

(12) a. hasan loktike khun kareche: Hasan has killed the man.

b. hasan loktike cene: Hasan knows the man.

lokti in (12a) is DAT and in (12b) is NEUT, but in the surface

both the noun phrases are realized as objects without any :

formal distinction.

5.2.3 LOC and ESS.

Fillmore (1968a) considers that LOC is 'the case which

identifies the location or spatial orientation of the state or

action identified by the verb.* This 'spatial orientation'

can be of various types depending on the head verb. But many

of the locational expressions which apparently show relation

with the verb of the sentence can be considered as proposition-

external elements. They are usually treated as 'adjuncts'

(cf., Lyons (1968, 334)» and in our grammar they should be generated

in the ADV constituent or in a superordinate S (cf., Fillmore (1971))•
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Consider the following examples.

(13) a. hasan ketaklke cumu kheyeche: Hasan has kissed Ketaki.
_3_ _3_

b. hasan ketaklke kalabhabane cumu kheyeche: Hasan has

kissed Ketaki in the Kalabhaban.

c. hasan ketakir gribay cumu kheyeche: Hasan has kissed
3

Ketaki on (her) neck.
_3

d. kalabhabane, hasan ketakir gribay cumu kheyeche: In

the Kalabhaban, Hasan has kissed Ketaki on (her) neck.

e. ?ketakir gribay, hasan kalabhabane cumu kheyeche: On

Ketaki's neck, Hasan has kissed in the Kalabhaban.

f. ?hasan kalabhabane cumu kheyeche: Hasan has kissed

in the Kalabhaban.

g. hasan ketakir gribay cumu kheyeche: Easan has kissed

Ketaki on (her) neck.

The YB in the examples (13) is cumu kha: 'Kiss (Lit., Eat (a) kiss)*.

In (13a) hasan is the subject and an AGT, and ketaki is the object

and a BAT. Of course, cumu kha is an active and reciprocal verb,

which requires participation of both the partners, in which case

hasan and ketaki should be AGT's as in the sentence hasan o ketaki

cumu kheyeche: 'Hasan and Ketaki have kissed'. But the

sentence (13a) as it is understood suggests that hasan is the

actor and ketakl is the recipient. Here we are concerned with

whether the verb cumu kha takes a LOC or not. There is no LOC in

(13a), but the locative expression kalabhaban is present in (13^>)«

In (13c) there is a LOC, which is ketakir griba, and this LOC

is related to the verb cumu khS. Here the underlying BAT is

transformed into a possessor, and the LOC noun phrase, which is

a body part of the possessor, appears with the case marker £ ( <=£).
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(13c) is related to the sentence hasan ketaklke gribay cumu

kheyeche; 'Hasan has kissed Ketaki on (herj neck*, where ketakT

and griba appear as independent actants. In (13<3-9 the location

of the event (kalabhaban) and location of the action (ketaklr

£rlba) are present. In (13d), the location of the event kalabhaban

appears sentence-initially. (13<i) is a good and natural sentence.

In (l3e) the location of the action ketakTr griba appears

sentence-intially. (13©) although grammatical is not a natural

sentence. In (13f) the location of the event kalabhaban is

present, but no DAT or location of cumu kha is present. This

makes the sentence objectionable unless we appreciate that these

are understood. In (13s) "the location of cumu kha is present,

but no location of event is present. This is a natural sentence

in Bengali. Now consider what is the relation of kalabhaban

to the verb cumu kha in (13^)• The surface sentence pretends that

the verb and the locational expression have some relation, and

so it should be considered as a propostion-internal LOC. But

in actuality kalabhaban identifies the location of Hasan and

Ketaki's existence. 03b) can.be paraphrased as below.

(14) a. hasan o ketaki kalabhabane chilo o hasan ketaklke

cumu kheyeche: Hasan and Ketaki were in the Kalabhaban

and Hasan has kissed Ketaki.

b. hasan o ketaki yakhan kalabhane chilo, takhan hasan

ketaklke cumu kheyeche: When Hasan and Ketaki were

in the Kalabhaban, then Hasan has kissed Ketaki.

These examples show that kalabhaban is an existential locative,

and originates in a separate sentence, and so it has no relation

to the verb cumu kha. It is an actant of the existential locative

verb ach: 'Exist'. The verb ach may be at the source of many
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locative expressions which superficially show relations with

other verbs in the surface. This is because of the fact that

ach is not realized in the surface in many cases. In Bengali

the proposition-external locative expressions usually come at the

sentence-initial position, and the proposition-internal LOC's

appear sentence-medially. That is why, (13d), where the

proposition-external locative expression is placed sentence-

initially, is a natural sentence; but (l3e), where the proposition-

internal locative is placed sentence-initially, is unnatural.

Although we cannot go into the details here, we assume

that most of the 'strictly locative' verbs are stative.

We have said that LOC can be of various types. Consider the
i

examples below.

(15) a. tini barite achen: He is (exists) at home,
1 2 3 1 _3_ _2_

b. tini dh&ka theke esechen: He has come from Dacca.
' 1 3 4 1 _4_ 3

c. tini c^haka yaben: He will go to Dacca.
1 3 1 _3_

d. tini path diye yacchilen: He was going along the road.
1 2 5 4 1 _4_ 3 _2_

The verb ach is both an absolute existential and a locative

existential verb. By absolute existence we mean existence of

someone or something which cannot be located in space, but can be

located in time. Consider the examples below.

(16) a. tini achen: He is (alive).

b. alia ache: Allah exists.

c. *tini (jlhaka achen: He is (alive) in Dacca.

In (16a, b) ach indicates existence of tini and alia without

locating them in space. (16c) is ungrammatical because absolute

existence has been located in space in this sentence. In (15a.)
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ach locates tini in a location. Here ach is an existential

locative verb, which obligatorily takes a LOC that can be overt

or covert. Usually, ach in the locational existential sense does

not allow the omission of LOC, if it is not contextually

understood. So we find that there is no sentence tini achen:

'He is (exists)' in the locational existential sense, ach and

another stative verb thSk: 'Reside' are strictly locative, but

the verbs of motion like ^a: 'Gor and asj 'Come' take a LOC

optionally. In (15a) the locative expression is stative, in (15b)

flhaka indicates the LOC as a source, in (15c) the LOC is a goal,

and in (15<1) the LOC is a path. Fillmore (1971) has considered

the cases like 'Source', 'Goal' and 'Path* in order to capture

the facts of the sentences like those in (15)• We will consider

that all these locational expressions are subcategories of the

LOC, and they can be thought of as bundles of the features like

C +L0C,+STATj, C+L0C,+S0URCE J,[+L0C,+G0AL] and £+L0C,+PATH3•
Fillmore usually does not take cases as complexes of features,

but he has, of late, proceeded in this direction (cf., Fillmore

(1969)). We assume that it is the right way to proceed if

one wants to limit the number of cases in a grammar,

ESS(ive) is the case of predicate nominals in sentences

like the following.

(17) a. tini kabi: He is (a) poet.

b. tini kamyunis£: He is (a) communist.

The predicate nominals kabi and kamyunist in (17) are considered

as ESS (cf., Stockwell et al (1975» 29); see also Fillmore (1968a,

84)). This type of predicate nominal is considered as LOC in a

localistic case grammar, because the nominals above indicate

class membership (cf., Lyons (1968, 389), Anderson (1971)).
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The predicate nominals in sentences like (17) behave^ like

adjectives in Bengali, that is, instead of indicating class

membership they indicate the 'quality/nature1 of the subject

on which they are predicated. In (17) the predicate nominals have

no SPEC, which paralles the use of predicate adjectives

as shown in (18).

(18) a. tini buddhiman: He is clever,

b. se sundar: He is handsome.

But it can be argued that the predicate nominals in (17) have

deleted SPEC's, and thus they are related to (19),respectively,

(19) a. tini ekjan kabi: He is a poet.

b. tini ekjan kamyunist: He is a communist.

But the predicate adjectives never take a SPEC. The following

examples, where the predicate adjectives are specified, are

ungrammatical:

(20) a. *tini ekjan buddhiman: *He is a clever,

b. *se ekjan sundar: *He is a handsome.

How consider the following examples.

(21) a. tara kamyunist: They, are communists,

b. *tara kamyunisjra: They are communists.

In (21a) the subject noun phrase is plural, but the predicate

nominal is unspecified singular. The sentence (21b) is ungrammatical

becuase the preicate nominal is plural. This indicates that

the predicate nominals are adjectival in Bengali. But counter

arguments can be given against such an assumption. The unspecified

generic noun phrases in Bengali usually appear in the base

form as can be seen in (22).

(22) a. se yubatx pachanda kare : He likes maidens,

b. se phul bhalabase: He loves flowers.
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In (22) yubatT and phul are unspecified, and are similar to the

predicate nominal in (21a); but here we cannot say that they

behave like adjectives,

A detailed investigation is necessary in order to discover

the syntax of predicate nominals and adjectives in Bengali,

Tentatively, we will consider the predicate nominals as ESS,

which occurs with stative verbs that have the frame ESS NEUT.

3,3 An Outline of Constituent Order in Bengali,

Bengali is a post-positional 'case language' with a dominant

SOV order in the surface, but allows fairly free order of
b

constituents in a simple sentence structure, Greenberg (1963|)
does not include Bengali in his paper on language universals,

but many of his generalizations about post-positional languages

apply well to Bengali, The dominant order of constituents in a

simple sentence structure is SOV, but this is not rigid; other

possible orders are also allowed. Ordering of constituents in

Bengali is determined by emphasis and secondary topicalization,

which have a bias to place the topicalized element at or towards

to the sentence-inital position. Subject marking, which comes

under primary topicalization, has nothing to do with placing the

subject sentence-initially; but in a prosaic speech the subject

is the topic, and is placed sentence-initially. Consider the

examples in (23).

hasan ketaklke bhalabase: Hasan loves Ketaki.

ketakxke hasan bhalabase:

hasan bhalabase ketaklke:

ketaklke bhalabase hasan:

bhalabase ketaklke hasan:

bhalabase hasan ketaklke:

(23) a. SOV

b. OSV

c. SVO

d. OVS

e. VOS

f. VSO
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The sentences in (23) show that structures with the three

constituents subject, object and verb form, allow all the permutable

orders. But the order SOV in (23a) is the dominant and prosaic

order in Bengali. The sentences in (23) are synonymous, but differ

from one another in secondary topicalization, which places the

topic sentence-initially. (23a) is a colourless statement about

a fact, and if none of its constituents is emphasized, it will

sound like an objective report. But in other sentences emotion

and stylistic preferences have changed the prosaic order of (23a)

in different directions.

This relatively free order of constituents in Bengali is

possible due to (a) the case markers, and (b) Subject-AUX concord

in person and grade features (of., 1.6). But in those sentences

where the objectivalization rule (cf., ^ 3^5) deletes the case

marker of the objectivalized actant, the order of constituents

becomes rigid. In such a structure the subject is always placed

sentence-initially, and the order of the constituents is either

SOV or SVO. Consider the examples below,

(24) a. SOV: manus bagh mare: Men kill tigers.

b. SVO: manus mare bagh:

c. *0SV: *bagh manus mare:

(25) a. SOV: bagh manus mare: Tigers kill men.

b. SVO: bagh mare manus:

c. *0SV: *manus mare bagh:

In (24a) the object has no case marker (and subjects in modern

Bengali usually do not take any marker). It follows the subject

and precedes the verb form. In (24b) the object follows the

subject and the verb form. (24c) is ungrammatical as the object

precedes the subject. This sentence is grammatical if bagh is
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taken as subject, in which case (24c) becomes (25a), which is

converse of (24a, b). In (25a, bj the object noun phrases have

no case marker, so they always come after the subject. (25c)

is ungrammatical like (24c), where the object precedes the

subj ect.

In sentences with both direct and indirect objects, the

direct object follows the indirect object; but other orders are

also allowed. Consider (26).

(26) a. cheleti meyetike ekti phul diyeche: The boy has given
1 2 3* *4 5 _5_

a flower to the girl.
3 4 2___

b. cheleti ekti phul meyetike diyeche:
1 ' 3* 4 2 * 5

In (26a) the order is subject, indirect object, direct object and

verb form, and this is an usual order in Bengali. In (26b) the

direct object precedes the indirect object. (26a, b) are synonymous,

but they- differ in secondary topicalization.

With proposition-internal LOC, the order is S LOC V:

(27) a. tini jele achen: He is in gaol,

b. ?jele tini achen:

In (27a) the LOC appears between the subject and the verb form,

but (27b), where the LOC is a sentence-initial constituent, is

odd.

In sentences with temporal and locative expressions, the

order is S TEMP LOC V:

(28) a. ami bikele bari yabo: I shall go home in the afternoon.
12 3* 4 1 _4_ 3 2

b. bikele ami bar! yabo:
2 1 3* 4

c. ?barx ami bikele yabo:
3* 1 2 4

In (28a) the order is S TEMP LOC V, in (28bJ TEMP S LOC V and in
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(28c) LOC S TEMP V. (28a) is a natural sentence, and (28b)
is not as natural as (28a), but is fairly common, (28c)

is awkward.

The major type of restrictive relative clause is placed

sentence-initially (cf., ^8,2.1):
(29) a. ye-meyeti naclo, se sundar: Lit,, Who-the girl danced,

1 2 * 5 4 5 1 _2_ 5
she is beautiful (The girl who danced is beautiful),
4 5

b, ye-chele|;i kabita likhto, se mare geche: The boy who

used to write poems has died.

The complement clauses are usually placed sentence-finally

unless they are extraposed to the sentence-initial position

(cf,, § 10,3). Consider the examples in ^30).

(50) a. e-katha satyi ye rehana ruuasi: This proposition is
1 2 3 4 6 1 2
true that Rehana is beautiful,
5 4 6

b, rehana ye rupasT, ta satyi: That Rehana is beautiful
2 5 4 5 2 3

is true,
5

In (30a) the complement clause rehana rilpasi has been extraposed

to the sentence-final position, and in (30b) it has been

extraposed to the sentence-initial position after placing the

complementizer inside the complement clause. In (30b) the

abstract noun phrase e-katha: 'This proposition' has been reduced

to the abstract pronoun ta: 'That (thing)' (cf,, ^10,3; ^10,4),
Bengali does not allow sentential subjects. That is why, there

is no sentence *rehana ye rupasi satyi: 'That Rehana is beautiful

is true'; instead Bengali has (30b),

The SPEC precedes the head noun in an indefinite noun phrase

in Bengali (cf., $> 2,4.3)» and it follows the head noun in a

definite noun phrase (cf.,^2,4.5). Consider the examples below.
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(31) a. duti meye: Two girls.
1*2 1 2

b. meye dutis The two girls.
1 2* _2_ 1

In (31a) the SPEC duti precedes the head noun and in (31b)' "
• """*

follows the head noun.

The demonstrative deictics always precede the head noun:

(32) a. e-meyeti: This girl.
12* 1 2

b. *meyeti e:

In (32a) the deictic e_ precedes the head noun meye. on which the

CL ti is suffixed. (32b) is ungrammatical as the deictic _e

follows the noun.

The attributive adjective usually follows tide SPEC and

precedes the head noun:

(33) a. ekji sundarl meye: A beautiful girl.
1*2312 3

b. sundarl ekti meye:
2 1*3

c. *ekti meye sundarl:
1* 3 2

In (33a) the adjective immediately precedes the head noun, and

in (33b) it is the initial element of the noun phrase. In (33b)

the adjective emphasized and so it is placed initially. (33c),

where the adjective follows the head noun, is unacceptable.

3.4 Subject Marking and Subject Placement.

Functional notions such as subject and object are not

considered to be underlying, but surface structure relations in

case grammar (cf., Fillmore (1968a, 17-21). But we will argue

that these relations, although not underlying relations, are not

merely surface structure relations. These relations should be
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established in the intermediate underlying structure. There

are many transformations which apply after subject and object

marking, and certainly they cannot apply if subject and object

are not considered to be intermediate structure relations. For

example, Subject-AUX concord, subject and object raising and

reflexivization rule apply after subject and object marking. They

show that subject and object are not surface structure relations

only. Let us consider the reflexive rule.. This rule can be given

as a general rule saying that the subject noun phrase always

reflexivizes the object noun phrase when they are coreferential

and are in the same simplex structure. But this rule becomes

complicated if one wants to apply it before subject and object

marking. Then we have to say that the AGT and DAT respectively

reflexivize DAT and DEUT when they are coreferential and in the

same simplex structure.

We have said that the underlying order of elements does not

reflect the surface order in this grammar. This makes necessary

some operations to place the underlying elements in an acceptable

surface order. Here we v/ill bd concerned only with subject and

object relations. The cases in this grammar have been placed

in a particular order, but it is not a direct reflection of the

surface. Fillmore (1971) prefers to place the cases in the

underlying structure in a manner that sets up a hierarchy of

subject selection in active sentences. He places the cases in

a manner such that the left most actant has priority over other

actants to be the subject in an active sentence. We have taken

the opposite order: the cases are placed in the underlying

structure in a manner such that the right most actant has priority

over other actants, to be the active subject. There is no
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theoretical issue related to this. This has been adopted as

a matter of convenience. The right most actant in an

underlying tree will be marked as subject, and will usually be

moved to the front of the sentence. The other cooccuring actants

can be left as they are if no other transformation moves them out

of their underlying position. In certain situations the actants

will be rearranged in order to derive acceptable surface

structure. For example, in sentences where NETJT DAT AGT occur,

the AGT will be the subject and will be moved to the sentence-

initial position, and NEUT DAT will swap position in order to

derive a natural surface order.

We have two operations: (a) Subject marking, and (b) Subj ect

placement. The subject marking operation will mark the right

most actant in an underlying tree as C+STJBJJ, will add this

feature to the CS associated with the head noun of the actant,

and will" delete the case node and case marker of the actant.

The subject placement operation will place the subjact either

at the sentence-initial position (we will usually place the subject

sentence-initially as this is the common practice in Bengali),
or in any other position which will be decided by secondary

topicalization.

We have already suggested that AGT, DAT, NEUT and LOC

can be a subject in Bengali, INS can be a subject if the sentence

is understood figuratively, and ESS can never be a subject.

Here we are concerned only with active sentences. The AGT

always becomes the subject with verbs which have the case frame

X AGT (X is a variable for one or more cases, and it can be

null) . Considering the examples below.
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a. minu matinke ekti bai diyeche: Minu has given a book

to Matin.

b. minu kalam diye likhche: Minu is writing with (a) pen.

c. minu matinke mereche: Minu has hit Matin.

d. minu parche: Minu is reading.

In (34a)-(34d-) minu is AGT and is the subject.

The DAT becomes the subject with verbs which have the case

frame X DAT. This can be seen in (55)•

(55) a. minu take cene: Minu knows him.

b. minu take bhalabase: Minu loves him.

The NEUT becomes the subject with verbs which have the case

frame X NEUT. This can be seen in (38) •
i

(36) a. cabite darajaji khule gelo: The door opened by a key.

b. darajati khule yacche: The door is opening.

In (36a) INS and NEUT occur, and in (36b) only NEUT occurs. In

both sentences the NEUT is the subject.

INS can be a subject if the sentence is understood figuratively.

Consider the examples in (37).

(37) a. ?brigji sasya nag^a kareche: The rain has destroyed the

crop.

b. bristite sasya nasta hayeche: The crop was (became)

destroyed by rain.

In (37a) the INS bristi is the subject, and the sentence is

understood figuratively. Its natural counterpart is (37b),
where the NEUT is the subject.

The LOG can be a subject with weather verbs, and with the

verbs which have the frame INS LOC. Consider (38).

(38) a. ska^lyand £handa: Scotland is cold.

b. pukurti jale bhare geche: The pond has filled with water.

(54)
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In (38a.) LOC is the only actant and has become the subject.

In (38b) IKS and LOC cooccur, but the LOO has become the subject

and the INS appears in the surface with the case marker <e.

3.4.1 Active Subject Marking and Placement.

The rules of active subject marking and placement (in the

dominant constituent order) are given below.

(39) SUBJECT MARKING AND SUBJECT PLACEMENT.

SI: Cm V X Ci Tup CAM J 3
1 2 3 5 6 7

\

SC: a. Mark 6 as C+SUBJJ and add this feature to the CS

associated with the head N of 6. Prune 5 and 7.

b. Attach 6 as the left sister of 2, optionally

but preferably.

Conditions: a. 3-7-is a constituent.

b. 5 ESS, INS.

c. 3 and 5 are sisters.

d. 5 is the right most actant in the P.

Consider the underlying phrase marker (40).
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The structure change (39a) will apply to (40), and (40) will
be transformed into (41)•

(41)

M~

ATJX

+AUX
+PRES

+perf ^

DEF SPEC

khul cSbi ^ ek ti daraja ^ minu

f+N, -PRO, .
+31-HON,
+SIJBJ

The structure change (39i>) will apply to (41). This will move

the subject UP to the sentence-initial position. After the application

of (39b) and other relevant transformations, (41) will be converted

into the final derived structure (42).

(42)

+ATJX ^
+PRES

+perf
+3,-HONJ

mmu cabi diye daraja ti khul eche

f+N, -PRO3 A-N, -PRO 3 |+CAM")+.. H+.. Jt+insJ
+SUBJ

+N,-PR07]fCL) (+VB,-ABj]ffAUX1 l+PRES+ • «

+OBJ |+perf
/+3,-HON^
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As we have arrived at the post-transformational string in (42)

the second lexical insertion rule has inserted the INS case

marker diye to the case marker node dominated by INS, and

the form of the AUX eche to the AUX. (42) will generate

minu cabi diye darajati khuleche: 'Minu has opend the door

with (a) key'.

3.5 Object Marking and Objectivalization.

We will make a distinction between object marking and

objectivalization: (a) object marking is the operation that marks

some actant as an object of the verb, and (*) obj ectivalization

is the operation which deletes the case and case marker nodes

of the object noun phrase. The objectivalization operation

brings the object noun phrase into closer association of the verb.

The operation of object marking is quite simple. It usually

marks NEUT and DAT noun phrases as [+0BJJ. Consider the examples

below.

(43) a. hasan ketakike bhalabase: Hasan loves Ketaki.

b, ketakT bai parche: I£etaki is reading (a) book.

In (43a) ketaki is an underlying NEUT and the object. It appears

with the NEUT case marker ke. In (43*0 bai is an underlying NEUT

and the object. It has no case marker. We will assume that

although ketaki is the object in (43a), it has not been 'objecti-

valized1, and so it retains the case marker. But bai in (43b)
is an object, and has undergone the objectivalization operation,

which has deleted its case marker. Some object noun phrases in

Bengali do not retain the case marker. Our notion of

objectivalization will be able to explain the fact why some object

noun phrases retain the case marker v/hile some others do not.
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Usually nonhuman and inanimate objects do not retain any case

marker in Bengali, but it is not a general rule. We will see

that in many instances human objects do not retain any case marker,

but nonhuman and inanimate objects retain a case marker.

Consider the examples in (44> 45)•

(44) a. bhadralok ekti ki£or"ke pachanda karen: The gentleman

likes a teen-ager.

b. bhadralok e-kisorltike pachanda karen: The gentleman

likes this teen-ager.

c. bhadralok kisorx pachanda karen: The gentleman

likes teen-agers.

(45) a. tini ekti beralke pachanda karen: He likes a cat.

b. tini e-beraltike pachanda karen: He likes this cat.

c, tini beral pachanda karen: He likes cats.

The object noun phrases in (44a» b) are [+HUMJ and they retain

the case marker ke, but the object in (44c), which is also [+HUMJ,

has no case marker. The case marker ke cannot be

deleted from the object noun phrases in (44a, b.), and conversely

the case marker ke cannot be used with the object noun phrase in

(44c). The object noun phrases in (45) are f-HUMj . The object
noun phrases in (45a, b) retain the case marker, but it could

have been deleted. The object noun phrase in (45c) has no

case marker, because no case marker can be used with it. In (44»

45) we see that certain human object noun phrases do not retain

any case marker and certain non-human object noun phrases can

retain a case marker. In Bengali a human object noun phrase

usually retains the case marker unless the noun phrase is

unspecified and generic. And the case marker with non-human and

inanimate object noun phrases is retained if they are definite,.
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The case marker ke or re with a non-human, an inanimate or

an abstract object noun phrase is used in Bengali to indicate

extreme definitness. We will look into the fact from another

angle, and consider why the case marker is not used rather than why

it is used. This will help us to generalize all sorts of object

noun phrases which do not retain any case marker. We have

seen that human, non-human, and inanimate all sorts of objects

need not retain the case markers in certain situations. We will

assume that this is due to objectivalization, which deletes the

case marker of the object noun phrase and brings it into a

closer association with the verb.

The following types of DAT and NEUT noun phrases are

susceptible of objectivalization:

(46) a. C-HuM} and C-ADIj noun phrases in general.

b. Unspecific indefinite noun phrases.

c. Unquantified generic noun phrases.

Human noun phrases are not susceptible of objectivalization if

they are not used indefinitely and unspecifically; and non-human

and inanimate NEUT noun phrased are always susceptible of

objectivalization unless they are intended particularly

definitely. Consider the examples in (47)•

(47) a. hasan ekjan rupaslke khujche: Hasan is looking for

a beauty.

b. hasan ekjan rupasi khujche:

In (47a) the object noun phrase has the case marker ke, but the

object in (47b) has no case marker. These two sentences are not

semantically equivalent. (47a) means that Hasan is looking for

a particular beauty, and (47b) means that Hasan is looking for

any beauty. In (47a) ekjan runasx is C+HUM,-DEF,+SPECIFICJ and
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ek.jan rupasi in (47b) is [+HUM,-DEF,-SPECIFIC J . 'i'he object

noun phrase in (47a) does not undergo objectivalization, because

it is specific; but the object noun phrase in (47b) undergoes

objectivalization, because it is unspecific. Eon-human and

inanimate object noun phrases are generally susceptible of

objectivalization unless they are intended particularly definitely.

Consider the examples below.

(48) a. ami chabiti dekhchi: I am looking at the picture.

b. ami chabitike dekhchi:

c. ami chabi(*ke) dekhchi: I am looking on (some] picture(sj.
The object noun phrases in (48a, b) are inanimate and definite,

and the case marker ke is retained in (48b), but not in (48a).

These sentences are synonymous, but objectivalization has applied

in (48a), not in (48b). Although both the objects are definite,

the object noun phrase in (48b) is understood more definitely

than the one in (48a). Ve have said that non-human and inanimate

EEUT noun phrases are always susceptible of objectivalization

unless they are intended particularly definitely, what

RabTndranath Thakur has called-'an special occasion* (cf., Chatterji,

(1972, 86)). In (48c) the object noun phrase is bound to be

objectivalized as it is C-aEI,-DEF,-SPECIFIC J .

Objectivalization is a semantic as well as a syntactic process:

semantically it brings the object in a closer association with

the verb, and syntactically it causes the case marker of the object

to be deleted. For example, bai par, rupasi khuj and chabi dekh

in (45b), (47b) and (48c) respectively can be compared to the

so-called conjunct verb roots such as prasna kar: 'Ask (a)

question', snan kar:'Take (Lit., Do) (a) bath ' structurally

and semantically. The conjunct verb roots are basically closely
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collocated object noun phrases and verb roots. That the

deletion of case markers of DAT and NEUT object noun phrases

is due to objectivalization can be seen clearly where marked

objectivalization takes place. The LOC and INS usually retain

the case markers in the surface, but with some verbs objectival¬

ization of these actants becomes obligatory. Consider

the examples in (49).

(49) a,. minu glastite jal bharlo: Minu filled water in the glass.
2*3 4 4 3 _2_

b, minu jal diye glas-fi bharlo: Minu filled the glass
2 3 4 5 5 _4_

with water.
3 2

c, *minu glastite jal diye bharlo:

The VB bhar has the case frame (lNS)(L0C) ACT. There is a rule

feature attached to this verb that when both INS and LOC occur

in a proposition, either of these two actants will be objectival-

ized (better if INS is objectivalized), and if only one of the

optional cases occurs in a proposition, it will be objectival-

ized. In (49a) INS has been objectivalized, and the case marker

has been deleted; in (49b) the LOC has been objectivalized,

and the case marker has been deleted. (49c) is ungrammatical,

because none of the INS and LOC has been objectivalized, and

they both have appeared in the surface with the case markers.

So we see that the deletion of the case markers of the object

noun phrases is caused by the objectivalization of the

cases.

We have said that we have two operations: object marking,

and objectivalization. These rules are given below.
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(50) UNMARKED OBJECT MARKING.

Sis SC X V X (NEUT)^ jjp cam^j (DAT) CAM^
123 5^7 89 10

SC: Mark 5 and 8 as objects, and add the feature C+OBJJ
to the head noun of 6 and 9»

Condition: 3-10 is a constituent.

SC: a. Erase 5 and 7.

b. Specify 6 as objectivalized, and add the feature

C +OBJECTIVALIZEDJ to the head noun of 6.

Conditions: a. 5 is either NEUT or DAT.

b. 6 is ["-DEE,-SPECIFICJ , or unquantified

generic.

c. If 6 is C-HUM J or C-ANIJ and C+EEFj ,

the rule may apply if the noun phrase

is not intended particularly definitely.

d. 3-8 is a constituent.

(51) UNMARKED OEJECTIYALIZATION.

X

8

Consider the underlying phrase marker (52) (see page 119).
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(52)

AUX

'

+AUX
+PRES

+perf(

f
ti bai ^ matin mmu

+VBp-QUANT "] f+N, -PRO
-ADJJ [-SPECIFIC/I -A11I,

L-def,..

+N, -PRO ,i

+HUM,
+DEF,..

+N,-PRO,

+HUM, +3»-HON,
9 • •

The structure change (39a» t>) and (50) will apply to (52); and

(52) will be transformed into (53).

(53) ^S.

AUX

I

[+AUX+PRES

+perf

KEUT

1 /NVB NP CAM

SPEC

QUART CL

mmu

"+N,-PRO,+HUM, "
+3»-HON,+SUBJ,

de ek

[+vb,-adj7|
ti

+QUA
NT,

-SPEC

IFIC,

-PRO ^
-AM,

-DEF,
-t-OBJ 9 • • •

+N 9 -PRO, +HUM,

+HUM,+DEF,+OBJ,
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The rule (51) is applicable to (53). This rule will

objectivalize the UEtJT, and delete the case node and the case

marker node of JNiEUT. Then BAT and the objectivalized noun phrase

will swap position with each other. Then the Subj ect-AUX concord

rule will apply, and the AUX will be adjoined to the right of the

V. Subsequently, the V will be placed sentence-finally. All

these operations will transform (53) into (54).

(54) S.

aux

I
r+Aux
+pres

+perf
+5,-HONJ

mmu

"+n, -"pro,..
+3,-HON,
+subj

ti bai

fhQUANT 1
h-SPECI /
FIG

+N,-PRO

-bef,
+0bj

+0bjecti-

valized)

^VB C+A11XJ
-ABJ

The second lexical insertion rule has attached the case marker

ke and the form of the AUX eche to the respective nodes in

(54). The terminal string of (54) will pass through the

morphophonological component, and we will derive the sentence

minu mStinke ekti bai diyeche: 'Minu has given a book to

Matin*.
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5.6 CASE MARKERS.

Bengali has two types of lexical item which are used as

case markers. The one type consists of the so-called

'semantically empty1 bound forms that are suffixed to the noun

phrase, and the other type consists of the independent items

that follow the noun phrase, although not all of them are

•meaningful1. The first type is traditionally called bibhakti:

'Primary case markers', and the second type is called anusarga:

•Post-positional words' (cf., Chatterji (1939, 257-71)). The

difference between these two types of case marker is that the

bibhakti' s such as ke, .re, e, t_e etc., are considered as

semantically empty, and are suffixed to the noun phrase; and the

anusarga1s such as dvara, diye, theke, hote etc., are considered

as meaningful, and are not suffixed to, although they follow,

the noun phrase. Some of the anusarga1s are lexically related

to lexical categories of other type. For example, t'neke is

related to the verb thak: 'Stay, reside', diye is related to the

verb de_: 'Give', but they are semantically distinct. Although

the anusarga's are considered as meaningful, in fact they have

no lexical meaning. When they are used with no\m phrases

as case markers (consider dvara, diye), they give some illusion

of lexical meaning, which presumably comes from the case role

of the noun phrases with which they occur. We assume that

the traditional idea that the anusarga's are meaningful grew

from the lexical relatedness of some of the anusarga1s to verbs,

and from the abstract locatives such as upar: 'Above, On',

bhitar: 'Inside, In', pa^: 'Side, beside, by', which are

considered as case markers in traditional grammars (cf., Chatterji

(1939, 259-60)). We will not consider these abstract locational
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nouns as case markers. They will be considered as nouns having,

usually, the LOC role. Here we will not go any further into

the semantic and morphological details of the case markers, and

the both types of item will be considered as case markers.

The morphophonological component will decide whether a case

marker will be suffixed to the noun phrase or not. We can

help this component with the morphological features [ +BIBJ

(bibhakti). That is, a case marker having the feature £+BIBj
will be suffixed to the preceding item, and one having the

feature £-BIBjwill appear as a free lexical item in the

surface.

In Bengali no case has an unique case marker. Some case

markers are used for a number of cases, and each case has a

number of case markers. In our grammar the base rule 5 generates

a case marker node (CAM) for each case, but no case marker is

inserted in the underlying structure. The case markers are

listed in the second lexicon with a complex symbol associated

with each, and they are inserted to the derived trees by the

second lexical insertion rule. «As each case in Bengali has

a number of case markers, and some case markers are used for

a number of cases, no general rule for case marker placement

can be given. We cannot here go into the details of all the

case markers used in Bengali. In the following sections we

will consider the case markers that are frequently used

for the cases that have been included in this grammar.

3.6.1 CAM for AGT.

It is difficult to decide on the case marker for AGT.

The case marker for AGT is not realized in the surface structure

of the active sentences because the AGT becomes the subject.
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In old Bengali the marker _e \xsed to be used with the subject

noun phrase, but it is seldom used in SCB. Moreover, it can be

used with AGT as well as non-AGT subjects. Passive sentences

are of no help in deciding the case marker for AGT, because Bengali

disallows passivization of sentences with an overt AGT. In

traditional grammars examples like the following are given in

order to show that Bengali has passive constructions.

(55) a-. rSm kartrik pustak pathita hailo: (a) book was read
2 3 4 5 3 5 4

by Ram.
2

b. rahim kartrik candra drista haiteche: The moon is
• •

being seen by Rahim.

The sentences in (55) are instances of Sanskritized sadhu (Chaste)

Bengali. Although the above style is obsolete now, the marker

kartrik is still used in Bengali. The marker kartrik does

suggest some sort of agentivity, but it is not strictly agentive.

For example, ram in (55a) is AGT, but rahim in (55b) cannot be

considered as an AGT. (Bengali, of course, suggests that many

mental and stative processes are also some sort of 'action',

which can be seen in conjunct verbs like kamana ,kar; Lit., 'Do

desire', bisram kar: Lit., 'Do rest'.) So we will tentatively

assume that Bengali has no case marker for AGT.

3.6.2 CAM for DAT and HEBT.

The case marker for DAT and NETJT is ke ( and re, which is

now obsolete or rarely used). Consider the examples in (56).

(56) a. se cheletike mereche: He has hit the boy.

b. se cheletike cene: He knows the boy.

cheleti in (56a) is an underlying DAT, and in (56) a NEUT.

Each of these noun phrases takes the case marker ke. We have

already dealt with the situations in which the case markers of
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DAT and NEUT are erased due to objectivalization (cf.,(£5#5)«
We have shown that the NEUT noun phrases that are anything other

than C+HUMj undergo objectivalization in general; unspecific

and indefinte, and unquantified generic £+HUMj .NEUT noun

phrases undergo objectivalization, and this causes the case marker

to be erased. Consider the examples in (57)•

(57) a. se glasti bhegeche: He has broken the glass,

b. se glastike bhegeche:

The NEUT noun phrase glasti in (57a) has no case marker, but the

one in (57b) has the case marker ke_. These sentences are

synonymous, and both the NEUT noun phrases are definite. But

the NEUT noun phrase in (57b) is understood more definitely

than the one in (57a). We will consider that the NEUT noun

phrase in (57a) has undergone objectivalization, and consequently

the case marker has been erased; but the one in (57b) has not

been objectivalized as it is intended particularly definitely.

Objectivalization of non-human and inanimate NEuT noun phrases

is fairly common in Bengali, and objectivalization of DAT

noun phrases and human NEUT noun phrases is not common, but not

rare. Consider the examples in (58, 59)#

(58) a. baghti dujan lokke mereche: The tiger has killed two men,

b. baghti dujan lok mereche:

(59) a. ami sisuderke pachanda kari: I like children,

b. ami sisuder pachanda kari:

The DAT noun phrase dujan lok in (58a) is C+HUMj-DEP.+SBECIPICJ

and so it has not been objectivalized, and it retains the case

marker ke. But the DAT noun phrase in (58b) is unspecific, and

so it has been objectivalized, which has caused its case marker

to be erased. Similarly, the NEUT noun phrase in (59a) has not
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been objectivalized, and so it retains the case marker ke;

but the JUEUT noun phrase in (59^>) has been objectivalized, which

has caused the case marker to be deleted.

The case markers for DAT and NEUT have lexical entries

like this;

(60) ke re

f DAT "n fMT+CAM,

+BIB

\ NEUTJ

J

;Cam,pat 1
\neut /

+BIB

+OBSOLETE

5.6.5 CAM for INS.

INS has several case markers; dvara, diye, £ and _te. The

case markers dvara and diye are usually used when the proposition

contains an overt or presupposed AGT; otherwise either £ or _te

is used. The case markers £ and t£ are phonologically conditioned;

£ is used if the INS noun phrase ends in a consonant or in a vowel

other than /!/. and _t£ is used when an INS noun phrase ends in

a vowel.

We have said that dvara and diye are used when the proposition

contains an overt or presupposed AGT. Consider the examples below.

dvara

(61) a. matin caku ^ diye
2

, anul keteche; Matin has cut
4 5 _5_

(his) finger with a knife.
4 5 2

r te
, J *dvara
b. caku j

1 *diye
2

finger has cut with a knife.
4 _5_ 2 1

matiner arjul kete geche;
4 _5_

Matin's
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» gachji ka$a halo: The tree was

?e J 3 4 5 _3_ 5
2

chopped with an axe.
4 2 1

In (61a) we see that the INS takes dvara, diye and _te as a case

marker. The sentences in (61a) differ semantically. When dvara

or diye is used, (61 a) means that Matin has cut his finger

intentionally, and acted as an AGT; hut when te_ is used (61a)
means that Matin has cut his finger unintentionally, and so he

is a DAT. In this sense, (61a) is synonymous with (61b), where

no AGT is present or presupposed. There is no AGT in (61b), and

so dvara or diye cannot be used. (61c) is a passive sentence,

where there is no AGT, but it is presupposed. For this reason

the INS case marker should be either dvara or diye in (61c). This

sentence sounds odd when _e is used as the INS case marker.

The case markers dvatfa and diye maintain selectional

restrictions with the INS noun phrase, and with the cooccuring
e

verb. When the INS noun is concijte and rigid, and the verb

suggests body-contact between the INS and DAT, and INS and NEUT

either of dvara or diye can be used as a case marker; otherwise

dvara cannot be used. Moreover, dvara cannot be used if the INS

noun has the feature [+ABSj. Consider (62).

fdiye ^ pakhl marlo: Matin killed}2 I*dvara J 4 5 5
3

birds with a gun<
4 3 2

C diye
matin tap \ > mom galay: Matin melts

2 *. *dvara J 4 5 5
3

wax with heat.
4 3 2
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In (62a) dive can be used as the INS case marker, but dvara

cannot be used if the sentence is meant to be understood in the

usual sense of using a gun to kill something. However, dvara

can be used if the sentence is understood to mean that Matin

used the gun like a stick to kill birds, (62b) shows that dvara

is incompatible with an abstract instrumental like tap,

Ve have said that dvara requires the INS noun to be concrete

and rigid. This can be seen in (63).

f diye 1(63) a, dari ^ > badho: Tie it with a rope,
(. *dvara J

b, suto / diye "I selai karo: Sew with cotton,
I*dvara J

(63) shows that dvara is incomptible with non-rigid substances

like dapi and suto. It seems that dvara is being used less and

less in SCB.

The lexical entries for the case markers are like the following:

(64) dvara

+CAM, +INS

+ AGT

+INS RIGID

-BIB j

/+CAM,+INS

-/i/__
+313

te

+CAM,+INS"

+V

+BIB

J

3,6,4 CAM for LOC and ESS.

The case markers that are frequently used for LOC are lexically

identical with the INS case markers. They are _e, te and diye,

but not dvara. The case markers e_ and te are phonologically

conditioned exactly as they are conditioned when used as INS

case markers. V/e will consider five case markers £, jte, diye,

theke and hote, which are frequently used for LOC.
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The case markers for C+LOC,+STAT} and [+LOC,+GOALJ are

e_ and jte. They are phonologically conditioned as stated in

3*6.3* Consider the examples in (65).

(65) a. ami dhaka $ "I thaki: I live in Dacca.
1 * <• e / 4 14 3

3

>

_ _ _ f te 1 _

b. ami dhaka 1 r yabo: I shall go to Dacca.
1 v e J 4 1 _4__ 3

3

dhaka in (65a) is [+LOC,+STATj , and in (65b) is £+LOC,+GOAL).
As dhaka ends in a vowel, either of £ or ££ can be used as a

case marker. But when _e is used as the case marker, it undergoes

phonological change and becomes

The case marker for C+LOC,+PATHJ is dive, but not dvara.

dvara is exclusively used for INS. Consider the examples below.

( diye "]
(66) a. - amara path 4 r yacchilam: We were going

1 2 l*dvara J 4 14
3

along a road.
3 2

b. amara path ^ V hatchilam: We were walking
1 2 I e J 4 1 4diye^ V

|°n 1I along J

3

a road.

In (66a) oath is C+LOC,+PATHJ, which suggests movement towards
a certain direction. Here the case marker can only be diye.

In (66b) the verb is hat: 'Walk', which has the features

C +MOTION,+DIRECTIONJ . That is, walking, in Bengali, does not

imply that one must proceed in a particular direction; it is

possible to walk in a circle to and fro. That is why either of
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diye or e_ can be used as the case marker in (66b). But the

sentences in (66b) are not synonymous. When the verb suggests

movement without any direction, the case marker is e^, and path

is understood as C+LOC,+STAT J ; and when the verb suggests

movement in a certain direction, path is understood as C+LOC,+PATHJ,
and the case marker is diye.

We have seen that _e, _te and diye are used as case markers

for INS as well as for LOC. So it is expected that some

surface sentences will be ambiguous. This ambiguity can be seen

in (67).

(67) a. amara garite elam: We came J ^ a 1 car.
\ to the /

b. phulti bristite nas^a hacche: The flower is being

spoiled / ^ 1 the rain.
I in /

In (67) garite and bristite can be taken either as INS or LOC.

Traditional Bengali grammarians take cases as semantic notions,

but in most cases they determine cases by the case markers. So

they ossasionally consider LOC as INS, although their examples

suggest that the noun phrases which they consider as INS cannot

possibly be used as INS. For example, Chatterji (1939» 287)

considers that the following sentences each has an INS noun phrase.

(68) a. soja pathe calo na keno?: Why do not you walk along
123456 6 5 4 3

a straight way?
1 2

b. kalikata diya asibo: (i) shall come through Calcutta.

Chatterji considers that pathe in (68a) and kalikata in (68b)

are instrumentals. Presumably, Chatterji thinks that people use

a road as an instrument, and so he considers path as INS in (68a).

We assume that he takes kalikata as an instrumental because of

the case marker diya (=> diye in SCB).
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The case markers for [+L0C,+S0UKCE } are theke and hote.

Consider the examples in (69).

(69) a. tini dhaka theke esechen: He has come from Dacca,

b. tini bar! hote esechen: He has come from home.

In (69) either of theke or hote can be used as a case marker.

Some verbs allow the objectivalization of LOC, and thus

the case marker is erased. In (70a) the LOC retains the case

marker, but in (70b) it has been erased due to objectivalization:

(70) a. ami dhakay thaki: I live in Dacca,

b. ami dhaka thaki:

Some abstract nouns like bhitar: 'Inside, In', bair: 'Outside1,

kach, nikat, pas: 'Side, Beside', upar: 'Over, Above, On*,

nic: 'Below, Under' etc., are traditionally considered as

locative case markers. These nouns occur in complex locative

expressions like those given below.

(71) a. baiti Jebiler
nic
_ i
pas

> e ache: The book is

the table (Lit., The book exists

table's { UIiaer I ).

b. baiti tebile ache: The book is on the table.
• •

The LOC tebil in (71b) is a simple noun phrase, which indicates

the location of the book. But in (71a) the abstract relational

nouns upar, nic, pas and kach indicate the location of the beok in

relation to the table. They are abstract nouns and so they cannot

point to the location specifically without being in relation

to some concrete location or object. So it is semantically
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satisfactory to consider these abstract noun phrases as LOC,

and the concrete noun phrases as relational noun phrases.

In (71a) the relational noun tebil has the genitive marker er,

and the locative case marker is attached to the abstract

locational noun phrase. The concrete relational noun phrase

in a complex locational expression is an indication mark which

points to the exact location. We will consider the abstract

nouns in the complex locational expressions in (71a) as the head

of the LOC. This will help us to reduce the number of the

locative case markers.

That tebil is not the head of the LOC in (71a) can be better

seen in the following examples, where the relational noun phrase

cannot be understood as LOC.

(72) a. baiti kalam^ir pase ache: The book is beside the pen.

b. ciruniti baitir kache rakho: Keen the comb near the book.
• • *

In (72) kalamfri and baiti cannot be considered as LOC; they are

_ t
underlying iuEUT. The locations of the abstract locatives pas and

kach in (72a, b) respectively are decided in relation to the ■>

genitive noun phrases kalasitir and baitir. We cannot consider

the genitive noun phrases in (72) as LOC, and so the genitive

noun phrases in (71a) cannot be taken as LOC. We will consider
_ _«

expressions like tebiler unar: Lit., 'Teble's over', baflr uase:

Lit., 'House's side' as complex locatives, where the abstract

nouns are the head of the LOC, and the relational nouns as

their modifiers.

The lexical entries for the locative case markers are

like the following:
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(73) te theke hote

"+CAM,+LOC," '""+CAM, +LOC 7

r+STAT "I C+STaT 1

l+GOAL J \+GOAL J

-/i/_ +V

+BIB
J

' +BIB
* J

f+CAM,+LOC D(+GAM,+L0C7
+PATH

-BIB J

+SOURCE

-BIB j

/+GAM , +LOC

+SOURCE

-BIB

Bengali has no case marker for ESS. 'i'he second lexical

insertion rule will not insert any item to the node

dominated by ESS, and so the case node, by a general rule,

will be erased. This technical problem can be solved in

other ways as well. For example, we can think of an empty

case marker like which will be attached to the case node

dominated by ESS. Later the morphophonological rules will

delete it.
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PRONOUNS AND PROHOMINALIZATIOH

4.0 Introduction.

This chapter will be devoted to a discussion of Bengali

pronouns and pronominalization. In the first few sections we will

discuss the semantics and lexical forms of different types of

pronoun, and in later sections we will enter into theoretical

discussion of their derivation. Ve have mentioned earlier that

this work makes use of a lexicon divided into two parts: (a) The

first lexicon, and (b) The second lexicon. The first lexicon

contains those pronouns which are used deictically; the second

lexicon contains those used anaphorically. Both lexicons list

pronouns (and all other lexical items) in their basic form,

such as ami: 'I', tumi: 'You1, tini: 'He* etc., but plural and

other derived forms such as amara: 'We', tomara: 'You', amake:

•Me', tomar: 'Your' etc., are absent from both the lexicons

(cf., ^ 11.1.5; §11.2.1). They are morphophonologically
derived (cf., § 11.3)*

Let us start with a discussion of what we mean by a pronoun,

and pronominalization. By pronouns we mean the limited number

of lexical items to be found in a natural language, that are

traditionally said to 'stand for* or 'replace' some previously

mentioned noun phrase. These lexical items function deictically,

and some of them function anaphorically. By pronominalization

we mean the derivation of pronouns in syntactic structures. This

can be (a) an underlying derivation (that is, generating pronouns

in the underlying structure, and (b) a transformational derivation

(that is, transformational reduction of a noun phrase into a pronoun).
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In this work we are mainly concerned with the transformational

derivation of anaphoric pronouns under certain conditions.

Pronouns are limited in number in any language, hot

everything that can 'stand for' some other noun phrase can be

taken as a pronoun. Consider the examples below.

(1) a. matin elo o se baslo: Matin came and he sat.
2 3 4 5 2 3 4 5

b. matin elo o dugjuji baslo: Matin came and the naughty
2 3 4 5 2 3 _4_

boy sat.
5

se and dustuti in (1a, b) respectively refer to matin in one

reading, but here se_, but not dustuti is a pronoun. Expressions

like dustuti in (1b), which can be used to refer to some

antecedent, are epithets, not pronouns (cf., £ 5.5). Pronouns

comprise that closed set of lexical items used only for

referential purposes (cf., $ 4.1.5; 3 5.5).

4.1 Types of Bengali Pronoun.

Bengali pronouns can be classified into the following

groups: (a) Personal pronouns, (b) Abstract pronoun,

(c) Interrogative pronouns, (d) Locative pronouns, (e) Temporal

pronouns, (f) Reflexive pronouns, and (g) Relative pronouns.

We will discuss the pronouns (a)-(e) in this chapter. Other

pronouns are discussed in relevant chapters (cf.,^6.2; $7.3?

$8.1; $ 10.1).

4.1.1 Personal Pronouns.

These pronouns are used to refer to human beings. We give

a list of these pronouns below (see page 135)o



Plural From

amara"': 'We'

apanara: 1You•

tomara: 'You*

tora: 'You'

155

(2) Singular Form

ami: * I *

apani: 'You (honorific)'

tumi: 'You (nonhonorific)'

tui: 'You (pejorative,

affectionate)*

tini: 'He (honorific)' tara: 'They'

se: 'He (nonhonorific)' t5ra: 'They*

These are the regular personal pronouns in SCB,

Bengali has a tendency to derive (lexically) third person

personal pronouns from the demonstrative deictics, and this has

given rise to a number of third person pronouns, which are

used in spoken Bengali, They are listed below,

(5) Deictic Derived Singular Form Derived Plural Form

as a Pronoun as a Pronoun

e: 'He (-HON,-FAR)'

e(i): 'This' V e: 'He (+HON,-FAR)

ini: 'He (+H0N

far;' 1
,-far)1 j

era: 'They'

erS: 'They'

'o: 'He (-HON,+FAR, ora: 'They'

o(i): 'That, j IN sight)1
o: 'He (+H0N,+FAR,

IN SIGHT)'

^uni: 'He (+HON,+FAR,
IN SIGHT)*

in sight'
, ora: 'They'

1 The forms amara, apani, apanara and tomara are phonologically

basic forms. In colloquial speech they are often realized

as amra, aoni, apnara and torara respectively, due to the unstressed

vowel a-deletion.
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In this way it can be shown that the pronoun ise: 'He1 is also

a derivative of the deictic ££(i.): 'That, out of sight'.

Of the pronouns listed in (3) ini and uni are frequently used

in Bangladesh; _e and o_ are used almost pejoratively, and e_ and

£ are rarely used. We have discussed the relation between the

deictics and the pronouns elsewhere (cf., 4 • "1 • 5) •

4.1.2 Abstract Pronoun.

There is one abstract pronoun in Bengali. It is ta,

which has no plural form (cf.,^5.10. 10.1).

4.1.3 Interrogative Pronouns.

Bengali has the following interrogative pronouns.

(4) ke: 'Who* ki: 'What*

kakhan: 'When' kab: 'When, day'

kotha: 'Where' keno: 'Why*

There are some other interrogative items in Bengali, such as:

keman: 'How, What type, What quality*

kato: 'How much'

Of these keman should be considered as an interrogative adjective,

and kato as an interrogative quantifier.

Bengali has a few indefinite-unspecific pronouns, which are

lexically related to the interrogative pronouns. But they are

not interrogative. They seem to arise due to suppletioh of

the interrogative pronouns. They are listed below with tha

interrogative pronouns that they are related to at their right.

(5) keu: 'Anyone' f— ke: 'Who*

kichu: 'Anything* 4— ki: 'What*

kakhano: 'Ever' 4— kakhan: 'When*

kothao: 'Anywhere* kotha; 'Where'
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4.1.4 Locative and Temporal Pronouns.

The following are the locative and the temporal pronouns

in Bengali.

(6) A. Locative Pronouns:

ekhan: 'Here*

okhan: 'There, in sight'

sekhan: 'There, out of sight*

B. Temporal Pronouns:

ekhan: 'Bow*

2
okhan : 'Then*

takhan: 'Then'

4.1.5 Deictics and Pronouns.

The lexical items that we refer to as demonstrative deictics

or simply as deictics are also called 'demonstrative pronouns'

or 'demonstrative articles'. They are classed sometimes with

pronouns and sometimes with articles. We have discussed these

items earlier and have shown their function in a noun phrase

(cf., ^ 2 .4.6). The deictics are used to point to someone or

something. They behave like pronouns in matter of reference,

but they differ from pronouns in categorial features and in

syntactic function. For this reason we will make a distinction

between deictics and pronouns. Bengali has the following

non-interrogative demonstrative deictics:

(7) e,(i.) : 'This' °.(i) : 'That, se_(jl) : 'That,
in sight' out of sight'

r+DEIC ,+DEM, "J f +DEIC,+DEM,
L~FAR,+DEF, J I +FAR,IN SIGHT, +DEFJ

+DEIC,+DEM,

+FAR, OUT OF SIGHT
_ +DEF,

2 okhan is rarely used in Bengali, but it can be used without

being ungrammatical.
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The deictic ei_ is used to refer to someone or something near to

the speaker, £i is used to refer someone or something far from

"but in view of the speaker, and sei is used to refer someone or

something out of sight of the speaker. In this sort of reference

a deictic occurs with a noun, which may be deleted contextually.

We will make a distinction "between a deictic and a pronoun

for the following reasons:

(8) a. Deictics and pronouns belong to categories of different

types. The personal pronouns have the features like

C +HUM3 , C +HON"] , C+PEJ J , C+PLD etc., which they

share with nouns. Deictics have no such features.

b. Deictics are constituents of the D(eterminer) in a

noun phrase, but pronouns are head nouns ^and notm

phrases).

c. Deictics are used with a head noun in a noun phrase, but

pronouns cannot be used with any head noun.

d. Bengali disallows (socially) the use of a deictic with

a C+H0N3 noun, but there is no such restriction on

a pronoun.

Consider the following examples.

(9) a. ?sei mahila: That woman.

b. tini: {He, She}.

c. *tini mahila: *She woman.

(10) a. kon cheleti?: Which boy?

b, ke?: Who?

c. *ke cheleti?: *Who boy?

The deictic sei occurs with a C+HOhJ noun in (9a). This noun

phrase would be considered objectionable on social grounds.

In this noun phrase the deictic is C+FAR} . That is, the person
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referred to by this noun phrase is absent from the situation

of utterance, and so it may pass without objection (subject to

the condition that the hearer is careless about the status of

the person referred to); but the noun phrase will certainly be

objectionable if we use a C-FAR3 deictic in place of sei in (9a)•

In (9I>) we have the pronoun tini, which can be used to refer to

a definite person excluding the speaker and the hearer without

any objection. (9c) shows that a pronoun cannot occur with a

head noun. But we know that deictics are always used with a head

noun. In (10a) the interrogative deictic kon occurs with a [-HON 3

head noun. The pronoun ke in (10b) can be used for the same

purpose served by the noun phrase (10a), although not so

specifically. (10c) shows that a pronoun and a head noun cannot

cooccur. Pronouns are lexical items which carry nominal and

deictic features inherently, but deictics carry only the deictic

features. Bengali makes a distinction between a deictic and a

pronoun in respect of inherent features, in that the deictics are

C +DEIC,+DEM,+FAR,+INT,+I)EF J ; but the personal pronouns are

noun-like in respect of the inherent features C+ANI,+HUM,+H0N,

+PL J etc.j.

We have seen that Bengali has a tendency to derive third

person personal pronouns from the non-interrogative demonstrative

deictics (cf., ^ 4.1.1); but in doing so they are recategorized

as pronouns. So they cannot be considered as deictics any more.

How are they recategorized? Sometimes they assume a derived form

as a pronoun, and sometimes, if the form is not distinct from

the source deictic, it gets a special intonation when uttered.

For example, consider the item £, which is lexically related to

o_(_i) j •That'. When £ is used as a nonhonorific pronoun, it does
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not contain the _i of the deictic, and gets a special intonation

accompanied by lengthening of the vowel. When it is used as an

honorific pronoun it is nasalized and the pronoun is £• Thus

we see that Bengali has a tendency to derive pronouns from the

deictics, and at the same time recategorizes them as pronouns.

This has given rise to a number of third person personal

pronouns parallel to the deictics. This parallelism is shown

in (11).

fe:C+N,+PR0,-INT,+DEF,+C0UNT,+HUM,+3,
-HON,-FAR J

e: C+N,+FR0,-INT,+DEF,+CUUNT,+HUM,+3,

+H0N,-FAR J
\

ini: [+N,+PR0,-INT,+DEF,+COb NT,+HTJM,
s.

+3,+H0N,-FAR J

(11) £(i.): 'This' <

2,(i) : 'That,
in sight'

"o:C+N,+PR0,-INT,+DSF,+C0UNT,+HUM,+3,
-H0N,+FAR,IN SIGHT J

o:C+N,+PR0,-INT,+DEF,+CUUNT,+HTJM ,+3,

+H0N,+FAR,IN SIGHT J

uni: C+N, +PR0, -INT, +DEF, +C0UNT, +HTJT-1,
+3i+H0N,+FAR,IN SIGHT J

se: C+N, +PR0, -INT, +DEF, +COTJNT, +HUM,

+3 ,-HON,+FARJ
se(i) : 'That, 4

out of sight'

We see in (11) that the pronouns _e and J[, and £ and £, and

se are lexically related to the deictics £(i.), o(i_) and se(i)

respectively. But the lexical relation ini and uni with

the deictics is not so obvious. In sadhu Bengali there are

three abstract pronouns: iha: 'This (thing)', uhS: 'That (thing)'

and taha: 'That (thing)'; but in SCB only taha survives as ta.

Among the lexically derived pronouns, £, £, and £ have fairly

limited use, and o is used in Bangladesh with some pejorative hint.
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The pronouns se and tini used in SCB are basically [.+FAR, OUT

OP SIGHT} pronouns, but now they are neutral to this feature,

Ve cannot relate tini, and ami, anani, tui and tumi lexically to

any deictic. And the pronouns derived from the deictics behave

clearly distinctly from the deictics in respect of matters

discussed above. So they should be considered as categories of

two distinct type,

Bengali has so many third person personal pronouns, but

there is no [-HUM} or C-ANI,-ABS3 pronoun. That is, Bengali

has no pronoun equivalent to the English 'It', Bengali solves

this problem with the help of the deictics. Consider

the following examples,

(12) a, ami e-$i cai: I want this,
12 5 13 2

b, ami e-gulo cai: I want these,

(13) a, ami o-ti cai: I want that,

b, ami o-gulo cai: I want those,

(14) a, ami se-ti cai: I want that,

b, ami se-gulo cai: I want those.

In the above examples the residual noun phrases, e-ti, e-gulo,

o-ti, o-gulo, se-ti and se-gulo superficially show that the

deictics can take a CL, and they can be pluralized like nouns

and pronouns (cf., ^ 2,4.6), But we will claim that the deictics

take neither CL's, nor plural markers; nor are they pronouns.

In (12)-(14) the residual noun phrases have been used deictically

to refer to things which are contextually understood, and so the

head nouns have been deleted from these noun phrases, Suppose

that the deleted noun is bai: ^Book', If we insert the noun to

the residual noun phrases in (12, 13» 14)» we will get the

examples in (12•, 13«, 14') respectively.
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(12r) a. ami e-baiji cai: I want this book.

b. ami e-baigulo cai: I want these books.

(13*) a. ami o-baiti cai: I want that book,

b. ami o-baigulo cai: I want those books,

(14') a. ami se-baiti cai: I want that book.

b. ami se-baigulo cai: I want those books.

But pronouns do not allow such insertion as they do not have any

understood or deleted noun. Pronouns are inherently deictic

nouns.

Wow consider the interrogative deictics and the interrogative

pronouns. Consider the examples in (15)«

(15) a. kon bhadralok?: Which gentleman? \

b. ke?: Who?

c. *ke bhadralok?: *Who gentleman?

As we have seen above, we see here that an interrogative deictic

occurs with a head noun, but an interrogative pronoun cannot

occur with a head noun. Ve will make a distinction between

an interrogative deictic and an interrogative pronoun.

But there are some lexical items which can be used both as

a quantifier or a pronoun, kichu: 'Any, Some (thing)* is such

an item. Consider (16).

(16) a. ami kichu bai cai: I want some books.

b. tumi kichu cao ki?: Do you want anything?

In (16a) kichu appears as an indefinite, non-interrogative

quantifier in the noun phrase kichu bai, but in (16b) kichu

is an indefinite pronoun.

Similarly, consider the quantifier kato: 'How much' in (17).

(17) a. kato cao?: How much do you want?

b. kato dam cao?: How much price do you want?
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In (17a) there is no head noun with the quantifier kato, and it

looks like a pronoun. But it is an interrogative quantifier

which allows deletion of the head noun, if it is contextually

understood. However in (l7"b) the quantifier occurs with a head

noun dam, and shows that it is a quantifier.

We will make a distinction among deictics, quantifiers

and pronouns according to their inherent properties, and this

distinction will be shown in the underlying structure. But

this distinction may not be so clear in the surface structure,

as surface structures are often ambiguous.

4.2.0 Forms and Feature Specifications of Pronouns.

4.2.1 Personal Pronouns.

The pronouns listed in (2) are traditionally called

personal or human pronouns as they 'stand for' and refer to

human beings. In our analysis we have taken Postal's (1970a)

line that pronouns and nouns are the same type of category in the

underlying structure, and differ only in the feature [ +PE0J .

That is, the pronouns have the features C+N,+PR0J , and the nouns

have the features C+N,-PR0} • Bengali personal pronouns can

be classified into three groups in respect of person. Lyons

(1968, 276) defines person as:

The category of person is clearly definable with reference

to the notion of participant-roles: the 'first* person is

used by the speaker to refer to himself as a subject of

discourse; the 'second' person is used to refer to the

hearer; the 'third* person is used to persons or things

other than the speaker and the hearer0

According to this definition ami is first person; aoani, tumi
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arid tui are second person; and s_e, tini, ini and uni are third

person. Besides these person-divisions, the Bengali personal

pronouns have class or grade distinctions. The first person

pronoun has no such distinction, but the second person pronoun

has three grades: (a) honorific, (b) nonhonorific, and (c) pejora¬

tive/affectionate. The third person pronoun has two grades:

(a) honorific, and (b) nonhonorific. All these pronouns have

singular and plural forms, but they do not have any distinction

for gender.

The first and second person plural pronouns may be either

•inclusive' or 'exclusive' (cf., Lyons (1968, 277). Although

morphologically amara: 'We*, tomara: 'You (f-HON,+PIj) and aranara:

'You (C+HON,+PI$' stand in the same relation to ami, tumi, and

apani respectively as balikara: 'Girls' and cagira: 'Farmers*

stand to bSlikS and casT respectively, semantically the relations

are not the same. That is, amara cannot be simply considered .

to be the plural of Smi as balikara can be considered as the

plural of balika. In Bengali the 'inclusiveness' or 'exclusiveness•
«»

of the first and second person pronoun is not morphologically

marked on them, but it is possible to make a semantic distinction in

•inclusive'/'exclusive' use of first and second person pronouns,

(cf., 5«6.2). In the lexicon we will list pronouns only in

their basic forms with a complex symbol of features.

In order to subcategorize personal pronouns in Bengali

we will have to consider the following inherent and subcategorial

features:

(18) LN(oun)j,[PRO(noun)j, Cl-NT(errogative)J , CBUm(an)J ,

[DEF(inite)J , tHON(orific)J , [PEj(orative)3 , CC0UNT3 ,

lPL(ural)_] , [ 1 (first person)^ » C 2 (second person) J ,

[3 (third person)^ .
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We have discussed the method of feature specification elsewhere

(cf., ^ 11.1.3). These features will be positively specified

for some pronouns, and negatively for some others according to

their inherent and categorial properties. In the lexicon

they have feature specifications in the following manner:

(19) ami: C+N,+PR0,-INT,+C0UNT,+I)EF,+HUM,+1,*2,+HON,*3,+HON,*PL J
,-HON, ,-HON,

,+PEJ

apani: [+N, +PRO, -INT, +COUNT, +DEF, +HTJM, -1, +2, +HON,*3, +HON,*PL
,-HON,

tumi: C+N,+PRO,-INT,+C0UNT,+DEF,+HUM,-1,+2,-HON,*3,-HON,*PL J
,+HON,

tui: [+N, +PRO,-INT, +COIJNT, +DEF, +HUM,-1 ,+2,+PEJ,*3,-HON,*PL J
,+HON,

tini: r+N,+PR0,-INT,+C0UNT,+DEF,+HTJM,-1 ,-2,+3 ,+HON,*PL J

se: L+Nt+PRO,-INT,+COUNT,+DEF,+HDM,-1,-2,+3,-HON,*PL J

The pronouns are listed in (19) in their basic forms. The

derived forms of pronouns are not listed in any of the lexicons,

because they are morphophonologically derived. For example,

in (19) the pronouns have been specified for *PL, which means

that a pronoun can be either [-PL 3 or C+PP3 « But the forms

above are singular. We consider the pronouns similar to the

count nouns in this matter. Suppose the grammar generates a noun

phrase like that in ^,20).

(20) NP

I

SPEC

PL
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A personal pronoun can be inserted on the node N in (20) as

both nouns and pronouns have the feature C+N], The pronoun

which will be inserted to (20) will be understood as plural

as the noun phrase in (20) contains the abstract marker PL

(cf., ^ 2.4*4)• The first lexical insertion rule convert (20)

into (21).

(21) NP

if " n

SPEC
I
PL

C
ami

+N,+PR0,-INT,+C0UNT ,+DEF,+HUM, 1
+PL J+1,+2,+H0N,+3,+H0N,+PL

A later plural segment transformation will transform (21) into

(22) (cf., $ 2.4.4; % 2.5).
(22) NP

"+PL SEG,+ANI,

+HUM,+H0N, •

+SUBJ

ami

C+N, +PR0, . . ,+STJBJ J

The second lexical insertion rule will insert ra to the plural

segment if the noun phrase in (22) is a subject, and will insert

der if it is not a subject. Thus we will arrive at (23) if the

noun phrase is a subject, and at (24) if the noun phrase is

not a subject after the second lexical attachment.

(23) (24)

r+PL SEG,+ANI, 1 N T+PL SEG,+ANl,

l+HUM,+H0N,+SUBJJ l+HUM,+H0N,-SUBJ
I I

Smi rS ami der
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(25, 24) will generate forms *amira and *amider respectively.

These are ungrammatical. So these surface strings will pass

through the morphophonological component which will derive

amara from *ami-ra, and amader from *aml-der. The pronouns

behave exactly like nouns in respect of plural segment transfor¬

mation, and plural marker attachment. The plural segment

transformation shows that the plural forms of Bengali personal

pronouns need not be listed in the lexicon as we never list the

plural forms of nouns.

Not only the plural forms of pronouns, but also other forms

which are derivable by morphophonological rules, have been omitted

from the lexicon, A Bengali pronoun changes morphologically

when a plural marker or a case marker is suffixed to it. This

change can be captured by morphophonological rules, and so it is

not necessary to list these forms (cf., % 11.5). For example,
"ami changes to 5m5 when the case marker ke_ is suffixed to it,

and changes to ama when the plural marker ra is suffixed to it.

Accordingly, the nonbasic forms of pronouns such as ama, ama, toma,

ta, apana etc., have not been listed in the lexicon in this work.

Of the personal pronouns first and second person pronouns

are used deictically ( except in inclusive use, in which case

they are always plural), and third person pronouns can be used

both deictically and anaphorically. Pronouns, unlike nouns,

do not take any constituent of the determiner except the PL,

which is generated as a constituent of D in this work (cf,, base

rule 9, 1,2). Consider the examples below,

(25) a. *ekti tumi: *A you,

b, *tumiti: -*The you,

c. tomara: iou (c+Pl4).
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(25a, b) are ungrammatical as the pronoun tumi occurs here

with a SPEC. (25c) is a plural pronoun. The marker PL is

generated in the underlying structure as a constituent of D in

this work. This marker triggers the plural segment transformation

and the plural markers are attached to derived nodes by the

second lexical insertion rule.

A personal pronoun, when subject of a sentence, is contextually

deletable in Bengali because the AUX agrees with the subject in

person and grade (if any). Consider the examples in (26).

(26) a. ami take balechi: I have told him.

b. amara take balechi: We have told him.

c. take balechi: ( i/we) have told him.

(26a, b) are unambiguous as these sentences have overt subjects.

But (26c), where the subject is deleted, is ambiguous in that

the deleted pronoun may be either ami or amara. The ATJX in

Bengali agrees with the subject in person and grade,

not in number.

4.2.2 Interrogative and Indefinite Pronouns.

We have given a list of the Bengali interrogative pronouns

(all are ka-words) in (4). These are inherently interrogative.

They are positively specified for the feature ClNTjJ, which

distinguishes them from the personal and other pronouns. The

interrogative and the indefinite pronouns which are lexically

related to the interrogative pronouns have feature specifications

in the following manner,,

(27) ke: C+N,+PR0,+INT,+C0UNT,+DEP,+SPECIPIC,+HTJM,-.1 ,-2,+3,+HON J

k<su; t+N, +PRO,-INT, -COUNT,-DEF,-SPECIFIC, +HUM,-1 ,-2, +3, +HONJ
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ki: C+N,+PRO,+INT,-COUNT,+DEF,+SPECIPIC,-HUM/+ABS,

-1,-2,+3,-HON J

kichu: C+N,+PRO,-INT,-COUNT,-DEF,-SPECIFIC,-ANI,+ABS,

-1,-2,+3,-HON J

kab: C+N,+PRO,+INT,-COUNT,+DEF,+TEMP, DAY J

kakhan: C +jm,+PRO,+INT,-COUNT,+DEF,+TEMP, TIME J
kakhano: C+N,+PRO,-INT,-COUNT,-DEF,-SPECIFIC,+TEMP, TIME J
keno: C+N,+PRO,+INT,-COUNT,-DEF,+ABS J

kotha: C+N,+PRO,+INT,-COUNT,+DEF,+SPECIFIC,+LOCJ

kothao: C+N,+PRO,-INT,-COUNT,-DEF,-SPECIFIC,+LOC J

These pronouns are used deictically only, and so they are listed

only in the first lexicon. Among these pronouns only ke has the

feature T+COUNT^ , and it is the only pronoun that undergoes

the plural segment transformation-when inserted in a noun phrase

with the marker PL. By a general morphological rule it becomes

ka when a case marker or plural marker is suffixed to it.

Traditional Bengali grammars often include a pronoun ka usually

found in an object position as in the sentence tumi kake khujcho?:

'Whom are you looking for?'. But our rule shows that ka is a

suppletive form of ke.

We have specified the pronouns ki^, kab and kotha with the

feature E-COUNT). These pronouns are usually used as singular,

but some sentences show that they can be used as plural. In the

plural sense they do not take any plural marker, instead they

are reduplicated. Consider the examples below.

(28) a. tumi ki ki cao?: What do you want?

b. tumi kabe kabe sekhane giyechile?: Which days had you

been there?

Co tumi kothay kothay yabe?: Where will you go?
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Here ki_ki, kabe kabe and kothay kothay indicate plurality not as

a set, but distributively.. This sort of plurality which refers

to things individually can be expressed by ke, too. This is

shown in (29).

(29) a. ke ke esechen?: Who have come?

b. tumi kake kake ceno?: Whom do you know?

The way the reduplicated pronouns such as ki ki, kabe kabe and

kothay kothay in (28), and ke ke and kake kake in (29) are

understood suggests that they should not be considered as single

noun phrases. They should be considered as conjoined noun

phrases for the following reasons: (a) each of the reduplicated

pronouns takes a case marker, and (*) they are understood as

distinct noun phrases rather than a single plural noun phrase.

We can relate the examples in (28) to those in (30)» 2-nd the

examples in (29) to those in (31)»

^30) a. tumi ki ebaij ki cao?: What and what do you want?

b. tumi kabe ebar^ kabe sekhane giyechile?: Which day and

which day had you been there?

c. tumi kothay ebag. kothay yabe?: Where and where will

you go?

(31) a. ke ebai} ke esechen?: Who and who have come?
b. tumi kake ebarj kake ceno?: V/hom and whom do you know?

Although (30) and (31) are stylistically infelicitous, they are

semantically equivalent to (28) and (29) respectively. We assume

that the sentences in (28, 29) are derived respectively from

(30, 31)» by deleting the conjunctions. Furthermore (30, 31)

themselves are derived from coordinate conjoined structures.

So we can consider that ki ki, kabe kabe, kothay kothay, ke ke

and kake kake are not plural forms, but are conjoined pronouns.
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For this reason we have specified these pronouns as L-COUNTj ,

which means that they cannot be pluralized.

Transformational studies make a distinction between a

yes-no question and wh-question. The scope of a yes-no question

is usually an entire sentence, and the scope of a wh-question

is usually a noun phrase. In our grammar we generate an abstract

morpheme Q in case of a yes-no question, but no such Q is

generated in case of a wh-question. We consider that a wh-

question is an interrogation about some noun phrase, and this

arises from the inherent feature C+INTj of the interrogative

pronouns and other interrogative lexical items. Consider

the examples below, '>

(32) a. ke esechen?: Who has come?

b, tumi ki bhalabaso?: What do you love?

c. tumi kon baiti cao?: Which book do you want?
uM-

All questions in (32) are (ka-question in Bengali)

questions, and they arise from the inherent interrogative

property of the pronouns ke and ki, and that of the interrogative

deictic kon.' All these items are generated in the underlying

structure in this grammar. So it is unnecessary to posit the Q

in the underlying structure of a wh-question sentence (cf.r $1.4).

4.2,3 Abstract, Locative and Temporal Pronouns^

The pronoun ta, which is mainly an abstract pronoun, has

the following features:

(33) ta: (+U,+PR0,-INT,+DEF,-ANI,+ABS,-COUUT,-1,-2,+3,-HOn]
We have discussed this pronoun in elsewhere (cf., $ 5.10; $10.1).

3 The locative and temporal pronouns have been taken as pronouns

because of their pronominal function. But structurally they are

full noun phrases composed of demonstrative deictics and locational

and temporal nouns (cf., $ 5.9).
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The locative pronouns can be used deictically as well as

anaphorically. Of the temporal pronouns, ekhan: 'Now' is

used deictically, and okhan: 'Then* and takhan: 'Then* can be

used both deictically and anaphorically. These pronouns

have the features as shown below.

(34) ekhan; C+N, +PRO,-INT,-COUNT, +DEF, +LOC,-FAE

okhan; Z+N,+PRO,-INT,-COUNT,+DEF,+LOC,+FAR, IN SIGHT J

sekhan: C+N,+PR0,-INT,-COUNT,+DEF,+LOC,+FAR, OUT OF SIGHT J

(35) ekhan; C+N,+PRO,-INT,-COUNT,+DEF,+TEMP,-FAR J

okhan 1 : C+N,+PR0,-INT,-COUNT,+DEF,+TEMP,+FAR J
takhan J

4.3 Pronominalization; Some Approaches and Problems.

O

We have said that pronominalization is the process which

derives pronouns in syntactic structures. This can be an

underlying derivation or a transformational derivation. in

transformational studies the term 'Pronominalization• is mainly

used to refer to transformational derivation of anaphoric pronouns.

This process reduces some noun phrase into a pronoun or pronominal

under certain conditions. Pronominalization, in a broad sense,

will be taken as the process which derives pronouns either in the

underlying structure or by the transformational reduction of

some noun phrase under certain conditions. But in a narrow

sense pronominalization will mean the transformational derivation

of pronouns or pronominals. In this work we will be concerned

mainly with the transformational derivation of anaphoric pronouns

under coreference and certain other conditions. So we will use
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the term pronominalization mainly to refer to the process which

derives pronouns transformationally. This process specifies

some noun phrase as C+PR03 under certain conditions. These

noun phrases are C-PROD in the underlying structure, but acquire

the feature C+PR03 transformationally when certain conditions

are satisfied. The pronominalized noun phrases are usually

realized as pronouns in the surface structure.

Pronominalization can be of various types, such as:

(a) Pronominalization Proper, (b) Reflexivization,

(c) Relativization, and perhaps, U) Sentence Pronominalization.

The process of identical head noun deletion in Bengali is

a sort of pronominalization (cf., Chapter 9)# All these processes

have one thing in common: they reduce an underlying noun phrase

into a pronoun or a pronominal. It is generally assumed that

reciprocal structures involve pronominalization. But we have

shown that a reciprocal structure in Bengali does not involve

pronominalization (cf., Chapter 7).

In this grammar pronouns are derived in two ways. A deictic

pronoun is generated in the underlying structure as a member of

the category noun with the feature C+PR03 • But anaphoric

pronouns are derived transformationally under certain conditions.

Here we will review some approaches to pronominalization that

have been taken by transformational grammarians since 1963*

During the past few years, pronominalization in English

has attracted many linguists, who made many aspects of the process

clear, and at the same time discovered many problems that still

remain unsolved. Let us start with Lees and Klima's (1963)
classic treatment of the process. They took pronouns in the

traditional sense, that pronouns are words used in place of nouns.
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They went further to show that 'this replacement is subject to

rigid grammatical rules.' Their rule is reproduced below.

(56) Pronoun Rule:

X - Nom - Y - Nom' - Z X - Nom ~ Y - Nom' + Pron - Z

Where Nom = Nom', and where Nom is in a matrix sentence

while Nom' is in a constituent sentence embedded within

the matrix sentence.

In this rule the matrix Nom reduces the constituent Nom' into

a pronoun under lexical identity. The phonological shape of the

pronominalized Nom is given later by morphophonological rules.

Chomsky ^1965) took this approach and added some refinements.

He considers the pronominalization transformation' as an erasure

transformation, which uses a term X to delete another term Y

when X and Y are identical. Although this is basically

similar -£0 Lees and Klima's approach, Chomsky made the operation

more subtle by introducing the notion of coreferentiality,

indicated in the underlying structure by identical indices. In

his approach two nouns are coreferential if they have identical

integers in the underlying structure. In Lees and Klima's

approach lexical identity is enough for the application of the

rule, but Chomsky's rule requires strict identity. That is,

the nouns involved must be identical both lexically and referen-

tially. Chomsky (1965> 145-46) says:

Suppose that certain lexical items are designated as

"referential" and that by a general convention each occurence

of a coreferential item is assigned a marker, say, an

integer, as a feature. The reflexivization rule can be

formulated as an erasure operation that uses one Noun Phrase
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to delete another. As in the case of relativization, the

erasure leaves a residue, in particular, the feature

U+HUM3 , and it introduces the new phonetic element self.

Thus when applied to "I hurt I," the first Noun Phrase

is used to delete the second, finally giving, "I hurt myself."

But by the recoverability condition on deletion, the

reflexivization rule (similarly, the pronominalization rule)

will apply only when the integers assigned to the two

items are the same. The semantic component will then

interpret two referential items as having the same reference

just in case they are strictly identical - in particular,

in case they have been assigned the same integer

in the deep structure.

We see that Chomsky requires strict identity for the application

of any sort of pronominalization rule. There are problems with

with the condition of strict identity as well as with the use

of integers. Chomsky wants to attach the integers to the head

nouns, not to noun phrases. But they should be assigned to

noun phrases as coreferentiality exists between whole noun phrases

(cf., McCawley (1968b, 137)).

The condition of strict lexical identity between the noun

phrases involved in a pronominalization rule has given rise to

many problems. Bach (1970) has shown that if pronominalization

operates on full noun phrases including relative clauses, then

some English sentences cannot be given any deep structure. This

problem has now come to be known as 'Bach's paradox'. Bach even

suggested that there may be no such operation as pronominalization.

This problem has attracted many linguists such as Dougherty (1969)»

McCawley (1970), Karttunen (1971) and Jackendoff (1972).
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Postal (1970a) takes a transformational approach to

pronominalization, and claims that pronouns are present in the

underlying structure as features of nouns and are realized as

articles in the surface structure. Our approach to pronominali¬

zation has some similarity to that of Postal, hut we do not

consider the Bengali pronouns as articles in the surface

structure.^ Postal (1970a, 58) says:

I mention all these only because it is fundamental to my

basic claim which is that the so-called pronouns I_, our,

they etc., are really "articles", in fact types of

"definite" articles. However, article elements are

introduced only as "segments" in the intermediate syntactic

structures. In the deepest structures they are, I shall

suggest, not present segmentally but are represented as

syntactic features of nouns, features analogous to

animate, human, countable, etc.,.

The way we derive deictic pronouns has some similarity to Postal*

process, but has some dissimilarities, tooQ We consider that

nouns and pronouns differ in the underlying structure only in

respect of the feature CPROJ , which is negatively specified for

a noun and positively for a pronoun. So a noun has the features

C+N,-PR03 , and a pronoun has the feature C+N,+PR03. A deictic

pronoun is inserted in the underlying structure to a node N

just as we insert a noun to it. We do not segmentalize a deictic

pronoun from a complex symbol of a noun as Postal does. Postal

4 In our grammar there is nothing which can be called an 'articl

as that is generally understood. We have taken the view that

pronouns are deictic nouns (cf.,<£4»1•5)• The pronouns have both

deictic and nominal features inherently in them, and so they

function deictically as well as nominally.



derives anaphoric pronouns transformationally. The pronominal-

ization transformation specifies a noun stem as C+PR03 if it is

identical to some other noun in the sentence. Postal (1970a,

61-62) says:

The process of pronominalization is, I assume, a rule which

specifies a noun stem as C.+PROJ if it is identical to some

other noun in the same sentence, subject to appropriate

and not entirely -understood conditions. The rule of

reflexivization is one which specifies a noun stem as

C+reflexiveJ and [+PR03 subject to its identity to another

noun stem in the same simple structure (at the point of

reflexivization). All nouns start out in the deep structure

forms [-reflexiveJ , i.e., the specification £+reflexivej

is only introduced transformationally. However, this is,

as we have seen, not true of the feature specification

f +PROJ which will be present in some noun bundles in the

base, namely, in those underlying such surface HP as

someone, he, I_ etc., in sentences like:

(37) a-. Someone saw Bill,

b. He is clever.

c, I don't believe that.

Similarly, Definitization involves specifying a noun stem

as C+definiteJ (and generally but not always ["-demonstrative3

as well) subject to certain conditions including previous

transformational specification of C+PR03 . Under these

assumptions, the overall process of reflexivization which

occurs in sentences like:

(38) A boy hurt himself.

and pronominalization which occurs in sentences like:
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(39) A boy said he would help,

are considered to be quite similar. Both involve

specification of the repeated noun as £+PEO,+definite ,

-demonstrative^ « The difference is whether or not the

specification C+^eflexiveJ is also assigned.

Our approach to pronominalization is similar in spirit to the

above approach in that we derive anaphoric pronouns transformation¬

ally under certain conditions. But we differ from him in many

technical aspects of the rule. In his approach an HP node

dominates only an li associated with a bundle of features, and

he specifies only the N as C+PR03 when the conditions for the rule

are satisfied. In our grammar an NP has several underlying

constituents, and the feature C+PPlOJ is specified on the head

noun of the noun phrase, but this should be understood as that

the whole noun phrase has been pronominalized.

Another approach to pronominalization is the interpretive

approach taken by Dougherty (19^9) an<^ Jackendoff ^ 1972) , In

this approach all pronouns are generated in the underlying

structure, and coreferentiality or non-coreferentiality is

marked in the surface structure by interpretive rules. As

Jackendoff (1972) has discussed this hypothesis more fully, we

will look into his approach here, Jackendoff (1972) calls his

hypothesis 'Interpretive Theory', and generates both anaphoric

and nonanaphoric pronouns in the underlying structure. He does

not mark them for coreference in the underlying structure. This

is done on the surface structure by interpretive rules,

Jackendoff (1972, 108) says:

In this approach, which I will call Interpretive Theory,

noun phrases are unmarked for coreference relations in
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deep structure. Rules of semantic interpretation establish

relations between pairs of noun phrases, marking them

coreferential or noncoreferential with each other.

He considers coreference to be an exclusively semantic property

that cannot be referred to by transformations. In order to

establish coreference or noncoreference relations between noun

phrases in the surface structure he needs at least three devices:

(a) a table of coreference, (*) consistency condition, and

(c) well-formedness condition. He says (1972, 111):

We will express coreference relations explicitly in a table

of coreference. Each entry in the table will consist of a

pair of noun phrases and one of the relations coreferential

or noncoreferential. In a complete semantic interpretation,

the table will contain an entry for each pair of noun phrase

in the sentence. The table will be built up one entry at

a time by the application of semantic rules of coreference.

Some of the semantic rules will make reference to already

existing entries in the table, but transformations will

never refer to it.

Jackendoff's table of reference will look like (40), which we

reproduce from him:

(40) (Reflexivization, First approximation)
Enter the table:

NP*' coref

2
WP

c( reflexive
in the environment

OBLIGATORY

His grammar will generate sentences like those in (41), and his

reflexive rule will interpret^ the subject and object noun phrase
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in them as coreferential.

(41) a. *The boy shot herself.

b. *Pinkelstein shot yourself.

He will rule out these sentences as ungrammatical in the long run

by his consistency condition. Jackendoff claims that his

theory is superior to the transformational theory of pronominal-

ization, and it has no problem with sentences involving the

so-called •Bach's paradox'. Jackendoff wants to handle pronouns

and epithets by the same rule. Ve will not go into the theoretical

controversies here (cf., Postal (1971a), Stockwell et al (1973))*

4.3*1 Our Approach in Outline.
\

We generate deictic pronouns in the underlying structure,

and derive anaphoric pronouns transformationally. We have

taken the view that pronouns and nouns, in the underlying structure,

differ orfly in the feature [ PRO}, which is positively specified

for pronouns and negatively for nouns. Pronouns have the

features C+N,+PR03 j and nouns have the features [,+N,-PR0 3 .

Consider the following examples.

(42) a. se asbe: He will come.
1 2 1 _2_

b. tini dhaka yaben: He will go to Dacca. •
1 3 1 _3„

In (42) the pronouns s_e and tini are used deictically: they are

not understood coreferentially with any noun phrase in these

sentences, in such a case pronouns are generated in the

underlying structure. For example, (42a) has the underlying

structure (43)(see page 161). The pronoun jse has been attached

to the node N dominated by the AGT NP in (43) because this tree

satisfies all conditions for its insertion on this node. As this
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(43)

AUX

+AUX

+FUT
+sim

f+vb,-adj, "|
I + (loc) agtJ

Se

+N,+PRO,-INT,
+COUNT, +DEF, +HUM,

-1,-2,+3,-HON,
-pl ->

pronoun is generated in the underlying structure, it will he

understood deictically. By the rule of subject marking, the

AGT in (43) will be marked as subject, and will be placed at the

sentence-initial position (optionally). Then the Subject-AUX

concord rule will copy the person and grade features of the

subject onto the AUX, and the AUX-MOVEMENT rule will adjoin the

AUX as the right daughter of V. Then the v will be placed at

the sentence-final position. After the last rule of the

transformational component the second lexical insertion rule

will attach be to the AUX. We will get the surface structure

tree (44) after all these operations on (43)•

(44)

se

'+N, +PR0, -INT, +COUNT,'
+DEP,+HUM,-1,-2,+3,

-HON,-PL,+SUBJ

as

"+vb, -adj,
+___(loc)agt

+5,-hon
I

+AUX,+FUT,

+sim,+3,-HON,
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The terminal string of (44) will generate se asbe, which is

(42a).

Now consider the following sentences, where the pronouns,

in one reading, are understood coreferentially with some noun

phrase in their respective sentences.

(45) a. matin elo o se baslo: Matin came and he sat.C
2 3 4 ° 5 2 345

b. yadi matin ase, tabe ami take e-bisaye balbo: If
1 c 3 4 5 6 °7 8 9 1

matin comes, then I shall tell him about this matter.
3 4 5 _9_ 6 7 8

In (45a) se refers anaphorically to matin, and in (45^)

take refers anaphorically to matin, in one reading. We will

derive such anaphoric pronouns by a transformational pronominal-

ization rule, which reduces an underlying noun phrase into a

pronoun when certain conditions are satisfied. The pronouns se;

and tske in (45a, b) respectively are ambiguous in that they

can refer either to matin in these sentences or to someone else

extrasententially. That is, these pronouns may be understood

anaphorically as well as deictically. So when a pronoun is used

anaphorically it will be derived transformationally, and when

used deictically it will be derived in thee underlying structure.

This will explain the ambiguity of the pronouns in sentences like

(45)* When the pronouns are used anaphorically to matin in (45)»

they are derived transformationally from the sentences in (48),

which underlie (45)> respectively.

(46) as matin elo o matin baslo: Matin came and Matin sat0
c c

b. yadi matin ase, tabe ami matinke e-bigaye balbo: If
c c

Matin comes, then I shall tell Matin about this matter0

In (46) each sentence has two noun phrases which are understood
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coreferentially, These noun phrases have been marked by-

identical indices. The pronominalization rule can apply in

these structures as they satisfy all the conditions for the

pronominalization rule (cf., ^ 4.3.2). For example, (46a)
has the structure (47) immediately underlying it.

(47)

matin

"+N,-PRO,-COM,
-COUNT, +HTJM,

+3,-HON,+DEF

A mStin
r+N,-PRO,-COM,"
-COUNT,+HUM,

I +3,-H0N,+DEF

baslo

(47) is a coordinate conjoined structure where each conjunct has

a noun phrase which is coreferential and identical in head noun

with one in the other conjunct. This structure satisfies the

conditions for the pronominalization rule. The rule will apply
1 2

here forwards. That is, NP will be used to specify NP as

C+PRO,-INT3. These features will be added to the CS associated

with the head noun of the pronominalized noun phrase (NP ).

After the last rule of the transformational component the second

lexical insertion rule will replace the first lexical item
2

under NP by the pronoun _se by the matching condition of the

second lexical insertion procedure,(cf0, ^ 11.2). The pronominal¬

ization transformation will transform (47) into (48)

(see page 164).
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matin

~+N,-PRO, -COM,")
-COUNT,+HUM,

+3,-HON,+DEF #

(matin)
"+N,+PRO,-INT,
+COUNT,+HUM,

+3,-EON,+DEF,-PL

baslo

After the last rule of the transformational component the second

lexical insertion rule will insert the pronoun s_e to the

pronominalized noun phrase, and the surface structure (49) will

"be derived.

(49)

matin

"+N,-PRO,-COM,
-COUNT,+HTJM,

+3,-H0N,+DEF

se

+N, +PRO, -INT, **
+COUNT,+HUM,

+3,-HON,+DEF,-PL

baslo

(49) will generate matin.elo o se.baslo, which is (45a).c c

We have taken coreferentiality as the major condition for

the pronominalization rule, but the rule does not apply between

any coreferential noun phrases. The rule can apply only if the
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head nouns of the coreferential noun phrases are identical,

Coreferentiality between noun phrases is marked in the underlying

structure by identical indices in the Chomskyan fashion (cf.,

Chomsky (19^5» 145-46)).

We have taken a transformational, not an interpretive,

approach to pronominalization. The decision is motivated by

linguistic as well as practical reasons. The interpretive theory

as a theory of language is unsatisfactory. And from the

practical point of view a transformational approach to pronominal¬

ization, which has been extensively used in transformational

studies, makes things simpler when one comes to study the syntax

of a language, which has not been described in any recent

framework.

Jackendoff (1972) claims that pronouns and epithets should

be dealt with by the same rule, as they behave similarly. He

(1972, 111) wants to 'mark epithets as special lexical items

which may function as pronouns in certain contexts of the

pronominalization rule, adding the lexical meaning to the intended

attributes of the person they refer to.' But epithets are full

noun phrases, not 'lexical items*. Ve consider that epithets are

full noun phrases used coreferentially with some noun phrase in

a sentence. Consider the examples below.

(50) a. matin elo o matin haslo: Matin came and Matin smiled.c c

b. matin elo o dugtu^i haslo: Matin came and the naughtyc c

boy smiled.

c. matin elo o se haslo: Matin came and he smiled.
c c

In (50a) the proper noun phrases matin and matin are coreferential,

and have identical head nouns. In (50h) matin and dugtuti,

although coreferential, are not identical. In (50h) "the noun
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phrase dustuti has its own semantic content, and so it is

generated in the underlying structure and is marked as

coreferential with matin. In (50c) se_ refers anaphorically to

matin, but unlike dustuti, it has no semantic content.

Therefore the pronominalization rule can reduce the forward noun

phrase matin into a pronoun and generate (50c); but dustuti,

although coreferential with matin in (50b), cannot be reduced

into a pronoun. Epithets are underlying noun phrases used

coreferentially with some noun phrase in a sentence. Moreover,

pronouns are always determinate, but epithets are not. For

example, only se can be used in (50c) in order to refer to

matin anaphorically, but in (50b) any epithet such as .jubara.j:

•Crown prince', ,jatir pita: 'Father of the nation', and so forth

could have been used in place of dustuti. We assume that epithets

should be treated like underlying coreferential noun phrase,
«e

but not like anaphoric pronouns.

4.5.2 What is Pronominalizable?

The pronominalization rule involves noun phrases, and

applies when the following basic conditions are satisfied.

(51) Conditions for the Pronominalization Rule.

a. In a structure there must be two noun phrases

which are coreferential.

b0 The relevant noun phrases must have identical

head nouns.

c. At the point the rule applies, the pronominalizable

noun phrase must be definite.

d. The rule will obey the directionality constraints.
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4.5.3 Pronominalization and Cases,

We will consider here whether cases play any role in

the pronominalization proper transformation. The pronominalization

proper rule takes place between coreferential noun phrases

if the conditions for the rule are satisfied (cf., ^4.3.2).
The rule can apply between coreferential noun phrases holding

identical as well as non-identical case relations. That is,

a noun phrase holding a case role can be used to pronominalize

another noun phrase holding the case relation or Cn if the
noun phrases are coreferential and identical in head noun.

Consider the examples below.

(52) a. matin parche 0 matin likhche: Matin is readingc • c

and Matin is writing,

b. matincparche o seclikhche: Matin is reading and
Matin is writing.

(53) a. yadio matin minuke mereche, tabuo matin minuke bhalabase:c c

Although Matin has hit Minu, yet Matin loves Minu.

b, yadio matin minuke mereche, tabuo se minuke bhalabase:c c

Although Matin has hit Minu, yet he loves Minu.

(52a) has two noun phrases which are coreferential and identical

in head nouns. Both these noun phrases are AGT's. Pronominal¬

ization can apply here fowards, and we derive (52b) by the

application of the pronominalization rule forwards in (52a).

As (52b) is grammatical, we see that pronominalization can apply

between noun phrases holding identical case relations. (53a)

has two coreferential noun phrases, which hold distinct case

relations. The noun phrase matin in the left conjunct is an AGT,

and matin in the right conjunct is a DAT. As these noun phrases
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are coreferential and identical in head noun we can apply the

pronominalization rule on the underlying structure of (53a)

in the forward direction and derive (53k). As (53k) is

grammatical, we see that the pronominalization rule can apply

between noun phrases holding non-identical case relations.

The pronominalization rule applies without any complication between

AGT, DAT, NETJT and INS noun phrases (of course, by definition of

different cases, noun phrases holding some case relations cannot

be understood as coreferential with noun phrases holding some

other case relation. For example, AGT noun phrases cannot be

understood as coreferential with INS noun phrases because AGT

is typically animate and INS is inanimate.), but some complications

arise in the pronominalization of noun phrases holding LOC

case role. Consider the examples below.

a. £hakacek$i choja sahar o gLhakacek},i sundar sahar:
Dacca is a small city and Dacca is a beautiful city.

_ t i
b. ?dhaka ekti chota sahar o se-ti ekti sundar sahar:

• c • • • c •

Dacca is a small city and Dacca is a beautiful city.
_ _ i

c. dhaka ekti chota o sundar sahar: Dacca is a small and
• c • •

beautiful city.

ac tini dhakay_thaken ar amio dhakay„thaki: He lives

in Dacca and I live in Dacca tooD

b. tini dhakay thaken ar amio sekhane thaki: He livesc c

in Dacca and I live there too.

c. *tini dhakay thaken ar amio se-tite thaki: He lives^c . c

in Dacca and I live in that too.

a. se-baganticchota ar se-baganticsundar: That garden is
small and that garden is beautiful.

(54)

(55)

(56)
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b. se-baganticchota ar se-ticsundar: That garden is

small and that is beautiful.

c. se-bSganti chota &r sundar: That garden is small
• c •

and beautiful.

(57) a. se-baganti chota, tabe se-bagantite anek phul ache:
• c • • c

That garden is beautiful, but there are many flowers

in that garden.

b. se-bagan$iccho};a, tabe se-Jitecanek phul ache: That
garden is small, but there are many flowers in that.

c. se-bagant^cho^a, tabe sekhanecanek phul ache: That
garden is small, but there are many flowers there.

In (54a) dhaka in the left conjunct and dhaka in the right

conjunct are coreferential. dhaka is a C-COM,-COUNT,+L0CATI0NJ

noun and big in size. These noun phrases in (54aJ hold NEUT

case role, although they are inherently locational. As dhaka

holds NEUT case role here, this noun phrase cannot be reduced

to a pronoun0 If we reduce the noun phrase dhaka into a pronominal

by the application of the pronominalization rule forwards, we

will get (54b), which is ungrammatical. In order to derive

se-ti in (54^) must have the noun phrase *se-dhakati in the

right conjunct in (54a), and the pronominalization rule will

delete the head noun of this noun phrase leaving DEIC and CL

behind. But we cannot have *se-dhakati: 'That Dacca* in the
! •■■■I. ' •—

underlying structure, as this noun, being C-C0M,-C0UNT7 »

disallows any determiner constituent But if (54b) is derived

at all, it would be derived not from the underlying structure of

(54a), but from dhaka ekti chota sahar 0 se-saharti ekti sundar\ * ' / J «. i . 1 . i •—q ii •—C— 1 " '

jahar: 'Dacca is a small city and that city is a beautiful city'.
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In this sentence the second conjunct contains redundant material;

and coreferentiality exists here between ekti chota sahar and
1 "■ ' • 1 ■

se-saharti, but not between dhgka and se-saharti. In (54a-)

the pronominalization rule does not reduce the forward noun

phrase into a pronoun; here the pronominalization rule deletes

the coreferential noun phrase in the right conjunct, and later

by conjunction reduction we get (54c). This is similar to the

application of the pronominalization rule involving C-HUiQ and

C-ANIJ noun phrases where the has an underlying structure of

the form DEF SPEC N (cf., <| 5.3.1). In (55a.) dhaka in the

first conjunct and dhaka in the second conjunct are identical and

coreferential, and they both are LOC's. The pronominalization

rule applies here in the forward direction, and the pronominalized

noun phrase is realized as the locative pronoun sekhan. (55c)

is ungrammatical because it is derived from the unacceptable

underlying structure *tini dhakay^thaken ar amio se-dhakajite^
thSki: 'He lives in Dacca and I live in that Dacca, too'.

Thus we see that a noun phrase having a C-COM,-COUNT,+L0CATI0N )

head noun cannot be reduced to a pronoun if it holds any case

relation other than LOC; in such a case the whole noun phrase is

deleted under coreferentiality. In (56a) the indexed noun

phrases are coreferential and identical in head noun. The noun

in these noun phrases is {+COM,+COUNT,+LOCATIONJ . This noun

can occur with DEIC SPEC in a noun phrase. In (56a) the

coreferential noun phrases are NEUT's. (56a) is a structure

where pronominalization rule can apply forwards. But as Bengali

has no t-HUM) or C-ANI] pronoun, the pronominalization rule,

instead of reducing the NP^ into a pronoun, will delete the head

noun of the NP^ ( as it has DEIC N SPEC intermediate structure).
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In this way we will get (56b). Subsequently, by deleting the

residual noun phrase se-fri we will get (56c). In (57a) se-baganti

in the left conjunct is NEUT and in the right conjunct is L0Co

The pronominalization rule can apply forwards in (57a). The

NP^ (bagantite in the right conjunct) has a C+C0M,+C0UNT,+L0CATI0lO

noun as its head, and the location is understood as small. The

pronominalization rule can delete the head noun of the NP^

(although it is a LOC) leaving the DEIC SPEC behind, and derive

(57b). se-ti in (57b) is not a locative pronoun, although se-tite• • 1

is a locative expression. The pronominalization rule, in the

other way, can reduce the HP^ in (57a) into a locative pronoun

because the pronominalized noun phrase is a LOC. \ In this way
1

we can derive (57c), where the pronominalized noun phrase has

been realized as a locative pronoun.

Ve see, in Bengali, that a LOC noun phrase is pronominalized

into a locative pronoun if the head noun is C-COM,-COUNT,+LOCATIONJ

or a L+COUNT,+LOCATION] noun indicating a vast location. But

if the head noun of a locative expression is a t>COUNTj noun

which indicates a small location, it can be pronominalized into

a locative pronoun, or the pronominalization rule can delete

the head noun of the hP^ if it has an intermediate structure

DEIC N SPEC. V/e know that this sort of head noun deletion

is a general operation for the pronominalization rule when the

noun phrases involved have or C-ANI3 head nouns (cf.,^ 5»3«1)•
This does not depend on the case relation of the noun phrase.

But a noun phrase can be pronominalized into a locative

pronoun only when the noun phrase is a LOC. This shows that

the case relations of noun phrases have some effect on

pronominalization. This is generally seen in LOC case, which
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includes both locational and temporal expressions. But we have

seen that a LOC noun phrase need not be reduced into a locative

pronoun by the pronominalization rule if the head noun of the

pronominalizable noun phrase is a count noun and indicates

a small location.

The noun phrases which generally take part in pronominalization

usually hold AGT, BAT, NEUT, LOC and INS, but ESS noun phrases

usually do not take part in anaphoric pronominalization.

Consider the examples below.

(58) a. hasan sahSb lekhak ar rahman sahebo lekhak: Mr Hasan

is an author and Mr Rahman is an author, too.

b. ?hasan saheb lekhak ar rahman sahebo ta: Mr Hasan is

an author and Mr Rahman is that, too.

In (58a) the predicate nominal lekhak in the first conjunct

is identical with the predicate nominal in the second conjunct.

They are not coreferential, although there is some sense-identity

between them. If the pronominalization rule applies here

the pronominalized noun phrase will be realized as the pronoun

ta. which has the features £-HUM,-ANI,+ABSj. That is, lekhak

is considered here as a mass or an abstract object. But this

sort of nonanaphoric pronominalization due to lexical and sense-

identity between predicate nominals can take place in C-ANI,+ABSj

nouns.. Consider the examples below0

(59) a. e-ti bai ar o-tio bai: This is a book and that is a

book tooo

h. e-ti bai ar o-ti tai: This is a book and so is that.

The predicate nominal in the right conjunct in (59a) has been

reduced into the pronoun ta in (59^) ^ue "to lexical and sense-

identity.
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We have taken coreferentiality between the noun phrases

as the major condition for the application of the pronominal¬

ization rule. But Kuroda (1968, 277) says:

,. the grammatical process which has hitherto been

understood under the name of pronominalization is divided

into two transformations, one Definitization and the other,

we shall call Pronominalization.

Kuroda, of course, did not avoid coreferentiality as a condition.

In his approach the coreferential noun phrases are indefinite

in the underlying structure and the definitization rule makes the

forward noun phrase definite in order to apply the pronominalization
rvU

rule. We reproduce Kuroda's£(1968, 278) below:
(60) N1 X Det N2 —* N1 X THAT N2

if = K2 (co-referential)
The problem with this rule is that it applies only forwards.

But pronominalization, in certain cases, can apply backwards.

Kuroda's rule is formulated in-order to establish syntactic

coreferentiality between noun phrases which are notionally assumed

to be coreferential. Consider the examples in (61).

(61) a. ek$i meyecelo 0 ek-fci meyecballo: A girl came and
a girl said.

b. ekti meye elo o meyeti ballo: A girl came and the girl• c * c

said.

c. ekti meyecelo o secballo: A girl came and she said.

In (61a) two indefinite noun phrases are assumed to be coreferen-

tial, which is indicated by the identical indices. But syntacti¬

cally they cannot be taken as coreferential. As these noun
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phrases are assumed, to be coreferential, the definitization rule

will apply in (61a) and will make the forward noun phrase

definite. In this way we will get (61b), where the indexed

noun phrases are understood as coreferential syntactically.

The pronominalization rule will then apply in (61b) and derive

(61c).

But some noun phrases are nonanaphorically definite (that

is, they should be definite in the underlying structure), and

the definitization rule cannot apply backwards; so we will make

the definite/indefinite choice of noun phrases in the underlying

structure in all types of pronominalization rule except in

relativization. We adopt the definitization rule in restrictive
1

relativization for the reason that restrictive relativization

in Bengali is a kind of definitization rule, and we avoid it.

elsewhere because definitization by a rule in most cases is

technically complex.

Postal (1970a) also talks of a definitization rule in

relation to pronominalization. Postal (1970a, 62) says:

Definitization involves specifying a noun stem as

C +definite3 (and generally but not always C-hemonstrativeJ

as well ) subject to certain conditions including previous

transformational specification [+PR0D .

In his approach pronominalization precedes definitization,

which is unacceptable. This rule, if adopted in a grammar,

should apply prior to the pronominalization rule in order to

make pronominalizable noun phrases definite. This rule makes

noun phrases definite so that the pronominalization rule can

apply between them.
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PRONOMINALIZATION PROPER

3.0 Introduction.

In the previous chapter we have defined and exemplified

what we mean by pronominalization.(cf., 4.0; ^ 4.5; 4.5.1).

The term pronominalization covers a number of basically similar

processes which use one noun phrase to pronominalize another

noun phrase under certain conditions. In this chapter we will

deal with Pronominalization Proper, which is known in

transformational literature as 'Simple Pronominalization'. The
i

term 'Simple Pronominalization' was first used by Lees and Klima

(1965) in their paper 'Rules for English Pronominalization' for

the process that utilizes one noun phrase (Norn, in their language)

to pronominalize another noun phrase, and the pronominalized

noun phrase is realized as a 'simple personal pronoun' in the

surface structure. They called this rule 'Pronoun Rule'. For

the same process we use the term 'Pronominalization Proper'

borrowed from Stockwell et al (1975)» because it is more

appropriate for this phenomenon. Pronominalization Proper is

is the rule that utilizes one noun phrase to reduce another noun

phrase into a personal pronoun under certain conditions (cf.,

^ ^.3.2). Some people refer to this process simply by the term

*Pronominalization'-(cf., Ross (1967b), Langacker (1969)). We

will also sometimes refer to this process simply by the term

Pronominalization, for brevity.

Now consider some examples where pronominalization proper

takes place:
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(1) a. badal elo o badal baslo: Badal came and Badal sat.
c

2 3 ° 5 2 3 5

b. badal elo o se baslo: Badal came and he sat.
C

2 3 4 ° 5 2 345

(2) a. yadi matin ase, tabe matin puraskar pabe: If Matin
1 c 3 4 ° 6 7 1

comes, then Matin will get (a) prize.
3 4 _7_ 6

b. yadi matin ase, tabe se puraskar pabe: If Matin
1 ° 5 4 5 ° 6 7 1

comes, then he will get (a) prize.
3 4 5 _7_ 6

There are two coreferential noun phrases in (1a) and (2a), as

indicated by the identical indices. These structures satisfy

the conditions for the pronominalization proper transformation.

This rule utilizes the left noun phrase to pronominalize the right

noun phrase in (1a) and (2a), and in the surface structure the

pronominalized noun phrases are realized as personal pronouns

generating (1b) and (2b) respectively.

We have said above that pronominalization proper is the

transformation which derives anaphoric personal pronouns; but its

boundary should be extended to accommodate the•derivation of

anaphoric locative and temporal pronouns.(cf., <£ 5.9). And

due to an accidental gap there is no neuter pronoun (that is,

a pronoun parallel to the English 'It') in SCB. But the

pronominalization rule will apply between coreferential [-HUMJ

and t-ANI} noun phrases. In such a case, the pronominalization

rule, instead of reducing a noun phrase into a pronoun, will

delete either the head noun of the pronominalizable noun phrase

or the entire pronominalizable noun phrase (cf., ^ 5.3. l).

Transformationally derived pronouns must be understood as

anaphoric to their antecedents because the rule applies under

coreference. Nonanaphoric (deictic) pronouns are not derived
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transformationally: they are generated in the underlying

structure (cf., ^ 4•3•1)• Although anaphoric pronouns can refer

to antecedents beyond a single sentence boundary, here we shall

deal with the derivation of anaphoric pronouns within a single

sentence boundary. The pronominalization proper rule will apply

within a sentence boundary ( f£ s ?¥) •

5.1 Antecedent and Anaphora: Rules of Coreference.

Pronominalization is a syntactic process which depends on

the notion of coreference, and can apply in a structure only if it

contains two coreferential noun phrases which are identical in

head noun. Coreferentiality and identity of head noun between

the noun phrases involved in the rule are two major conditions

for its application. The rule depends on coreference as it

derives anaphoric pronouns, and depends on identity of the head

nouns of the noun phrases involved in the rule in order to

restrict it from applying between coreferential but non-synonymous

noun phrases (cf., <£4.3«1). In this work noun phrases are

marked for coreferentiality in the underlying structure. Ve

have not used the definitization rule for establishing syntactic

coreferentiality between noun phrases (cf., ^ 4.5.4). As 'we

have avoided the definitization rule, the definite/indefinite

choice of noun phrases will be made in the underlying structure.

The motivation behind this decision is similar to that of

Stockwell et al (1973), who say (1973, 192):
In our grammar, we have had to assume that the definite/

indefinite choice is made entirely at the deep structure

level, since the problems connected with definitization

by rule are so complex.
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In the following sections we will consider what types of

noun phrase are understood as coreferential in different

types of Bengali sentence structure.

5.1.1 Coreference in Coordinate Conjoined Structure.

Here we will consider coreference relations of those noun

phrases which have identical head nouns, as pronominalization

applies only in such noun phrases. Identity of head nouns in

the pronominalization rule is required for semantic reasons.

Without this the rule will affect the meaning of a structure,

by the application of the rule between coreferential but

non-synonymous noun phrases. Consider the examples below.

(3) a. *ekti chele elo 0 ekti chele ballo: A boy came and
• r* • p

1 2345 67 12 3.4

a boy said.
5 6 7

b. ekti chele elo o cheleti ballo: A boy came and
1* 2 c 3 4 5 * c 6 123 4

the boy said.
_5_ 6

c. ekti chele elo o se-cheleti ballo: A boy came and
• c • c

that boy said.

d. cheleti elo 0 cheleti ballo: The boy came and
. c . c J

the boy said.

e. *chele'ficelo o ek£i chelecballo: The boy came and
a boy said.

f. *se-chele£i elo o ek£i chele ballo: That boy camec c

and a boy said.

g. matin elo o matin ballo: Matin came and Matin said.
c c

In (3a) both the indexed noun phrases are C-DEFJ , and they are

noncoreferential. In (3e, f) the left noun phrases are C+DEFJ

and the right noun phrases are C-DEFJ , and they are noncoreferen¬

tial. In (3b) the left noun phrase is [-DEFJ while the right
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noun phrase is L+DEFj. They are coreferential. (3C) is similar.

But the definite noun phrases in (3b, c) differ structurally

in that the noun phrase cheleti in (3^) has "the intermediate

structure N SPEC , and the noun phrase se-cheleti in (3c) has

has the intermediate structure DEIC N SPEC (cf., 2.3*^5 -

$ 2.4.5). In (3d) both indexed noun phrases are definite

and coreferential. In (3g) the noun phrases are proper nouns,

which are definite. They are coreferential. From these data

we can arrive at the rules of coreference given in ^4) for

coordinate conjoined structure.

(4) Rules of Coreference in Coordinate Conjoined structure.

Sis NP CONJCO NP

1 2 3

Rules: 1 and 3 are coreferential, if

a. 1 is C-DEF^ and 3 is C+BEFj ,

b. both 1 and 3 are t+DEF 3 >

Noncoreferential otherwise.

Conditions: a. 1 and 3 are identical in head noun,

b. They are elements of two conjuncts

in a coordinate conjoined structure.

5.1.2 Coreference in Subordinate Conjoined Structure.

Now we will consider coreference relations of noun phrases

with identical head nouns in subordinate conjoined structure.

Consider the examples below.

(5 ) a. yadi matincase, tabe matincpuraskar pabe: If Matin

comes, then Matin will get (a) prize.

ba *yadi ekti chele Sse, tabe ekti chelecpuraskar pabe:
If a boy comes, then a boy will get (a) prize.
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yadi / ^ono "1 chele^ase, tabe cheleti^puraskar pabe:
t ekti / c • cJ

If some/any boy comes, then the boy will get (a) prize.

d. *yadi cheleticase, tabe ekti chelecpuraskar pabe: If the
boy comes, then a boy will get (a) prize.

e. yadi cheleticase, tabe cheleticpuraskar pabe: If the
boy comes, then the boy will get (a) prize.

These examples show that two noun phrases which are elements of

two conjuncts in a subordinate conjoined structure are understood

as coreferential if they both are definite or if the left noun

phrase is indefinite and the right noun phrase is definite.

From these data we can arrive at the rules of coreference given

in (6) for subordinate conjoined structures.

(6) Rules of Coreference in Subordinate Conjoined Structure.

SI: UP CONJSUB NP

1 2 3

Rules: 1 and 3 are coreferential, if

a. 1 is E-DEFJ and 3 is C+^EFj ,

b. both 1 and 3 are C+DEF 3 »

Noncoreferential otherwise.

Conditions: a. 1 and 3 have identical head noun,

b. 1 is an element of the first conjunct and

3 of the second conjunct in a subordinate

conjoined structure.

We find that the rules of coreference in subordinate conjoined

structure and coordinate conjoined structure are identical.

They can be telescoped into a single rule given in (7).

(.7) Rules of Coreference in Conjoined Structure.

SI: NP /C0NJC0 ) NP\ CONJSUB J
12 3
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Rules: 1 and. 3 are coreferential, if

a. 1 is C-DEF 3 and 3 is C+DEFJ ,

"It, "both 1 and 3 are C +DEF U ,

Koncoreferential otherwise.

Conditions: a. 1 and 3 have identical head nouns,

b. They are elements of two conjuncts

in a conjoined structure.

5.1.3 Coreference in Complex Structures with Direct Discourse

Constituent Sentence.

We have seen that (synonymous) coreferential noun phrases

in coordinate and subordinate structures have identical head

nouns. We will see now that coreferential noun phrases in

complex structures with direct discourse constituent sentences

cannot have identical head nouns. Consider the examples below.

(8) a. ekti meye ballo, 'ami yabo': A girl said, 'I shall go.'
1* 2 c 3 4 ° 5 12 3 4 5_

b. meyeti ballo, 'ami yabo': The girl said, *1 shall go,'• c c

c. matin ballo, 'ami yabo': Matin said,''I shall go.'c c

d. *ekti meye ballo, 'ekti meye yabe': A girl said, 'A
• o • c

girl will go.'

e. *meyeti ballo, 'meye^i yabe': The girl said, 'Thec c

girl will go.'

f. *matin ballo, 'matin yabe': Matin said, 'Matin willc c

go. *

(9) a. hasan ketakxke ballo, 'ami tomake bhalabasi': Hasan
c a ' c a

told Ketaki, 'I love you.'

b. ekti chele ekti meyeke ballo, 'ami tomake bhalabasi':* c • a c a

A boy told a girl, 'I love you.'
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c. cheleti meyetike ballo, 'ami tomake bhalabasi*: The
• c J • a c a

boy told the girl, *1 love you.'

d. ekti chele mevetike ballo, 'ami tomake bhalabasi':• c " • a ' c a

A boy told the girl, 'I love you.'

e. cheleti ekti meyeke ballo, 'ami tomake bhalabasi':
• c • J a ' c a

The boy told a girl, 'I love you.'

f. *hasan ketakike ballo, 'hasan ketaklke bhalabase':
c a ' c a

Hasan told Ketaki, 'Hasan loves Ketaki.'

g. *elfti chele ekti meyeke ballo, 'ekti chele ekti meyeke
• C * cL • C • 3,

bhalabase': A boy told a girl, 'A boy loves a girl.'

h. *cheleticmeyetikeaballo, •cheleticmeyetikeabh£labSse':
The boy told the girl, 'The boy loves the girl.'

There are verbs like mane kar: 'Assume, Think', bal: 'Say, Tell',

dabi kar: 'Claim' in all languages; they can be classified as

direct discourse verbs because they are usually used in direct

discourse formation. These verbs take complement clauses

which express the direct discourse or feeling of the matrix

subject (cf., Kuno (1972)). In order to form a direct discourse

sentences we require a 'narrator', who forms a direct discourse

sentence. The function of the narrator is to reproduce the exact

discourse or feeling of someone. For example, consider (8a).

The narrator hears some girl saying ami yabo, and forms (8a)

by making the girl the subject of the sentence with the verb bal.

In (8a) the matrix subject has the features C+N,-PRO,+HUM,

+3,-H0H,~DEF,-PL ) , and the constituent subject, which is a

pronoun, has the features £+N,+PR0,+HUM,+1,+DEF,-PLj (only the

relevant features are mentioned). These two noun phrases are

coreferential. In a direct discourse sentence it does not matter

whether the matrix subject is definite or indefinite. If the
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matrix subject is . .+3,. ."J, and the constituent subject is

is a pronoun with the features C. ••+1»»*3» and agrees with the

matrix subject in number, then they are understood as

coreferential. This can be seen in (8a, b, c). In a direct

discourse sentence the matrix subject and the constituent subject

cannot be understood as coreferential if they they are lexically

identical and have the features C+N,-PROj, Consider the examples

(8d, e, f), In these sentences the matrix and constituent subject

noun phrases are lexically identical and both have the features

C +N,-PR0 3 . Although they agree in number, they cannot be

understood coreferentially.

Nov; we come to the examples in (9)» which are similar to

those in (8) except that these have object noun phrases both in

matrix and constituent sentences. In these sentences too,

definiteness and indefiniteness of matrix subject noun phrases

are irrelevant for coreference relations with constituent noun

phrases. In (9a)-(9e) the constituent subject and the constituent

object noun phrases respectively are coreferential with the

matrix subject and matrix object noun phrases. But it is not

the case that the constituent subject noun phrase should always

be coreferential with the matrix subject noun phrase, and the

constituent object noun phrase should always be coreferential with

the matrix object noun phrase. The coreferential relation

may exist between matrix subject and constituent object noun

phrases, and with matrix object and the constituent subject noun

phrases. The general rule is that the matrix subject noun phrase

with the features ^"+N,+PRO,^PERSON, p PL^ is always understood

as coreferential with the constituent noun phrase which has the

features C+N,+PR0,+1, PPLJ , and the matrix object noun phrase
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with the features f+hj+PRO,**PERSON, PVL] is always understood

as coreferential with the constituent noun phrase which has

the features [+N,+PR0,+2, /JPL3 . Although the notions of

matrix subject and object are relevant in establishing

coreferential relations in direct discourse sentences, the notions

of constituent subject and object are not relevant. Thus we

see in (10) the matrix subject noun phrase is coreferential with

the constituent noun phrase which has the features

and the matrix object is coreferential with the constituent noun

phrase which has the features £..+2,...]} .

(10) a. hasan ketakike ballo, 'tumi amake bhalabaso': Hasanv ' c a ' a c

told Ketaki, 'You love me.'

b, cheleti meyetike ballo, 'tumi amake jano na': The boy• c J • a ' a c° J

told the girl, 'You do not know me.'

We come back to the examples (9P> g» h). These are similar

to (8d, e, f). In (9f) both the matrix and the constituent

subject noun phrases have the features £+N,-PR0,..3 and they

are lexically identical. Similarly the matrix and constituent

object noun phrases have the features £+N,-PRO,.. and they

are lexically identical. As this is a direct discourse sentence

the lexically identical matrix and constituent noun phrases

cannot be understood as coreferential. Lexically identical

matrix and constituent noun phrases can be understood as

coreferential if they are pronouns. In (9g» h) the noun phrases

with identical indices are noncoreferential as they both have

the features f+N,-PRO^ and are lexically identical.

Our main claim is that the constituent noun phrases in

in direct discourse sentences must be pronouns (f+N,+PROU)
in order to be understood coreferentially with matrix subject
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or object noun phrases. But we are aware of situations where

the constituent noun phrase in a direct discourse structure

can be a full noun phrase and can be understood coreferentially

with a matrix subject noun phrase. Extralinguistic knowledge'

plays an important part in such coreference. Consider (11).
r \ — — — -* ' T

(11) a. £alicghosana kareche, 'dalicsarbakaler srestha silpi':
Dali has declared, 'Dali is the greatest painter of

all times.*

b. ketakl likheche, *lcetaklke bhulo na* : Ketaki has
c * c

written, *Do not forget Ketaki.'

In (11) dali and ketaki in the constituent sentences are not

pronouns, but they can be understood as coreferential with their

respective matrix subject noun phrases by extralinguistic

knowledge. The constituent noun phrases dali and ketaklke

in (11a, b) respectively should have been ami; 'I', and amake:

'Me* in a natural sentence. We will not consider such stylistic

coreference here, and will consider that in examples like

(8d, e, f), (9f» g» h) and (11a, b), where the matrix and

constituent noun phrases are nominals and lexically identical,

they are noncoreferential. We can arrive at the rules given in

(12) for direct discourse sentence structures.

(12) Rules of Coreference in Direct Discourse Structure.

„[ NP X NP 3 ^SI: [ NP X NP

"+N,+PRO" f+N,+PR0

+PERS0N +PERS0N

oiGRADE UGRADE
+HUM, / +HUM

Ppl PPL
+SUBJ +0BJ J

1 3

"+N,+PRO

+1

+HUM

p PL J

X NP

~+N,+PRO "

+2, 0^ GRADE

+HUM

P PL J
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Rules: a. 1 and 5 are coreferential, and

b. 3 and 7 are coreferential.

Conditions: a. 1 and 3 are in a matrix sentence, and

5 and 7 are in a constituent sentence,

b. 4 is a direct discourse of the

matrix subject.

5.2 Antecedent and Anaphora: Hierarchy of Antecedents.

The notions of antecedent and anaphora are important in

pronominalization. We derive anaphoric pronouns by the

application of a pronominalization rule which utilizes one noun

phrase to reduce another into a pronoun or pronominal under certain

conditions. The noun phrase which is used to reduce another noun

phrase into a pronoun is the antecedent of the derived pronoun.

We will use the symbol I-JP for the antecedent noun phrase, and NP

for the pronominalizable noun phrase (cf., Langacker (1969)).

Lakoff (1968) has set up a hierarchy of antecedents,

which is given below.

(13) Hierarchy of Antecedents.

a. Proper names.

b. Definite descriptions.

c. Epithets.

d. Pronouns.

The hierarchy in (13) says that an NP class which is higher in

the hierarchy may be the antecedent of an NP class which is lower

in the hierarchy, but not vice versa. That is, a proper name

can be the antecedent of a definite description and so forth,

but a definite description or an epithet or a pronoun cannot be

the antecedent of a proper name. Consider the examples below.
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(14) a. jibanananda elen o jibanananda haslen: Jibananandac c

came and Jibanananda smiled.

'rupasi baglailr kabi
b. jlbananandacelen o ^ barjlar bisannatama kabi haslen:

tini y
c

"the poet of 'Rupasi Bangla'

Jibanananda came and ^ the most melancholic poet of Bengal

he

smiled.

c. * /'rupasi bi"hanl a Y* "hi :

baijla'r kabi

baglar bisannatama kabi

tini

elen o jibanananda

haslen:

'banlar bisannatama kabi

d. * tini
elen o 'rupasi ba^la'r

kabi haslen:
c

e. 'rllpasl baijla'r kabicelen o

'baglar bisannatama kabi

tini

haslen:

f. bajjlar bisannatamackabi elen o tinichaslen: The most
melancholic poet of Bengal came and he smiled.

g. *tini elen o banlar bisaij]jatama kabi haslen: He camec c

and the most melancholic poet of Bengal smiled.

Each of the sentences in (14) is a coordinate conjoined structure,

where the antecedent must be in the left conjunct and the anaphoric
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noun phrase or pronoun in the right conjunct. The above

examples show that the hierarchy in (13) is correct. For example,

(14a.) has two coreferential noun phrases, which are proper nouns,

and so the question of antecedent and anaphora does not arise

here. In (14b) left noun phrase is a proper name, and the

right noun phrase is a definite description, an epithet and

a pronoun. They refer to the antecedent in the first conjunct.

The situation is the reverse in (14c), and thus the indexed

noun phrases are not understood coreferentially. (14&) shows

that an epithet or a pronoun cannot be the antecedent of a

definite description. (14c) shows that a definite description

can be the antecedent of an epithet or pronoun. '(14g) shows

that a pronoun cannot be the antecedent of an epithet, but

that the reverse is possible can be seen in (l4f).

5.3 Application of the Pronominalization Proper Rule.

The pronominalization proper transformation applies in

nonsimplex, that is, complex and compound, structures. The

rule requires for its application two coreferential noun phrases

identical in head nouns, in a complex or conjoined structure.

The coreferentiality of noun phrases will be marked, as above,

by identical indices in the underlying structure, in the

Chomskyan manner (cf., Chomsky (1965> 145-46)). But we differ

somewhat from Chomsky in this matter, in that Chomsky marks

head nouns as coreferential; we shall mark entire noun phrases

as coreferential. The widely used convention is that if two

noun phrases bear the same index in the underlying structure

they are understood as coreferential. Although we are aware

of the problems of the indexing approach we are in no position
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to avoid it. One way to avoid indexing the noun phrases would

have been the application of the rules of coreference worked

out, in earlier sections, in the underlying structure of

sentences. But we shall not avoid the indexing method, as it

is helpful for practical purpose.

Nov/ let us consider how the rule applies in a coordinate

conjoined structure. Consider the examples below.

(15) a. bhadralok dujan elen o bhadralok dujan ballen: The
1 2 c 3 4 5 6 c 7

two gentlemen came and the two gentlemen said.
2 1 3 4 6 5 7

A#

b. bhadralok dujan elen o tara ballen: The two
1 2 c 3 4 5 c 6 2

gentlemen came and they said.
1 3 4 5 6

V

c. *tara elen 0 bhadralok dujan ballen: They came and
1 2 3 4 5 6 123
the tv/o gentlemen said.

5 4 6
«•

(15a) is a coordinate conjoined structure with two coreferential

noun phrases and they have identical head nouns. As these noun

phrases are co-referential, identical in head noun and synonymous,

the pronominalization rule can apply in (15a). As (15a) is a

coordinate conjoined structure, the rule will apply forwards.

Almost all the transformational grammarians claim that the

pronominalization rule applies forwards in a coordinate conjoined

structure, and cannot apply backwards in such a structure (cf.,

Ross (1967b), Langacker (1969) > Stockwell et al (1973)).''

1 Recently Hinds and Okada (1975) Have claimed that pronominal¬

ization can apply backwards in a coordinate conjoined structure

if the pronoun is unstressed. Like Langacker (1969) and others

we will not take stress into consideration, and will study its

application in neutral environments. (15c) is unacceptable in

a normal neutral environment.
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We will derive (15^) from the intermediate structure of (15a)

by the application of the pronominalization rule forwards. If

the rule is applied backwards, we will derive the ungrammatical

sentence (15c). We will now show the application of the

pronominalization rule on the intermediate structure of (15a).

We assume that pronominalization is a quite late rule, and does

not apply in the deepest underlying structure; but applies in

an intermediate structure. The sentence (15a) has the inter¬

mediate structure (16), a stage when the pronominalization
2

rule is applicable.

(16)

SPEC

QUANT CL

/\
VB AUX

-+AUX ^
+PAS
+sim

+3,+H0N

QUANT CL +AUX ~\
+PAS
+sim

+3»+H0Ev J

bhadralok du jan as
'

+N, -PRO, +COM,

+C0UNT,+HUM,

+ANI,+3,+H0N,

+PL,+DEF,+SUBJ)

C +V B, -ADJ J

bhadralok du jan bal

r+N,-PR0,+C0M, C+VB,-ADjJ
+C0UNT,+KUM,

+ANI,+3 »+H0N,

+PL,+DEF,+SUBJ

2 We will visually give configurations of intermediate structures

at the point a particular rule applies, and avoid deepest

structures if not relevant to the purpose of exposition. We will

also avoid irrelevant details in trees. We will use expressions

like 'X is derived from Y', which will mean that X is derived

from the underlying or intermediate structure of Y.
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(16) is a coordinate conjoined structure where pronominalization

can apply, as it satisfies the following conditions:

(17) a. It has two noun phrases which are coreferential and
11 2 2

identical in head nouns (NP in S and NP in S ).

b. NP2 is C+DEF}.
As (16) is a coordinate conjoined structure, the pronominalization

1 a
rule will apply forwards. The rule will use NP as NP

2 "D(antecedent) and NP as NP (pronominalizable noun phrase).
1 2

The rule will utilize NP to specify NP as C+PRO,-INTj due to

its coreferentiality and indentity (in head noun) with NP .

In (16) we have gathered the features of the noun phrases

under the head nouns, but they are the features of the entire

noun phrase. In (16) the head nouns of the noun phrases involved

have the feature C+HUMj . The pronominalization rule will

change the feature C-PR0 3 of NP into 0-PRO,-INTj, and. will

delete [+C0M3 feature of the pronominalized noun phrase. The

features C+PRO,-INTj will be specified on the complex symbol

associated with the head noun of the pronominalized noun phrase:;

but it will be understood that the entire noun phrase has been

pronominalized. In this way, the pronominalization rule will

transform (16) into. (18).

QUANT L r+Aux

\ +PAS,
\ +sim

\ +3,+HON
» r

bhadralok du jan as
r+N,
(+5.

SPEC

QUANT CL

bhadralok du jan b'al
+PRO,+C0UNT,+HUM,+ANI
+HON, +PL, +DEF, +SUBJ, -1 *T

r+AUX
+PAS
+sim

+3,+HON

0
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The pronominalization rule has applied in (18) only partially,

2
in that it has specified IIP as L+PROj-INTJ ; "but some more

operations will take place in (,18). This rule, besides

specifying NP as C+PR0,-INT3, will delete all the constituents

of the D, except PL, if any, of the pronominalized noun phrase.

The deletion of the constituents of D is necessary because the

Bengali pronouns cannot occur with PART, DEIC and QUANT CL.

The following noun phrases are ungrammatical because of this

reason:

(19) a. *dujan tara: *Two they.

b. *ekjan tini: *A he.

c. *dujan tader madhye ekjan se: *One he among two them.
2

By the deletion of the D of the pronominalized noun phrase (,NP )

in (18) we will get (20).

(20) S.

<-"S
SPEC

/ \
QUANT CL

+PAS
+sim

+3,+H0N

bhadralok du jan as

"+N, -PRO, +C0M, "
+C0UNT,+HUM,

+ANI,+3,+H0N,

+PL,+DEF,+SUBJ

(bhadralok)

"+N,+PR0,-INT,
+HUM,+ANI,

+3,+H0N,+PL,

+BEF,+SUBJ _

bal
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2

NP in (20) has been pronominalized, but the first lexical item

bhadralok is still on this node. This item will be replaced by

an appropriate pronoun by the second lexical attachment rule after

the last rule of the transformational component. This noun

phrase has the feature C+PlO , and so a plural segment

transformation will take place in this noun phrase. The plural

segment transformation rule will create a node C.+PL SEG} and

will copy the features HUM, pANI, D HON , 7T SUBjj of the
2

head noun of UP onto the plural segment. The plural segment

will be adjoined as the right daughter of the N by Chomsky-

adjunction (cf., $ 2.4.4; 2 .5). The plural segment transforma¬

tion will transform (20) into (21).

SPEC

/\
QUANT CL

bhadralok du jan

"*+N, -PRO, +C0M,""
+C0UNT,+HUM,

+ANI,+3»+H0U,

+PL,+DEF,+SUBJ

+3,
,+HON

as len

C+AUX]

r+PL SEG
+HUM,
+ANI,
+H0N,
,+SUBJ J

tini ra

+N,+PR0, p-PL
-INT,+HUM U MARKER ^

+ANI,+3,+H0N\
__+PL,+DEF,+SUB^

bal len

j+AUX]

All relevant transformations have applied in (21). Thus we have

arrived at the post-transformational string in (21), where the

second lexical insertion rule can apply. In (21) the second
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lexical insertion rule has replaced the first lexical item

bhadralok attached on the pronominalized noun phrase by the

third person honorific pronoun tini, as its features match with
2

those associated with the head noun of NP . The second lexical

insertion rule has inserted len to the AUX's, the conjunction o_

to the CONJCO, and the plural marker ra to the plural segment

in (21) by the matching condition of second lexical insertion

(cf., k 11.2). The terminal string of (21) will generate the

syntactic surface structure (22).

(22) s £ sj^bhadralokjO f^du+janj5} f^as+lenjOj
g [ [^tini+rajO f/bal+len'V 4

The surface structure string (22) will pass through the

morphophonological component and the phonetic structure

bhadralok dujan elen o tara ballen which is (15b), will

be derived. Thus we see that the pronominalization rule applies

on the intermediate structure of (15a) forwards, and derives

(15b). The rule cannot apply here backwards. If the rule applies

backwards, we will get the ungrammatical sentence (15c).

How consider whether pronominalization is an obligatory or

optional rule in Bengali. Consider the following examples.

(23) a. ekti meye naclo o meyeti gan gailo: A girl danced
1* 2°3 4 5*°6 ? 12 3

and the girl sang.
4 _5_ 7

b0 ekti meye naclo o se gan gailo: A girl danced and• o c

she sang.

(24) a. yadi minu ase, tabe minu nacbe: If Minu comes,
c c

then Minu will dance.

b. yadi minu ase, tabe se nacbe: If Minu comes, thenc c

she will dance.
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c. yadi se ase, tabe minu nacbe: If she comes, then
c c

Minu will dance.

(25) a. minu hallo, 'ami phul bhalabasi': Minu said,o o

'I love flowers.*

b. minu ballo ye se phul bhalabase: Minu said that she
c c

loved flowers.

c. *minu ballo ye ami phul bhalabasi: Minu said thatc c

I loved flowers.

(25a) is a coordinate conjoined structure with two coreferential

noun phrases where pronominalization can take place. If the rule

applies here we get (23b), and if it does not apply we get

(23a). Both (23a, b) are grammatical. The difference between

them is that (23a) is elaborate and contains the repetition

of the same lexical items, but (23b) is economical and devoid

of any repetition. (23b) will be preferred by most of the

speakers. But as both (23a, b) are grammatical, we can say that

pronominalization is an optional but preferred rule in Bengali.

(24a) is a subordinate conjoined structure which satisfies the :

structure index for the pronominalization rule; if the rule

applies forwards we get (24b), and if backwards we get (24c).

All the sentences in (24) are grammatical, but (24b, c) will be

preferred by most of the speakers for economy. These also show

that pronominalization is an optional but preferred rule in

Bengali. (25a) is a direct discourse complex structure, where

the matrix subject noun phrase and the constituent subject,

which is a pronoun, are coreferential. By the application of

the indirect discourse formation rule in (25a) we derive (25b).

This rule makes the constituent subject symmetrical in person

and grade features to its antecedent. (25c) is ungrammatical
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because the indirect discourse formation rule has applied here,

but the constituent subject has not been made symmetrical to its

antecedent in person and grade features. Thus we can arrive

at the following conclusions:

(26) a. Pronominalization proper is an optional rule in

all the Bengali sentence structures except in

indirect discourse formation from direct discourse

complex structures,

b, Pronominalization rule makes sentences economical.

Accordingly this rule is preferred by most speakers.

5.3.1 Auolication of the Pronominalization Proper Rule in

C-HUMJ and C-ANIJ Noun Phrases.

We have seen that Bengali has no nonhuman and/or inanimate

pronoun, and for this reason Bengali uses deictics in order to

refer to nonhuman and inanimate objects (cf., $ 4.1.5). Consider

the follwoing examples.

(27) a. ami e-ti kinbo: I shall buy this.

b. ami e-duti kinbo: I shall buy these two.
•

»

In (27a) e-ti refers to some object deictically. e-ti is not a

pronoun, but the residue of a noun phrase of the structure

BEIC N SPEC from which the head noun has been deleted because

the noun is contextually understood. That the elements e-ti: 'This',

e-gulo: 'These' etc0, are not pronouns can be seen in the

residual noun phrase e-duti: 'These two' in (27b). Bengali pronouns

are either singular or plural, they cannot indicate the

numerical number or quantity of the persons or things they refer

to. The residual noun phrase e-duti deictically refers to

two objects, which are understood contextually. We have discussed
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the similarity and. dissimilarity of the deictics and the pronouns

elsewhere (of., $ 4.1.5).

As Bengali has no nonhuman and inanimate pronoun, the

pronominalization rule cannot reduce C-HTJM] and C-ANI} noun

phrases into pronouns when they are in a structure which satisfie

all conditions for the pronominalization rule. In such a

situation the pronominalization transformation prefers either

of the two following operations depending on the structure of the

pronominalizable noun phrase: (a) the pronominalization rule

utilizes the NPa to delete the NPP if the NP^ has the intermediat

structure N SPEC (that is, the underlying structure DEF SPEC

N); (b) the rule utilizes the head noun of the NPf" to delete

the head noun of the NP^ if the hP^ has the intermediate

structure DEIC N SPEC (that is, the underlying structure

DEIC SPEC N). In this section we will show how these operations
te

take place in Bengali. Consider the examples below.

(28) a. matin ekti chabi aklo o chabiti amake dekhalo: Matin
• P ^

2 5 45 6 7 8

drew a picture and showed the picture to me.
4 2 5 5 8 _6_ _7_

•v

b. matin ekti chabi aklo o amake dekhalo: Matin drew
2' 5 ° 4 5 6 7 4

a picture and showed me.
2 5 5 7 6

c. *matin ekti chabi aklo o ti amake dekhalo:
• c • c

In the coordinate conjoined structure (28a) the coreferential

noun phrases have the feature T-ANlJ • This is a structure in

which pronominalization can apply. "But we know that Bengali has

no C-ANlJ pronoun, and for this reason the pronominalization rule

cannot reduce the forward noun phrase into a pronoun. In (28a)

the forward noun phrase chabiti is the jnP^. It has the structure
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N SPEC at the point the pronominalization rule applies. The

pronominalization rule will apply here and delete the forward

noun phrase entirely. In this way we get (28b) from (28a).

As the pronominalizable noun phrase in (28a) has the structure

N SPEC, the rule cannot delete its head noun under lexical

identity with its antecedent. If we do so, we will get the

ungrammatical structure (28c).

Now consider the operation of head noun deletion by the

pronominalization rule involving C-HUlO and C-ANI0 nouns. This

is an operation frequently used in Bengali, and it leaves the

DEIC SPEC of a noun phrase behind, due to the contextual and

anaphoric deletion of head nouns. In the surface structure the

residual DEIC SPEC structure looks like a pronoun. Consider

the examples below.

(29) a. matin ek^i pakhl dharlo o se-pakhi-fcike khacay rakhlo:
2 3 ° 4 5 6 7 8 9

Matin caught a bird and kept that bird in a cage.
4 2 3 5 9 6 7 8

b. matin ekti pakhi dharlo o se-tike khacay rakhlo:
2* 3°4 56* c 7 8

Matin caught a bird and kept that in a cage.
4 2 3 5 8 6 7

(29a) is not an elaborate structure for we have already deleted

the subject noun phrase from the forward conjunct because it is

coreferential with the subject of the backward conjunct. (29a)

is sufficient for our purpose because we are interested in the

application of the pronominalization rule involving C-hTJMj
3

noun phrases.

3 We have said that the pronouns ami, apani, tumi, tui, tini and

se are human pronouns because they are used to refer to human

beings. But, besides fairy tales, in some situations the third

continued
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In the coordinate conjoined structure (29a) the noun phrase

ekti pakhl in the left conjunct and the noun phrase se-pakhxti

in the right conjunct are coreferential and identical in head

noun. This structure satisfies all the conditions for the

pronominalization rule, which will apply here forwards. But we

know that these noun phrases are [-HUMQ , and as Bengali has no

nonhuman pronoun we cannot reduce the right noun phrase into a

pronoun by the pronominalization rule. However, the forward noun

phrase in (29a) has the structure DEIC N SPEC. We can use the

left noun phrase to delete the head noun of the right noun phrase

by the pronominalization rule, and derive (29b). Here we will

person nonhonorific pronoun can be used to refer to C-HTJMj beings,

especially if the being referred to is a dear or lovely one and

is not the subject of the sentence. Consider the sentences below.

(A) a.

b. matiner ekti kukur ache, matin take khub bhalabase:* c 5 c

Matin has a dog. Matin loves him very much.

In (Aa) £e, which is the subject, will refer to matin, but"not

to the dog, and se-ti will refer to the dog. In (Ab) take

refers to the dog which Matin owns. In place of take we could

have used se-tike ( se-kukurtike), which is the residue of a

noun phrase with the structure DEIC N SPEC. The third person

nonhonorific pronoun is not usually used to refer to a nonhuman

being when it is singular and the subject of a sentence, but its

derivative plural form tara, objective forms such as take, tader,

and the genitive forms tar and tader are often used to refer to

nonhuman beings.
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show how (29b) is derived from from an intermediate structure of

(29a). (29a) has the intermediate structure (30).

(30)
~

T
C0NJC0

NEUT

/2\
NP CAM

/V
D N

I

JJPEC^
QUANT CL

matin ek ti pakhl A dharlo se pakhT ti A khaca rakhlo

+N,-PRO,
+C0M,+C0UNT,
-HUM, +ANI,
+3,-HON,
-T)EF,-PL

*+N, -PRO,
+C0M,+CUUNT,
-HUM,+AHI,
+3,-HON,
+HEP,-PL

2 3
In (30) NP and HP are coreferential and identical in head noun.

These noun phrases are £-HUM,+ANIJ . As (30) is a coordinate

conjoined structure, the pronominalization rule will apply here

forwards. But the pronominalization rule cannot reduce the NP^

(NP^) in (30) into a pronoun. As the NP^ has the structure

DEIC N SPEC the pronominalization rule will use the antecedent

noun phrase to delete the head noun of the pronominalizable noun

2
phrase. That is, NP will be used to delete the head noun of

NP^ in (30). After the last rule of the transformational

component (30) will be transformed into the derived structure

(31), where the second lexical insertion rule will attach the

appropriate lexical items to the derived nodes.
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matin ti pakhi dharlo o ke ; khaca e rakhlo

+DEIC,

+DH1,

+FAR,

+DEF

PclJ

f+N , -PRO,
+C0M,+C0UHT,

-HUM,+ANI,

+5,-HON,

-DEF,-PL
+OBJECTIVAL-

IZED

The terminal string of (31) will pass through the morphophonolo-

gical component ana will generate the phonetic structure
m/

_

matin ekti pakhi^aharlo o se-tike khacay rakhlo, which is (29b).
The residual noun phrase se-ti in (29b), which refers anaphorically

to its antecedent ekti pakhi, is simply a combination of the

deictic se(i) and the classifier ti . It is not a pronoun, but

a pronominal. It is a residual noun phrase whose head noun has

been deleted under coreference.
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5.4 Forward, and Backward Fronominaligation.

The terms forward and backward pronominalization are

quite common in the transformational literature dealing with

pronominalization. These terms are self-explanatory in that

when a pronominalization rule applies forwards (that is, when

the antecedent precedes or comes first) it is called forward

pronominalization; and when a pronominalization rule applies

backwards (that is, when the anaphora precedes or comes first)

it is called backward pronominalization. For example, (24b)

is an instance of forward pronominalization; and (24c) is an

instance of backward pronominalization. Forward pronominalization

is more natural than backward pronominalization, and we assume

that forward pronominalization is permissible in all Bengali

structure. But backward pronominalization is not permissible

in some sentence structures in Bengali. Backward pronominalization

has more constraints than forward pronominalization. Forward

pronominalization can be considered as an instance of unmarked

pronominalization, and backward pronominalization as marked

pronominalization. Consider the examples below.

(32) a. hasan taka dhar kare, kintu se kakhano ta sodh kare na:
c*2 _3_ 4 5 ° 6 - 7 _8_ 9

Hasan borrows money, but he never pays it back.
3 2 4 5 6,9 8 7

b, *se taka dhar kare, kintu hasan kakhano ta sodh kare na:
1 c* 2 _3_ 4 c 6 7 _8_ 9
He borrows money, but Hasan never pays it back.
132 4 6,9 8 7

(33) a. hasan ketakxke bhalabase ar se nilimake ghrina kare:c c

Hasan loves Ketaki and he hates Hilima.

b. *se ketaklke bhalabase ar hasan nilimake ghrina kare:
c c

He loves Ketaki and. Hasan hates Nilima.
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yadi minx^nace, tabe secpuraskar pabe: If Minu dances,
then she will get (a) prize,

yadi secnace, tabe minucpuraskar pabe: If she dances,
then Minu will get (a) prize,

hasancye-nieyetike cumu kheyeche, se-meyeti tlkec
ghrina kare: The girl whom Hasan has kissed hates him,

secye-meyetike cumu kheyeche, se-meyeji hasankec
ghrina kare: The girl whom he has kissed hates Hasan,

meyeticbhabe ye secsundar: The girl thinks that
she is beautiful,

secbhabe ye meye£icsundar: She thinks that the
girl is beautiful.

The sentences in (32, 33) are coordinate conjoined structures.

The grammaticality of (32, 33a) shows that pronominalization can

apply forwards in a coordinate conjoined structure, and the

ungrammaticality of (32, 336) shows that pronominalization cannot

apply backwards in a coordinate conjoined structure. The examples

of (34) are of subordinate conjoined structure, and they show

that pronominalization is permissible both backwards and forwards

in a subordinate conjoined structure. The examples in (35) are-

complex structures with restrictive relative clauses. In such

a structure pronominalization can apply both forwards and

backwards as can be seen in (35a, b). (36a) is an indirect

discourse structure derived from a direct discourse structure

by pronoun symmetry. In such a structure the pronominalization

rule always applies forwards, but never backwards, as the

coreferential noun phrase in the complement clause is an underlying

pronoun, which has no power to reduce a full noun phrase into

a pronoun. Thus we see that forward pronominalization is

(34) a.

b.

(35) a.

b.

(36) 3. •

b. *
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permissible in all Bengali structures, but backward pronominali-

zation is permissible only in a subordinate conjoined structure

and in a complex structure with a relative (subordinate)

clause.

5.4.1 Constraints on Pronominalization.

We have seen in the last section that pronominalization

cannot apply backwards in some sentence structures in Bengali.

In this section we will try to discover the directionality

constraints on pronominalization. Langacker (1969) tried to

determine the constraints on pronominalization and developed

the notions of 'Command' and 'Precedes', which he put together
\

as 'Primacy Relations'. Langacker's constraints on

pronominalization are reproduced below (Langacker (1969» 167)):

NPa may be used to pronominalize NP"^ unless (1) RP^
precedes NPa; and (2) either (a) NP^ commands NPa, or

Si T)
NP and NP are elements of separate conjoined structures.

Langacker's notions are based on a particular tree-structure.

Of these 'Precedes' is simpler: an element X precedes another

element Y if X is at the left side of Y in a tree-structure.

This shows that 'Precedes' is based on a linear order of

elements. But the notion 'Command' is based on a particular

type of tree-structure, and dominance relations. It becomes

useless if a different type of tree-structure is proposed.

Langacker (1969» 167) defines 'Command' as follows:

.. a node A "commands" another node B if (l) neither A

nor B dominates the other; and (2) the S-node that

immediately dominates A also dominates B.

In each of the following trees in (57)j the node A commands
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the node B, but B does not command A

.(57) a. b

A P

B C D

J
B

Langacker's constraints say that A can be used to pronominalize

B, but B cannot be used to pronominalize A in each structure

Here we will examine Langacker's 'Command' and 'Precedes'

notions and see whether they can be included in our grammar

for stating constraints on pronominalization. To, begin with
t

consider the following simplex structures.

(38) a. minu minuke bhalabase: Minu loves Minuc c

b. minu nijke bhalabase: Minu loves herself.
c c

c."*nij minuke bhalabase: *Herself loves Minu.
c c

(39) a. minuke minu bhalabase: Minu loves Minu.c c

b. nijke minu bhalabase: Minu loves herself.
c c

c. *minuke nij bhalabase: *Herself loves Hinu.
c c

(38a) is a simplex structure with two coreferential noun phrases,

of which the left noun phrase is the subject and the right one

is the object. The structure that immediately underlies (38a)
is given in (40).

in (37).

(40)

minu

N
I

minu A bhalabase

C+SUBJ'J C+OBJJ
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1 2

In (40) NP both precedes and commands NP , and therefore
1 2

NP can be used to reflexivize NP , but not vice versa. In this

way Langacker's constraints allow the derivation (38b) from

(40), and blocks the derivation of (38c) from (40)» This shows

that his constraints give the correct result. Now consider

(39a), which is synonymous with (38a) but differs in constituent

order in that the object noun phrase precedes the subject noun

phrase in (39a). We assume that (39b) is derived from (39a),
which has the immediate underlying structure (41).

(41)

mmu

C+OBJ J

mmu bhalabase

(+SUBJ J

(41) is a simplex structure with two coreferential noun phrases.

The reflexive rule can apply here. In (41) Np"' precedes but :

2
does not command NP . But Langacker does not work with this type

of tree-structure: in his constituent structure model Np"' will
be immediately dominated by the S-node. In his framework (41)

-|
will be (42), where NP is immediately dominated by the S-node.

(42)

mmu

f+OBJ J
minu

C+SUBJJ
bhalabase
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1 2

In (42) NP "both precedes and commands NP . So Langacker's
1

constraints will allow NP , which is the object, to reflexivize
2

NP , which is the subject^and generate the ungrammatical
sentence (39°)5 and will block the grammatical sentence (39^>),

It might be argued that sentences like (39b) are derived from

the underlying structure of (38a) by constituent reordering

after the application of the reflexive rule. This argument is

absurd because if movement of constituents is permissible after

reflexivization, it is also permissible prior to the reflexive

rule, Langacker's 'Command' notion is developed with a view to

explaining languages like English, which have relatively fixed

constituent order, hut it seems that languages like Bengali,

which allow a relatively free order of constituents, cannot be

explained completely satisfactorily with 'Command', We shall

accordingly abandon the notion of 'Command', but retain the notion

'Precedes' in order to explain linear order of elements.

Our question is how to account for the facts of the examples

(38, 39) when the notion 'Command' is gone? The facts of these

sentences can be explained if we accept the assistance of the

functional notions of subject and object. We have seen that

Bengali allows a relatively free order of constituents in a

simple sentence structure (cf.,<£ 3»3)» In (38a) the subject

noun phrase precedes the object noun phrase, and in (39a) the

object noun phrase precedes the subject noun phrase; but it is

always the subject noun phrase which reflexivizes the object noun

phrase when they are coreferential, identical in head noun and

in the same simplex structure. We see that the subject noun

phrase reflexivizes the object noun phrase in (38a) and generates

(38b); but the object noun phrase cannot reflexivize the subject
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noun phrase because (58c) is ungrammatical. In (59a) the

object noun phrase precedes the subject noun phrase, but it is

the subject noun phrase that reflexivizes the object noun phrase,

and generates (59b). The ungrammaticality of (59c) shows that

an object cannot reflexivize the subject. We see that the

subject and object notions can explain the facts of (58, 59)

adequately, but Langacker's 'Primacy Relations' cannot. We can

now dispense entirely with the notion 'Command', but will retain

•Precedes' because it has a certain universal validity.

Now we will consider some nonsimplex structures. Consider

the examples (52)-(56) given in the previous section. (55a-),
for example, has the intermediate structure (45).

(43)

.1-

hasan ketakike bhalabase" hasan nllimake ghrina kare

L+N,-PR03 C+N,-PR0j

(45) is a coordinate conjoined structure which conjoins two

conjuncts. In (45) each conjunct has a noun phrase which is

coreferential with a noun phrase in the other conjunct. That is,
11 4 2

NP (in S ) and UP (in S ) are coreferential. Neither of these

noun phrases commands the other, but NP^ precedes NP^. Langacker's
1

constraints on pronominalization will allow only NP to

pronominalize NP^, but not vice versa. So the pronominalization

rule will derive (55&)> but not (55b), from (43)• Thus we

cL
find that Langacker's constraint that 'NP may be used to
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pronominalize NP*5 unless NP*5 precedes NPa' , is correct. This

shows that 'Precedes' is relevant in pronominalization in a

coordinate conjoined structure. Now consider the sentences in

(34), which are subordinate conjoined structures. The sentences

in (34) have the intermediate structure (44)•

(44)

CONJSUB

yadi minu

£+N,-PR0]
nace tabe minu

£+11, -PRCQ
puraskar pabe

1 2
In (44) NP and NP are coreferential, and neither of them

1 2
commands the other; but NP precedes NP . Langacker's constraints

1 2
will allow only NP to pronominalize NP , but not vice versa. ;

We notice, however, that pronominalization can apply both forwards

and backwards in (44). If the rule applies forwards in (44),

we will derive (54a)*, and if applies backwards, we will derive

(34b). We see that 'Precedes' fails to state the constraint on

pronominalization in a subordinate conjoined structure. The

facts can be stated simply by saying that pronominalization is

permissible both forwards and backwards in a subordinate conjoined

structure.

Now consider the examples in (35), which are instances of

complex structures with restrictive relative clauses. These

sentences have the intermediate structure (45).
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C+N.-PROD kheyeche C+N,-PROD

In ^45) NP^ (in the subordinate S) and NP^ (in the matrix S)
are coreferential. Neither commands the other bait Rp"' precedes

NP^. Langacker's constraints will allow the application of the

pronominalization rule only forwards; but the rule can apply here

in both directions. If the rule applies forwards in (45) we

derive (55a-)» and if applies backwards we derive (556). Again

we find that the constraints on pronominalization cannot be

stated in terms of the 'Precedes1 relation. We have seen

above that backward pronominalization is possible in a

subordinate conjoined structure, and here we see that it is

possible in a complex structure when the pronominalizable noun

phrase is in an subordinate clause.

Finally consider the sentences in (56). (56a) is an

indirect discourse sentence derived from an underlying direct

discourse sentence structure. Our rule of coreference in a

direct discourse sentence structure says that any nooin phrase

in the constituent sentence which is coreferential with the matrix

subject or object noun phrase must be a pronoun in the

underlying structure (cf.t ^ 5*1.5). (56a) has the intermediate
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structure (46).

In (46; Np"' and UP^ are coreferential. Np"* is a full noun phrase
3

but jmP is a pronoun. Our hypothesis is that a pronoun has no

power to reduce a full noun phrase into a pronoun, and so NP^
1

cannot reduce NP into a pronoun. That is, pronominalization

cannot apply backwards in a direct discourse structure. The

rule, therefore, applies only forwards in such a structure.

The pronominalization rule in collaboration with the indirect
;z

discourse formation rule will make jnP in (46) symmetrical to

its antecedent in the features of person and grade (cf.,

$> 5•8•1)• Ihe abstract noun phrase e-katha in (46) will be

deleted (cf., 10.3). la this way we will derive (36a) from

(,46). Our principle that a pronoun cannot reduce a full noun

phrase into a pronoun blocks the application of the pronominali¬

zation rule backwards in (46), and thus rules out (36b) as
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ungrammatical.

We can arrive at the following constraints on

pronominalization:

(47; Directional Constraints on Pronominalization Proper.

a. Pronominalization rule applies forwards in all

nonsimplex structures in Bengali

b. Pronominalization rule can apply backwards in a

subordinate conjoined structure, or in a complex

structure where the NP^ is an element of a subordinate

clause

5.5 Pronouns, Definite Descriptions and Epithets.

We have said before that not anything which can refer

deictically or anaphorically is a pronoun (cf., $ 4 • *1 • 5» $4.3.1;

refer anaphiorically to some antecedent. They are broadly of

Jackendoff (.1972) wants to deal with pronouns and epithets by

the same rule. Our view is that although definite descriptions

and epithets can occur in some subset of environments where

pronominalization is possible, they should not be dealt with like

pronouns because they are not pronouns. In the following

sentences pronouns, definite descriptions and epithets occur in

the same environments.

$ 5.2). Besides pronouns, full noun phrases can be used to

two types: (a) Definite descriptions, and (b) Epithets.

(48) a. keramat all saheb elen oc

'"panjabi parihita eknayak

c

'the dictator in

punjabi
the ocean of kindness

haslen: Mr Keramat Ali came and

he

smiled.
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rpanjabi parihita eknayak'

b. * dayar sagar

tini

elen o keramat

all saheb haslen:
c

In (48) we see that a definite description, an epithet and a

pronoun can occur in the same environment, and they all cannot

occur in another environment. Jackendoff (1972, 110) says:

These "pronominal epithets" can occur in some subset of

the environments in which pronominalization is possible,

and they function semantically more or less as specialized

pronouns. We would obviously miss a generalization if we

do not handle them by a rule of the same kind as

pronominalization, hopefully a rule that could collapse

with pronominalization.

Our views differ from Jackendoff's by stating that definite

descriptions and epithets, unlike pronouns, bear heavy semantic

content. Definite descriptions and epithets are full noun phrases

with heavy semantic content used anaphorically with some other :

noun phrase. Pronouns have no such semantic content of their own.

That is why the sentences in (48a) are not synonymous. Jackendoff

(1972, 111) wants to mark the epithets as 'special lexical items

which may function as pronouns in certain contexts of the

pronominalization rule, adding their lexical meaning to the

intended attributes of the person they refer to.' We know that

pronouns in any language must be limited in number, but there is

no limit to number of definite descriptions and epithets. For

example, the definite description and the epithet in (48a)

could have been replaced by a hundred other definite descriptions
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and epithets, but only one pronoun tini; 'He1 can be used to

refer to keramat all saheb. Therefore, the pronominalization

rule will not handle them. They are generated in the underlying

structure and used coreferentially with some other noun phrase.

But the pronominalization rule can apply when the coreferential

noun phrases are synonymous. We will generate them in the

underlying structure. The anaphoric pronouns are, however,

derived transformationally, and inserted to a derived structure

by the second lexical insertion rule.

5.6 Pronominalization in Coordinate Conjoined Structure.

The base rule 1 of our grammar generates structures like

(49a) and the conjunction spreading schema transforms them into

structures like (49b)(cf., ^ 1.2.1: note to the base rule 1).

(49) a. S.

b.

CONJCO

CONJCO

We have a rule which obligatorily deletes the initial conjunction,

and we have another optional rule which deletes all but the last

conjunction from a structure like (49b). We now come to the

application of the pronominalization rule in such structures.

Consider the examples below.

(50) a. minu naclo o minu gailo: Minu danced and Minu sang.°
2 5 ° 5 2 5 5

b. minu naclo o se gailo: Minu danced and she sang.
C

2 5 4 ° 5 2 3 4 5
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(5D a. meye^i £ahare gelo o meyeti gan gailo o meyeti sukh
I ° 2 5 4 5 " C 6 7 8 9*C10

haralo: The girl went to (a) town and the girl sang
II _1_ 5 2 4 _5 7

songs and the girl lost happiness.
6 8 _9_ 11 10

b, meyeti &ahare gelo o se gan gailo o se sukh haralo:
1 5 9

The girl went to (a) town and she sang songs and she
_1_ 5 9

lost happiness.

(50a) is a coordinate conjoined structure with two conjuncts and

(51a) is one with three conjuncts. Our base rule 1 allows an

indefinite number of sentences to be conjoined together; here

we will deal with coordinate conjoined structures with a small

number of conjuncts, which will serve our requirements. In

(50a) each conjunct has a noun phrase which is coreferential

and identical in head noun with a noun phrase in the other

conjunct. This structure satisfies the conditions for the

pronominalization rule, (50a) has the immediate underlying

structure (52).

,S_

mmu minu

"+N,-PRO,-COM,"
-COUNT, +HTJM,
+ANI,+5,-HON,
-PL,+DEF

Q-vb,-adjJ +N,-PRO,-COM,
-COUNT,+HUM,
+ANI,+3,-HON,
-PL,+DEF j

[+VB,-ADJj
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1 2

In (52) NP and NP are coreferential and identical in head

noun. This structure satisfies all conditions for the

pronominalization rule, which will apply here forwards;

As it is a coordinate conjoined structure, the pronominalization
1 1

rule cannot apply here backwards. NP in S will be used as

2
the antecedent to reduce NP into a pronoun. The pronominaliza-

tion rule will specify NP as £+PRO,-INTj due to its coreferen-
1 2

tiality and identity in head noun with NP . As NP consists

simply of a head noun, the pronominalization rule has no other

operation to perform. The pronominalization rule will change

the feature C-PROj in "the complex symbol associated with the

head noun of NP into £fPRO,-INTj , and will change the C-COUNTJ
feature into £+C0UI\ITj

(53)

This will transform (52) into (53).

■S-

mmu

'+N,-PRO,-COM
-COUNT,-HUM,

+ANI,+3,-HON,

—PL,+DEF

se

+N,+PRO,-INT,

+COUNT,+HUM,

+ANI,+3 »-HON,

-PL,+DEF

In (53) all the relevant transformations have applied, and so

we have arrived at the post-transformational string, where

the second lexical insertion can take place. The second lexical
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inserted rule has already attached the pronoun se_ to the

pronominalized noun phrase by the matching condition of second

lexical attachment. This rule has attached other appropriate

lexical items to the derived nodes. The terminal string of

(53) will now pass through the morphophonological component,

and will generate the phonetic structure minu_naclo o se_gailo,
c c

which is (50b).

Now consider the application of the rule in (51)•

(51a) is a coordinate conjoined structure with three conjuncts

each having a noun phrase coreferential with a noun phrase in

the other conjunct. The pronominalization rule can apply here

forwards. When the rule reduces the coreferential noun phrases

in the second and third conjuncts, we get (51*0 • Besides (51b),

the following sentences are derivable from the underlying

structure of (51a):

(54) a. meyeji sahare gelo 0 meyeti gan gailo o se sukh haralo:o • c c

The girl went to (a) town and the girl sang songs

and she lost happiness. '•

b. meyeticsahare gelo o secgan gailo o meyeticsukh haralo:
The girl went to (a) town and she sang songs and

the girl lost happiness.

In (51a) in each application of the pronominalization rule two

coreferential noun phrases will take part. If the pronominaliza¬

tion rule reduces the coreferential noun phrase in the second

conjunct into a pronoun due to its coreferentiality with the

noun phrase in the first conjunct, we will get (54b). We can

derive (54a) using either the coreferential noun phrase in the

first conjunct or the one in the second conjunct to reduce the

coreferential noun phrase in the third conjunct into a pronoun.
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Now consider the application of the pronominalization rule

in coordinate conjoined structures which contain more than one

set of coreferential noun phrases. Consider the examples

in (55).

(55) a. minu matinke dekhlo 0 minu matinke daklo: Minu sawN / c a c a

Matin and Minu called Matin.

b. minu matinke dekhlo o minu take daklo: Minu saw
c a c a

Matin and Minu called him.

c. minu matinke dekhlo o se matinke daklo: Minu saw
c a c a

Matin and she called Matin,

d. minu matinke dekhlo o se take daklo: Minu saw
C 3. C j Si Si j C

Matin and he/she called her/him.

The coordinate conjoined structure (55a) has two sets of

coreferential noun phrases, and each set differs from the other

only in the value for the featureCMALE 3 . Let us refer to

minu in the left conjunct and minu in the right conjunct as

set-1, and matin in the left conjunct and matin in the right

conjunct as set-2. The rule will apply in (55a) forwards because

it is a coordinate conjoined structure. If the. rule applies in

set-2 we will derive (55^)» and if applies in set-1 we will

derive (55c); and if the rule applies in both sets we will

derive the ambiguous sentence (55^-) • That is, se in (55d.)

can refer either to minu or matin, and take can refer either to

minu or matin. This is because of these two sets differ

only in the feature specifications C+MALEj, the features which

are not morphologically marked on the Bengali personal pronouns.

But if these two sets would differ one from another in features

of number or in person and grade, the application of the
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pronominalization rule in both sets would not produce such

ambiguous structures because the Bengali personal pronouns are

morphologically marked for person, grade and number.

5.6.1 Pronominalization in Coordinate Conjoined Structures

A coordinate noun phrase is one which conjoins two or more

noun phrases by the conjunctions o_, ar, eban: 'And', and

ba, athaba; 'Or1. Our base rule 6 allows noun phrases to be

coordinately conjoined in the underlying structure. This rule

transform into structures like (5&b) by a conjunction spreading

convention.(cf.,$ 1.2.1: note to the base rule 6; fc 2.4.8).

Here we will not go into the controversy whether all

conjunctions are phrasal conjunctions or sentence conjunctions

in the underlying structure, but we will assume that both are

possible in the underlying structure of natural languages

(cf., Lakoff and Peters (1966); Q 2.4.8).
In this section we will consider the application of the

pronominalization rule in coordinate conjoined structures involving

underlying coordinate noun phrases. Consider the examples

below.

with Coordinate Noun Phrases.

generates coordinate noun phrase structures like (56a), which

CONJ NP
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(57) a. matin o minu elo eban matin o minu ballo: Matin andC — 3, ^» C y 3. A

Minu came and Matin and Minu said.
4 5 6 8

b. matin o minu elo eban se o minu ballo: Matin and
C cl C cl

Minu came and he and Minu said.

c. matin o minu elo eban matin o se ballo: Matin and
c a J c a

Minu came and Matin and she said.

d. *matin o minu elo eban se o se ballo: Matin and Minu
c a J c a

came and he and she said.
fMatin and Minu came

e. matin o minu elo eban tara ballo:t , ,, . ,

c a J c+a w and they said.

We assume that (57a) is the source sentence from which other

sentences in (57) are derived. (57a) has the intermediate

structure (58) (irrelevant features omitted).

(58)

+N,-PRO,

+HUM,

+3,-hON,

-PL,+DEF

^ matin

~+N,-PR0,
+HUM,

+3,-HON,

-PL,+DEF

ballo

1 2
In (58) NP and NP each conjoins two noun phrases. The lower

noun phrases dominated by NP*' are individually coreferential

with the lower noun phrases dominated by NP . As (58) is a
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coordinate conjoined structure pronominalization will apply

here forwards. One interesting fact ahout (58) is that,
1 2

although the superordinate noun phrases UP and NP are

coreferential as a set, pronominalization does not apply

in them as a set. Instead the lower noun phrases dominated by
1

NP individually pronominalize the lower noun phrases dominated
2 3 5

by UP . If the rule applies forwards in UP and NP , we derive

(57b); and if the rule applies forwards in NP^ and NP^, we

derive (57c). But if the rule applies in both sets of

coreferential noun phrases, we derive the ungrammatical

structure (578). This sentence is ungrammatical because of

its right conjunct conjoins two identical pronouns (*se o se).

In order to block (578.) we require a pronoun conjunction

rule which will automatically reduce conjoined identical pronouns

into a plural pronoun. When the conjoined identical pronouns in

(57d) are reduced to a single plural pronoun tara, we derive

(57®)> which is grammatical. We will consider pronoun

conjunction in more detail in the next section.

5o6.2 Pronoun Conjunction.

Consider the following examples.

(59) a. *s® o se yabe: He and he will go.

b. *tini o tini o tini yaben: He and he and he will go.

(60) a. tumi o ami yabo: You and I shall go.

b. ini, uni o tini yaben: He, he and he will go.

c. se o tumi yabe: He and you will go.

(59a, b) are ungrammatical because they conjoin identical pronouns,

but (60a, b, c) are grammatical where non-identical pronouns are

conjoined. So we see that Bengali disallows coordination of
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identical pronouns, but allows coordination of non-identical

pronouns. But we have seen in (57e) that a structure •• with

a coordination of identical pronouns becomes grammatical if

the conjoined identical pronouns are reduced to a single plural

pronoun. So we need a pronoun conjunction rule which will

apply after the pronominalization rule, and will automatically

reduce conjoined identical pronouns into a single plural

pronoun. The pronoun conjunction rule will apply obligatorily

if the pronominalized noun phrases are the elements of a

coordinate noun phrase and have non-distinct values for the

features of person, grade, number, and in certain cases C.FARJ .

This rule will collapse the pronominalized noun phrase conjuncts

into a single noun phrase and will specify it as E+PL"].

For example, consider (58). If the pronominalization rule

applies in both the lower noun phrases in (58) forwards, it

will be transformed into (61).

NP CONJCO NP
i c a

NP5 CONJCO^NP6
i c i a

N

matin ^

"+n, -pro,'

+hum,

+3,-hon,

-PL.+def

N

minu elo * mw * ballo

"+n, -pror ~+n,+pro,-int; "+n,+pro,-int,"
+hum, +count,+hum, +count,+hum,

+3,-hon, +3,-hon, +3,-hon,

_ -pl,+def„ -pl,+def _ .-pl,+lef -
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In (61) the pronominalized noun phrases HP and HP , which are

elements of a coordinate noun phrase, have non-distinct features

and so the pronoun conjunction rule will apply on them

obligatorily. This rule will collapse the pronominalized noun

phrases into a single noun phrase, and will specify the noun

phrase as C+PIO . This rule will transform (61) into (62).

2
HP in (62) has been positively specified for the feature rpio

by the pronoun conjunction rule. So a plural segment transfor-
2

mation will take place in HP , which will transform (62)
into (63).
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N N

matin c minu

~+N ,-PRO ,~ p-N,-PRO
+EUH, +HUM,

+3,-HON, +3,-HON,

.-PL.+DEF^ _-PL,+DEF

elo ebag

+PL SEG,

+HUM,+HON,
+SUEJ

se

"*+N, +PRO , -INT ,"
+COUNT ,+HUM,

+3,-HON,

+PL,+DEF,
+SUBJ

ra ballo

In (63) we have arrived at the post-transformational string,

where the second lexical insertion rule has inserted appropriate

lexical items to the derived nodes (we have attached derived

verb forms in these trees for readability, although they

should not present in the underlying structures). (63) will

generate the syntactic surface structure matin^o minu^elo
ebar^ se-ra^ballo ££ , which will pass through the morphophonolo-
gical component, and will generate the phonetic structure

matin o minu elo eban tara ballo, which is (57e).
C ci

The pronoun conjunction rule will apply obligatorily to

pronominalized conjoined noun phrases which have non-distinct

features (especially in features of person, grade, number and

sometimes in CFARj, if there is any), and will apply optionally
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to pronominalized conjoined noun phrases which have distinct

features of person, grade, number, and in some cases, CFAR^ •

Consider the examples below,

(64) a. *se o se o se tara : He and he and he ==^ They,

b, *tini o tini =4> tara : He and he They,

c, se o apani =4> apanara : He and you =^> You,

d, tini o apani apanara : He and you ==^ You,

'
apani

e. tumi ^ o ami amara : You and I ==^We,
tui

fni(se
/tini * apani

g. \ ' 0 < tumi '

lse J v "^i ,

jo ami amara : He and I ===> We.

' o ami ==^ amara :

He and you and I We.

i. *ami o ami ^ amara: I and I ^ We.

In (64a, b) identical pronouns have been conjoined, which is

unacceptable; they will be obligatorily reduced to a plural pronoun

by the pronoun conjunction rule. In (64a) each of the

conjoined pronouns has the features C+N,+PR0,+3,-HON,-PL J

(irrelevant features omitted), and so the pronoun conjunction

rule will collapse them into single noun phrase which will be

specified as C+PL3 for the number feature. In the surface the

pronoun will be realized as tara. In (64b) the conjoined

pronouns are honorific, and the pronoun conjunction rule will

similarly collapse them into a single noun phrase with the

features £+N,+PRO,+3»+HON,+PL3 • In the surface the pronoun will
be realized as tara. In (64c) the conjoined pronouns differ in
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the features of person and grade: se has the features £+3,-HON,

~PL"3 , and apani has the features C+2,+H0N,-PL3 • The pronoun

conjunction rule will apply here optionally, and will collapse

these two pronouns into a single one with the features

L+N,+PR0,+2,+H0N,+3,-HON,+PL], and in the surface the pronoun

will realize as apanara, hut not as tara- or tomara. If we

had taken a dominance approach to the conjunction of pronouns,

then we could collapse these pronouns into a single one with

the features C+N,+PR0,+2,+H0N,+PL3 , and would get the same

result. We have avoided this because this approach is

counter-intuitive. Instead, we have taken a feature bundling

approach to pronoun conjunction, because it can show the

inclusive and exclusive use of the first and second person

pronouns. In this approach the pronoun conjunction rule will

reduce the conjoined pronouns into a single noun phrase and

their features will be bundled up (excluding the common

features), and the second lexical insertion rule will attach

that pronoun to the derived node which is higher in the person

and grade hierarchy of the pronouns. The hierarchy is given

in (65).

(65) Person and Grade Hierarchy of Pronouns.

"

+1, ~\

+2,+H0N,

+2,-HON,

+2, +PiCJ

+3,+HON

+3,-HON >

In this hierarchy the first person is higher than the second
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person, and the second person is higher than the third person;

and the honorific grade is higher than the nonhonorific grade,

and nonhonorific grade is higher than the pejorative grade.

That is why, the second lexical insertion rule will attach the

pronoun apani to a node having the feature bundle C+2,+HON,+3,

-H0N,+PL3 , but not se? .. . as apani is higher in the

person and grade hierarchy. The pronouns are listed in the

lexicons with feature specifications according to this

principle. The pronoun conjunction rule will apply optionally

to the examples (64d)-(64g), and in the surface they will be

realized as pronouns given at the right side of the arrows.

In this way we can show that the first and second person plural

pronouns in Bengali can be either exclusive or inclusive.

Thus we see in (64i) that amara is not a conjunction of ami o

ami, neither simply a plural ami; but a conjunction either of

second and first, or third and first,or third and second and

first person pronouns (cf., 64e, f, g).

When several distinct pronouns are coordinately conjoined

in Bengali, they are usually conjoined in a certain order.

The principle is that the pronoun that is lower in the hierarchy

(65) is placed preceding another which is higher in the

hierarchy. This is presumably a surface structure constraint in

Bengali required for linguistic as well as extra-linguistic

reasons. The extra-linguistic reason is that this makes an

utterance polite, and the linguistic reason is that when such

a coordinate noun phrase is the subject of a sentence, the

pronoun with which the verb form agrees occurs closer to the

verb form and makes the sentence comfortable. Consider the

examples in (66).
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(66) a. se, tumi o ami sinemay yabo: He, you and. I shall

a cinema.

b. ?ami, tumi o se sinemay yabo:

c, ?tumi, ami o se sinemay yabo:

In (66a) the third, second and first person pronouns are conjoined

in that order. (66a) is a good and natural sentence in Bengali,

but (66b, c) are objectionable because the pronouns have been

placed in an unacceptable order in these examples.

5.7 Pronominalization in Subordinate Conjoined Structure.

Our base rule 1 generates structures like (67a) which

transform into structures like (67b) by a conjunction spreading

An underlying structure like (67a) which conjoins two conjuncts

is a subordinate conjoined structure. In a subordinate

conjoined structure the first conjunct is always preceded by the

conjunction yadi: 'If', and the second conjunct is preceded by

the conjunction tabe. We have seen that this type of structure

allows both forward and backward pronominalization (cf.,$5.4>

schema.

(67) a.

5.4.1).
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Consider the sentences below.

(68) a. yadi matin pas kare, tabe ami take ekti puraskar debo:
1 ° _3_ 4 5 6 c 7* 8 9
If Matin passes, then I shall give him a prize.
1 5 4 5 _9_ 6 7 8

b. yadi se pas kare, tabe ami matinke ekti puraskar debo:
1 2 c _5_ 4 5 7' 8 9
If he passes, then I shall give a prize to Matin.
1 2 5 4 5 _9_ 7 8

In (68a) take refers to matin, and in (68b) se refers to matin.

In (68a) pronominalization has applied forwards and in (68b)

backwards. These two sentences are derived from an identical

underlying structure by the application of the pronominalization

rule forwards and backwards. The intermediate structure which

underlies the sentences in (68) is given in (69).

(69)

CONJSUB

& matin

"+N, -PRO, -COM ,

-COUNT,+HUM,

+3,-HON,

-PL,+DEF

pas kare ^

DAT

CAM D N
\ |
SPEC

ami matin ^ ekti puxaskar deho

~+N, -PRO,—COM ,~
-COUNT,+HUM,

+3,-HON,

-PL,+DEF

(69) has two coreferential noun phrases in two conjuncts, and

the noun phrases are identical„ The pronominalization rule
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can apply in (69) in both directions. We can use NP*' to reduce
3 3 1

UP into a pronoun, and similarly we can use NP to reduce BP

into a pronoun. If the rule applies forwards in (69) > we will

derive (70) from (69)«

(70) ^S_

CONJSUB

NP CAM D

I °
N SPEC

yadi matin pas kare tabe ami se ke ekti puraskar debo

"+N, -PRO, -COM,"") p+N, +PR0, -INT ,"
-COUNT,+HUM,

+3,-HON,

-PL,+DEF

+C0UNT,+HUM,

+3,-HON,

_-PL,+DEF

In (70) NP^ has been pronominalized under coreference with Np"*.
As we have arrived at the post-transformational string in (70),

the second lexical insertion rule has attached the pronoun _s_e

to the pronominalized noun phrase, and other items to the derived

nodes. The terminal string of (70) will generate the syntactic

surface structure fif yadi matin pas kare, tabe ami se-ke^ekti
puraskar debo which after the application of the

morphophonological rules will generate the phonetic structure

yadi matin^pas 'kare, tabe ami take.ekti puraskar debo, which is
(68a). The pronominalization rule can apply backwards in (69).

-]
If the rule reduces NP into a pronoun due to its coreference

with BP^, we will derive (68b).
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5.8 Pronominalization in Complex Structures with Direct

Discourse Complement Clause.

Some complement clauses contain the direct discourse or

feeling of the matrix subject. Below we quote from Kuno (1972,

165), who first took direct discourse into consideration in

order to explain certain facts of pronominalization in complex

structures.

One of the differences between verbs such as expect, claim,

know, think, request on the one hand, and such verbs as

deny, forget, be aware (of) on the other hand, is that the

content of the complement clause of the former represents

"more or less" the direct discourse of the matrix subject,

while this is not the case for the latter.

Bengali has some verbs which take complement clauses that

represent the direct discourse or feeling of the matrix subject.

Consider the examples below.

(71) a. ketakl baleche ye se gan gaibe: Ketaki has said that.°
2 5 4 c _5_ _2_ 5

she would sing.
4

, -5-
b. ketaki mane kare ye se rupasl: Ketaki thinks thatc

_2_ 5 4 ° 5 2 5
she is beautifulo
4

, I r
c. ketaki dabl kareche ye se cade giyechilo: Ketaki

°
_2_ 3 4 ° 5 6

claimed that she had been to the moon.

2 3 4 _6_ 5

(72) a. ketaki asvlkar karlo ye se asustha: Ketaki deniedc

_2_ 3 4 ° 5 2
that she was sick.
3 4 5

b. ketaki bhule gelo ye se rupasi: Ketaki forgot that
C

_2_ 3 4 ° 5 2 3
she was beautiful.
4 5
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The complement clause in each of the sentences in (71) is

understood, as what ketakT actually said, thought or claimed,

but the complement clauses in (72) are not understood as such.

In (7*l) the narrator objectively reproduecs Ketaki's direct

discourse or feeling, and converts the sentences into indirect

discourse, but in (72) the narrator is subjectively involved and

gives his own impression of a situation. As the sentences (71)

contain complement clauses which represent the direct discourse

or feeling of the matrix subject, they are related to their

direct discourse counterparts given respectively in (75)*

(75) a. ketakt baleche, 'ami gan gaibo' : Ketaki has said,c c

'I shall sing.'

b. ketakicmane kare, •amicrupasi': Ketaki thinks,
'I am beautiful.'

— — ^
c. ketakicdabl kareche, 'ami^aae giyechilam': Ketaki

has claimed, 'I had been to the moon.'

But as the complement clauses in (72) are not the direct

discourse of the matrix subjects, the sentences in (72) cannot

be related to any direct discourse structure. The sentences

given in (74) are unacceptable, and they cannot be related to

the sentences in (72).

(74) a. *ketakl asvlkar karlo, 'ami asustha': Ketaki denied,c c

'I am sick.'

b. *ketaki bhule gelo, 'ami rupasl': Ketaki forgot,c c

'I am beautiful.'

The sentences in (72) give the narrator's impression of some

situations, but not the matrix subjects'. These sentences are

related to the sentences given respectively in (75).
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(75) a. ketaklcasvlkar karlo e-katha ye ketaklcasustha:
Ketaki denied this proposition that Ketaki was sick,

b. ketakicbhule gelo e-katha ye ketakicrupasl:
Ketaki forgot this proposition that Ketaki was

beautiful.

In (72, 75a) what Ketaki denies is a proposition or rumour

spread by others, and in (72, 75^0 the narrator gives his own

impression of a situation.

So the verbs can be marked for the features C+DDj(direct

discourse) depending on whether they take direct discourse

complement clauses or not. The verbs which take strictly

direct discourse complement clauses are verbs of 'uttering like

bal: 'Say', dab! kar: 'Claim', ghosaria kar; 'Declare' etc.,.

These verbs can be specified with the feature C+DDj , because

they take complement clauses which represent the direct

discourse or feeling of the matrix subject. The verbs like

asvlkar kar; 'Deny' can be marked with the feature C-DDj,

becuase their complement clauses do not represent the direct

discourse or feeling of the matrix subject. The verbs of feeling

such as bhab, mane kar: 'Think', jan: 'Know' can be marked

with the features C+DD.3 , becuase their complement clauses may

or may not represent the direct discourse of the matrix subject.

We have said before that a direct discourse sentence is formed

by a narrator (cf., $ 5.1.3). Consider the direct discourse

sentence (73a). We understand that Ketaki simply uttered the

sentence ami gan gaibo, and the narrator has objectively

reproduced her utterance in (73a) by making ketaki the subject

of the verb bal. The narrator is not involved in any way with
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the content of this utterance. When the narrator reports or

reproduces someone's discourse or feeling without being

personally involved as in (73)> we will call such a structure

a direct discourse or uninvolved representation; but if the

narrator involves himself with the content of the complement

clause, we will call such a structure a non-direct discourse or

involved representation. In a non-direct discourse the

complement clause is not a direct discourse of the matrix

subject. Instead, it represents the feeling, judgement or

impression of the narrator, as in (72).

5.8.1 Indirect Discourse Formation and Pronoun Symmetry.

We have shown before what sorts of noun phrase can be

understood coreferentially in a direct discourse structure

( $ 5.1.3). In other types of structure we have seen that

coreferential noun phrases must have identical head noun for the

application of the pronominalization rule; but identity of head

nouns, when the matrix noun phrases have the features L+N,-PROj,

is disallowed in a direct discourse structure. We have seen that

the noun phrases in a direct discourse complement clause must

be pronouns in the underlying structure in order to refer

anaphorically to the matrix subject and object. Consider

the examples in (76).

(76) a. meyeti ballo, 'ami yabo': The girl said, 'I shall go.'
• c c

b. meyeti ballo ye se yabe: The girl said that shec c

would go.

in (76a) the constituent subject ami, which is a pronoun,

refers to the matrix subject meyeti. We claim that ami is an

underlying pronoun. It was never a full noun phrase, because
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a speaker cannot refer to himself with a full noun phrase in a

natural environment. (76b) is derived from (76a) by the

indirect discourse formation rule. As ami in (76a) is an

underlying pronoun, it can never be realized as a full noun

phrase, nor can it reduce a full noun phrase into a pronoun.

Any noun phrase which has the features C+N,+PRC>3 in the underlying

structure will always be realized in the surface as a pronoun;

and it has no power to reduce a full noun phrase into a pronoun.

So we cannot derive the sentences in (77) from (76a).

(77) a. *se .ballo ye meye^i yabe: She said that the girl

would go.

b. *meyeti ballo ye meyeji yabe: The girl said that* C G

the girl would go.

In a direct discourse structure the complement clause

contains an underlying pronoun as in (76a); so the pronominaliza-

tion rule does not derive any pronoun transformationally, but

it generates pronouns in such a structure in the underlying

structure. The indirect discourse formation rule, which

derives sentences like (76b) from (76a), makes the anaphoric

pronouns in a direct discourse complement clause symmetrical

to their antecedents in the features of person and grade.

Consider (76a), In this sentence the matrix subject has the

features C+N»-l5RU,+3»-ilON,-PLj (irrelevant features omitted),
and the constituent subject has the features C+N,+PR0,+1,-PL J.
They are asymmetrical in the feature of person (the grade

feature is irrelevant here because the first person pronoun

has no grade disntinction). The indirect discourse formation

rule when applied to (76a) makes the anaphoric pronoun

symmetrical to its antecedent in the features of person and
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grade. In this way ami is converted into se.

(76a) has the intermediate structure (78).

meye t

~+N, -PRO,
+COM,+C0UNT,

+HUM,+ANI,

+3,-HON,-

-PL,+DKF _j

ballo e

/+YB,-ADJ,'j
+DD J

katha ami

"+N,+PR0, -INT,"]
+COUNT,+HUM, I
+ANI,+DEF, I

L +1,-PL J

yabo

In (78) NP^, which is an underlying pronoun, refers anaphorically

to NP^. In this structure the pronominalization rule generates

the pronoun in the underlying structure. In this structure

the indirect discourse formation rule can apply. As this

structure involves NP-Complementation, the complementizer ^e

will be placed as the left daughter of the complement clause,

and the indirect discourse formation rule will then apply in

(78) obligatorily, 'l'he indirect discourse formation rule

will make the features of person and grade of the constituent
-|

subject in (78) symmetrical to its antecedent NP . That is,

this rule will change the feature C+1J of NP^ to (j+3,-H0Nj .
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The complementizer placement and the indirect discourse

formation rule rules will transform (78) into (79).

meye ti

r+N,-PRO,

+COM,+COUNT,

+HUM, +ANI,

+5,-HON,"

. -PL,+DBF

hallo katha

r+VB,-ADJ
L+dd J

ye se yabe

"+N, +PRO, - INT,"
+COUNT,+HUM,

+AwI,+DEF,

+5,-HON,

. -PL

All the relevant transformations have applied in (79)» and we

have arrived at the post-transformational string. The second

lexical insertion rule has replaced the first lexical item ami

attached with NP^ hy se_. (79) will generate meyeti^ballo e-katna
ye se_yabe: 'The girl said this proposition that she would.go',

c

We will derive meyeti^ballo ye se.yahe, which is (76b), by
deleting the abstract noun phrase e-katha in (79) (cf.,^10.3).

We have said that pronominalization is possible in the

forward direction in all sorts of nonsimplex structure in

Bengali. But there are certain sentences which show that an

anaphoric pronoun can precede its antecedent but the antecedent

cannot precede its anaphoric pronoun. These structures show
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that pronominalization can apply backwards, but not forwards.

This astonishing fact can be explained by taking direct and

indirect discourse into consideration. Consider the examples

below.

(80) a. hasan e-katha svlkar kare na ye se asustha: Hasan
°2 3 _4_ 5 6 7 ° 8

does not admit this proposition that he is sick.
5 4 2 3 6 7 8

b. *se e-katha svlkar kare na ye hasan asustha: He does
c c

not admit this proposition that Hasan is sick.

c. se ye asustha, e-katha hasan svikar kare na: That he
c c

is sick, Hasan does not admit this proposition.

d. hasan ye asustha, e-katha se svikar kare na: ThatcJ ' c

Hasan is sick, he does not admit this proposition.

(81) a. e-bodh hasanke kas$a dey ye se gopane ketaklke
1 2 c *_4_ 5 6 c 7
bhSlabSse: This feeling pains Hasan that he

9 1 2 4 5 6

secretly loves Ketaki.
7 9

b. secye gopane ketaklke bhalabase, e-bodh has5nkec
kaf^a dey: That he loves Ketaki secretly, this

feeling pains Hasan.

c. *hasan ye gopane ketakike bhalabase, e-bodh takec c

kasta dey: That Hasan secretly loves Ketaki,

this feeling pains him.

The complement clause in (80a) is not a direct discourse of the

matrix subject hasan; it is understood as some abstract fact

about hasan believed by people other than hasan. But the

complement clause in (81a) is a direct feeling of hasan himself.

We assume that the sentences in (80) and (81) are derived

respectively from (82a) and (82b).
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(82) a. hasan svTk5r kare n5 e-katha ye hasancasustha:
Hasan does not admit this proposition that Hasan

is sick.

b. e-bodh, 'ami gopane ketaklke bhalabasi', hasanke
c c

kag^a dey: This feeling, 'I love Ketaki secretly',

pains Hasan.

In (82a) the complement clause hasan asustha is an abstract fact

believed by others, and this clause contains a full noun phrase

hasan, which is coreferential with the matrix subject. But in

(82b) the complement clause ami gopane ketaklke bhalabasi is a

secret and direct feeling of hasan; and this clause contains a

first person pronoun in order to refer to hasan. The pronoun

ami in the complement clause in (82b) is an underlying pronoun,

and so it can never be realized as a full noun phrase in the

surface, nor can it reduce another noun phrase into a pronoun.

The complement clause in (82a) contains a nominal noun phrase,

so it can be realized either as a full noun phrase or as a

pronoun in the surface, depending on the application of the

pronominalization rule. The structure (83) immediately

underlies (82a),

/ \ \ \ N
\

_ _1 _
hasan svikar kare na e katha hasan asustha
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In (83) the complement clause is not a direct discourse of the

matrix subject, and so it contains a nominal noun phrase hasan,

which is coreferential with the matrix subject. In (83) NP^
3 1

and NP are coreferential, but as UP is in the matrix sentence

3 13'
and NP is in the constituent sentence, and NP precedes NP ,

3 1
so we cannot use NP to pronominalize NP . This structure

disallows the application of the pronominalization rule
1

backwards. But the rule can apply forwards: NP can be used to
3

pronominalize NP . If the pronominalization rule applies

backwards in (83) we will derive the unacceptable sentence

se svlkar kare na e-katha ye hasan asustha: 'He does not
—c J c

admit this proposition that Hasan is sick' , whichi; becomes the

equally unacceptable sentence (80b) after constituent reordering.

If the rule applies forwards in (83) we will derive (80a).

The complement clause in (83) can be extraposed to the sentence-

initial position. This operation is preceded by the movement of

the complementizer from the left side of the constituent

sentence to a medial position of the complement sentence

(the complementizer is moved inside the complement clause if the

complement clause is factive, and emphasized (cf., £10.4)).
These operations will transform (83) into (.84).

(84)

hasan asustha katha

f+N, -PRO, -COUNT,"]+3,-HON,-fDBF, J

hasan svlkar kare na

-COUNT,"]r+N,-PR0,

( +3,-HON, +DEF J
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In (84) NP'', which is in the subordinate clause, precedes
1

the matrix subject NP . In this structure pronominalization

can apply both forwards and backwards. If the rule reduces
1 3

NP into a pronoun due to its coreference with NP , we will

derive (80d); and if it reduces NP^ into a pronoun due to its
-j

coreference with NP , we will derive (80c).

Now consider the structure (85), which immediately

underlies (82b).

-+N, +PR0, _INT^alabasl p.N f +PR0 f _C0M ,~
+C0UNT,+HUM, -COUNT,+HUM,

+DEP,+1, +3,-HON,
-PL -PL,+DEF

L

2
In (85) the complement clause is a direct discourse of NP ,

which is in the matrix sentence. Here the constituent subject
-|

(NP ) is an underlying pronoun, which refers to hgsgn in the

matrix sentence. As NP^ is a pronoun, it cannot be realized as

a full noun phrase in the surface, nor can it reduce another

noun phrase into a pronoun. 80 the transformational pronominal¬

ization rule has nothing to do in (85). But the complementizer

placement and the indirect discourse formation rules can apply

to (85). The complementizer placement rule will place the
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complementizer ^_e as the left daughter of the complement

clause, and the indirect discourse formation rule will change
-j

the feature of person of NP to £+3,-H0Nj , because its antecedent
has the features C+3»-HONj . In the surface structure NP^ will
be realized as se, In this way will derive e-bodh ye se^gopane
ketaklke bhalabase hasanke_kasta dey; 'This feeling that he

secretly loves Ketaki pains Hasan'. This sentence becomes (81a)

when we extrapose the complement clause to the sentence-final

position.

Instead, we can carry out the following operations on (85):

(a) complementizer placement as the left daughter of the

constituent sentence, (b) indirect discourse formation in the

constituent sentence, (c) complementizer movement and

re-placement inside the complement clause following NP^, and

U) extraposition of the complement sentence to the sentence-

initial position. These operations will transform (85) into (86).

(86)

se ye gopane ketaklke
bhalabase

'+N,+PRO,-IHT,'
+C0UNT,+HUM,

+DEF,+3,-H0N,
-PL

bodh hasan

"+N,-PRO,-COM,
-COUNT,+HTJM,

+5,-HON,

-PL,+DEF

kasta dey

The indirect discourse formation rule has changed the features
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-|

of person and grade associated with NP into £+3,-H0N^.
So it will be realized as _se in the surface structure. The

second lexical insertion rule has attached appropriate lexical

items to the derived nodes in (86). The terminal string of (86)

will generate se^ye gopane ketakike bhalabase, e-bodh hasanke^
kasta dey, which is (81b).

1 2
As HP is an underlying pronoun, it cannot reduce HP in

(85) into a pronoun, and realize itself as a full noun phrase.

So there is no way to derive the ungrammatical structure (81c)

from (85). Thus we see that the application of the pronominal-

ization rule in the forward direction in a complex structure

is disallowed only when the structure contains a direct

discourse complement clause, which contains no underlying full

noun phrase to reduce another into a pronoun. Ross ^1968b)

faced difficulties with sentences like 'Realizing that hec was

unpopular did not disturb Oscar', where the pronominalizationc
• **

rule applies backwards, but does not apply forwards. But we

can explain this fact when we take direct and indirect discourse

into consideration. The verb **realize' takes a direct discourse

complement caluse, and the complement clause contains an

underlying pronoun 'I', which converts into 'He' due to

indirect discourse formation. The application of the transforma¬

tional pronominalization rule is blocked here because the

structure has no full noun phrase which can be used as an

antecedent.
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5.9 The Derivation of Anaphoric Locative Pronouns.^"

The locative pronoun ekhan; 'Here* is used to refer to a

place in the vicinity of the speaker, okhan: 'There' is used

to refer to a place far from hut in sight of the speaker, and

4 The locative and temporal pronouns in Bengali are not 'genuine'

pronouns. Structurally they are full noun phrases consisting of

the demonstrative deictics and the locational noun khan; 'Place',

and the temporal noun khan; 'Moment' (cf., Chatterji (1926,

857-59)). They have a structure like (k) given "below.

(A) _NP

IT ^N
I

DEIC
I

DEM

khan; 'Place'

khan; 'Moment'

'e(i); 'This*

o(i): 'That*

se(i): 'That'

In this work they have been taken as pronouns, because (a) they

are used for the purpose of reference, (b) the nouns khan and

khan are rarely used as free forms in SCB, and (c) they are

limited in number. In this section we will consider the

derivation of the anaphoric locative pronouns briefly. We will

derive the anaphoric locative pronouns transformationally, but

an alternative treatment of them is possible if they are

considered as full noun phrases. We will not deal with temporal

pronominalization in this work. But it may be mentioned that

ekhan; 'Now' is usually used deictically; takhan; 'Then' is,used

deictically as well as anaphorically; and okhan; 'Then' is

rarely used in Bengali.
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sekhan: 'There' is used to refer to a place far from and out

of sight of the speaker. The locative pronouns can be used

deictically as well as anaphorically. When used deictically

the locative pronouns are generated in the underlying structure

in this grammar, and when they are used anaphorically, they are

derived transformationally.

We have seen that a pronominalized noun phrase is realized

as a locative pronoun in the surface when the noun phrase is

dominated by LOC; but it is not the case that a pronominalized

noun phrase dominated by LOC should always be realized as a

locative pronoun (cf., ^ 4.5.3). Here we will consider the

application of the pronominalization rule in noun phrases

dominated by LOC, and will limit this to inherently locational

nouns. Consider the examples below.

(sekhan*ekhan i 6 ^c^e:

Badal is in Dacca and Matin is
fthere
Inhere J , too.

b. *badal J sekhan . g ache ar matino dhakay ache:j sekhan
\*ekhan J

c

The speaker of the above sentences is not in Dacca. In the

underlying structure of (87a) there are two coreferential noun

phrases dominated by LOC, and their head nouns are identical.

They have the inherent features C-COM,-COUNT,+LOCATIOHQ .

The pronominalization rule can apply in this underlying structure.

The rule will apply here forwards as the structure that

contains these noun phrases is a coordinate conjoined structure.

The rule cannot apply backwards in such a structure, and if it
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applies backwards, we will derive the unacceptable sentences

in (87b). In (87a) we see that the pronominalized noun phrase

has been realized as the pronoun sekhan, because the place

referred to is far from and out of sight of the speaker. The

pronominalized noun phrase in (87a) cannot be realized as

ekhan. But the pronoun ekhan would be acceptable if the place

referred to were in the vicinity of the speaker. This shows

that the pronominalization rule when applied to a locative noun

phrase must indicate the £ +_FARj features of the pronominalized

noun phrase in relation to the speaker, in order to realize the

appropriate locative pronoun in the surface structure. This

problem arises with C-GOM,-COUNT,+LOCATIONJ nouns;, which

disallow^ cooccurence of any deictic element with them. But it
would be counter-intuitive to consider that C +FARJ is an

inherent feature of inherently locative nouns. There are verbs

like las: 'Come' and ^a: 'Go',which can be considered as deictic

verbs in that an indicates movement towards the speaker, and ^a

indicates movement away from the speaker. It is possible to

specify them for deictic features as should help in the

realization of the appropriate locative pronoun.(cf., Fillmore

(l966aj). But this is not possible with non-motional verbs

like ach: 'Exist, Reside', and thak: 'Reside'. We will solve

this problem tentatively by relegating the power of determining

the C+BAR, +IN SIGHTj features of the pronominalized locative

noun phrases to the pronominalization rule. The pronominalization

rule, besides specifying the NP*5 as £+PRO,-INTj , will specify

it for the deictic features mentioned above.

We will now consider the derivation of the sentence in

(87a). The structure which immediately underlies (87a) is
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given in (88).

(88)

badal dhaka £

"+N,-PRO,-COM,
-COUNT,+L0CATI0N
+DEF

ache matin dhaka A

"+N, -PRO,-COM,
-COUNT,+LOCATION,
+DEF

Sche

(88) is a coordinate conjoined structure which have two

coreferential noun phrases with identical head nourA This

structure satisfies all the conditions for the pronominalization

rule. The rule will apply here forwards. The pronominalization

rule will specify IIP4 as Q+PRO,-INT,+FAR, OUT OF SIGHTj due to
2

its coreference with NP .

(89)

-S:

NP

I
N

This will transform (88) into (89).

badal dhaka e

/+N,-PRO,-con,
/-COUNT,+LOCATION,I
I +DEF

matin

LOC

NP CAM
i c

o sekhan e ache

"+N,+PRO,-INT,
-COUNT,+LOCATION,+DEF,j
+FAR, UUT OF SIGHT
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We have arrived at the post-transformational string in

(89); and so the second lexical insertion rule has inserted the

appropriate lexical items to the derived nodes. The second

lexical insertion rule has attached the pronoun sekhan to the

pronominalized noun phrase because its feature complex matches

with that of the pronoun sekhan.

5.10 The Derivation of the Abstract Pronoun ta.

Bengali has a pronoun ta, which we refer to as the abstract

pronoun. It is mainly used to refer to abstract objects, but

can be used to refer to concrete objects when they are

understood as •things*. It is used deictically, anaphorically,

and under identity of sense. It is used deictically in (90).

(90) a. ami ta jani nas I do not know that.
12 3 4 14 3 2

b. tumi ki ta cao?: Bo you want that?
1 2 3 4 1 4 3

In the above examples ta refers to some abstract objects

deictically, and so the pronoun is generated in the underlying

structure of these sentences.

When ta is used to refer to concrete (count or uncount)

objects deictically, anaphorically or under identity of sense,

its referents are understood not as what they are, but simply

as 'things'. Consider the examples in (91)»

(91) a. sekhane sabai mad khay ar amio ta. kheyechii Everybody

drinks wine there and I have drunk it (that thing), too.

b. matinke ami ekti bai diyechilam, kintu se ta kakhano •
• c c

khuleo dekhe ni: 1 had given Matin a book, but he

never even opened it (that thing) to have a look.

In (91a) ta refers to mad under identity of sense, but in (91b)

ta refers anaphorically to ek-fri bai. In each sentence the
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antecedent of the pronoun is understood as a 'thing'. Its

peculiarity becomes transparent if we replace ta in (91b) by

se-ti ( <= se-baiti: 'That book'), which refers to the book as

a book, but not as a 'thing'.

In (92) ta refers to an abstract noun phrase under identity

of sense.

(92) a. takhan asa chilo, kintu ekhan _ta nei: There was

hope then (at that time), but it is no more now.

_ _ 1 _
b. *takhan _ta chilo, kintu ekhan asa nei:

(92a) shows that pronominalization can reduce an abstract noun

phrase into the abstract pronoun _ta under identity of sense.

(92b) is ungrammatical because the rule cannot apply backwards

in a coordinate conjoined structure. We have dealt with the

syntax of this pronoun in more detail in Chapter 10.

5.11 Summary of the Major Rules Discussed.

(93) PRONOHINALIZATIUR PROPEB.

We give this rule in two parts: one for the E+HUMJ noun

phrases, and the other for the C-HUMj and G-AhlJ) noun

phrases, for the sake of simplicity.

A. Application of the pronominalization rule in

C+HUMj noun phrases.

SI: gCx NP
r N

"+N,-PR0
• • •

+HUM

&] X UP
fx N

r+h, -PRO,• • •

:] x )

+HUM J

1 2 3 4 5 67 8 9 10 11 12
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SC: (l) Forward Pronominalization.

a. Replace the feature C-PROj of 10 by £+PRO,-iNTj
delete £+€OMj features of 10; and if 10 has the
feature £-C0UNT J , change it to C+COUNTj .

b. Delete 9 and 11 if none is PL.

c. This rule applies in all nonsimplex structures.

SC; (2) Backward Pronominalization.

a. Replace the feature f-PRO'^ of 5 by C+PROj-IHT^
delete £+C0M} features of 5» and if 5 bas the

feature £-C0UETj, change it to C+COUNT}
b. Delete 4 and 6 is none is PL.

c. This rule applies in a subordinate 'conjoined

structure, or in a complex structure where 3

is in a subordinate clause.

Conditions; a. 3 and 8 are coreferential, and 5=10.

b. For the SC (l) 8 must be £+DEFj , and

for SC (2) 3 must be £+DEFj .

c. 3 and 8 are not in the same simplex.

B. Application of the pronominalization rule in

£-HTJMj] and £-AElJ noun phrases.

1 2 3 4 5 67 8 9 10 11 12
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SC: a. Delete 10 if 9 is DEIC and 11 is SPEC,

b. Otherwise delete 8.

Conditions: a. 3 and 8 are coreferential, and 5=10.

b. 8 is [+DEFJ.
c. 3 and 8 are not in the same simplex.

PRONOUN CONJUNCTION.

SI: +Ny +PR0 ) I I

<*,1,

^2,5, GRADE
3 , T, GRADE

CONJCO

+N.+PR0,..

P,1'
Pt 2, "3 GRADE

p 3 , \ GRADE

SC: a. Conjoin the features of 1 and 3 into a complex

symbol.

b. Specify the CS with [+PL] .
c. If values for any feature are negative (-) both in

1 and 3, then the value for that feature will be

negative in the CS; if one value for any feature

is positive (+) then the value for this feature

will be positive in the CS.

d... If the value for a feature is positive both in 1

and 3, then the rule is obligatory; otherwise

optional.
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The pronoun conjunction rule given in (94) will obligatorily

change tumi o tumi =$> tomara, se o se =$ tara, and. so forth;

and this rule will optionally change tini o apani =£> apanara,

se o apani ==> ananara, tumi o ami amara and so forth.

(95) INDIRECT DISCOURSE FORMATION.

si,
s fx NPfx

1

N X*] X
"*

+N, -PRO, ~
PERSON,

P GRADE

"0 PL

3 4

NP
N

r +N,+PRO,

0L, PERSON,
P/ GRADE

2) PL

8 9 10

J

11 12

SC: Make 10 symmetrical in person and grade with 5«

Conditions: a. 5 and 8 are coreferntial,

b. 3 is in a matrix sentence, and 8 is

in a direct discourse complement sentence

This rule will transform (98a) into (96b).

(96) a. najucbaleche, •anri^yabo*: Nazu has said, 'I shall go
b. najucbaleche ye seeyabe: Nazu has said that she

would go.
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REFLEXIYIZATIOH

6.0 Introduction.

Lyons (1968, 3^1) defines a reflexive construction as

•one in which the subject and object refer to the same person

(or thing).' Moyne (1971> 155) assumes that 'reflexivization is

a process between the subject and object of the verb.1 We shall

also consider that reflexivization is a process between the

subject and object of a sentence (but cf., 4? 6.6.2 for some

residual problems). Reflexivization is a process which specifies

the object noun phrase as C+PRO,+REFLj if it is coreferential

with the subject noun phrase. The rule operates in a simplex

structure when the subject and object noun phrases are

coreferential and identical in head noun. In the surface the

reflexivized noun phrase is realized as either of the reflexive

pronouns nij or apan, both of which can be glossed as 'Self'

in English. Some reflexive sentences are exemplified in ^1).

(1) a. ketakl nijke bhalabase: Ketaki loves herself.
2 ° 3 3 2

b. ami nijke jani na: I do not know myself.
1 ° 2 c 3 4 1 4 3 2

c. meyeti nijke sundarl mane kare: The girl thinks
1 ' ° 2 ° 3 _4_ _1_ 4

herself beautiful.
2 3

In each of the sentences in (1) the object noun phrase is

reflexivized and refers anaphorically to the subject noun phrase.

In this chapter we will consider the process of reflexiviza¬

tion in Bengali, and show how the reflexive pronouns in Bengali

can be derived. We will also try to show that not all surface
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structures with the items ni.j and apan can be considered as

reflexive structures. They can be used for the purpose of

emphasis as shown in (2).

(2) a. matin ni.je giyechilo: Matin had gone himself.

b. e-ti matiner ni.jer bai: This is Matin's own book.

c. tumi apan kaje man dao: You mind your own business.

We will consider that ni j and apan in (2) are used as emphatic

morphemes (cf., $ 6.6; $ 6.6.1).

6.1 Reflexivization and the Simplex Structure Constraint.

The major condition for the 'Reflexive Rule' of Lees and

Klima (1963) is that the Nom and Nom' involved in the rule must

be 'within the same simplex sentence'. A simplex structure is

one which has no other embedded S'. But a simplex structure may

be embedded in another simplex structure and another sentence

may be embedded in it. However, when the rule applies it takes

only one S into account. Consider the structure below.

(3)

CAh

A- A A

In (3) a simplex structure S is embedded in another simplex

structure S : the reflexive rule can operate between the subject
2 1

and object of S , or between the subject and object of S
2 1

(excluding S ), but not between the subject of S and
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and the object of S and vice versa.

We will now consider some reflexive sentences, and show

that the same simplex structure constraint is necessary for

the reflexive rule in Bengali. Consider the examples below.

(4) a. ketakl ketakike bhalabase: Ketaki loves Ketaki.v/ c c

b, ketaki nijke bhalabase: Ketaki loves herself,c c

(5) a. tumi tomake bhalabaso: You love you.G C

b. tumi nijke bhalabaso: You love yourself.
C G

In each of the (a) sentences above, the subject and object noun

phrases are coreferential with identical head noun, and are in

the same simplex structure. So the reflexive rule reduces the

object noun phrase into a reflexive pronoun, and in this way

(4, 5b) are derived respectively from the underlying structure

of (4, 5a). As (4, 5a) are simplex structures, we see that

the reflexive rule operates well in a simplex structure if other

conditions for the rule are satisfied,

V/e have said that a subject noun phrase reflexivizes an

object noun phrase under coreferentiality when they are in the

same simplex structure, but we have not said anything about the

direction of the rule.. This is because directions such as

forwards and backwards are not relevant for the reflexive rule

in Bengali. In a Bengali simplex structure the order of

constituents is almost free: the subject can precede or follow

the object in a simplex. But in a reflexive rule it is always

the subject which reflexivizes the object. So what is important

in reflexivization is not the direction, but the functional

relations held by the noun phrases involved. Consider the

examples below.
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(6) a. ketakike ketakT bhalabase: Ketaki loves Ketaki.
1 C 2 C 5 2 5 1

b. nijke ketaki bhalabase: Ketaki loves herself.
1 C 2 C 5 2 5 1

(7) a. tomake tumi bhalabaso: You love you.
1 c 2 c 5 2 5 1

b. nijke tumi bhalabaso: You love yourself.
1 C 2 C 5 2 5 1

We assume that (6, 76) are derived from (6, 7a) respectively

by application of the reflexive rule. In each example .above,

the object noun phrase precedes the subject noun phrase; but in

each case the subject noun phrase reflexivizes the object noun

phrase. So we see that the rule can apply in either direction

subject to the condition that the subject noun phrase reflexivizes

the object noun phrase. But an object noun phrase cannot be

used to reflexivize a subject noun phrase in any circumstances.

If we use an object noun phrase to reflexivize a subject noun

phrase, we will derive sentences like those in (.8), which

are ungrammatical.

(8) a. *nij ketakike bhalabase: *Herself loves Ketaki.N ' c c

b. *ketaklke nij bhalabase:
c ° c

We will state the reflexive rule in terms of the functional

relations held by the noun phrases, not in terms of Langacker's

(1969) 'Primacy Relations'. We have discussed the inadequacy

of these relations elsewhere (cf.,^ 5»4*1)•
Now we will consider whether the reflexive rule can apply

beyond a simplex structure boundary. The following examples

show that it does not.

(9) a. ketaki mane kare ye hasan take pachanda kare: Ketakic c

thinks that Hasan likes her.
2 5 6 5
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b. *ketaklcmane kare ye hasan nijkecpachanda kare:
*Ketaki thinks that Hasan likes herself.

(10) a. ketaki hasanke pachanda kare ar hasan ketaklke
_5„ 4 °

pachanda kare: Ketaki likes Hasan and Hasan likes
_7_ 5 4 7

Ketaki.

b, *ketaklchasanke pachanda kare ar hasan nijkecpachanda
kare: *Ketaki likes Hasan and Hasan likes himself.

(11) a. yadi matin ase, tabe naju matinke puraskar debe: If
1 c 5 4 ° 7 8 1

Matin comes, then Hazu will give a prize to Matin.
3 4 _8_ 7

b. *yadi matin ase, tabe naju nijke puraskar debe: *If
c c

Matin comes, then Nazu will give a prize to herself.

(12) a. ye-meyeti hasanke cithi likheche, hasan take pachanda
1 ' c 3 4 6 c

kare: Hasan likes the girl who has written a letter
7_ 7 _J 4 5
to Hasan.

b. *ye-meyeti hasanke cithi likheche, hasan nijke pachanda
• c • c

kare: *Hasan likes herself who (the girl) has written

a letter to Hasan.

In the examples (9)-(l2) the (b) sentences, which are ungrammati-

cal, are derived from the corresponding (a) sentences. In each

of the (a) sentences above, there are two coreferential noun

phrases which are not the constituents of the same simplex

structure; and so the application of the reflexive rule generates

ungrammatical sentences.

The reflexive rule does not apply at the deepest structure.

This rule follows rules like subject and object marking, and

•Raising' ^cf., Kiparsky and Kiparsky (1974)» Postal (1974)).

Postal (19?1j) notices that the reflexive rule applies neither
at the deepest structure nor at the surface structure, but at
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some intermediate structure. Postal (1971^14) says:

It is important to emphasize that the clause mate

constraint on reflexivization is applicable!. ■ at neither

the deep structure nor surface structure levels hut rather

at some point between them, this being defined by exactly

that class of transformational rules which can apply in

derivations before reflexivization. That the constraint is

not relevant at the level of deep structure is shown by

such examples as:

2.(4) a. I believe myself to be correct about that.

b. Margaret found herself unable to move.

These surely must have deep structures fundamentally similar

if not wholly identical to sentences respectively:

2.(5) a. I believe that I am correct about that.

b. margaret found that she was unable to move.

But in these the coreferents are in different clauses.

That the clause mate condition is inapplicable to surface

structures is trivially shown by a variety of examples like:

2.(6) a. Wash yourself.

b. Who do you think Mary saw praising himself.

In Bengali we have sentences like those in (13):

(13) a. meyeti nijke rupasl mane kare: The girl thinksc c

herself beautiful.

b. matin nijke buddhiman bhabe: Matin thinks himself
c c

to be clever.

The sentences in (13) are related respectively to those in (14;,

which are again related respectively to those in (15).

(14) a. meye^i mane kare ye se rupasl: The girl thinks thatc c

she is beautiful.
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b. matin bhabe ye se buddhiman: Matin thinks that he
c J c

is clever.

(15) a. meyeticmane kare e-katha, 'ami^^rupasl': The girl
thinks this proposition, 'I am beautiful.'

b. matin bhabe e-katha, 'ami buddhiman': Matin thinks
c c

this proposition, 'I am clever.'

We consider that the examples in (13» 14> 15) are related: the

sentences in (13) are derived from the underlying structure

of the sentences in (15) through the intermediate structures

(14). The sentences in (15) are direct discourse structures,

which are transformed into the structures in (14) by the

application of the indirect discourse formation rule (cf.$ 5.8.1).

In (15) and (14) the coreferential noun phrases are not in the

same simplex structures, and so the reflexive rule cannot apply

in these structures. If the reflexive rule applies to the

the sentences in (15)» we will derive the ungrammatical sentences

in (.16); and if the rule applies to the sentences in (14J> we

will derive the ungrammatical sentences in (17).

(16) a. *meycj;i mane kare e-katha, 'nij rupasl': *The girlc c

thinks this proposition, '(My)self is beautiful.'

b. *matin bhabe e-katha, 'nij buddhiman*:*Matin thinks
c c

this proposition, '(My)self is clever.'

(17) a. *meyeti mane kare ye nij rupasi: *The girl thinksc c

that (her)self is beautiful,

b. *matin bhabe ye nij buddhiman: *Matin thinks that
•1 C G

(him)self is clever.

These sentences are ungrammatical because the reflexive rule

has violated the simplex structure constraint. The reflexive

rule has applied in these structures in two coreferential
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noun phrases which are elements of two different structures.

Then how do we derive the sentences in (13)? We derive the

sentences in (18) by the application of the rule known as

'Raising1'' on the structures that immediately underlie the

sentences in (14)«

(18) a. meyetictakecrupasi mane kare: The girl thinks her
to be beautiful.

b. matin take buddhiman bhabe: Matin thinks him to
c c

be clever.

1 The rule 'Raising' was first proposed by Kiparsky and

Kiparsky (1971)> and was later elaborated by Postal (1974)•

This rule raises the constituent subject and object noun phrases

to the matrix sentence under certain conditions. For example,

(14b) has the intermediate structure (a) (irrelevant details

omitted) on which 'Raising' operates and raises the constituent

subject noun phrase to the matrix sentence as an object, and

derives the structure (b). The reflexive rule operates on (b),

because the subject and object noun phrases in (b) are

coreferential. Thus we derive (c), which generates (15b).

matin bhabe ye se

~*+n, -pro,~ r"+n,+pr0,~
+3,-hon, +3,-hon,
+subj +subj

buddhiman matin bhabe se ke

~+n, +pr0,
+3,-hon,
+0bj

continued

buddhiman

"+n , -pro,~
+3,-hon,

+subj
•
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The rule 'Raising' has raised the constituent subject noun

phrases of the sentences in (14) to the matrix sentences as

objects, and the sentences in ^,18) have been derived. The

subject and object noun phrases in each sentence in ^18) are in

the same simplex; and as they are coreferential the reflexive

rule will specify the object noun phrases as £+PRO,+REFLJ , and

the sentences in (13) will be produced. Thus we see that the

coreferential subject and object noun phrases need not be in the

same simplex structure in the underlying structure for the

reflexive rule to operate; but they must be in the same simplex

structure at the point the reflexive rule operates. This shows

that the reflexive rule does not operate at the deepest

structure. We can come to the following conclusions about the

reflexive rule:

(19) a. The subject noun phrase reflexivizes the object noun

phrase if the head nouns are identical and coreferential.

b. The subject and object noun phrases must be in the

same simplex structure at the point the rule applies.

c. The subject and object noun phrases need not be in the

same simplex structure at the deepest level.

matin nij ke buddhiman bhabe
C+N, -PRO , +SUBJJ p-N, +PRO, +REFL~|Z+OBJ J
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6.2 Reflexive Pronouns in Bengali.

2
There are two reflexive pronouns in Bengali: ni.i and apan.

In modern Bengali apan as a reflexive pronoun has a very-

limited use. So ni.j is commonly used as a reflexive pronoun.

The reason for a limited use of apan as a reflexive pronoun may

"be that it is lexically almost identical with the second person

honorific pronoun apani: 'You'. When case markers or plural

markers are suffixed to apan and apani, they generate identical

derived forms and create ambiguity. But there is no such problem

with ni.j.

2 It should "be mentioned here that there is a third reflexive

item atma: 'Self' in Bengali, but it is not used as a reflexive

pronoun. It is used usually as a component in compoun words

like atmakatha: 'One's own (self) story', atmajibani: 'One's

own (self) biograpahy': 'Autobiography', atmahatya: 'Self-killing':

'Commit suicide', etc., but it cannot be used as an object noun

phrase. Consider the examples below. •>

(A) a. se nijke hatya kareche: He has killed himself,c c

b. *se atmake hatya kareche:
c c J

c. se atmahatya kareche: He has committed suicide (Lit.,

He has done self-killing).

In (Aa) the reflexive pronoun nij refers to the subject _se, but

(Ab) shows that atma cannot be used as an independent noun

phrase. In (Ac) atma and hatya have formed a compound word

atmahatya: 'Self-killing'. Although (Aa) and (Ac) are

semantically equivalent, they differ syntactically. In modern

Bengali atma has a fairly limited use, and it is predominantly

used as the first component in reflexive compound words.
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Consider the examples in (20).

r you
(20) a. apani apanake janen na: You do not ^ urselfj *

b. ami apanake jani na: I do not know
r you

I myself Jmyself

In (20) apanake may be taken either pronominally or reflexively;

but in everyday use it will be taken as a pronoun in the

above sentences. In order to avoid this problem apan is

rarely used as a reflexive pronoun in Bengali.

The Bengali reflexive pronouns have the feature C+ANI^

in their feature bundle, and so the noun phrases involved in the

reflexive rule should be animate. Reflexivization cannot take

place in a structure where the coreferential subject and object

noun phrases are inanimate. Although the pronouns have the

feature C+AUI] , reflexivization involving C-HUMj+AhlJ noun

phrases is not common. So the sentences in (21) are grammatical,

but uncommon.

(21) a. beralticnijkeckamracche: The cat is biting itself,
b. kukurticnijkecdekhche: The dog is looking at itself.

The 'uncommonness' of the abovd examples becomes odd, if we

use apan in place of nij, as in ^22).
Tyou

(22) a. berSlticapanSkeckSmracche: The cat is biting ^ itself f *

b, kukurti^apanake^ekhche: The dog is looking

at J you )
I itself J

The Bengali reflexive pronouns remain the same lexically

for all persons, grades and gender. In English the reflexive

pronouns agree with their antecedents in person, gender and

number. In Bengali the reflexive pronouns change morphologically

only for number. Consider the examples in (23).
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(23) a. tumi nijkec jano na: You

. ^ini c
janen.

m

He
•
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do(es) not know

my "

your

him

-self,

b.

amara

tomara

tara

nijder

jam

jano

janen

na:

We

You

They

do not know

our

your

them

-selves,

In (23a) the same form of the reflexive pronoun ni.j refers to

singular firsj;,second and third person antecedents, and in (23b)

the same form nijder refers to plural first, second and third

person antecedents. The Bengali reflexive pronouns agree with

their antecedents in number only. In this respect they are

similar to the Japanese reflexive pronoun zibun (cf., Kuno

(1972j), and the Mohawk reflexive pronoun atat (cf., Postal
b

(1970()).

6.3 Reflexivization is a Partly Optional Rule.

Reflexivization is a partly optional rule in Bengali.

Consider the examples in (24> 25).

(24) a. ami amake bhalabasi: I love me.
1 C 2 c 3 132

b. ami nijke bhalabasiI love myself.
1 C 2 ° 3 13 2

3 The vowel /e/ is frequently inserted between the pronoun ni.-j

and anything that is suffixed to it. This phonological realization

has not been taken into "account in this work. The pronoun ni.j

is pronounced as ni.ja in some dialects of Bengali.
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(25) a. tumi tomake bhalabaso: You love you.
1 C 2 ° 3 13 2

b. tumi nijke bhalabaso: You love yourself,
c c

In (24, 25a) the subject and object noun phrases are coreferential,

identical in head noun, and are in the same simplex structures.

The reflexive rule applies in these structures and derives

(24, 25b) respectively from (24, 25a). The sentences in each

set above are synonymous and equally acceptable. That they are

synonymous can be seen from the anomaly of the following

sentences.

(26) a. ?ami amake bhalabasi, tabe ami nijke bhalabasi na: IN ' c c 1 c 0 c

love me, but I do not love myself.

b. ?£mi nijke bhalabasi, tabe ami amake bhalabasi na: I
c. c c c

love myself, but I do not love me.

The anomaly of the sentences in (26) shows that the sentences in

each set in (24s 25) are synonymous; and as each of

them is acceptable, we can say that reflexivization is an optional

rule in Bengali. But the rule is optional only when the noun

phrases involved have either first or second person feature.

If the noun phrases involved in the rule have the third person

feature, the reflexive rule becomes obligatory. Consider the

examples in 1,27).
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In (27) the coreferential noun phrases have the third person

feature. In each example, however, the non-reflexivized

sentences are ambiguous, but the reflexivized sentences have no

ambiguity. In the reflexivized sentences the subject and

object are understood coreferentially without any ambiguity, but

in the non-reflexivized sentences the subject and object noun

phrases may or may not be understood as coreferential in

everyday use. So if the coreferentiality between the subject

and object noun phrases in the sentences in (27) is intended

in the surface, one would use the reflexive structures, but not

the non-reflexive structures. This makes the reflexive rule

obligatory in cases where the coreferential subject and object

noun phrases have the third person feature.

6.4 Application of the Reflexive Rule.

The reflexive rule applies in a simplex structure when its

subject and object noun phrases are coreferential and have

identical head noun. This rule requires that the noun phrase

which will be reflexivized should be definite. This rule

specifies the reflexivizable noun phrase as C+PRO,+REFLJ , and

add these features to the feature bundle associated with the

head noun of the reflexivized noun phrase. Besides these,

the reflexive rule deletes all but the PL (if any) constituents

of the D(eterminer) of the reflexivized noun phrase. This is

because the reflexive pronouns do not take any determiner

(except PL). This can be seen in (28).

(28) a. *cheleti nijtike bhalabase: ^The boy loves the himself.
c " c

b. *meyeti sei nijtike bhalabase: *The girl loves that*

c c

herself.
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The sentences in (28) are ungraminatical because the reflexive

pronoun occurs in these sentences with a CL, which Bengali

does not allow.

The reflexive rule can be formalized as (29).

(29) The Reflexive Rule.

SI:
g L X Np Tx N x] X Np[x N X ] xj
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

SC: a. Specify 10 as C+PRO,+REFLJ.
b. Delete 9 and 11 if none is PL.

Conditions: a. 3 is the subject and 8 is the object.

They are coreferential, and 5=10.

b. 3 and 8 are in the same simplex structure

1.

c. 5 and 10 have the feature f+ANlJ ,

preferably £+HUP0 .

d. The rule is obligatory if 5 and 10 have ,

the features £-1,-2,+3j , optional

otherwise.

The rule will generate sentences like those in (30), and will

disallow sentences like those in (31).

(30) a. matin nijke prasansa kare: Matin praises himself.c c

b. ekjan biplabl^nijkecbhalabesechilen: A rebel had
loved himselfo

c. ketaki nijke rupasi mane kare: Ketaki thinks herself
c c

beautiful.

d. tara nijder bhalabase: They love themselves.
c c
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(31) a. *amara nijke bhalabasi: *We love myself.

b. *ami nijder bhalabasi: *1 love ourselves.

c. *ekti bai nijke...: *A book... itself.

Now we will consider the application of the reflexive rule.

For example, (30a) has the immediate underlying structure (32)

(32)
1-

N

matin matin

+N, -PRO, —\ fiat, -PRO,
-COM,-COUNT,

prasarj sa kare

°, -j-COM,-COUNT,

+HUM,+ANI,

+5,-HON,

+DEF,

+SUBJ

+HUM,+ANI,

+3,-HON,

+DEF,

y+OBJ
1 2

In the simplex structure (32) the subject (NP ) and object (NP )

are coreferential and identical in head noun. As (32) satisfies

all the conditions for the reflexive rule, the rule will

transform it into (33).

(33)

matin nij
+N,+PRO,+REFL,+COUNT,

+HUM,+ANI,+3,-HON,+DEF,+OBJ

prasajj sa kare
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All the relevant transformations have applied to (33) > and so

we have arrived at the post-transformational string. The

second lexical insertion rule has attached the reflexive

pronoun ni j to the reflexivized noun phrase. The terminal
. i

_

string of (.33) will generate matin nijke prasagsa kare, which

is (30a).

6.5 Reflexivization and Coordination.

There is no ambiguity in a reflexive structure with singular

noun phrases involved in the rule, but some ambiguity crops up

in reflexive structures with plural and conjoined noun phrases. ■

Consider the sentences in (34)•
__ i

(34) a. meyeracnijdercbhalabase: Girls love themselves.
b. hasan o ketakl nijder bhalabase: Hasan and Ketaki

c ° c

love themselves.

The subject and object noun phrases involved in the reflexive

rule are plural in (34a) and coordinate in (341")« These

sentences are ambiguous. In one reading (34a) means that meyerS

love nijder distributively, that is, each girl loves herself;

and in another reading (34a) means that meyera love nijder as

a set, that is, each girl loves all other girls including

herself. A similar sort of ambiguity can be seen in (34b),

where the antecedent of the reflexive pronoun is a coordinate

noun phrase. As the reflexive sentences with plural and

coordinate noun phrases are ambiguous, they must be surface

realizations of two distinct underlying sources. For example,

(34b) should be related to hasan nijke bhalabase eban ketaki

nijke bhalabase: 'Hasan loves himself and Ketaki loves herself'

for its distributive reading. In this sentence there is no
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ambiguity. So -we will assume that the noun phrases involved,

in reflexivization in sentences like (34) are not coordinate

noun phrases in the underlying structure when they are

understood distributively; and when they are understood in

the set reading they are plural or phrasally conjoined in the

underlying structure (cf., Lakoff and Peters (1966); ^ 2.4.8;

5.6.1). In the next section we will consider this problem

in more detail.

6,5.1 Reflexivization in Coordinate Noun Phrases and

Derived Reflexives; Pronoun Conjunction.

We have seen in the previous section that the surface

reflexive sentences in which the noun phrases involved in the

rule are plural or conjoined are ambiguous. It is possible

that reflexivization operates between singular noun phrases

in the intermediate structure, which undergo derived conjunction

schema, and the noun phrases are realized as plural or conjoined

noun phrases in the surface. It is also possible that the

rule operates between underlying plural or conjoined noun

phrases. So we assume that sentences like (34) are derived by

derived conjunction for their distributive reading, and the

noun phrases are plural or conjoined, as the case may be, in the

underlying structure for the set reading of these sentences.

We will consider reflexives sentences with conjoined noun phrases

first for their distributive reading. Consider the examples

below.

(35) a. hasan hasanke bhalabase o ketakl ketaklke bhalabase:w c c a a

Hasan loves Hasan and Ketaki loves Ketaki.
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b. hasan nijke bhalabase o ketakl nijke bhalabase:
c 0 c a u a

Hasan loves himself and Ketaki loves herself.

c. hasan nijke o ketakl nijke bhalabase: Hasan loves
c c a a

himself and Ketaki herself.

d. *hasanco ketaki~yathakrame nijkeco nijke^bhalabase:
Hasan and Ketaki love himself and herself respectively.

e. hasan o ketaki nijder(ke) bhalabase: Hasan and
c a ° v yc+a

Ketaki love themselves.

The surface sentence (35©) is ambiguous between a set reading

and a distributive reading. We are concerned here with the

distributive reading of the sentence. In this reading (35e)

is derived from an underlying coordinate conjoined structure

(35a), where there is no phrasal conjunction. (35a-) is a

coordinate conjoined structure, where each conjunct has a

coreferential subject and object noun phrase. Ho the reflexive

rule can apply in each conjunct generating (35b). (55c) is

derived from (35b) by coordination deletion (cf., Koutsoudas

(1971)). The structure C35d) is derived from (35c) by a

derivbd conjunction schema which inserts yathakrame: 'Respectively'

into the structure after conjoining the subject noun phrases

(cf., Stockwell et al (1973> 396)). (35e) is derived from (35b)

by yathakrame-deletion, and obligatory reflexive pronoun

conjunction. (35a-) has the immediate underlying structure (36).

(36)
~

coi
.1-

N

hasan hasan

CPs J E£s3

CONJCO

bhalabase a ketakl ketakl

CcsJ fcsj
bhalabase
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In (36) the subject and object noun phrases in each conjunct

are coreferential and identical in head noun. So the reflexive

rule can apply in each conjunct here, and its application will

transform (36) into (37).

We have attached the reflexive pronoun to the reflexivized

noun phrases in (37). This structure will generate (35a)
after the second lexical insertion. But (37) is susceptible to

further transformations; as the V's in both conjuncts are

identical, we can delete the V of the first conjunct by

coordination deletion and derive (35c). Instead the derived

conjunction schema can be applied to (37). This will conjoin

the antecedents into a single noun phrase, and the reflexivized

noun phrases into a single noun phrase; and will insert

yathakrame to the structure. These operations will convert
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(37) into 138).

.(38)

hasan

CONJ CU NEUT

NP4 CAM
l a

ketakl yathakrame nij A bhalabase

f+N,+PRU,
.+REFL,-PL

+N,+PRO,

+REFL,-PL

(,38) will generate the strange sentence (35d) afijer second

lexical insertion. So the pronoun conjunction rule will apply

to (38). This rule will collapse the reflexivized noun phrases

into a single noun phrase and will specify it with the feature

oPLj . It will delete yathakrase. These operations will
derive (39) from (38).

(39)

NP1 CONJ CO NP5

NN

NEUT

NP CAM
c+a

N

hasan bhalabaseketakx nij A

"+N , +PRO, +REFL

+PL j••.

In (39) the reflexivized noun phrases have been collapsed into
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a single noun phrase which has been specified for the feature

C+PLJ. So the plural segment transformation will apply to this

noun phrase, and this will transform (39) into (40).

(40)

NP1 COIMJSO UP5
I ° l I °
N

CAM

t+pr SEC^-hUM, +0BJ

hasan ketakx nij der ke bhalabase

f+N, +PR0, +HSFL, "J+PL,... J
As we have arrived at the post-transformational string in (40),
the second lexical insertion rule has attached appropriate

lexical items to the derived nodes in (40). (40) will

generate h'.san^o ketakl^nijderke^bhalabase, which is (j>6e).
The object noun phrase in (40) can be objectivalized (cf., $3.5).
This will delete the case marker from the reflexivized noun

phrase, and will generate hasan o ketakl nijder bhalabase,0
c a—" c+a '

which is a variant of (35©)•
.Now we will consider the derivation of (35©) in its set

reading. For this reading of (35©)» we assume that the noun

phrases involved in the reflexive rule are phrasally conjoined

in the underlying structure. (35®) has the intermediate

structure (41) for its set reading.
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N NP CONJCO NP
i c . r a

N

hasan ketaki

~+N f -PRO "+n,-pro7
• • •

_ +SUBJ

• • •

+SUBJ
_

hasan
,

+N, -PRO

• • •

+0BJ

N

ketaki ^

+N,-PRO,
• • •

+OBJ

bhalabase

In (41) the subject and object noun phrases are conjoined noun

phrases, and they are coreferential. As they are in the same

simplex structure, the reflexive rule will specify the object

noun phrase as £+PRO,+REPL^ and will add these features to the

complex symbol associated with the" head noun of each noun phras

conjunct. The reflexive rule will transform (41) into (42).

(42)

hasan

"+N, -PRO,]
• • •

+SUEJ

^ ketaki

+N, -PRO"

I +STJBJ

mj

NP CAM

CONJCO NP

r
N

nij

+N,+PRO,~
+REPL,...

+OBJ

A

"+N, +PRO, ~
+REFL,••.

„+OBJ

bhalabase

(42) will generate the ungrammatical sentence hasan^o ketaki^
nij.o nijke_bhalabase, after second lexical insertion. So the

C SL
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pronoun conjunction rule will collapse the reflexivized
2

noun phrase conjuncts dominated hy NP into a single noun

phrase, and the noun phrase will he specified as C+PL3 • After

the conjunction of the pronouns, a plural segment transformation

will take place in the reflexivized noun phrase; and we will

derive (43).

,S.

ketakl nij

~+N, +PRO, +REFL,"
bhalabase

+OBJ,+PL

(43) will generate (35©)» after the second lexical attachment. •

Thus we see that the ambiguous sentence (35©) has two sources,

and this explains the ambiguity of this sentence.

The pronoun conjunction rule is necessary because the

coordination of identical pronouns is unacceptable in Bengali

(of., $ 5.6.2). This rule applies after the derived conjunction

schema and after reflexivization in a coordinate noun phrase.

Consider the examples below.

(44) a. *ketakl o hasan nijke 0 nijke bhalabase: Ketaki and
c a c a

Hasan love herself and himself,

b. ketakl o hasan nijder bhalabase: Ketaki and Hasan

love themselves.
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(45) a. *se^ tumi^o am^nijke^ nijke^o nijkecbhalabasi: He,
you and I love himself, yourself and myself,

b. se^ tumi^o ami^nijder^bjgalabasi: He, you and I
love ourselves.

In (44, 45a) the reflexive pronouns are coordinately conjoined,

which makes these sentences ungrammatical; but in (44» 45"b) they

have been collapsed into a single plural reflexive pronoun.

These sentences are grammatical. "So when a noun phrase conjoins

the reflexive pronouns, it will be obligatorily telescoped

into a single plural reflexive pronoun.

6.6 Reflexivization versus Emphasis.

In some situations the reflexive pronoun nij (and in some

situations apan) is used as an emphatic morpheme. These

sentences create problems for a clear cut analysis of

reflexivization. Here we will consider the emphatic use of nij

only. Consider the examples below.

(46) a. badal nije eseche: Badal has come himself.
- 2 3 _3_ ,2

b. *badal nij eseche:

(47) a. ami nije take balechi: I have told him myself.
1 2 3 4 1 _4_ 3 2

b. *ami nij take balechi:

In (46, 47a) the item nij is used to emphasize the subject. Here

it obligatorily takes the subject marker _e, which is rarely

used in modern Bengali. (46, 47b) are ungrammatical due to the

absence of e_. In these sentences nij has been used to emphasize

the subject, and so we can call it the 'Subject Emphatic'

{cf., Moyne ^197*U)« The subject emphatic nij emphasizes a

subject, but the reflexive pronoun nij is used as an object

which refers anaphorically to the subject. The emphatic nij
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can be used to emphasize a subject, but not an object. This

can be seen in ^48)•

(48) a. *ma.tin najuke nijeke dekheche: Matin has seen Nazu

herself.

b. *ami take nijeke balechi: I have told him himself.

(48) are ungrammatical because nij has been used to emphasize

object noun phrases.

Although the subject emphatic nij usually follows the subject,

it can be removed away from the subject, and other constituents

may intervene between them. Yet it is understood as

emphasizing the subject as in (49) •

(49) a. ami tomake nije balechi: I have told you myself.
1 2 3 4 1 _4_ '2 3

b. ami take baiti nije diyechi: I have given him the book
1 2 3 * 4 5 1 _5_ 2 _3_
myself.

4

In (49) the emphatic nij has been removed away from the subject,

yet it emphasizes the subject.

That nij has been used as a subject emphatic in the above

examples will be clear from the following examples, where

reflexivization has taken place and the subjects have been

emphasized as well:

(50) a. Spani nije nijke prasna karun: You yourself askc c

yourself.
_ _ _ t

b. amicnije nijke^barbar prasna karechi: I myself
have asked myself once and again.

In (50) reflexivization has taken place and the subjects have

been emphasized as well. So nij in the above examples should be

considered as a subject emphatic. The reflexive pronouns are

derived transformationally, but the emphatic nij cannot be
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derived by transformational reduction of any noun phrase. It

should be generated either in the underlying structure or

should be inserted transformationally to a structure for the

purpose of emphasis.

Another difference between the emphatic ni.-j and the

reflexive ni.j is that the emphatic nij can be used to emphasize

subjects of transitive as well as intransitive verbs, but the

reflexive pronoun occurs always with transitive verbs. So we

find that not all structures with nij involve reflexivization.

6.6.1 Possessive Emphatic nij.

nij can be used as a possessive emphatic morpheme.

Consider the examples in (51>52).

(51) a. amar bai: My book.

b. amar nijer bai: My own book.

(52) a. matiner beral: Matin's cat.

b. matiner nijer beral: Matin's own cat.

In the possessive noun phrases (51> 52a) the possessors have

taken the genitive case form; and in (51 > 52b) the possessors
*

have been emphasized by the genitive form of the morpheme nij.

The examples in each set are cognitively synonymous; the only

difference between them is that in the (bj examples the

possessors have been emphasized by nijer, but they are not

emphasized in the (a) examples. As the examples in each set

above differ only in respect of emphasis, we can consider nij

as a possessive emphatic. Moyne (197*1 > 149) claims that

the Persian kitab-e xodam: 'My own book', ketab-e xodas: 'His

own book', and the English 'My own', 'Your own' etc., are

instances of possessive emphatic. We will also consider
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amar ni.jer: 'My own' , tar nijer: 'His own' , matiner ni.jer:

'Matin's own' etc., as emphatic variants of amar; 'My', tar:

'His', and matiner: 'Matin's' respectively. When a possessor

is emphasized by ni,j, it takes a genitive form like the

possessor, and suggests an extreme sense of possession.

6.6.2 Reflexivization, Emphasis and the 'Picture Nouns'.

In this section we will consider some constructions with

ni,j which create real problems for a straight-forward
a

derivation of the reflexive structures. Postal (1971{)»
Jackendoff (1972,) and Stockwell et al (1973) notice that the

constructions with 'Picture Nouns' do not obey the simplex

structure constraint. Such constructions are exemplified

below.

(53) To® believes there is a picture of himself hanging

in the post-office,

b. Unflattering descriptions of himself have been

banned by LBJ.

English constructions like 'picture of himself', 'a story about

myself', etc., are known as 'picture reflexives' or 'picture

noun nominalizations' (cf., Postal (1971^12)). These construc¬
tions violate the same simplex structure constraint required

for reflexivization. Although it is generally assumed that

they differ from the genuine reflexive structures in many

respects (cf., Stockwell et al (1973> 203-05)), Jackendoff

(1972, 132-42) has tried to deal with them by the same rule that

deals with the genuine reflexives. Postal (1971^,12) says:

Jackendoff's assumption that all instances of reflexive forms

follow from a unitary operation is not only logically

unsound but factually incorrect.
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There are two types of structure with ni.j which seem to

involve reflexivization, but are not handled by our reflexive

rule. One type involves picture nouns like chabi; 'Picture',

galpa: 'Story', kahini; 'Tale' etc.,; and the other type

involves 'benefactive• constructions. They are exemplified

below.

.s a picture of myself,

.s my own picture,

b. amicamarcnijercjanya ekti bari baniyechi: I have
built a house for my (own)self.

(54a) is ambiguous between a reflexive and a possessive emphatic

reading, but there is no ambiguity in (54b): it is

understood in the possessive emphatic sense only. The picture

nouns in Bengali create ambiguity when used in a possessive

noun phrase. Consider the examples in (55).

(55) a. e-ti ki apanar nijer chabi?: Is this
1 * 2 3 4 5 1

{your own picture? j345 r
a picture of yourself? J

5 3,4

b. hasan ketaklke pratidin tar niier galpa sonay: Hasan
c 2 . C c C /- n34567

'own stories

tells his J ^ ^
7 4 I stories about himself

6 5

* to Ketaki

everyday,
3

Each sentence in (55) is ambiguous at least in two ways as

shown in the gloss. This sort of ambiguity cannot be found in

similar constructions with 'non-picture nouns'. Consider the
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examples in (56).

(56) a. e-ti ki apanar nijer kukur?: Is this your own dog?
T _ 1

b, nllimar nijer sari: Bilima's ovm sari.

The sentences in (56) have only one reading: the possessive

emphatic reading. But ambiguity crops up with'nouns like chabi:

•Picture', galpa: 'Story' etc., in similar constructions,

because pictures, stories etc., can be based on the same person

who owns and/or creates them.

Before we go into the derivations of the sentences in (55) >

we will look into some of their syntactic facts. In Bengali

the picture reflexives such as apanar nijer chabi in (55a),

and the possessive emphatics such as apanar nijer', kukur in (56a)

have identical structures in the surface. Their syntactic

facts are summarized in (57).

(57) a. They both have the structure GEB^ GE^ BP (GEN
stands for genitive).

b. GENp has the head item ni j, which either refers to, or

emphasizes GEN^.
c. GEB^ is obligatory and GEN^ is optional. But if GEN^

is deleted when GEIL has third person feature and

can be . understood coreferentially with

any noun phrase other than the subject of its own

simplex, the sentence will be ambiguous. GEN^ , however,
is deletable if (a) GEN^ is coreferential with the
subject of its own simplex, and (b) GEB^ is not an
element of a constituent sentence.

Bow we come back to (55). IP we delete GEN^ (nijer) from these
sentences, we will get (58) respectively.
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"your picture?

,a picture of yourself?

b. hasan ketakxke pratidin tar galpa sonay:

Hasan tells his stories to Ketaki everyday.

(58a) is still two-way ambiguous like (55a), but (58b) is

ambiguous in at least four ways: (a) Hasan tells stories

composed by him, (b) Hasan tells stories about Ketaki,

(c) Hasan tells stories about someone other than Ketaki and Hasan,

and (d) Hasan tells stories about himself.

In an analysis of such structures, GEH^ demands particular
attention because it is pivotal in the anaphoric relations in

such structures. In these structures GENg (ni.jer) refers to its
antecedent through GEN^ , which is its immediate antecedent.
Consider the examples below.

(59) a* ami tomake amar nijer sambandhe ekti galpa balbo:
1 c 2 3 c 4 c 5 6* 7 8

I shall tell you a story about myself (my own se If).
1 _8_ 2 6 7 5 3 4

b. ami tomake amar sambandhe ekti galpa balbo: I shall
c c ° r

tell you a story about myself (me).

c. amictomake nijercsambandhe ek-fci galpa balbo: I shall
tell you a story about (my)self.

(60) a. ami tomakectomarcnijerfisambandhe ekti galpa balbo:
I shall tell you a story about yourself (your own self).

b. ami tomakectomarcsambandhe ekti galpa balbo: I shall
tell you a story about yourself (you).

c. *ami tomake nijer sambandhe ekti galpa balbo:
c 0 c . . r

(61) a. hasan mane kare ye ganabhabane tar nijer ekti chabi ache:c c c

Hasan thinks that there is a picture of himself in

the Ganabhaban.
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b. hasancmane kare ye ganabhabane tarcekti chabi ache:
Hasan thinks that there is a picture of himself

(his) in the Ganabhaban.

c. *h5sSncmane kare ye ganabhabane nijercekti chabi Sche:
In (59a) GENg refers to GEN-j, which is coreferential with the
subject; and in (59b) GE^ is deleted, but it is understood
synonymously with (59a). as GEN^ in (59a) is coreferential with
the subject, it can be deleted; and we get (59c) by deleting GEN

In (59c) GENg (nijer) refers to the subject. In (60a) GEN^ is
non-coreferential with the subject, but GE^ refers to GEN^.
Here we can delete GE^ and derive (60b); but we cannot delete

GEN.J . If we delete GEN^ from (60a), we derive (60c), which is
ungrammatical. In (60c) GEN2 (nijer) cannot refer to the object
but it refers to the subject. In (61a) the picture reflexive

elements are in the constituent sentence; and here GEw^ refers
to the matrix subject hasan, and GENg refers to GEN^. uere,
too, we can delete GEN2, but not GEN^. If we delete GEN^ we
will derive the ungrammatical sentence (61c); and if we delete

GENg, we will derive (61b). In (61 c) GEN 2 (ni j er) does refer
to the matrix subject, because there is no other noun phrase

in this sentence which can be taken as its antecedent; but the

sentence is syntactically unacceptable.

We have seen that the picture reflexives and the possessive

emphatic constructions are identical in the surface. There

is not much of a problem with the possessive emphatic

constructions. We have claimed that possessive emphatic

constructions like amar nijer: 'My own', tomar nijer: 'Your own'

etc., are emphatic variants of amar: 'My' and tomar: 'Your'
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respectively (cf., ^ 6.6.1). The real problem lies with the

so-called, picture reflexives. The noun phrases like amar chabi:

'My picture'/'Picture of myself', where there is no reflexive

pronoun, are equally ambiguous with the noun phrases like

amar nijer chabi: 'My own picture'/'Picture of myself', which

contain the reflexive pronoun ni j. The benefactive constructions

like amar ni.jer janya; 'For myself (my own)' are similar to

the possessive emphatic constructions in that they can be

considered as variants of forms like amar ,j anya; 'For myself (me)'.
But the picture reflexives constitute a problem for our

reflexive rule. It is clear that that the subject does not

reflexivize the object in these constructions, although the

subject has a major part to play in them. In order to deal

with the picture reflexives, we can propose that

reflexivization takes place in a 'simplex noun phrase structure'

containing two coreferential noun phrases in these sentences

(cf., Stockwell et al (1973» 169)). But this proposal cannot

solve the problem satisfactorily, because of the peculiar

inherent meaning and characteristics of the picture nouns.

Consider the peculiarities of the two picture nouns galpa. and

chabi in (55)« Although a paraphrase in which two noun phrases

are coreferential can be given for (55^), a similar paraphrase

for (55a) will be unnatural0 Consider the paraphrases of

(55) given respectively in (62).

(62) a. *e-t;i ki apanar apanar chabi?: Is this your yourc c

picture?

b. hasan ketakike pratidin hSsSner hasan-samparkita
c c c

galpa sonay: Hasan tells Hasan's stories a-bout

Hasan to Ketaki everyday.
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(62a) is unnatural. We can take GEN., in this sentence either

reflexively or as a possessor noun phrase, but GEN^ does not
make any sense. The genitive noun phrases in Bengali are

usually ambiguous, and the difficulty with them is that they

are not paraphrasable into structures where the possessor is

a non-genitive noun phrase and the structure is lexically

related to the surface genitive noun phrase. Consider the

examples below.

(63) a. amar chabi:
f My pi

d: <
Pictu

picture.

ture of myself.

mine

b. chabiti, ya amar: This picture that is
.of myself.

c. ami chabitir malik: I am the owner of the picture.

d. ?chabiti amar ceharar: The picture is of my face.

{My own picture.Picture of myself.
164) a. amar nijer chabi:

b. chabiti, ya amar nijer: The picture that is

{:my own.

.of myself.

c. ami nije cabitir malik: I myself am the owner of

the picture.

d. ?cabiti amar nijer ceharar: The picture is of my own

face.

(63, 64a) are two-way ambiguous, and their relative clause

paraphrases (63, 64b) are similarly ambiguous. They can be

disambiguated by structures like (63c, d) and (64c, d), which

are far removed from their surface structures in lexical
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material.. But notice that (64d) still contains the reflexive

pronoun ni.j. This shows however deep we delve, we cannot avoid

ni.j in a construction with the noun chahi. That is, ni,j

in such a construction cannot be considered as a pronoun

derived by the reflexive rule. But in a similar construction

with the picture noun galpa, ni.j can be considered as a reflexive

pronoun derived by the reflexive rule.

If we consider that the picture reflexives are derived

transformationally, we assume that they have a structure

something like (65) with nouns like chabi: 'Picture'»

(65) _NP_

IT " N

GEN, GEN,

jnP, NP- AM

hasan er

N

hasan er chabi

In (65) the noun phrases dominated by GEN^ and GEN2 are
coreferential; and the reflexive rule will use the left noun phrase

to reflexivize the right noun phrase. We have said that GENg
is optional; but when it dominates a noun phrase coreferential

with the noun phrase dominated by UEN,, we will get picture

reflexives. Instead, GEN^ might have ni.j as a possessive emphatic
morpheme, which will generate a possessive emphatic construction.

The intermediate structure (65) is appropriate for a

picture reflexive construction with the noun chabi: 'Picture',

but not with galpa: 'Story'. We assume that an intermediate

structure for a picture reflexive noun phrase construction
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with the noun galpa will be something like (66),

(66) HP

hasan er hasan er sambandha e galpa

In (66) GEN.J and GENg are coreferential, The reflexive rule
can apply here forwards and forwards only. The rule will

derive a noun phrase structure like hasaner ni.jer sambandhe

galpa; 'Hasan's stories about himself' from ^66), The

structure allows the deletion of the ?LOC optibnally. When

it is deleted, we derive a structure like (65)» which will

produce a noun phrase like hasaner ni.jer galpa: 'Hasan's own

stories'/'Stories about Hasan*. The above is only a

tentative solution. It is hoped that if it has faild to solve

the problem, it has at least raised the problems of

picture reflexives and their transformational derivation.
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RECIPROCAL STRUCTURES

7.0 Introduction.

In this chapter we will deal with the syntax and semantics

of the reciprocal sentences in Bengali. A reciprocal sentence

is one that indicates a reciprocal action or relation. Bengali

has several types of sentence structures which indicate

reciprocity, and all of them will here be considered as reciprocal

sentence structures. We give some examples of reciprocal

structures in ^1, 2),

(1) a. mStin o minu eke anyake mereche: Matin and Minu have
2 5 4

hit one another.

4_ 2 3

b. matin o minu ekjan anyajanke mereche:
2 3 4

c. matin o minu parasparke mereche:
2, 3 4

(2) a. matin o minu maramari karche: Matin and Minu are
_2_ _

hitting (one another).
2_

b. chelegulo hatahati karche: The boys are hitting
1 _2_ _1_ _2

(one another by hand).

c. tara kanakani karche: They are whispering (to one
1 _2_ 1 _2_

another).

The sentences in (1, 2) indicate reciprocal action between/among

some people. The items eke anya, ek.jan anya.jan and paraspar in

(1a, b, c) respectively indicate that their antecedents have

been involved in a reciprocal action of hitting. The sentences
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in (2) do not contain any such item, yet these sentences are

understood as reciprocal. The items eke anya and ek.jan anya.jan

superficially look like pronouns which refer to some antecedent

involved in a reciprocal relation, hut we will later show that

they are not pronouns, and are not even a single constituent.

The item paraspar, which is tatsama (Sanskritic) compound word,

may be considered as a reciprocal item. In (2) reciprocity is

expressed by the items maramari, hatahati and kanakani, which

are morphologically derived by reduplication in order

to express reciprocity.

7.1 The Semantics of Reciprocity.

S

The reciprocal structures indicate a reciprocal relation

(active or stative) usually between two persons, but this

relation can be established among an indefinite number of people

in reciprocal structures. Consider the examples below.

(3) a. tara eke anyake bhalabase: They love one another,

b. tara parasparke bhalabase:

(4) a. tara maramari karche: They are hitting (one another;,

b. tara hatahati karche: They are striking (one another;

by hand.

If tara in (3) refers to two people, then these sentences are

understood as that each one of them loves and is loved by the

other one; and if tara refers to three or an indefinite number

of people, then these sentences are understood as that there is

a mutual relation of love among all of them. But the situation

is not so clear in (4). If tara in (4) refers to two people,

then these sentences are understood in similar fashion to those

in (3) in that each one hits and is hit by the other one. But
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if tara refers to an indefinite number of people, and if these

sentences are to be understood in a 'strict reciprocal sense*

then we will assume that each member hits the other members

and is hit by the other members. But tara in (4) when refers

to an indefinite number of people, these sentences are not

usually understood in the 'strict reciprocal sense', but are

understood, let us say, in the 'vague reciprocal sense'.

If a brawl is going on among a group of people, then that

situation can be described by (4a, b) in the 'vague reciprocal

sense', A 'strict reciprocal sense' can be shown, for example,

diagrammatically as (5a), and a 'vague reciprocal sense' by (5bJ.

(5) a. 'Strict Reciprocal' b. 'Vague Reciprocal'

A « B

iXj
C * ^ D

A<—» B C <—> D

E G<—»H

In (5a) A, B, C and D each maintains a reciprocal relation

with the other(s) in the group, and so their relation is

strictly reciprocal; but in (5b) A, B, C, 1), E, F, G, H and I,

each does not maintain a reciprocal relation with every other

member in the whole group, although in each sub set in (5b)

each member maintains a strict reciprocal relation with the

other. The relation, if it is active, among all the members of

(5b) can be vaguely expressed as a reciprocal relation by

sentences like (4a, b). We will assume that a reciprocal

sentence can have two interpretations: (a) a strict reciprocal
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interpretation, and (b) a vague reciprocal interpretation. The

interpretation is always strict if the relation holds between

two members, but the relation can be either vague or strict if

the relation holds among three or indefinitely more members.

Bengali usually utilizes structures of the type exemplified in

(3) if a reciprocal sentence is intended in the strict sense;

and utilizes structures of the type exemplified in (4) if the

sentence is intended in a vague reciprocal sense.

A reciprocal structure demands a reciprocal relation between

/among the members involved; but if the relation is active and

the antecedent refers to an indefinite number of people, then

the relation cannot logically hold reciprocally, and hence a

vague interpretation results. Consider the examples below.

(6) a. ram, rahim, yadu 0 madhu parasparke khun kareche:

Ram, Rahim, Jadu and Madhu have killed one another,

b. bagalira parasparke khun karbe: The Bengalees will

kill one another.

The sentences in (6) are syntactically well-formed, but they

cannot be understood in the strict reciprocal sense. If we

take (6a) in the strict reciprocal sense, then the sentence

will mean that each member have been killed three times, which

is logically impossible. Similarly, each Bengalee in (6b)
cannot kill and be killed by all other Bengalees, and so this

sentence will be understood in the vague reciprocal sense.

The interpretation which we call vague, can be called 'ambiguous',

but it is better and in fact accurate to call it vague. The

reciprocal relation, although it holds vaguely if the relation

is active, can hold strictly among an indefinite number of people
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if the relation is stative. Consider the examples in (7).

(7) a. tara parasparke bhalabase: They love one another,

b. bagallra parasparke Irsa kare: The Bengalees envy

one another.

The relations of love and jealousy are stative, and so the

sentences above can be understood in the strict reciprocal

sense. But they can also be understood in the vague reciprocal

sense. Reciprocity is a symmetric relation, and so it cannot

hold when the predicate indicates asymmetry. This can be

seen in the comparative constructions below.

(8) a. *matin o minu eke anyer ceye buddhiman: Matin and Minu

each is cleverer than the other. \

b. *ketakl o nilima parasparer ceye rupasl: Ketaki and

Nilima each is more beautiful than the other.

The sentences in (8) are syntactically well-formed, but logically

impossible, and semantically anomalous. (8a) means that matin

is cleverer than minu, and simultaneously minu is cleverer

than matin, which is impossible. Similarly, (8b) means that

ketaki is more beautiful than nilima, and at the same time,

nllima is more beautiful than ketaki, which is entirely

anomalous.

The reciprocal relation is usually a simultaneous

relation (cf., Fiengo and Lasnik (1975> 450-01)J if X has some

relation with Y, Y must have the same relation with X at the

same time. Consider the examples in (9).

(9) a. minu matinke sanibar mereche ar matin minuke budhbar

mereche: ?minu o matin parasparke mereche: Minu (has)
hit Matin on Saturday and Matin (has) hit Minu on

Wednesday: Minu and Matin have hit one another.
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b. tara parasparer samalocana karten: They used to

criticize one another.

In (9a) the action is not simultaneous, and so it cannot be

rightly expressed by a reciprocal structure. But in (9b), we

assume, the action is not a face-to-face affair, but still the

sentence is understood as if they criticized one another over

the same, long period of time.

7.2 Constraints on Reciprocity.

Lees and Klima (19 63 > 156) claim that 'the reciprocal

pronominalization' operates in a simple sentence structure,

in Bengali a remote reciprocal relation can be expressed beyond

a simplex structure by the items like eke anya, ek.jan anyajan

and ekti anyati etc., but not with paraspar and the morphologica¬

lly derived items like maramari, hatahati etc. We will see

later that the items eke anya, ek.jan anya.jan etc., are not

pronouns (cf., 7.5). Ana even paraspar cannot be considered

as a pronoun. The item parasnar must be in the same simplex

structure as its antecedent.

Another condition for reciprocity is that the antecedent

in a reciprocal structure must be plural, First consider the

condition of plurality of the antecedent. Consider the

examples below.

(10) a. tara parasparke mereche: They have hit one another.

b. *se parasparke mereche: *He has hit one another.

In ^10a) the antecedent is plural and the sentence is grammatical;

but (10b) is ungrammatical because the antecedent is singular.
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Now we will consider whether the antecedent and the

reciprocal items should always be in the same simplex structure.

Consider the examples below.

rparaspar

(11) a. amara < eke anya ke cini: We know one another.
1 3 _2_ekjan anyajan

2 3

b. matin o minu thelatheli karche: Matin and Minu are
• •

2
_

pushing one another.
2

in (11a) the antecedent and the reciprocal items are in the same

simplex structure. In (11b) there is no reciprocal item, but the

verb thelatheli kar due to its inherent reciprocal meaning

indicates reciprocal action between the members referred to by

the antecedent. The antecedent and the verb in (11b) are in the

same simplex structure. in the following examples the antecedents

are in a matrix sentence and the reciprocal items are in a

constituent sentence; and the sentences are ungrammatical.

f paraspar ""
(12) a. *ketakl o nllima mane kare ye hasan < eke anya 'ke

I ekjan anyajan

bhalabase: Ketaki and Nilima think that Hasan loves

one another.

fparaspar

b. *ketakT o nilima ratiyeche ye hasan J eke anya er

I iekjan anyajan^
kache cithi likheche: Ketaki and Nilima have spread

the rumour that Hasan has written letters to one another,

These sentences are ungrammatical because the items paraspar,
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eke anya, ek.jan anya.jan etc. , are in a constituent sentence and.

their antecedent is in a matrix sentence. Among these, the

sentences which select paraspar as the reciprocal item are

irreparable; that is, no other arrangement of their constituents

can make them grammatical. But the sentences which select

eke anya and. ek.jan anya.jan as the reciprocal items can be made

grammatical by rearranging their constituents. Their constituents

can be rearranged as follows respectively."'
feke *1 f anya

(13) a. ketaki o nilima 1 , . [mane kare ye hasan l . fN ' \ekjane J ^anyajanJ

bhalabase: Ketaki and Nilima each thinks that

Hasan love the other.

b. ketaki o nilima
Teke
\ r ratiyeche ye hasan
\.enkajne J

f anya

^ anyaj an J
er kache cithi likheche: Ketaki and

Nilima each has spread the rumour that Hasan has

written letters to the other.

In (13) the elements eke anya and ek.jan anya.jan have been split

into two parts, and have been distributed between the matrix

and the constituent sentence: their first parts, eke and ek.jan

are in the matrix sentences; and their second parts, anya and

anya.jan are in the constituent sentences. This sort of

splitting is not possible with paraspar, although it is a

compound word composed of par: •Other1 and par: 'Other'.

1 The sentences in (13) are not 'directly' reciprocal, but they

are involved in a reciprocal relation indirectly.
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If we decompose it into its components, and distribute them

between the matrix and the constituent sentences, we will

derive ungrammatical sentences like *ketakT o nTlima pare mane

kare ye hasan parke bhalabase: 'Ketaki and Nilima other thinks

that Hasan loves the other'. So we see that a reciprocal

relation cannot be expressed beyond a simplex structure with

paraspar; but an indirect reciprocal relation can be expressed

beyond a simplex structure by the elements like eke anya and

ek.jan anyajan. They can express a direct reciprocal relation

only in a simplex structure.

The antecedent of a reciprocal relation need not be the

subject of the sentence, and the reciprocal elements may or may

not be the object of the sentence. This can be seen in (14).

Cparaspar

(14) a. amara matin o minuke •< eke anya f er dike
ekjan anyajan

ke mereche:

thele dilam: We pushed Matin and Minu towards

one another.

I paraspareke anya

ekjan anyajan 4

Matin and Minu have hit one another.

The sentences in (14a) are ambiguous in that the reciprocal items

may refer to amara, the subject; and may refer to matin o minu,

the object. This shows that the antecedent of a reciprocal

element may be either the subject or the object of the sentence.

In (14b) the antecedent is the subject of the sentence.

Although the reciprocal items can be an object or some other
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type of noun phrase in a reciprocal structure, they cannot be

the subject. This can be seen in the ungrammatical examples

in (15).

(paraspar ~\eke anya

ekjan anyajan^

has hit Matin and Minu.

The reciprocal elements can precede their antecedents

in Bengali. This can be seen in (16).

matin o minuke mereche: Each other

paraspar

(16) a. J eke anya
' ke tara mereche: They have hit

2 3 2 \ _3_
ekjan anyajan/

1 J
one another.

1

7.3 Reciprocal Items in Bengali: Are They Pronouns?

We have seen that Bengali utilizes at least three types of

item in order to express reciprocity: (a) the compound word

paraspar par oar: 'Other other'), ^b) the Specifiers

eke anya, ekjan anyajan, ekti anyati, ekti aparti etc., which

mean 'One (an)other', and (c) the reduplicated reciprocal verbs

like maramari kar: 'Hit one another', tanatanai kar: 'Pull one
1

• 1 •——————

another' etc.,. These three types of reciprocal item give rise

to three types of reciprocal structure, which we will consider

below.

First we will consider the items like eke anya, ekjan

anyaj an etc.,. Consider the examples below.

{eke anyaekjan anyaj an I merecjie; Matin and
eke apar '
*ekti anyati

Minu have hit one another.



b. chelegulo

'

eke anya

ekjan aparjan
eke apar

ekti anyati

ke marche:
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The hoys are hitting one another.

Ceke

!. tara J
anya

an aparjan

ekjan anyajan

^*ekti anyati J

ke bhalabase■{ They love

one another.

In (17a) the items eke anya, ekjan anyajan and eke apar indicate

that matin o minu have hit one another. The item ekti aparti is

unacceptable here because its antecedent conjoins two human

proper nouns. In (17b) all the above items have been used as

reciprocal elements. In (17c) we find that all the other items

but ekti anyati can be used as the reciprocal elements. The item

ekti aparti is unacceptable because it will make the sentence

pejorative. In all these examples the antecedents superficially

seem to be the subjects of the respective sentences. But we

will show below that the reciprocal items are not pronouns,

but are SPEC(ifier)s (cf., ^ 2.4.3); and the antecedents are

not real subjects. They are PART(itive)s (cf., $ 2.4.7).
The sentences in (17) can be paraphrased respectively as those

in (18).

" eke "l
"

anya

(18) a. matin o minur madhye ek j an anyaj an ke mereche:

eke 1
*

apar

Of Matin and minu one has hit the other.



b. chelegulor madhye

Of the boys one is hitting the other.

—

eke anya

ekjan aparj an
eke apar

ekti
W • * anyati

>» •
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ke marches

'eke ~1

c. tader madhye ekjan

ekjan
** m

ke bhalabase:

anya

aparjan

anyaj an

Of them one loves the other.

In (18) the antecedents are PART'S, and we see that the elements

eke anya, ekjan anyajan etc., are not single constituents. In

(18) eke, ekjan and ekti etc., are subjects, and anya, anyajan

and aparj an etc., are objects. In the surface these subjects

and objects are placed in such a manner that they look like

single constituents. The items eke, ekjan, ekti etc., are

SPEO's consisting of the quantifier _ek: 'One' and a classifier

like jan or ti; and sometimes, the subject marker _e. The elements

anya, apar, anyati etc., are determiners consisting of the

deictics anya and apar: 'Other', and sometimes-, a classifier

like jan or ti* In (17) the antecedents are subjects in the

surface, but we will assume that these sentences are derived

from the underlying structure of the sentences in (18)

respectively, by substantivization of the PART. We will

propose that structures like (19) (see page 301) immedaitely

underlie (18a). In (19) the head nouns of the subject and object

noun phrases are null; and the classifiers are optional, and

so is the subject marker. The semantic rules will derive a

reciprocal reading from (19)« In (19) we find that eke is an

element of the subject noun phrase, and anya (apar, aparjan etc.,)
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is an element of the object noun phrase. As the head nouns of

the subject and object noun phrases in (19) are null, they will

be deleted by a general rule . (19) will be transformed

into (20) when these null head nouns are deleted.(see page 302).
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(20)

matin o minur madhye ek (jan) (e) f anya h (jan) ke mereche

(20) will generate the following structures depending on the

selection of the optional elements (indicated by round brackets

around the items):

(21) a. matin o minur madhye eke {anya -»apar J
ke mereche:

Of Matin and Minu one has hit the other.

{anya V janke mereche:
apar J

Of Matin and Minu one has hit the other.

{anya
'

anya ~J
aparjanJ

ke mereche:

Of Matin and Minu of has hit the other.

In (20) the antecedent is a PART constituent. The PART in

(20) can be substantivized. This rule converts a PART

constituent into a single noun phrase as shown in (21) by

deleting all its constituents except the noun phrase dominated
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by GEN. This will transform (20) into (22).

(22)
NP

NP

l\
NP CONJCO NP

fejUANT CL

N N

DEIC SPEC

CL

matin o minu ek (jan) (e)

+QUANT
-LEF

+SUBJ

Tanya"] (jan) ke mereche
Iapar J

p"+DEIC, -DEF, "J
L +0BJ J

(22) will generate the sentences in (17a) as well as the sentences

in (23) depending on the selection of the optional elements.

(23) a. matin o minu ekjane anyajanke mereche: Matin and

Minu one has hit the other. ■

b. mStin o minu ekjan aparjanke mereche:

c. matin o minu ekjane aparjanke mereche:

The derivation that we have proposed for these sentences

shows that eke anva, ek.jan anyajan, ekti anarti etc., are not

pronouns, and they are not even single constituents. These

elements appear in the surface in a order which creates the

impression that they are single constituents. They do not replace

any noun phrase, but by an interesting grammatical structure

indicate reciprocal relation. We have seen before that a

reciprocal relation can be expressed by these elements beyond a

simplex structure. This is possible because they are not single
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constituents, and are not pronouns; and so they can be

distributed between the matrix and the constituent sentences.

These sentences show that reciprocity can be expressed in Bengali

without any reciprocal pronoun.

We will now consider whether the item paraspar is a pronoun.

This item is used to express reciprocity in a simplex structure.

A thorough investigation into its syntax and semantics will

show that it is not a pronoun. We will prefer to call it a

'reciprocal item'. Semantically it does not refer to or replace

some previously mentioned noun phrase as a pronoun does, but it

interprets by virtue of its lexical meaning. It can be used

as an object or a genitive noun phrase of an abstract locative

expression (for example, parasparer dike: Lit., 'Towards each

other's direction*), in order to express reciprocity. Moreover,

it can be used as <an extension of the antecedent at the same

time as it appears as an object or a genitive noun phrase.

Consider the examples in (24).

(24) a. tara parasparke bhalabase: They love one another,

b. tara paraspare parasparke bhalabase: They one

another love one another.

In (24a) the object noun phrase paraspar interprets that the

people referred to by its subject tara have a reciprocal

relation of love. (24b), which is synonymous with (24a),
includes the item paraspar both as the extension of the subject

and as the object.

The item paraspar, by its lexical meaning, denotes

reciprocity. Like many nouns in Bengali, paraspar participates

morphologically in the formation of an adjective parasparik:

'Reciprocal'. So paraspar can be considered as an abstract noun
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which interprets an antecedent appearing with it in the same

simplex structure.

The antecedent in a reciprocal structure is always plural,

but a reciprocal relation holds always with one person to another

person. This is reflected in the morphological form of paraspar.

This item is always singular in form. This can be seen in (25).

(25) a. tara parasparke cene: They know one another,

b. *tara parasparderke cene:

(25b) is ungrammatical because the item paraspar has been

pluralized, which is unacceptable syntactically as well as

semantically. Ve will consider that paraspar is a reciprocal

item with the categorial status of a noun. So we will derive it

in the underlying structure.

Now we will consider the reduplicated reciprocal verbs like

those in (26).

(26) a. matin o minu maramari karche: Matin and Minu are

hitting one another,

b. lokgulo hatahati karche: Then men are striking

one another (by hand),.

Words like marSmSri: 'Hit one another', hatshati: 'Strike one

another by hand' etc., are traditionally considered as compound

words derived by the rule of reciprocal compounding. This sort

of compounding derives words from nouns and verbs by a rule

something like X ==> X-a-X-_i, where X is either a noun or a verb.

Subsequently, that derived word is used as an element of a

conjunct verb as in (26). This sort of reduplicated verb denotes

reciprocity if the components of the reduplicated word denote*

action that can be directed to others, as in (26). Utherwise

it denotes action in a group or action overdone. Consider
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the examples in (27» 28).

(27) a. tara hasahasi karche: They are laughing.
1 _2_ 1 _2_

b. *se hasahasi karche: He is laughing.

^28) a. tara bakabaki karche: They are rebuking one another.

b. abba saradin bakabaki karen: Father rebukes all day

long.

In (27a) hasahasi is derived in a similar fashion to maramari;

but laughing is an action which cannot be directed towards others,

and so the sentence (27a) is not understood reciprocally. It is

understood as that a group of people laughing together. This

verb takes a plural subject. (27a) is ungrammatical becuase
|

its subject is singular. (28a) can be understood either in the

strict or in the vague reciprocal sense, as rebuking is usually

directed towards others. In (28b) the subject is singular, and

so the sentence cannot be understood reciprocally. But it is

understood as that father over-rebukes.

A structure containing such a verb derives it reciprocal

interpretation due to the lexical meaning of the verb. These

verbs cannot be derived transformationally; they must be derived

by a morphological rule. Consider (26a.). This sentence cannot

be derived from a coordinate conjoined structure, as can be

seen below.

(29) a. *matin maramari karche o minu maramari karche: Matin

is hitting one another and hinu is hitting one another,

b. *matin mara karche o minu mari karche:

(29a) is ungrammatical because the subject of each conjunct is

singular, but the verb maramari kar requires a plural subject.

In (29b) the components of maramari have been split and
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distributed, between the conjuncts, and this has produced a

peculiar and ungrammatical structure. These verbs are

generated in the underlying structure. Thus we see that

reciprocal structures in Bengali do not involve pronominalization,

and none of the reciprocal items in Bengali is a pronoun.

7.4 Approaches to Reciprocity and Problems.

At least three approaches have been proposed so far

to deal with reciprocal structures in English: (a) A moderate

transformational approach by Lees and Klima (1963)> (^) A

conjunction reduction (extreme transformational) approach taken

by Gleitman (1965) and Stockwell et al (1973)» ana (c) An

interpretive approach taken by Jackendoff (1972)Fiengo and

Lasnik (1973)> and Dougherty (1974). The approach taken by

Fiengo and Lasnik ^1973) differs radically in detail from that

of Jackendoff 1^1972) and Dougherty (1974); but their approaches

can be grouped together as all of them generate reciprocal items

in the underlying structure. There is also a vagueness about

the process itself: is it a sort of pronominalization or

something else? It is true that Lees and Klima ^1963)* and

Stockwell et al (19739 clearly refers to the process as

•Reciprocal Pronominalization1, but Fiengo and Lasnik (1973)»

and Dougherty (1974) do not refer to the process as pronominali¬

zation; they simply refer to the structures either as

•Reciprocal sentences' or as 'Each Other Constructions•0 We have

referred to these structures as 'Reciprocal Structures'. We

have seen in the previous section that none of the reciprocal

items in Bengali can be considered a pronoun, and so the process

of denoting a reciprocal relation should not be considered

a pronominalization.
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Below, v/e will review, briefly, the approaches mentioned

above. First consider Lees and Klima's (1963) approach. We

quote the relevant passage from Lees and Klima (1963» 156-57)s

We shall say then that in addition to the reflexive

pronominalization transformation there is an optional rule

of the following form:

(C) Reciprocal Rule (Optional):

X-N+PL-Y-N' +PL-Z —>

X-H+PL-Y-N' +PL+ Recip - Z

Where N = N' and they are within the same simplex, and

where N is a noun, PL is the plural morpheme, and

Recip is the reciprocal morpheme. <

Later morphophonemic rules will then yield the appropriate

forms one another and each other from N + PL + Recip.

Lees and Klima's rule is inadequate, because it will derive, for

example, (30a) from (30b).

(30) a. John and Mary frighten one another.

b. John and Mary frighten John and Mary.

(30b) has no reciprocal interpretation, but (30a) is a reciprocal

structure. So the recent development of the transformational theory

would not allow the derivation of (30a) from (30b).

An elaborate discussion of the conjunction reduction

approach to reciprocal structures is available in Dougherty

(1974)> who refutes this approach for syntactic and semantic

reasons. Stockwell et al 973) propose a conjunction

reduction approach for reciprocal structures. 'Pheir approach

is based on Gleitman's (1965) approach. In this approach a

reciprocal structure is derived from an underlying coordinate

conjoined structure. In this approach the reciprocal items are
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never present in the underlying structure. Stockwell et al

(1973) do not deal with the reciprocal rule in any detail, but

their view on this is to be found in their comments on

conjunction. We quote them (, 1973» 312) below:

While we do not feel that symmetric predicates like agree

belong to a single syntactic class, we would claim that

this class is defined not by "symmetry" but rather, by

susceptibility to a reciprocal-pronoun deletion

transformation. Thus we would propose derivations like

the following:

(31) Johnson agreed with Kosygin and Kosygin agreed with

Johnson.

=> (by derived conjunction, etc)

Johnson and Kosygin agreed with Kosygin and Johnson

respectively.

=> (by reciprocal pronominalization)

Johnson and Kosygin agreed with one another.

(by reciprocal pronoun deletion)

Johnson and Kosygin agreed.

So they derive reciprocal items from an underlying coordinate

conjoined structure via a respectively-transformation. This

transformation, although it solves some semantic problems

with the help of peculiar underlying structures, cannot solve

all the problems that arise due to a transformational approach

to reciprocal structures. The problem with the respectively-

transformation is that it cannot express a reciprocal relation

involving more than two persons, and it faces great difficulty

to deal with reciprocal structures containing a 'symmetric

predicate'.
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A third approach to reciprocal structures has been taken

by Jackendoff (1972), Fiengo and Lasnik (1973)» and Dougherty

(1974). Their approaches have been taken here as the interpretive

approach because all of them generate the reciprocal items

in the underlying structure. But their treatments differ

radically from one to the other's in detail. Jackendoff

(1972, 173) says:

Thus the environments of each other seem to be virtually

identical to those of reflexives, and any analysis which

does not capture this fact is missing an important

generalization... In the phrase structure theory, each other

is generated within a single constituent. Thus the

lexicon can list it as ar|idiom, with special semantic
interpretation including the feature C+ref1J , which is

not shared by the others.

Fiengo and Lasnik (1973) and Dougherty (1974) also generate the

reciprocal items in the underlying structure, but not as

Jackendoff does. Because their formulations are organised for

the peculiarities of the reciprocal items in Fnglish, we need

not go into their detail. What is important is that they

generate the reciprocal items in the underlying structure,

7.5 The Derivation of Reciprocal Structures.

We have seen that none of the reciprocal items in Bengali is

a pronoun, and so a reciprocal structure does not involve

a pronominalization rule.(cf«, 4> 7.3). We have proposed that

the reciprocal items should be generated in the underlying

structure; and the rules of semantic interpretation will give

a reciprocal reading to a structure in which they appear.
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In the underlying structure of reciprocal sentences

containing eke anya, ekjan anyajan etc., an antecedent is

generated as a Partitive constituent, and eke and anya'etc.,

are generated as distinct constituents. So the surface

sentence (32a) will be derived from the underlying structure

of (32b).

(32) a. matin o minu eke anyake mereche: Matin and Minu

one has hit the other,

b. matin o minur madhye eke anyake mereche: Of Matin

and Minu one has hit the other.

We will also generate the reciprocal item paraspar in the

underlying structure, both as an extension of the1 antecedent

and as an individual constituent. Consider the examples

in (33).

(33) a. tara parasparke mereche: They have hit one another.
*

b. tara paraspare parasparke mereche: They one another

have hit one another.

The sentences in (33) are synonymous, but they differ in that

(33a) has parasoar only as an object and (33h) has it both as

as an object and as an extension of the antecedent. We will

posit an intermediate underlying structure (34) for both the

sentences in (33)> and the extension paraspar will be deleted by

a general rule that any redundant material can be optionally

deleted.(see page 312 for (34)).
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"+N, +PRO, -INT ,~j r+N,-PRO, ~j f+N,-PRO, "
+PL J [ +RECIPROCALJ I+RECIPkOCAL

The semantic rules will derive a reciprocal reading for (34)•

The extension of the antecedent and the subject marker are

optional in (34); so they can be deleted. (34) will generate

(33b); and after the deletion of the extension and the subject

marker, we will derive (33a).
We have already seen that the reduplicated reciprocal

verbs should be generated in the underlying structure

(cf., 7.3). These verbs are generated by the morphological

component of the grammar, and the syntactic component

utilizes them.
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RELATIVIZATION

8.0 Introduction.

Relativization is the process which generates relative

clauses. A relative clause in Bengali is an embedded sentence,

in the surface, which acts as a modifier of a noun phrase. A

relative clause contains a relativized noun phrase which is

either a full noun phrase containing the relative deictic ^e, or

a relative pronoun such as ^e_, yini and ^a. Bengali has

restrictive as well as nonrestrictive relative clauses.

Restrictive relative clause sentences in Bengali are

classifiable into three types in respect of their structure:

(a) Pre-nominal restrictives, (b) Elaborate restrictives, and

(c) Post-nominal (Anglicized) restrictives. We will consider all

of them in a later section (cf., ^ 8.2.1), but in this

introductory section we will take a close look into the

pre-nominal restrictive relative clauses as they constitute the

major class of the restrictive "relative clauses in Bengali. A

pre-nominal restrictive relative clause is one which precedes its

containing noun phrase.'' We assume that this type of restrictive

1 We will refer to the matrix noun phrase which is understood

coreferentially with a relativized noun phrase (NP-Rel) as the

containing noun phrase, irrespective of the fact that in some

cases it may not contain the relative clause. We can

have structures like (A) and (B) ( see page 314)s

continued
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relative clause immediately precedes its containing noun phrase

in the intermediate structure (not in the underlying structure

because we derive restrictive relative clauses from underlying

coordinate conjoined sentences); but it is moved out of that

position to the sentence-initial position if the sentence

ye-mahila se-mahila ye-mahila se-mahila

In (A) np' is the containing noun phrase in which the relative

clause is Chomsky-adjoined and which is understood coreferentially
2 1

with the relativized noun phrase np . In (b) np is the

containing noun phrase, with which the relativized noun phrase

np is coreferential. In (b) the containing noun phrase does not

contain the relative clause, because the relative clause has

been extraposed to the sentence-initial position. In notional

terms a containing noun phrase is one which is understood

coreferentially with a relativized noun phrase. In

transformational literature there are several terms like 'head

noun', 'head noun phrase' etc., used for the purpose for which

we use the term 'containing noun phrase'. It was first" used by

Smith (1964).
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contains a single restrictive relative clause. Consider

the examples below.

(1) a. ye-chele^i kabita likhto, se mare geche: The boy,;
1 2 ° 3 4 5 ° _6_ _2_
who used to write poems has died.

1 4 5 _6_
b. ami ye-cheleti kabita likhto. take cintam: I knew the

12 3 " ° 4 5 6c7 17

boy who used to write poems.
3_ 2 4

c. ye-cheleti kabita likhto, ami take cintam: I knew
1 2*c3 4 5 6c7 57

the boy who used to write poems.
_2_ 1 _4_ ^ 3

In (1a) the restrictive clause ye-cheleti kabita likhto precedes

the pronoun _se: 'He', which is modified by the relative

clause. The relative clause in this sentence comes automatically

at the sentence-initial position, because its containing noun

phrase, which has been pronominalized into s_e, is the initial

constituent of its own simplex. In (1b) the relative clause

precedes its containing noun phrase take, and is inside the

sentence as its containing noun phrase is a medial constituent j

of the matrix sentence. As (lb) has a single relative clause,

the relative clause can be extraposed to the sentence-initial

position. If we move it from this position and place it
*

sentence-initially, we will get (1c), which is synonymous with

C1b). Although (1b) is a grammatical sentence, it creates

performance problems as the relative clause is centre-embedded

in this sentence (cf., Kuno (1974> 119)). In order to avoid

this problem, the relative clause has been placed sentence-

initially in (1c). This shows that Bengali has a tendency to

place restrictive relative clauses sentence-initially if a

sentence contains a single restrictive relative clause (cf.,^8.3.
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In Bengali the relativized noun phrase (NP-Rel) can he

i

placed at the in|tial, medial or final position of the relative

clause. Consider the examples below.

(2) a. ye-chele^i kabita likhto: Lit., Who-the boy used to

write poems (The boy who used to write poems).

b. kabita likhto ye-cheleti:

c. kabita ye-cheleti likhto:

The examples in (2) are of a single restrictive relative clause

in differing constituent order. In (2a) the NP-Rel ye-cheleti

is an initial constituent, in (2b) a final constituent, and in

(2c) a medial constituent of its own clause.

A relativized noun phrase in a pre-nominal restrictive

relative clause need not be reduced to a relative pronoun in

Bengali. Consider the examples in (1, 2). In these examples

the .NP-Rel contains the relative deictic ^e., as in ye-cheleti;

but they are not relative pronouns (cf., 8.1; $8.4). The

pronominalization proper transformation follows the relativization

rule in Bengali, and reduces either the containing noun phrase

or the relativized noun phrase "into a pronoun (cf., $ 8.4).

A nonrestrictive relative clause in Bengali usually follows

the containing noun phrase, but it can be placed sentence-

finally. Consider the examples in (3).

(3) a. cheleti , ye kabita likhto, mare geche: The boy, who
• C C '

used to write poems, has died,

b. cheleticmare geche, yeckabita likhto:
The sentences in (3) are ambiguous in that the relative clause

ye kabita likhto in each sentence can be understood either

restrictively or nonrestrictively. In (3a) the relative clause

follows the containing noun phrase, and in (3^) it has been
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placed, sentence-finally. A post-nominal or sentence-final

DP-Rel is usually realized as a relative pronoun in the surface

as it creates an environment for the application of the

pronominalization rule forwards. It may be mentioned here

that nonrestrictive relative clause sentences are rare in

Bengali.

Relativization in Bengali is a fairly complex process. It

involves such notions as coreferentiality, definitization,

presupposition and pronominalization proper. We will deal with

relativization in Bengali in this chapter; and will show how

relative clause sentences in Bengali can be derived.

8.1 The Relative Deictic ye and the Relative Pronouns.

Bengali has a relative marker ^e_, which is placed at the

left of a relativized noun phrase as , for example, in ye-lok:

'ye-man', ye-cheleti: 1ye-the boy* etc., and three 'genuine1

relative pronouns: ^_e, yini and yji (see (9) at the end of this

section for their feature specifications). We assume that the

relative pronouns are lexically derived from the relative marker

ye. The relative marker functions deictically, and so we will

refer to it as the relative deictic. It is homonymous with the

complementizer ye_ and the nonhonorific relative pronoun ye.

We will consider them as three distinct lexical items.

Consider the examples in (4).

(4) a. ye-mahila atmahatya karechen, tini samudra bhalabasten:
1 2 _3_ 4 ° 5 6
Lit., Who-the woman has committed suicide, she used to

1 _2_ 3 4
love the sea (The woman who has committed suicide used
6_ _5_
to love the sea)„
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b. ye-bhadralok aschen, tini kamyunis};: The gentlemanc c

who is coming is a communist.

c. ami aj ye-kabitati likhechi, se-ti amar ses kabita:•
c * c *

The poem which I have written to-day is my last poem.

ye-mahila atmahatya karechen. ye-bhadralok aschen and ami 5j

ye-kabitati likhechi are the relative clauses in (4a, b, c)

respectively. We will refer to a noun phrase which is relativized

or relativizable as an NP-Rel (relative noun phrase). The

MP-Rel's are ye-mahila, ye-bhadralok and ye-kabitati in (4a, b, c)

respectively. The presence of the relative deictic ^e in each

of these noun phrases indicates that they have been relativized.

It can be seen in (4) that the NP-Rel's are not relative

pronouns, but are full noun phrases with the relative deictic ye;

but the containing noun phrases are pronouns. What is

interesting in the sentences is that the relativized noun

phrases do not refer to the containing noun phrases. Instead,

the containing noun phrases, which have been pronominalized

due to their coreference with the NP-Rel's, refer to the

relativized noun phrases. The structures which immediately

underlie the sentences in (4) are given in (5), respectively.

15) a. ye-mahila atmahatya karechen, se(i)-mahila samudrac c

bhalabasten: Lit., Who-the woman has committed

suicide, that woman used to love the sea.

b. ye-bhadralok aschen, se(i)-bhadralok kamyunist: Lit.,c c

Who-the gentleman is coming, that gentleman is

a communist.

_ _ _ _ _ _ t
c. ami aj ye-kabitaticlikhechi, se(i)-kabitaticamar seg

kabita: Lit., Whic'n-the poem I have written to-day,

that poem is my last poem.
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In each example in (5) the RP-Rel contains the relative deictic

ye and the containing noun phrase contains the demonstrative

deictic se_(i.): 'That'. In pre-nominal restrictive relativization

the relative deictic is placed at the left of the RP-Rel, and the

demonstrative deictic _se(i) is placed at the left of the

containing noun phrase. This is a simultaneous process of

relativization and definitization (but when ^e i-s

placed at the left of a noun phrase it becomes definite,

restricted and relativized; and the simultaneous placement of

_se(i) at the left of the containing noun phrase makes it

definite, and a syntactic coreferential relation between these

two noun phrases is established. In each example in (5)
relativization has taken place, but the NP-Rel's have not been

reduced to relative pronouns. In order to derive the relative

pronouns in Bengali, the pronominalization proper rule must

apply to the relativized noun phrases. We will come back to

this later (cf,, ^ 8.4). In (5) each structure has two noun

phrases (the RP-Rel and the containing noun phrase) which

are coreferential. They satisfy all the conditions for the

pronominalization rule. In structures like (5) the pronominal¬

ization rule usually applies forwards and derives the sentences

in (4) (cf., ^8.4). In (4, 5) we have relativized noun phrases,
but no relative pronoun. The relative deictic is used

to relativize noun phrases of all inherent features (C+HOlfJ,

[■+ABS ^ £"+HUMj etc.,), but the relative pronouns differ from one

another for the features like C+HONJ, C-HONj and ["-HUM,-ANlJ .

So we can conclude that ;y_e in (4, 5) is the Bengali relative

deictic (marker].
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We will now consider some restrictive relative sentences

where we usually come across relative pronouns. Consider

the examples in (6).

(6) a. ye chade geche, se cad dekheche: J 0ne I
1C2 3 4 ° 5 6 (^Any one J

who has

gone to the roof has seen the moon.

3_ 2 _6_ _5_
•v

b. yini chade gechen, tini cad dekhechen:
C G

C « ami ya cai, ta pai na: I do not get I L
\ whatever J

I want.

In (6) the relativized noun phrases are relative pronouns

ye, yini and ^a in (6a, b, c) respectively, and their containing

noun phrases are pronouns s_e, tini and _ta in (6a, b, c)

respectively. If we compare these sentences with those in

(4, 5), we find that the relativized noun phrases in (4, 5)

contain the realtive deictic ^e, but in (6) the relativized

noun phrases are relative pronouns. The problem which arises

is whether we will consider ^_e in the relativized noun phrases

in (4, 5) and the ^re in (6a) as the same lexical item. Our

view is that they are distinct homonymous items: ^_e in (4, 5)
is the relative deictic and ^re in (6a) is the nonhonorific

relative pronoun. The sentences in (6) are ambiguous due to the

inherent ambuguity of the relative pronouns, ^e in (6a)

suggests that the one or any one who has gone to the roof is a

nonhonorific human being, and yini in (6b) suggests that the

one or any one who has gone to the roof is an honorific human

being; and ^a in (6c) suggests that I want some specific or

unspecific thing, but does not mention what that thing is.
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So there are two problems with the relative pronouns in

(6): (a) they may be understood as definite, or as indefinite-

unspecific; and (b) they do not spell out their referents

(that is, they do not mention whether the referent is a man, or

a woman, or a book etc.,; they only mention that the referent is

a nonhonorific human being , or an honorific human being, or a

thing etc.,). Although Bengali has a relative pronoun which can

refer to the whole class of the nonhonorific human beings,

there is no noun which includes all nonhonorific human beings;

and similarly there is no noun which includes the whole class of

the honorific human beings, but the relative pronoun yini can

refer to the whole class of the honorific human beings. If

we had such nouns, we could show that the examples in (5) and

are derived in the similar fashion, and ve in (6a) is a

relative pronoun. V/e can take the view that, although there

are concepts for a class of all nonhonorific human beings,

for a class of all honorific human beings, and for a class of all

abstract and concrete objects, due to an accidental gap there ;

is no lexical item for them in Bengali. We can consider them as

phonetically null lexical items. When the conception of

phonetically null lexical items is taken, we can relate the

sentences in (6) to the structures in (7) respectively as the

sentences in (4) are related to those in (5)« We will use

dummy symbols (*) for null lexical items with proper feature

specifications. So we assume that the structures in ("])

immediately underlie those in (6) respectively.
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A*

cad dekheche:

+N,-PRO,+GOM,

+COUNT,+HUM,

+3,-HON,

+DEF,-PL

+N,-PRO,+COM,

+COUNT,+HUM,

+3,-HON,

+DEF,-PL

Who-A has gone to the roof, that A has seen the moon,

h. ye _ A chade gechen, se- A cad dekhechen:

+N,-PRO,+C0M,

+COUNT,+HUM,

+3,+HON,

+DEP,-PL

f~+N , -PRO, +COM,"
/ +CUUN'i', +HUM,
/ +3,+HON,
/ +DEF,-PL

Who- A has gone to the roof, that A has seen the moon,

ami ye - A cai, ami se _ A pai na:

"+N,-PRO,+COM,j
+CUUNT,+ABS

+3, -hoxj ,

+DEF,-PL,

+N,-PRO,+C0M,

+COUNT,+ABS,

+3,-HON,

+DEF,-PL

I want which- A , I do not get that A .

For the sake of convenience, we have stacked all the features of

the noun phrases involved in relativization above, under the

dummies. The restrictive relative transformation has applied

in all the structures above. This is indicated by the relative

deictic ^_e in each NP-Rel. As the head nouns of the noun phrases

involved in relativization in (7) IwW6 no phonetic shape, we cannot

have ye-N..., se-N restrictive relative structures from these,
A

as we get in (5)« So, the pronominalization rule will apply

2 Those who are not happy with null lexical items can use ,jan

meaning 'human being' for the dummies in (7a, b), and ,j inis:

'Thing' for the dummies in (7c). This will give rise to the

structures below, which are semantically close to (6a, b, c).

continued
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obligatorily in these structures in both directions, and will

specify the MP-Rel's and the containing noun phrases as C+PROj.
Later the relative deictic y^e will be deleted from the

relativized noun phrases, and the feature L+RELj will be

added to the feature bundles associated with the head nouns of

the relativized noun phrases. The relative pronouns ^e, yini

and yji will be attached to the relativized noun phrases in

(7a, b, c) respectively. We are not concerned with the

formalities of the operations here, what we want to say is that

each relative pronoun in (6) originates from a pronominal

reduction of structures like ye-NP, where ^e is the relative

deictic. The nonhonorific relative pronoun 2££, which we find

in (6a), is not the same ye, which we find in (7) or (4, 5).

The relative pronoun -j_e_ can be used only if the relativized

noun phrase is nonhonorific, but the relative deictic ^_e is used

to relativize noun phrases of all types of inherent feature.

In pre-nominal restrictive relativization in Bengali the relati¬

vized noun phrases are rarely realized as relative pronouns:

only is cases like (6) a relativized noun phrase is realized

(A) a. ye-jan chade geche, se-jan cad dekheche: Lit., Who-thec c

one has gone to the roof, that one has seen the moon.
rJ

b. ye-jan chade gechen, se-jan cad dekhechen:
c c

c. ami ye-jinis cai, ami se-jinis pai na: Lit., I which-c c

the thing want, I do not get that thing.

The structures in (a) are very close semantically to those

in (6a,. b, c) respectively.
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as a relative pronoun. Although almost all types of noun

phrase can be relativized in Bengali, there are only three

•genuine' relative pronouns in Bengali: the nonhonorific ye,

the honorific yini, and the inanimate and abstract ^a. Other

types of noun phrase can be relativized, but cannot be reduced

to a relative pronoun. Consider the examples below.

(8) a. ye-khan: ye-place.

b. ye-bhab: ye-manner.

c. ye-samay: ye-time.

The relativized noun phrases in (8) cannot be replaced by any

relative pronoun. But in some relativized noun phrases

morphophonological rules may contract ye-NP structures into

single lexical items. For example, the relativized noun phrase

ye-khan: 'ye-moment' will be obligatorily contracted into the

single lexical item yakhan: 'When' by the morphophonological
»«

rules, it seems that the Bengali relative pronouns are

morphologically derived from the relative deictic. This is not

unique. In old English the relative clauses were introduced by

what Jespersen calls 'demonstrative pronouns' (se, seo, past ),

or by the relative particle 'Je', or by both jointly

(cf., Jespersen (1927, 80), Curme (1931» 204-38)).

In this work the relative deictic is introduced transforma¬

tionally by the relativization rule, but the relative pronouns

ye, yini and ^a are introduced into the derived nodes by the

second lexical isertion rule. We have taken these three relative

pronouns as the 'genuine' relative pronouns in Bengali, because

they cannot be derived by any morphophonological rule. But other

relative items like yekhan: 'Where', yakhan: 'When', etc., are

derived by morphophonological rules, and so they are not listed



in the lexicon. The 1

are as follows:

(9) 'Who'

"+N,+PRO,+REL, "
+COUNT,+ANI,

+HUM, +3»-HON,

+DEF,

ical entries for the

yini: 'Who'

"~+N,+PRO,+REL,-"
+COUNT,+ANI,

+HUM,+3,+H0N,

+DEF,
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relative pronouns

ya: 'Which1

"+W,+PRO,+REL,"™
-COUNT,-ANI,

+ABS,+3 t-HON,

+DEF,-PL,

8.2 Restrictive and. Nonrestrictive Relative Clauses.

Bengali has restrictive as well as nonrestrictive relative

clauses, but while restrictive relative clause sentences are

fairly common in Bengali, nonrestrictive relative clause sentences

are rare. We should guess that nonrestrictive relative clauses

are recent innovations in Bengali, under the influence of

English. A restrictive relative clause is traditionally called

a 'defining clause' (cf., Jespersen (1927» 82j), and a nonrestric¬

tive relative clause is called a 'descriptive relative'

(cf., Curme (1951» 223)). The English nonrestrictive relative

clauses are also called 'appositive relatives' (cf., Smith (1964)).
The main difference between them is that a restrictive relative

clause 'restricts' a noun phrase, and a nonrestrictive relative

clause is a parenthetical statement about its referent.

8.2.1 Restrictive Relative Clauses in Bengali.

Restrictive relative clauses in Bengali are classifiable

into three types according to their structure: (a) Pre-nominal

restrictives, (b) Elaborate restrictives,.and (c) Post-nominal

restrictives. Among these, the first two types are fairly

common in Bengali, but the third type is rare. We give
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examples of each type below.

3Pre-nominal restrictlves:

(10) a. ye-chele^i kabita likhto, se mare geche: Lit., who-
1 2 ° 3 4 5° _6_ 1
the boy used to write poems, he has died (The boy who
_2_ 4 3 5 _6_

used to write poems has died).

b. ye-mahila atmahatya karechen, tini samudra bhala.basten;
12° _J>_ 4 ° 5 6
Lit., Vho-the woman has"committed suicide, she used to

1 _2_ 3 4
love the sea (The woman who has committed suicide
6_ .-5
used to love the sea).

Elaborate restrictives;

(11) a. cheleti , ye kabita likhto, se mare geche: Lit., The
1 ' c 2 c 3 4 5 ° _6_

boy, who used to write poems, he has died.
1- _2 4 3 5 _6_

b. mahila , yini atmahatya karechen, tini samudra
1 ° 2 c _3_ 4 ° 5

bhalabasten: Lit., The woman, who has committed
6 1 2 3

suicide, she used to love the sea.
4 6 5

Post-nominal (Anglicized) restrictives:
«»

(12) a. cheleti, ye kabita likhto, mare geche": The boy
1 2 c 3 4 _5_ _1_

who used to write poems has died.
2 4 3 5

b. mahila , yini atmahatya karechen, samudra bhalabasten:
1 ° 2 C 3 4 5

The woman who has committed suicide used to love
1 2 3 5

the sea.

4

3 Some remarks on conventions of writing a relative clause

sentence are in order here. We have said that a pre-nominal

restrictive relative clause is usually placed, in the surface,

continued
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In (10) the restrictive relative clauses have been placed

immedaietly preceding their containing noun phrases, which have

been pronominalized. So in these examples the relativized noun

phrase does not refer to the containing noun phrase; instead,

the containing noun phrase refers anaphorically to the relativized

noun phrase. In (11) the referent is mentioned first, and is

followed by a relative clause; then comes the matrix sentence.

sentence-initially if the sentence contains a single restrictive

clause. Otherwise it is placed preceding its containing noun

phrase (cf., $ 8.0; $ 8.5«5). In spoken Bengali there is always

a short pause between the relative clause and the elements that

follow or precede it. But written Bengali has no convention

of using a comma to mark that pause. Nevertheless, many writers,

nowadays, mark that pause by a comma. In all the examples that

we have cited so far, we have used a dash (-) between the

relative deictic and the relativized noun phrase . ,

(e.g., ye-mahila), and between the demonstrative deictic and the

containing noun phrase (e.g., se-mahila). This convention is

not universally practised in Bengali. We will, however, follow

this convention throughout, as it is technically accurate.

The Bengalees will write a relative clause sentence carelessly,

for example, as (Aa), which in our convention will be written

as (Ab):

(A) a. ye cheleti kadche se cheleti ksudhartha: The boy

who is crying is hungry,

b. ye-cheleti kadche, se-cheleti kgudhartha:

(Ab) is more accurate than (Aa) in the following ways: (a) the

comma helps to sort out the relative clause easily, (b) the dash

continued
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Consider (11a). Here the referent cheleti is mentioned first,

and then comes the restrictive relative clause containing a

relative pronoun, which refers to cheleti. And next comes the

matrix sentence containing the pronoun se_. This pronoun refers

to the relative pronoun. In this way cheleti, ye and se are

are anaphorically related. This type of restrictive relative

clause sentence is elaborate in that it uses redundant elements.

The elaborate restrictives are related to the pre-nominal

restrictives. We will later show that the elaborate restrictives

are derived from the pre-nominal restrictives (cf., <£> 8.4.1).
In (12) the restrictive relative clauses follow their containing

noun phrases, and the relative clauses contain relative pronouns

which refer to the containing noun phrases. The examples in

(11) and (12) show that the elaborate and post-nominal restrictive

relative clauses are related: that is, a post-nominal restrictive
tf

clause seems to be derived by the deletion of the matrix pronoun.

But we consider that the post-nominal restrictives are direct

imitations of the English restrictive relative clauses.

between y_e_ and cheleti presently indicates that ^e_ is the relative

deictic, not the nonhonorific relative pronoun nor the complemen¬

tizer, and (c) the dash between s_e and cheleti presently

indicates that s_e is the demonstrative deictic, not the third

person nonhonorific pronoun. (Aa) is a careless stacking of items,

which may mislead the readers; but (Ab) is self-explanatory.

Similar problems arise with elaborate and post-nominal restrictives,

and with nonrestrictive clauses. We will follow the above

mentioned convention in writing these relative clauses too.
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In this chapter we will primarily be concerned with pre-

nominal restrictive relative clauses, as they are the

representative of the restrictive relative clauses in Bengali.

A pre-nominal restrictive relative clause is placed pre-nominally

(that is, immediately preceding its containing noun phrase)
if a restrictive relative sentence contains more than one

restrictive relative clause. Otherwise the restrictive clause

is extraposed to the sentence-initial position. Consider

the examples in (13> 14» 15).

(13) a» ye-meyeti nacche, se sundar: The girl who is dancing• c c

is beautiful.

b. ye-bhadralokcaschen, tinickamyunist: The gentleman
who is coming is a communist.

(14) a. ami ye-meyeticnacche, takeccinis I know the girl
who is dancing,

b. ye-meyeticnacche, ami takeccini:
(15) a. ye-meyeti gan gaiche, se ye-cheleti behala bajacche,• C C • cl

take bhalabase: The girl who is singing loves the •.Of

boy who is playing a violin,

b. *ye-meyeticgan gaiche ye-cheleti^behala bajacche,
se take bhalabase:

c a

In (13) the restrictive relative clauses immediately precede

their containing noun phrases, and as the containing noun phrases

are the initial constituents of their own simplexes, the

relative clauses come automatically at the sentence-initial

position. In (14a) the restrictive clause immediately precedes

its containing noun phrase, and as the containing noun phrase

is a sentence-medial constituent, the relative clause is inside

the sentence. As it has a single restrictive clause, the relative
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clause can be moved to the sentence-initial position. Bengali

has a tendency to extrapose a restrictive clause sentence-

initially if the sentence has a single restrictive relative

clause. If we move the relative clause in (14a.) to the sentence-

initial position, we will get (14b). (14b) is more natural than

(14a). (1 5a) has two restrictive relative clauses, each being

placed preceding its containing noun phrase. As this sentence

has two restrictive clauses, they cannot be stacked at the

sentence-initial position. If we stack the relative clauses

sentence-initially, we will derive the ungrammatical sentence

(15b).

We assume that elaborate restrictives are derived from the

pre-nominal restrictives (cf., ^ 8.4.1). In this type the

antecedent is mentioned first and is followed by a relative

clause. Then comes the matrix sentence containing a pronoun

which refers to the antecedent through the relative pronoun in

the relative clause. If we convert the pre-nominal restrictive

relative sentences in (13) into elaborate restrictives, we will

derive the sentences in (16), respectively.

V. 16) a. meyeti , ye nScche, se sundar: Lit., The girl who is* C C C

dancing, she is beautiful.

b. bhadralok , yini Sschen, tini kamyunis^: Lit., Thec c o

gentleman who is coming, he is a communist.

These sentences are synonymous with those in (13)> although

they differ structurally.

The post-nominal (Anglicized,) restrictives are exactly like

the restrictive relative clauses in English, with one difference:

that we enclose the relative clause in Bengali between commas.

In this type, the relative clause follows the containing noun
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phrase. The sentences in (13) will be those in (17) if

post-nominal restrictive relative clauses are formed:

(17) a. meyeti , ye nacche, sundar: The girl who is 'dancing• c c

is beautiful.

b. bhadralok , yini aschen, kamyunis^: The gentlemanG C

who is coming is a communist.

The sentences in (17) are ambiguous in that the relative clauses

can be taken either restrictively or nonrestrictively. Although

they are grammatical, they do not sound like Bengali. They are

imitations of English restrictive relative clause sentences.

We will now consider whether a restrictive relative clause

can be placed sentence-finally. If we place the relative
clauses in (17) sentence-finally, we will get the sentences

in (18) respectively.

(18) a. ?meyeticsundar, yecnacche:
b. '?bhadralok kamyunist, yini aschen:

C * G

These sentences are odd, if not ungrammatical.

In $8o0 we have discussed the position of an NP-Rel in a

relative clause briefly. There is no fixed position for a

relativized noun phrase in Bengali. The question of its position

is bound with the question of constituent-order in Bengali.

It is beyond our scope to deal with the order of constituents

here (cf., 3°3)> but some comments on the position of an

hP-Rel in a relative clause are in order. Consider the examples

in (2), which we reproduce below as (19) for convenience in

discussion.

(19) a. ye-chelejti kabita likhto: The boy who used to write

poems.
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b. kabita likhto ye-cheleti:

c. kabita ye-cheleji likhto:

In (19) a restrictive relative clause has been given in three

different orders of constituents. In each example the NP-Rel

ye-cheleti is the subject of the clause, but it is an initial

constituent in (19a), a final constituent in (19b) and a medial

constituent in (19c). This shows that there is no fixed position

for a relativized noun phrase in Bengali. Its position is

determined by the same principles which determine the order of

constituents in the surface structure of simple sentences.

Many factors such as emphasis, topicalization, functional relation

held by the constituent, stylistic preference etc., determine

the position of a constituent in the surface, and all these

apply to a relativized noun phrase, too.

Although Bengali allows a relativized noun phrase to be

placed at any position in a relative clause, it seems that

the relativized noun phrases have a preferred position, and that

is the initial position of the relative clause. The

relativized noun phrases are, in some sense, topicalized noun

phrases, and accordingly they prefer the initial position

of the relative clause.

8.2.2 Proper Nouns, Unique Reference and Restrictive

Relativization.

A noun phrase which has a proper noun with unique reference

as its head cannot be relativized restrictively. This can be

seen in the examples in (20). *

(20) a. *ye-jlbananandacbisanna, tinicamar priya kabis
Jibanananda who is melancholic is my favourite poet.
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_ _ _ _ i _ _ _

b. *ye-dhakacbagladeser rajdhani, ami sekhanecthaki:
I live in that Dacca which is the capital of Bangladesh.

(20a) suggests the existence of several Jibanananda's, and

(20b) suggests the existence of several Dacca's. These sentences

are unacceptable if we want to maintain the unique references

associated with these names. The purpose of restrictive

relativization is to restrict the right person, object etc.,

from a set. So it is not possible if the noun phrase refers

uniquely. Proper nouns do not always refer uniquely. It happens

quite often that a set of persons (and sometimes a set of

places) have the same name, and in such a case restrictive

relativization is possible on noun phrases with proper names.

(21) a. ye-nilimacpadya likhe, secnTl sari pareche: The
Wilima who writes verse has put on a blue sari.

b. ye-hasan^kamyunist, se ekhan jele ache: The Hasan
who is a communist is in jail now.

The sentences in (21) are grammatical, although the relativized

noun phrases have proper nouns as their head elements. The proper

nouns in these sentences do not" refer uniquely.. We can

conclude that what disallows restrictive relativization is

uniqueness of reference, not a proper name. Anything that has

unique reference disallows restrictive 'relativization as this

process destroys the uniqueness of reference. The following

examples are ungrammatical because the noun phrases having

unique reference have been restrictively relativized:

(22) a. *ye-cadti alo dey, se-ti ekti upagraha: The moon which
c * c

gives light is a satellite.

b. *nilimar ye-svaml dhaka thaken, tini ukil: Nilima's
c * c

husband who lives in Dacca is a pleader.
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8.2.3 Nonrestrictive Relative Clauses in Bengali.

A nonrestrictive relative clause usually follows the

containing noun phrase as shown in (23).

(23) a. £ak};ar hasan , yini kamyunisj, baktrita diben:c
2 c 3 4 5

Dr Hasan, who is a communist, will give a lecture.
2 3 _5_ 4

b. ketaki , ye nil sari pareche, beral bhalabase:
2 c 3 4 5 6 7

Ketaki, who has put on a blue sari, loves cats.
2
_ 5_ 3 4 7 6

In (23) the containing noun phrases daktar hasan and ketaki are

subjects and sentence-initial constituents, and so the post-

nominal placement of the nonrestrictive relative clauses in (23)

is acceptable, and preferable. But when the containing noun

phrase is an object and a sentence medial constituent,

post-nominal placement of nonrestrictive relative clauses

produces grammatical, but odd sentences as in (24).

(24) a. ami daktar hasanke , yini kamyunist, cini: I know
1 ' ' ° 3 ° 4 ' 5 1 5

Dr Hasan, who is a communist.
3 4

b. keramat all ketakike % ye beral bhalabase, ghrina kare:
34 5 _6_

Keramat Ali hates Ketaki, who loves cats,,
6 3 5 4"

In (24) the relative clauses intervene between the object and

the verb form, and make the sentences odd. But these sentences

become better if we place the relative clauses sentence-

finally, as in (25).

(25) a. ami daktar hasankeccini, yinickamyunist:
b. keramat all ketakikecghrina kare, yecberal bhalabase:
All the relative clause sentences in (23)-(25) are

ambiguous between a nonrestrictive and restrictive reading.
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Furthermore, speaking from impressions, these sentences do not

sound like genuine Bengali sentences. A speaker of Bengali who

is not influenced by the English relative clause sentence will

not utter such sentences either restrictively or nonrestrictively.

If he intends the restrictive, a speaker of Bengali will prefer,

we assume, a pre-nominal restrictive structure, and produce the

sentences in (26) for those in (23).

(26) a. ye-£aktar hasan kamyunis};, tini baktrita diben: The• c c

Dr Hasan who is a communist will give a lecture.
i
_ _ _ _

b. ye-ketaklcnll sari pareche, several bhalabase: The
Ketaki who has put on a blue sari loves cats.

How consider the relative clauses in (23) in the non-

restrictive sense. In this sense, the reference or identity of

the containing noun phrases daktar hasan and ketaki is well-

established, and the relative clauses are parenthetical statements

about them. A speaker of Bengali, in such a case, instead of

forming a relative clause on the containing noun phrase, will

make two separate statements on the containing noun phrase.

The sentences in (23), in the nonrestrictive sense, will be

uttered something like those in (27).

(27) a. £ak£ar hasancbaktrita diben. tinickamyunist: Dr
Hasan will give a lecture. He is a communist.

— — ' —
b. ketaki beral bhalabase. se nil sari pareche: Ketaki

c • c •

loves cats. She has put on a blue sari.

Honrestrictive relativization is not common in Bengali. But

when a nonrestrictive relative clause is formed in Bengali,

it is usually formed on a proper name with well-established

identity. We see above that the nonrestrictive relative clause

sentences in (23) have been converted into separate but

anaphoricaliy related sentences in (27).
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8.3 Containing Noun Phrases and Restrictively Relativizable

Noun Phrases (NP-Rel's).

In this section we will investigate such areas as

(a) functional relations of containing noun phrases (that is,

what types of noun phrase can act as a containing noun phrase),

(b) functional relations of NP-Rel's (that is, what types of

noun phrase can be restrictively relativized^, and (c) how much

of a 'load' of restrictive relative clauses a Bengali relative

clause sentence can bear. Keenan and Comrie (1972) investigated

the functional relations of relativizable noun phrases in

some forty languages, and developed their 'noun phrase

accessibility hierarchy*. That is, they dealt only with our

(b) above. But as they have not dealt with our (a) and (c),

a total picture of restrictive relative clause sentences is not

available there. Keenan and Comrie (,1972) have proposed

the following accessibility hierarchy:

(28) ACCESSIBILITY HIERARCHY (AH)

(i) Subj ^ DO ^10^ OPrep ^ Poss-NP ^ O-Comp-Particle
(ii) if X^Y and Y dominates Z then X^Z

This hierarchy says that a subject noun phrase is easier to

relativize than an object noun phrase, and so on (' ^ * means

"greater than or equal to in accessibility"); and so if a

language allows relativization of a noun phrase that is at the

right side of the arrow, then it v/ill allow relativization of

a noun phrase which is at the left side of the arrow.

We will modify this hierarchy for our purpose, and apply

it to relativizable noun phrases as well as to containing noun

phrases. Our hierarchy is given in (29).
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(29) Accessibility Hierarchy in Bengali.

a. STJBJ^ DO ^ 10 >, LOC ^ TEMP^ INS ^ GEN-NP> O-COMP-PARTICLE4
b. If X ^.Y and Y dominates Z then X^Z

This hierarchy will apply both to the containing noun phrases and

to the relativizable noun phrases. It says that a subject noun

phrase can act as a containing noun phrase more easily than a

direct object noun phrase, and so on; and that a subject noun

phrase is easier to relativize than a direct object noun phrase,

and so on. This hierarchy gives a generalization for containing

noun phrases as well as for relativizable noun phrases. The

hierarchy (29) does not only state the facts of Bengali relative

clause sentence, but also implies some interestin'g consequences.

The implication is that a relative clause sentence where the

containing noun phrase and the relativized noun phrase both are

subjects of their own clause, is more comfortable than one

where the noun phrases involved in relativization are not subjects.

Consider the examples in (30).

(30) a. ye-cheleti gan gaiche, se ketakike cene: The boy who* c c

is singing knows Ketaki.

b. ketaki ye-cheletikecbhalabase, nllima takecpachanda
kare na: Nilima does not like the boy Who Ketaki loves.

In (jOa) the relativized noun phrase ye-cheleti and its

containing noun phrase se are subjects of their respective

clauses, but the relativized noun phrase ye-chelejike and its

containing noun phrase take in (30b) are objects of their own

clauses. (30a) is more comfortable than (30b).

4 This list of noun phrase-types is not extensive, but it

includes all major types of noun phrase.
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In the accessibility hierarchy (29) we have indicated

the functional relations of the noun phrases, but nothing has

been said about their structure. In Bengali simple and compound

noun phrases can be relativized, and they can act as a containing

noun phrase, but complex noun phrases cannot be relativized.

Consider the examples below.

(31) a. ye-meye^i o ye-chelei;i eseche: Lit., Who-the girl and

who-the boy have come,

b. ye-cheleti o meyeti eseche: The boy and the girl

who have come.

In (31a) the conjoined noun phrases have been individually

relativized, and in (31b) the entire conjoined noun phrase has

been relativized. In (31a) the referents are understood

distributively and they are understood as a set in (31b).

8.3*1 Containing Koun Phrases.

In (29) we have shown which noun phrases can act as

containing noun phrases, and it also shows their relative

accessibility. We give examples below to show that this

hierarchy states the facts of Bengali relative clause correctly.

Consider the examples below.

Containing noun -phrase as SUBJ:

(32) a. ye-meyeti elo, se-meyeti nacbe: The girl who came* c *0

will dance.

b. ye-meyeticnScbe, se-meyeticelo: The girl who will
dance came.

Containing noun phrase as OBJ (DO and 10):

(33) a*, ye-meyeti naclo, keramat all se-meyetike bhalabase:c ' c

Keramat Ali loves the girl who danced.
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b. ye-meyeti naclo, keramat all se-meyetike ekti phul
• c • c *

dicche: Keramat Ali is giving a flower to the

girl who danced.

Containing noun phrase as a LOC, TEMP, UTS. GEN and O-COMP-

PARTICLE etc., noun phrase:

(34) a. amara ye-dese yabo, se-dese jal nei: There is noc c

water in that country where we will go.

_ f ^
b. ami ye-samaycphirchilam, se-samaycakase c3.d chilo:

The moon was in the sky at the time when I was

coming back.

c. ye-churiti natun, matin se-churiti diye hat keteche:• c • c

Matin has cut his hand with the knife that is new.

d. ye-bhadralokcaschen, se-bhadralokercbau paliyeche:
The wife of the gentleman wno is coming has eloped.

f. ye-cheleti asche, matin se-cheletir ceye chota:♦ c • c •

Matin is shorter than the boy who is coming.

All the relativized noun phrases in (32)-(34) contain the

relative deictic ^_e, and the containing noun phrases have the

demonstrative deictic j3_e. These examples show that our

accessibilityjstates the facts correctly. The sentences above
have been arranged in order of relative accessibility: among

these sentences a sentence is more than, or equally comfortable

to the other which follows it.

8.3.2 Relativizable JMoun Phrases (NP-Rel' s) .

We have given the accessibility hierarchy of relativizable

noun phrases in (29). It shows that the range from subject noun

phrases to objects of comparative constructions can be

restrictively relativized in Bengali. It also shows that a
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subject noun phrase is easier to relativize than a direct

object noun phrase, and a direct object is easier to relativize

than an indirect object noun phrase, and so on. We give

examples of different types of relativized noun phrase

below (only relative clauses are given):
NP-Rel as SUBJ:

(35) a. ye-mahila atmahatya karechen: The woman who has

committed suicide,

b. ye-pakhlti nil: The bird which is blue.

.NP-Rel as OBJ (DO and 10):

(36) a. tumi ye-meyetike ceno: The girl who you know.

b. tumi ye-meyetike cithi likhecho: The girl who you

have written a letter to.

RP-Rel as LOC, TEMP, IMS, GEN and O-COHP-PARTICLE etc., noun

phrase:

(37) a. amara ye-dese yabo: The country where we will go.

b. amara ye-din yabo: The day we will go.

c. matin ye-kalamti diye likhche: The pen which Matin is

writing with.

d. ye-phultir raij 111: The flower whose colour is red.

e. ye-cheleti matiner ceye chota: The boy who is

shorter than Matin.

f. matin ye-cheletir ceye chota: The boy who Matin is

shorter than.

In these examples all the NP-Rel's have the relative deictic ye,

and they show that Bengali allows restrictive relativization

through the whole hierarchy given in (29). The sentences in

(35)—(37) are all grammatical, but they are not equally

comfortable.
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8.3.3 How much 'Load1?

We have so far considered restrictive relative clause

sentences with a single relative clause. Bengali relative

clause sentences (both restrictive and nonrestrictive), with

more than one relative clause, create problems in performance

and comprehension. The relative clauses in Bengali, speaking

impressionistically, are something like 'loads', which make a

sentence 'heavy'. Let us call a relative clause sentence having

a single relative clause a single-loaded sentence or a sentence

with a single load, and one with two relative clauses a double-

loaded sentence and so on. In order to limit our scope we will

deal with restrictive relative clause sentences only in this

matter.

We have seen that a pre-nominal restrictive relative clause

in Bengali is extraposed to the sentence-initial position if a

sentence has a single restrictive clause. Otherwise, it is

placed immediately preceding its containing noun phrase.

Consider the examples in (38).

(38) a. ye-meyeti nacche, se camatkar: The girl who is
1 2 " C 3 4 ° 5 _2_ 1
dancing is lovely.

3 5

b. keramat all ye-meyeti nacche, take cithi likheche:
2 3 ' ° 4 5 ° '6 7

Keramat Ali has written a letter to the girl
_7_ 6 2,3,

who is dancing.
5 4

c. ye-meyeti nacche, keramat all take cithi likheche:
• n c\ •

1 2 c 3 5 6 7

Lit., Who-the girl is dancing, Keramat Ali has
1 _2_ 3

written a letter to her.

7_ 6 _5_
(38a) is a single-loaded sentence, where the relative clause is
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placed immediately preceding its containing noun phrase se.

As the containing noun phrase is the initial constituent of its

own simplex, the relative clause automatically comes at the

initial position of the entire sentence. In (38b) the relative

clause immediately precedes its containing noun phrase take,

and as the containing noun phrase is a medial constituent of its

own simplex, the relative clause appears inside the sentence.

This sentence has a single load; so it is preferable to

extrapose the relative clause to the sentence-initial position.

If we extrapose the relative clause to the sentence-initial

position, we will derive (38c). (38c) is synonymous with, but

structurally more comfortable than (j8b). These 'sentences are

single-loaded, and they do not create any problem in performance

and in comprehension. For example, (38a) has the structure (39).

(39)

nacche se camatkarye meye ti

The structure (39) has a single restrictive relative clause

embedded in its containing noun phrase (NP ) by Chomsky-

adjunction. Such a structure is natural in Bengali.

The pre-nominal restrictive relative clause sentences in

(38) can be converted into elaborate restrictives. When
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converted into elaborate restrictives, (38a, b) will be

(40a, b) respectively.

(40) a. meyeti , ye nacche, se camatkar: Lit., The girl who
1 ' c 2 c 3 4 ° 5 _J_ 2

is dancing, she is lovely. ..
3_ 4 5

b. meyeti , ye nacche, keramat all take cithi likheche:
1 * c 2 3 5 c 6* 7

Lit., The girl who is dancing, Keramat Ali has
_1 2 3_

written a letter to ner.

7_ 6 _5_

Elaborate restrictive relative sentences are characteristically

heavier than their pre-nominal counterparts. So although the

sentences in (40) are single-loaded, they are heavier than those

in (38). These sentences are fairly good, and do not create any

serious problem in performance and comprehension.

If we convert (38a, b) into anglicized restrictives, we

will derive (41a» b) respectively.

(41) a. meyeji , ye nacche, camatkar: The girl who is dancingc c

is lovely.

b. keramat all meyetikec, yecnacche, cithi likheche:
Keramat Ali has written a letter to the girl who

is dancing.

These sentences are single-loaded. Although they are imitations

of English restrictive relative clause structure, they pose no

problem in performance and comprehension. So we can say that

a single-loaded sentence is natural in Bengali.

Now we will consider sentences with double-loads like those

in (15)> which we reproduce below as (42).

(42) a. ye-meyeti gan gaiche, se ye-cheleti behala bajacche,
C C 3.

take bhalabase: The girl who is singing loves the
c

boy who is playing a violin.
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b. *ye-meyeti gan gaiche ye-cheleti behala bajacche,* C 3>

se take bhalabase:
c a

(42a) is a double-loaded restrictive relative sentence, where

the relative clauses are placed pre-nominally. It is a fairly

heavy sentence. As this sentence has two relative clauses,

they cannot be extraposed to the sentence-initial position

together. If they are moved to the sentence-initial- position,

we will derive the ungrammatical sentence (42b). Thus we see

that relative clauses must precede their containing noun phrases

in a relative clause sentence which has more than one load.

(42a), although grammatical, is heavy and poses a production and

comprehension problem. (42a) has the structure (43) (irrelevant

details omitted).

bajacche

(43) has two restrictive relative clauses embedded in two distinct

noun phrases. This structure is heavy, but not incomprehensible.

But the problem of production and comprehension multiplies

in double-loaded elaborate, and anglicized restrictive

relative clause sentences. The elaborate and anglicized versions

of (42a) are given in (44a» t>) respectively. They are

exceedingly odd.
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(44) a. ?meyeti , ye gan gaiche, se cheleti , ye behala• C C C • cl cl

bajacche, take bhalabase: Lit., The girl who isa

singing she, the boy who is playing a violin,

loves him.

b. ?meyetic, yeQgan gaiche, cheletikea, yeabehala
bajacche, bhalabase: The girl who is singing loves

the boy who is playing a violin.

Pre-nominal restrictive relative clauses in Bengali are

left-embedded elements in their containing noun phrases. In

Bengali it is possible to embed a relative clause in a noun

phrase; and then embedd the entire structure in another noun

phrase of another sentence; and then embed the whole structure

in another noun phrase, ad infinitum. This sort of structure is

quite simple to produce, but it does not make any sense. It is

agreed nowadays that self-embedded structures are difficult

for perception (cf., Chomsky (1965» 10-15)» Lyons (1970c, 88-95)»

Kuno (1974)). Bengali disallows self-embedding or centre-

embedding. But Bengali allows a long chain of left-embeddings,

although such a structure becomes incomprehensible or nonsensical

beyond a certain limit. Consider the examples below.

(45) a. lye-meyeticgan gaiche, secye-cheletikeabhalabase, takea
ye-behalati^upahar diyeche, se-ti^camatkar: The
violin which the girl who is singing has presented to

the boy who she loves is marvellous,

b. ekti meyecgan gaiche ebaij secekti chelekeabhalabase
ebaij secchele£ikeaek$i behala^upahar diyeche ebai}

se-behalaji^camatkar: A girl is singing and she loves
a boy and she has presented a violin to that boy

and that violin is marvellous.
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(46) a. lye-meyeti gan gaiche, se ye-cheletike bhalabase,

• C C • ct

takeaye-behalati^upahar diyeche, se-ti^ye-lok
tairl kareche, se^ye-meye£ikeebiye karbe, seg
kakhano behala sone ni: (see gloss for (46b)).

b. ekti meye gan gaiche eban se ekti cheleke bhalabase
• C G • d.

ebaij sectakeaekti behala^upahar diyeche ebarj ekti lok ^

se-behalati^tairl kareche ebap se^ekti meyekeebiye
karbe ebarj se-meyetiekakhano behala sone ni:
A girl is singing and she loves a boy and she has

presented him a violin and a man has made that violin

and he will marry a girl and that girl has never

listened to a violin.

(45, 46a) are instances of multiple embedaings. These sentences

are produced mechanically by quite simple rules: first make a

restrictive relative clause; embed it in a noun phrase of a

sentence; then embed the entire structure in another noun phras^e;

and so on. (45, 46a) can be paraphrased respectively as

(45, 46b), which are stylistically infelicitous but semantically

equivalent to (45, 46a). We assume that (45, 46a) are relativized

versions o f (45, 46b) respectively. We have seen that (42a)

has two loads, but its difference from (45, 46a) is that

while (42a) has two distinct loads, (45, 46a) have echelons of

relative clauses one embedded in the other, and so on.

For example, (45a) has the structure (47) (see page 547). The

surface structure (47) has an echelon of relative clauses. This

sort of structure generates nonsensical sentences.

Although relative clause structures with an echelon of

restrictive relative clauses produce nonsensical sentences,

Bengali restrictive relative clause sentences where the
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(47)

DAT

ye-behalati upahar diyeche

se ye-cheletike bhalabase

ye-meye$i gan gaiche

relative clause is a coordination of several sentences, are

good and natural. Consider the examples below.

(48) a. ye-kabi esechilen, lirik likhechilen, gan geyechilen,c

bhalabesechilen o kedechilen, tinier nei: The poet
who had come, written lyrics, sung songs, loved and

wept is^more alive.
— — «. "fc

b. ye-meyeti naclo, gailo o behala bajalo, se camatkar:
• c c

The way these sentences are understood, suggests that the

relative clause in each sentence is a coordination of several

sentences, but. these sentences can also be considered as

coordination of several restrictive relative clause sentences

* 'The girl who danced, sang and played the violin is lovely.'
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where the coordination deletion rule has applied (cf.,

Koutsoudas (1971)* The second way of dealing with these

sentences offers the possibility that the noun phrases involved

in relativization in one relative clause structure, may not be

understood coreferentially with the noun phrases involved in

relativization in another relative clause structure, hut in

(48) the relativized noun phrase and its containing noun phrase

are coreferential in each example. So we assume that in sentences

like (48) the relative clause is a coordination of several

sentences. For example, (48a) has the underlying structure (49).

khechi- geye- bese-
len cjil en chilen

12 1
In (49) S and S are coordinately conjoined, and S is a

coordination of several sentences. In (49) each conjunct of S

has a noun phrase which is coreferential with one in the other

conjunct; and those noun phrases are coreferential with one

2
in S . The anaphoric noun phrase deletion rule will apply in

s\ and subsequently, the restrictive relativization rule will

apply in (49). After the application of the restrictive

relativization rule in (49,)» the pronominalization proper

rule will reduce the containing noun phrase into a pronoun.

In this way we will derive the surface structure (>0) from
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the structure (49)

(50)

kede- tini

chilen

ar neilir- g£n bhala- o

ik geye- bese-
lik- chiien chilen
hec-

hilen

(50) will generate (48a). (50) is a natural structure in Bengali,
It is as comfortable as a single-loaded sentence. Thus we

can arrive at the following conclusions about restrictive

relative clause sentences in Bengali (these will apply equally

to nonrestrictive relatives):

(51) a. Left-embedded single-loaded sentences are natural in

Bengali (cf., schema (52a)). Restrictive relative

clause sentences where the relative clause is a

coordination of several sentences are similarly natural

(cf., schema (52b)).

b. Double-loaded sentences where relative clauses are

embedded in distinct noun phrases are heavy,

but comprehensible (cf., schema (52c)).

c. Echelons of relative clauses make a structure

nonsensical (cf., schema (52d)).
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(52) a. Single-load: 'Natural1 t>. Coordinate single-load:
'Natural'

conjco s s.r.s

c. Double-load; 'Heavy* d. Echelon of loads;

•Nonsensical *

\

Relative clauses are indicated by rectangles in (52).

8o4 The Derivation of Restrictive Relative Clause Sentences.

Trasformational grammarians are not unanimous about the

underlying structure of restrictive relative clause sentences.

There have been at least four analyses proposed so far for

restrictive relative clauses: (a) the ART S analysis (cf., Smith

(1964)» Chomsky (1965))» (6) the NP S analysis (cf., Ross (1967a),

Jacobs and Rosenbaum (1968)), (c) the NOM S analysis (cf.,
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Stockwell et al (1973)» and- (d) the underlying conjunction

analysis (cf., Postal (.1967)? Thompson (1971 ))• A brief survey

of these analyses is available in Stockwell et al (1973). Of

these analyses the underlying conjunction analysis has been

tried least in transformational studies; but we think that it is

the right way to proceed for an analysis of restrictive

relative clause sentences. Here we will not argue against the

ART S, HP S and JMOM S analyses as acute arguments have already

been made in Thompson (1971). But we shall make a point which

has been ignored by all who have dealt with restrictive relative

5
clause sentences. Consider the examples below.

(53) a. ye-chele£i eseche, se gan gaibe: The boy who hasc c

come will sing.

b. ye-cheleti gSn gSibe, se eseche: The boy who willc c

sing has come.

In ART S, NP S and ROM S analyses the semantic and syntactic

differences between (53a, b) will be mechanically attributed

to the interchange of matrix and constituent sentences. This

analyses do not explain why the" relative clause is ye-cheleti

eseche in (53a), and ye-cheleti gan gaibe in (53b). What

remains unexplained in these analyses is a major condition for

restrictive relativization. We assume that restrictive

relativization is dependent on the presupposition of the speaker.

The underlying conjunction analysis takes presupposition into

account, and shows deeper insight into restrictive relativization.

5 As it is practically impossible to deal with all aspects of

relativization in this work, we must confine ourselves to the

derivation of restrictive relative clause structures with a

single relative clause.
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Now we come back to the sentences in (53). We will

suggest that the sentences in (53) have an underlying structure

something like (54).

Each conjunct in (54) has a noun phrase which is coreferential

with a noun phrase in the other conjunct. That is, (54) contains

two propositions about the same argument ekti chele. If the

speaker presupposes that the hearer knows the first proposition,

but does not know the second one; the hearer's supposedly

known proposition will be the relative clause, and (53a-) will
be produced. Instead, if the speaker supposes that the hearer

knows the second proposition, but does not know the first one;

then (53b) will be generated by restrictive relativization.

If the hearer knows none of the propositions, then relativization

of either of the propositions will be puzzling to the hearer.

In that situation any of the following coordinate conjoined

sentences will be appropriate:

(55) a. ekti cheleceseche ebag secgan gaibe: A boy has come

and he will sing.

b. ekti chele gan gaibe eban se eseche: A boy will sing• c ** c

and he has come.

So we see that the speaker's presupposition plays an important

part in restrictive relativization. When there are two

propositions on the same argument, the hearer's supposedly known

proposition is converted into a restrictive relative clause.

But the question will arise as to how we can account for the

presupposition of the speaker in the underlying structure of

(54) g [ CONJCO g

(A boy has come)(A boy will sing).
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coordinate conjoined structures? This can be done if we assume

that coordinate conjoined structures are ordered in the underlying

structure in accordance with the speaker's presupposition.

That is, in a coordinate conjoined structure with two conjuncts,

the first conjunct contains information which is known to the

hearer, and so it will be converted into a restrictive clause.

In such a formulation (53a, k) will be derived from (5&a, b)

respectively.

(56) a. „ ["COHJCO Q Tekti chele esecheD „ Cekti chele gan gaib§j) :b b * C b ® C

(A boy has come)(A boy will sing),

b. Q CcOnJCO qT ekti chele gan gaibe"3 cl-ek£i chele esechelj :b b C b C ^

(A boy will sing)(A boy has come).

In (56) the first conjuncts are supposed to be known to the hearer,

and so they will be converted into restrictive relative

clauses.

It can be seen from the above examples that the containing

noun phrases and the relativized noun phrases have been taken

as indefinite in the underlying structure, but they become

definite by the application of the restrictive relative transfor¬

mation. This is because restrictive relativization in Bengali

is a definitization transformation (cf., Kuroda (1968), Browne

(1970)). The noun phrases involved in restrictive relativization

are marked for coreference in the underlying structure and are

definitized by the restrictive relativization rule (but cf.,

below) .

Now we will consider how pre-nominal restrictive relative

clause sentences in Bengali are generated. Consider (57a),

which has the underlying structure (57k).
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(57) a. ye-mahil3. atmahatya karechen, tini samudra bhalabasten:c c

The woman who has committed suicide used to love

the sea.

b. UcONJCO ^ ekjan mahila atmahatya karechen}
b b C

2 [ekjan mahilacsamudra bhalabasten"j|J:
(A woman has committed suicide)(A woman used to love

the sea).

(57b) has the structure (58) when the restrictive relativization

transformation applies.

(58)

CONJCO

SPEC

QUANT CL

[+QUANT+SPECIFICJ

jan mahila atmahatya
karechen

+N,-PRO,+COM,

+COUNT,+HUM,

+ANI,+3,+HON,

-PL,-DEF,

jan mahila samudra

bhalabasten

f+QUANT "lf+N,-PRO,+COM,"
L+specificJ +COUNT,+HUM,

+aNI,+3,+H0N,

-PLj-DEF

(58) has two conjuncts, and each conjunct has a noun phrase

which is coreferential with a noun phrase in the other conjunct.

Coreferentiality is a major condition for relativization. This

is indicated by identical indices in (58). We have already

said that the noun phrases involved in restrictive relativization

are indefinite in the underlying structure. Nevertheless they

become definite due to application of the restrictive
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relativization rule. The relative deictic ^e and the demonstra¬

tive deictic s_e(i.) are inherently definite. The restrictive

relative transformation inserts y_e_ to the NP-Rel, and se(i)
to the containing noun phrase, and these noun phrases become

definite. But when the noun phrases involved have phonetically

null nouns as heads (cf., ^ 8.1), ^re and se(i) cannot make

these noun phrases strictly definite. In such a case the noun

phrases may be understood either as definite or as indefinite.

So we assume that the underlying noun phrases which have the

features £-DEF,+SPECIFIC3 become definite by the restrictive

relativization rule; but those with the features C-DEF,-SPECIFICJ
do not become definite.

-|
According to our formulation, S in (58) contains the

information which is known to the hearer; and so it will be the

restrictive relative clause. The restrictive relative

transformation will carry out the following operations in (58):

(59) Operations for Restrictive Relativization.

a. Delete CONJCO.

b. Insert the relative deictic ^re in the NP-Rel as a

DEIC, and the demonstrative deictic ,se_(i) in the

containing noun phrase as a DEIC.

c. Adjoin the relative clause as the left daughter of

the containing noun phrase by Chomsky-adjunction.

d. Place comma intonation (Cl) between the relative

clause and the containing noun phrase.

The operations in (59) will delete the CONJCO from (58), insert
-|

ye to the NP-Rel (NP ) and se_(_i) to the containing noun phrase
2 1

(NP ), and adjoin C as the left daughter of the containing

noun phrase by Chomsky-adjunction. In this way will lose its
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status as a conjunct and will become an embedded clause.

These operations will transform (58) into (60).

(60)

DEIC SPEC

jan mahila atmahatya se ek jan mahila samudra

f+DEIC,
+REL,

+DEM,

+DEF

karechen bhalabasten

+DEIC,

+DEM,

+DEF,

+FAR, OUT OF
SIGHT ./

The restrictive relative transformation has applied to (60).
1 2

This has made HP and NP definite. As these noun phrases are

now definite, as indicated by the inherent features of ^e and se,

the SPEC MOVEMENT rule will apply to them. This rule will

move the SPEC's to the right of their head nouns; and subsequently

they will be deleted by the general rule that SPEC must he

deleted after this movement rule if SPEC dominates the quantifier

ek: 'One' and the classifier jan (cf., <p 2.4.5)• After

the application of the SPEC MOVEMENT and SPEC deletion rules,

We will get (61) from (60).
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ye mahila atmahatya karechen se

"+DEIC 3 f+N, -PRO, +COM ,"j
+KEL, +COUNT,+HUM,

+DEM, +ANI,+3»+HON,

+DEF, -PL,+LEF,

mahila samudra bhalabasten

+N,-PRO,+COM,

+C0U1TT, +HUivi,

+ARI,+3 f+HONf

-PL,+LEF,
OUT

OF SIGHT
J

(61) will generate ye-mahila atmahatya karechen, se-mahila^
samndra bhalabasten; Lit., 'The woman who has committed suicide,

that woman used to love the sea', which is a good and

grammatical sentence (but may not be so good socially due to

honorific feature of the noun phrases involved).

In Bengali the relativization transformation is followed by

the pronominalization proper transformation, which derives

personal and relative pronouns. Masica (1972) misunderstood this

process. He said that after relative clause formation

•something odd happens: the noun remains in the relative clause,

but is deleted from the main clause, leaving the correlative

as a dummy to represent it.' What he misunderstood as a dummy

is, in fact, a pronoun or pronominal. His misunderstanding
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grew from the lexical identity of the third person nonhonorific

pronoun se and the demonstrative deictic s_e(_i). What happens

in .Bengali is that the containing noun phrase is pronominalized

after the application of the restrictive relativization rule.

We will now consider how the pronominalization proper rule

follows, and interacts with the restrictive relative rule. In

(61) there are two coreferential noun phrases. This structure

satisfies all the conditions for the pronominalization proper

1
transformation. The NP-Rel (NP ) and the containing noun phrase

2
^HP ) are coreferential in (61), and the pronominalization mile

can apply in (61) Both forwards and backwards. As forward

pronominalization is an instance of unmarked pronominalization,

pronominalization usually applies forwards in a structure

like (61). The pronominalization rule will reduce NP into a

pronoun. By tho application of the pronominalization rule,

and by second lexical insertion, We will derive (62)

from (61).

mahila atmahatya karechen
+N, -PRO, +COM,~]
+COUNT,+EUM, I
+AM,+3,+H0N,/
-PL,+i)EF, J

tini samudra bhalabasten

"+IT, +PRO, -INT ,n
+COUNT,+DEF,

+ANI,+3,+HON,
-PL
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The second lexical insertion rule has inserted the pronoun tini

to the pronominalized noun phrase, and the comma intonation has

also been placed in (62). (62) will generate ye-mahila.atmahatya
c

karechen, tini.samudra bhalabasten, which is (57a).
c

The relativized noun phrase (NP^) in (62) is a full noun

1
phrase, which contains the relative deictic ^e. That is, NP

has been relativized, but has not been pronominalized. The

restrictive relative rule in Bengali inserts the relative deictic

ye as the left daughter of a relativized noun phrase, but it

does not specify the NP-Rel as C+PROj# In (62) the containing

noun phrase has been pronominalized. Consider (61). We have

seen that forward application of the pronominaliz'ation rule in

(61) generates (57a), which is a natural restrictive relative

sentence in Bengali. But the pronominalization rule can also

apply backwards in (61). We can use the combining noun phrase
2 * >|(NP ) to reduce the relativized noun phrase (NP ) into a pronoun.

1
We know that NP has already been affected by the relativization

rule. If we apply the pronominalization mile backwards in (61),

NP^ will be affected by two rules: relativization and pronominal¬

ization.

Let us apply the pronominalization rule backwards in (61).

This rule will specify NP^ as f+PROj, and this feature will be
added to the feature bundle associated with the head noun of

1
NP . This mile will delete the relative deictic ^e_ from

1 1
NP , but will preserve the information that NP has already

been relativized. In order to preserve this information

the pronominalization rule, while deleting the relative deictic

ye from NP** , will add the feature C+RELj to the feature bundle
1

associated with the head noun of NP . These operations will
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transform (61) into (63).

(63)

yini atmahatya karechen se

"+N, +PR0, +REL," "+DEIC ,"
+C0UNT,+HUM, +DEM,

+ANI,+3»+H0N, +DEF,

>+DEP,-PL +FAR,
m

mahila samudra bhalabasten

+N,-PR0,+C0M,

+C0UNT,+HUM,

+AUI,+3»+H0N,

-PL,+DEF

The second lexical insertion rule has attached the relative

pronoun yini to Np'' as its feature complex matches with that of

the relative pronoun yini. The comma intonation has also been

placed in (63). (63) will generate yini^atmahatya karechen,

se-mahila^samudra bhalabasten: Lit., 'Who has committed suicide,
that woman used to love the sea1, which is synonymous with (57a).

Although pronominalization of the LP-Rel, when it has a

head noun which is not phonetically null, is uncommon in Bengali,

this generates grammatical sentences. We assume that two

factors prevent people from pronominalizing the relativized noun

phrase: (a) backward pronominalization is uncomfortable and

avoided, and (b) pronominalization of the NP-Rel leaves the

containing noun phrase with the se-N structure, which is socially

awkward if the head noun is honorific (se-bhadralok: 'That

gentleman, se-adhyanak: 'That professor' e.g., are grammatically
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perfect, but socially objectionable). Consider the examples in

(64, 65).

(64) a. ye-bhadralok aschen, tini ekjan adhyapak: TheC G

gentleman who is coming is a professor,

b. yinicaschen, se-bhadralokcekjan adhyapak:
(65) a. ye-cheleticasche, seckhub dustu: The boy who is coming

is very naughty.

b. ye Ssche, se-cheleti khub dustu:J
c • c • •

The noun phrases involved in relativization are honorific in

(64) and nonhonorific in (65). In (64» 65a) the containing

noun phrases have been pronominalized, and in (64> 65b) the

relativized noun phrases have been pronominalized;. (64» 65a)

are more natural than (64» 65b) respectively. (65b), however,

seems better than (64b). This is because the noun phrases

involved are honorific in (64b) and nonhonorific in (65b).
«•

We come now to relative clause sentences where the

relativized noun phrase and the containing noun phrase are

obligatorily pronominalized. We have seen that pronominalization

of an NP-Rel and its containing noun phrase is obligatory in

those cases where the noun phrases involved in restrictive

relativization have phonetically null head nouns (cf.,^>8.l).
Such sentences are exemplified below.

/ The "1
(66) a. yecajo asabadl, secniscay pagal: ^ j one (C-HONj)

who is optimistic even to-day must be mad.

b. yinicajo asabadl, tinicniscay pagal: < !• one (C+HUUj)
f The"]
:) rl Any J

who is optimistic even to-day must be mad.

In (66) pronominalization has applied obligatorily in the NP-Rel

and in the containing noun phrase, because the noun phrases

have head nouns which are phonetically null.
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8.4.1 Elaborate Restrictives and 'Anglicized' Restrictives.

In an elaborate restrictive relative clause sentence the

referent is mentioned first and is followed by a relative clause,

and the matrix sentence. We have exemplified such sentences in

(11), which we reproduce below as (67).

(67) a. chelejic, yeckabita likhto, secmare geche: See (11a)
for gloss.

b. mahilac, yinicatmahatya karechen, tinicsamudra
bhalabasten: See (11b) for gloss.

In (67) the referents cheleti and mahila are mentioned first in

each sentence. They are followed by the relative clauses

ye kabita likhto and yini atmahatya karechen , and in turn the

relative clauses are followed by the matrix sentences se mare

geche, and tini samudra bhalabasten in (67a, b) respectively.

In these sentences the relative clauses each contains a relative
*

pronoun which refers to the referent. But we have seen that

in a pre-nominal restrictive relative sentence the relativized

noun phrase contains the relative marker ^e, and the containing

noun phrase contains the demonstrative deictic _se(jl) . In an

elaborate restrictive relative sentence the referent noun phrase

may or may not contain the demonstrative deictic jS£(_i), but

the iiP-Rel cannot be a full noun phrase with the relative deictic

ye. Consider the examples below.

(68) a. *chele£ic, ye-chele$ickabita likhto, se-chele-J;icmare
geche: = (67a)

b. *mahila , ye-mahila atmahatya karechen, se-mahilac c c

samudra bhalabasten: = (67b)
These sentences are ungrammatical, because the referents have

been mentioned first in each sentence, and the relativized noun
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phrases are full noun phrases with %e, and the containing

noun phrases are full sentences with se.

We assume that an elaborate restrictive relative sentence

is derived from a pre-nominal relative clause sentence. Consider

the sentences in (67). In these sentences the referents are

mentioned first, which is a matter of topicalization and emphasis.

Compare these sentences with their pre-nominal counterparts

given below in that order.

(69) a. ye-cheleti kabita likhto, se mare geche: The boy* c c

who used to write poems has died,

b. ye-mahilacatmahatya karechen, tinicsamudra bhalabasten:
The woman who has committed suicide used to love

the sea.

In these sentences the relativized noun phrases contain the

relative deictic ^e, which is the initial element of the

relativized noun phrase. In (67) the referents have been

isolated from the relativized noun phrases, and have been placed

sentence-initially; and the relativized noun phrases have been .

realized as relative pronouns. We assume that a pre-nominal

restrictive relative clause is transformed into an elaborate

restrictive by the topicalization of the referent. Let us

show, for example, how (67b) is derived from (69b). The

structure which immediately underlies (69b) is (62).
In (62) the HP-Rel (Np'') consists of the relative deictic ^e

and the head noun mahila. The process of topicalization

moves the head noun including its definiteness feature to the

sentence-initial position, and leaves other constituents

including the features of the noun phrase behind. This process

is followed by the application of the pronominalization rule
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in the residual noun phrase. We assume that these operations

derive a structure like (70) from (62).

(70)

D
.

NP_ CI NP

N

mahila , yini atmahatya
karechen

+N, -PROn f+N, +PR0, +REL
+3 j +R0N, +C0UNT, +HTJM,

... *' +AEI»+3 »+HOR,

+DEP.-PL, J

tini samudra bhalahasten

+K,+PR0,-INT,"
+C0UNT,+DEF,

+HUM,+ANI,

+3,+H0N,-PL

The second lexical insertion rule has attached the relative

pronoun yini to UP*', as its features match with those of the

relative pronoun. C70) will generate mahila., yini.atmahatya
C C j

karechen, tini^samudra bhalahasten, which is (67b). Thus
we see that an elaborate restrictive relative sentence is

derived from a pre-nominal restrictive relative sentence.

Anglicized restrictive relative clauses are

imitations of English restrictive relative clause sentences.

They should be derived directly from an underlying coordinate

conjoined structure by a rule which places the relative clause

post-nominally. But a surface comparison between some elaborate
<y\j

restrictives and their anglicized couterparts shows that

anglicized restrictives can be derived from elaborate restrictives.

Consider the examples in (71).
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(71) a. mahila , yini atmahatya karechen, tini samudrac c c

bhalabasten: = (67b)

b. mahila , yini atmahatya karechen, samudra bhalabasten:c c

The woman who has committed suicide used to love

the sea.

The sentences in (71) superficially show that the anglicized

restrictive relative sentence (71h) can be derived from the

elaborate restrictive relative sentence (71a) simply by

deleting the matrix pronoun tini. But this analysis will be

■unacceptable because in (71a) mahila is not the subject

of any clause, but in (71b) mahila is the subject of the

matrix sentence. It is an accident that the deletion of tini

in (71a) renders it identical to (71b). This sort of deletion

is not possible in other elaborate structures. Consider

the examples in (72).

(72) a. meyeti , ye gan gaiche, ami take cini: Lit., The girl
1 * ° 2 c 3 4 5 6 c 7 _1_

who is singing, I know her.
2 3,4 57 6

b. *meyeti , ye gan gaiche, ami cini:
• c c

c. ami meyetikec, yeQgan gaiche, cini: I know the girl
who is singing.

We derive the ungrammatical sentence (72b) by deleting the

matrix pronoun take from (72a), which is an elaborate restrictive

sentence. The anglicized counterpart of (72a) is (72c). They

cannot be related to one another. We consider that anglicized

restrictives are derived directly from underlying coordinate

conjoined structure by a rule which places the relative clauses

post-nominally.
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8.4.2 Quantifiers, Generic Noun Phrases and Restrictive

Relativization.

Noun phrases with numeral quantifiers can be restrictively

relativized, but noun phrases with quantifiers such as anek:

•Many', bahu: 'Many' and pratyek: 'Each1 etc., disallow pre-

nominal restrictive relativization. Consider the examples below.

karbe: Many boys who have failed will create

problems.

b. *ye-pratyek chelecphel kareche, secsamasya sristi
karbe: Each boy who has failed will create problems.

1

These sentences are ungrammatical because noun phrases with

quantifiers like anek, bahu and uratyek disallow pre-nominal

restrictive relativization. We have to block these sentences,

saying that noun phrases with such quantifiers cannot be

restrictively (pre-nominally) relativized.

Noun phrases with generic quantifiers sab, sakal: 'All'

allow pre-nominal restrictive relativization. Consider the

examples in (74).

(74) a. ye-sab chelecphel kareche, taracsamasya srij'fci karbe:
Those boys (Lit., who-all boys) who have failed will

create problems.

b. ye-chelera phel kareche, tara samasya srig-fci karbe:c c

The boys \vho have failed will create problems.

The NP-Rel ye-sab chele in (74a) contains the quantifier sab;

but this sentence does not mean that all boys have failed.

Instead,it means that some boys have failed and all of them

will create problems. Here the relative deictic restricts

(75)
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the generic quantifier to a limited number. (74a-) may be

considered as a colloquial version of (746), where the NP-Rel

has no quantifier, but indicates plurality. (74a.) cannot be

derived from an underlying coordinate conjoined structure

where the quantifier sab is present. For example, we cannot

derive (74a.) from (75)*

(75) [cONJCO C sab chele phel kareche^ Q fsab chele samasyab b C b C

sristi karbeDj : (All boys have failed)(All boys will
create problems).

It has been suggested that this sort of sentence should be

derived from a representation underlying an 'if-then* sentence

in English (cf., Thompson (1971))• If we adopt this suggestion,

we have to derive this type of sentence in Bengali from an

underlying subordinate conjoined sentence (yadi-tabe sentence).

Although some such sentences can be derived from an underlying

subordinate conjoined sentence structure, many sentences will

remain which cannot be derived from such a structure. The

sentences in (76), which can be considered as 'true generics',

can be derived from an underlying subordinate conjoined

structure.

(76) a. ye-sakal meye tip pare, tsder sundar dekhSy: Thec c

girls who put on brow-marks look beautiful.

b. ye-meyeractip pare, tadercsundar dekhay: The
girls who put on brow-marks look beautiful.

c. yadi meyera tip pare, tabe tader sundar dekhay: Ifc c

girls put on brow-marks, then they look beautiful.

It is possible to derive (76b, a) from (76c). But the sentences

in (74) cannot be derived from an underlying subordinate

conjoined structure, because this structure disallows some
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tenses and aspects. For example, this hypothesis will

postulate (77) as the underlying structure of (74a); "but (77)

is unacceptable because a subordinate conjoined structure

disallows perfective aspect.

(77) *yadi cheleracphel kareche, tabe taracsamasya sristi
karbe: If boys have failed, then they will create

problems.

Our suggestion is that sentences like (74a), which are not

true generics, should be derived from an underlying coordinate

conjoined structure, like other pre-nominal restrictive relative

clause sentences. Nevertheless the quantifiers occuring with

the noun phrases involved are not generic in the underlying

structure. For Bengali sentences of the type (74a) it can be

considered that the quantifier in the underlying structure is

kichu or kayek; 'Some', but not sab or sakal: •All'. So (74a)

can be derived from an underlying structure something like

(78).

(78) „ CcONJCO QLkayekjan chele phel karechel Ekayekjan :b Q C ~ O

chelecsamasya sristi karbe^J : (Some boys have
failed)(Some boys will create problems).

After the application of the restrictive relativization rule

in (78), we will need a rule which will optionally replace

the quantifier by sab or sakal, or will delete the underlying

quantifiers while making the noun phrases plural. In this way

we can derive the sentences in (79) from (78).

{se-ka(yek)jan cheletara

samasya sri§-fci karbe: Those (some) boys who have

failed will create problems.
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- |Sab A chel e"

b.. fSab 1 fSe" sakalf
* ye^ { sakal | chelecphel kareche, J _ _lsaKalJ^ ' I tara

samasya sristi karbe: Those (all) boys who have

failed will create problems.

( se-chelera ")
c, , ye*-cheleracphel kareche, { r samasya

srig^i karbe: The boys who have failed will create

problems.

The sentences in (79) are cognitively synonymous, and so they

can be derived from the same source, which^(78).
8.5 The Derivation of Nonrestrictive Relative Clause Sentences.

A nonrestrictive relative clause in Bengali behaves like

a parenthetical statement on an argument. It is not an

obligatory part of the containing noun phrase, but carries some

independent information about the containing noun phrase.

Ross (1967a) wants to derive English nonrestrictive relative

clause sentences from a sequence of related sentences (cf.,

Thompson (1971)» Stockwell et al (1973)). We have already

suggested that Bengali nonrestrictive relative clause sentences

should be derived from a sequence of independent sentences,

each containing a noun phrase corefential with one in the other

sentence. Ross does not want to derive a nonrestrictive relative

clause from an underlying coordinate conjoined sentence structure,

because although a nonrestrictive relative sentence can be

interrogative, the conjunction of a declarative and an interro¬

gative sentence is not allowed in English. We want to derive

a nonrestrictive relative clause from a sequence of related

sentences, but not because of this fact. We have derived
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restrictive relative clause sentences from an underlying

coordinate conjoined structure, although the conjunction of a

declarative and an interrogative sentence is not permissible.

But a restrictive relative sentence can be interrogative as

shown below.

(80) a. ye-mahilacatmahatya karechen, tinicki samudra bhalabasten?:
Bid the woman who has committed suicide love

the sea?

b. *ekjan mahilacatmahatya karechen ebarj tinicki samudra
bhalabasten?: A woman has committed suicide and

did she love the sea?

Thompson (1971) has proposed that the connector i'p deleted

between a declarative and an interrogative sentence, and the

structure becomes a relative clause sentence.

We want to derive a nonrestrictive relative clause sentence
«•

from a sequence of related sentences for the following reasons:

(a) it makes a difference between the underlying structure of

restrictive and nonrestrictive relative clause sentences, and

(h) a nonrestrictive relative clause is superflously embedded

in the matrix sentence, but can be better used as an

independent sentence.

Now we will consider how a nonrestrictive relative clause

sentence in Bengali can be derived. Consider the examples

below.
-t

(81 ) a. daktar hasan , yini kamyunist, baktrita diben:
' 1 c 2 c 3 ' 4 5

Dr Hasan, who is a communist, will give a lecture.
2 3 _5_ 4

"V - - - -t__b. daktar hasan baktrita diben. . daktar hasan kamyunist:
• A. c « /» c •

Dr Hasan will give a lecture. Dr Hasan is a communist.
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In a nonrestrictive relative clause the identity of the

containing noun phrase is well-established beforehand. It is

seen in Bengali that the containing noun phrase of a nonrestric¬

tive relative clause is usually a proper name having a well-

established identity. In (81a) the identity of daktar hasan is"

is well-established, and the relative clause gives some

information about him. We will derive (81a) from (81b), which

is a sequence of related sentences: each sentence here contains

a noun phrase daktar hasan. These sentences are not conjoined,

but related, because they are propositions about the same person.

(81b) can be sequentially ordered like (82) in the intermediate

structure.

(82)

daktar hasan baktrita diben daktar hasan kamyunist

"+N,-PRO,-COM,

-COUNT,+HUM,

+ANI,+3,+H0H,

+N,-PRO,-COM,

-COUNT,+HUM,

+AHI,+3,+HON,

+DEF,+DEF, '

There are two independent but related sentences in (82). Of

these two, which one will be the relative clause depends on the

intention of the speaker. The sentence which the speaker

wants to focus (the one which contains the main information)

will be the matrix sentence; and the other one will be the

nonrestrictive relative clause. We can formulate

this by placing the focus sentence first in a sequence of
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related sentences. When it is decided which of the sentences

will be the focus, and which will be the nonrestrictive relative

clause, the following operations will take place:

(83) Operations for IJonrestrictive Relativization.

a. Embed the relative clause as the right daughter of

the containing noun phrase by Chomsky-adjunction.

b. Insert the relative deictic ^_e to the hP-Rel as a

DEIC.

c. Specify the NP-Rel as C+PRO}.
d. Replace the sentence-boundary marks of the relative

clause by comma-intonation (Cl).

The operations (83b, c) need attention. We have hot specified

the hP-Rel as C+PRO,+REL"} by a single operation. Instead, this
has been done by two operations. This is because of the fact

that although Bengali has human relative pronouns, it has no

nonhuman and inanimate "C+COUNT^ relative pronoun. If a single

operation would specify the NP-Rel as C+PR0,+REL3, then we

could not account for nonrestrictive relative sentences

which involves nonhuman or inanimate U+COUNT^ noun phrases.

Consider the examples below.

(84) a. jagadls basu , yini rari khale janmagrahan karen:c c * •

Jagadish Bose, who was born at Rari Khal.

b. matiner p£khTtic, ye-ti lal: Matin's bird,
which is red.

In (84a) the NP-Rel has been realized as a relative pronoun,

as the relativized noun phrase is human; but in (84b) the NP-Rel

is not a relative pronoun, but a residual noun phrase consisting

of the relative deictic and the classifier ti. In (84a)
the pronominalization proper rule applies obligatorily to the
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relativized noun phrase and reduces it to a relative pronoun;

and in (84b) the pronominalization proper rule applies

similarly to the relativized noun phrase, but instead of

reducing it into a relative pronoun, the rule deletes the head

noun of the relativized noun phrase; and leaves the relative

deictic and the classifier behind. This is exactly like the

application of the pronominalization proper rule in nonhuman and

inanimate noun phrases (cf., $ 5.3.1). In order to account

for this we have to break the nonrestrictive relativization rule

into two major operations such as (83b, c).

We come back now to (82). According to our formulation,

the first sentence in this sequence of sentences is the focus

sentence. Accordingly, it will be the matrix sentence, and the

second one will be the nonrestrictive relative clause. The

operation (83a, b) will derive (85) from (82).

+N, -PRO ,""j r+DEIC ,~1 f+N, -PRO, \
-COM, +REL, -COM,-COUNT,

-COUNT, +DEM, I +HUM,+ANI,
+HUM,+ANI, +DEF,J +3,+HON,+DEF,
+3 > +HON, J ^ U J
+DEF J
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The operation (83c) will now apply to (85). It will apecify
2

the relativized noun phrase (NP ) as C+PRCf) . The pronominal-
ization rule will reduce the NP-Rel into a relative prcinoun if

it is C+HUlQ, or £-COUNT,+ABSj; otherwise this rule will simply
delete the head noun of the NP-Rel. The application of

(83c, d) will transform (85) into (86).

We have arrived at the post-transformational string in (86).

The second lexical insertion rule has attached appropriate

lexical items to the derived nodes in (86), and the comma-

intonations have also "been placed. (86) will generate

daktar hasan_, yini_kamyunist, baktrita diben, which is (81a).
C C '
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IDENTICAL HEAD NOUN DELETION

9.0 Introduction.

Bengali allows the deletion of a head noun if it is

identical to the head noun of another noun phrase in the same

sentence. This sort of head noun deletion, due to lexical

identity, is common in Bengali. It is a kind of nonanaphoric

pronominalization. Pronominalization proper utilizes one noun

phrase to reduce another into a pronoun under coreference, and

in certain cases this rule deletes the head noun of a noun phrase

under coreference (cf., ^ 5«3*1)* The identical head noun

deletion transformation is similar to this process, except that

it operates Between noncoreferential noun phrases. Below

we give some examples which will be discussed in this chapter.''
(1)

(2)

1 Noun phrases which have identical head nouns will be

italicized in this chapter.

a. matin ekti chabi ekeche Sr minuo ekji chabi ekeche:
2 5 4 5 7 8 9 10

Matin has drawn a picture and Minu has drawn a
__4_ 2 5 5 10 8

picture, too.
9 7

b. matin ekti chabi ekeche ar minuo ekti ekeche: Matin
2* 3 45 78* 9

has drawn a picture and Minu has drawn one, too.
_4_ 2 3 5 9_ 8 7

a0 yadi matin ekti bai kine, tabe minu duti bai kinbe:
1 3* 4 5 6 8' 9 10

If Matin buys a book, then Minu will buy two books.
1 5 3 4 6 10_ 8 9

b. yadi matin ekti bai kine, tabe minu duti kinbe:
1 3' 4 5 6 8* 9

If Matin buys a book, then Minu will buy two.
1 5 3 4 6 9 8
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(3) a. se nil phu.lti tullo ar ami lal phulti tullam: He

12 3* 4567 8* 9 1

plucked the blue flower and I plucked the red flower.
4 23569 78

b. se nil phulti tullo ar ami lalti tullam: He plucked
12 3* 4567* 8 1 4
the blue flower and I plucked the red one.

2 3 5 6 8 7

(1a) has two noun phrases which are identical. (1b) is derived

from (la) by deletion of the head noun of the forward noun phras

due to lexical identity. (2a) has two noun phrases of which

only the head nouns are identical. (2b) is derived from (2a) by

deletion of the head noun of the forward noun phrase. Similarly

(3b) is derived from (3a) by deletion of the head noun of the

forward noun phrase. This sort of head noun deletion is possibl

when two noun phrases in a structure have identical head nouns.

9.1 Direction of Deletion.

Identical head noun deletion is permissible even in a

simple sentence structure. This can be seen in the following

examples.^
(4) a. ek.jan bhadralok anya ek.jan bhadralokke ballen.. : A

gentleman told another gentleman..

b. ek.jan bhadralok anya ek.janke ballen: A gentleman

told another one.

c. *ek,jan anya ek.jan bhadralokke ballen:

(5) a. pratham cheleti dvitlya cheletike cine na: The

first boy does not know the second boy.

b. pratham cheleti dvitlyatike cine na: The first boy

does not know the second one.

c. *prathamti dvitlya cheletike cine na:

2 We will consider simple sentence structures with SOV order.
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(4a) has two noun phrases with identical head noun. (4h) is

derived from (4a) "by deletion of the head noun of the forward

noun phrase. When the head noun of the forward noun phrase is

deleted, the case marker Ice is suffixed to the element which

immediately precedes the deleted head noun. Here the deletion

operates forwards. That is, the head noun of the left noun

phrase is used to delete the head noun of the right noun phrase.

(4c) is derived from (4a) by deletion of the head noun backwards.

(4c), which is ungrammatical, shows that backwards deletion is

not possible in a simple structure having an SOV order. The

examples in (5) show that identical head noun deletion is

•possible only forwards. Accordingly we can arrive at the

following conclusion:

(6) In a simplex structure with the SOV order identical head

noun deletion is allowed only forwards.

We will now consider the direction of identical head noun

deletion in complex and compound structures. Consider the

examples in ^7* 8, 9). ■:

(7) a. ek.jan bhadralok elen o d-u.jan bhadralok cale gelen:
e

A gentleman came and two gentleman went away.

b. ek.jan bhadralok elen o du.jan cale gelen: A gentleman

came and two went away.

c. ek.jan elen o du.jan bhadralok cale gelen: One came and

two gentlemen went away.

(8) a. yadi matin ekti bai kine, tabe minu duti bai kinbe:

If Matin buys a book, then Minu will buy two books,

b. yadi matin ekfri bai kine, tabe minu du^i kinbe:

If Matin buys a book, then Minu will buy two.
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yadi matin ekti kine, tabe minu duti bai kinbe: If

Matin buys one, then Minu will buy two books,

matin badaler baifri dekhe ballo ye seo ekti bai kinbe:

Matin saw Badal's book and said that he would buy .a

book, too.

matin badaler baiti dekhe ballo ye seo ekti kinbe:

Matin saw Badal's book and said that he would buy

one, too.

matin badalerti dekhe ballo ye seo ekti bai kinbe:
■1 • ■'■ •

Matin saw Badal's one and said that he would buy

a book, too.

(7a) is a coordinate conjoined structure where there are two noun

phrases identical in head noun. (7b) is derived from (7a) by

deleting the head noun of the forward noun phrase, and (7c) is

derived from (7a) by deleting the head noun of the backward
«■

noun phrase. Although (7c) is not a very good sentence, it is

acceptable. So we see that identical head noun deletion is

allowed both forwards and backwards in a coordinate conjoined

structure. (8a) is a subordinate conjoined structure with two

noun phrases which are identical in head noun. We derive (8b)

by forward deletion of identical head noun, and (8c) by backward

deletion of head noun from (8a). We see that deletion can

take place both forwards and backwards in a subordinate conjoined

structure. (9a) is a complex structure which has two noun

phrases with identical head noun. In such a structure also,

both forwards and backwards deletion of identical head noun is

possible. So we can give the following condition for

identical head noun deletion:

(9) a.

c.
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(10) Direction of IHN Deletion.

The identical head noun deletion rule operates forwards in a

simple structure with SOV order, and both fowards and

backwards in conjoined and complex structures.

9.2 Identical Head Noun Deletion.

The identical head noun deletion rule operates between

noncoreferential noun phrases which are identical in head noun.

This is a kind of pronominalization in that it utilizes one noun

to delete another under the identity condition, and the residual

noun phrase functions pronominally. The noun phrases involved

in such a deletion are noncoreferential, but the rule operates

under lexical identity and sense identity.

Identical head noun deletion can take place even if the

nouns are the only elements of the noun phrases involved.

Consider the examples in (11).

(11) a. badal bai kinlo ar amio bai kinlam: Badal bought

(a) book(s) and I bought (a) book(s), too.

b. badal bai kinlo ar amio kinlam: Badal bought

(a) book(s) and I bought, too.

In (11a) each noun phrase involved has the noun bai as its

only element. These noun phrases are noncoreferential. Here

the deletion operates and generates (11b). But this sort of

deletion is not acceptable if one noun phrase has other

constituents besides the head noun, and the other one has only

the head noun. Consider the examples in (12).

(12) a. badal ektibai kinlo ar amio bai kinlam: Badal

bought a book and I bought (a) book(s), too.

b. *badal ekti bai kinlo ar amio kinlam: Badal bought

a book and I bought, too.
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(12a) has two noun phrases with identical head nouns. Here

the left noun phrase has two constituents SPEC and N, hut the

right noun phrase has only the head N. So deletion generates

the unacceptable sentence (12b). In (12a) the noun phrases

involved are noncoreferential, but in (12b) they are understood

as coreferential.

But noun phrases usually contain other constituents besides

head nouns. Consider the examples in (13)-(16).

(13) a. matin ekjsi bai parche ar minuo ekti bai parche:

Matin is reading a book and Minu is reading a book, too.

b. matin ekti bai parche ar minuo .ekti papche: Matin

is reading a book and Minu is reading one, too.

(14) a. minu e-phulti cay ar matin o-phulti cay: Minu wants

this flower and Matin wants that flower,

b. minu e-phulti cay ar matin o-ti cay: Minu wants

this flower and Matin wants that one.

(15) a. minu lal phulti cay ar matin nil phulti cay: Minu
•"""" •

wants the red flower and Matin wants the blue flower,

b. minu lal phulti cay ar matin nilti cay: Minu

wants the red flower and Matin wants the blue one.

(16) a. minu nil phulgulo cay ar matin lal phulgulo cay:

Minu wants the blue flowers and Matin wants the red

flowers.

b. minu nil phulgulo cay ar matin lalgulo cay: Minu

wants the blue flowers and Matin wants the red ones.

(13a) has two noun phrases which are identical both in SPEC and

N. We derive (13"t>) from (15a) by deleting the head noun of the

forward noun phrase, due to lexical identity. However, the

SPEC of the deleted noun is left undeleted. (14a) has two noun
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phrases which are identical in head noun and classifier. Ve

derive (14b) from (14a) by deleting only the head noun of the

forward noun phrase. Similarly, we derive (15b) from i.15a) by

deleting the head noun of the forward noun phrase. (16a) has

two noun phrases each with the structure ADJ N PLMARKER.

They are identical both in head noun and plural marker. (16b)

is derived from (16a) by deletion of the head noun of the

forward noun phrase; other elements, including the plural marker,

are left behind. So we see that the identical head noun deletion

rule deletes the head noun only, and suffixes of the head noun

are suffixed to the element which precedes the deleted head noun.

Let us show, for example, how the head noun deletion rule

operates. (13a) has the intermediate structure (17).

(17)

Sr CONJCO "tS-

,P

A'

SPEC

/\
QUANT CL

matin ek ti bai parche A minu ti bai parche

In (17) the head nouns of NP^ and NP^ are identical. As (17) is

a coordinate conjoined structure, the identical head noun

deletion rule can apply both forwards and backwards here.

Ve can use the head noun of NP^ to delete the head noun of NP^,
and we can also apply the rule in the reverse order. If we
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apply the deletion rule forwards in (17)» we will derive

(18), after the last rule of the transformational component.

In (18) the head noun has been deleted from NP^ due to its

lexical identity with the head noun of NP . (18) will

generate matin ekti bal papche ar minuo ekti narche, which

is (13b).

9.3 Identical Modifier and Head noun Deletion.-

A head noun can be deleted with all its attributive

adjectives if the head noun and its adjectives are identical with

the head noun and its attributive adjectives of another noun

phrase. Consider the examples below.

(19) a. minu ekti lal kalam kineche ar matino ekti lal kalam

kineche: Minu has bought a red pen and Matin has

bought a red pen, too.

b. minu ekti lal kalam kineche &r mStino ekti kineche:

Minu has bought a red pen and Matin has bought one, too.
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(20) a. minu ekti dami lal kalam kineche ar matino ekti

darn! lal kalam kineche: Minu has bought an

expensive red pen and Matin has bought an expensive

red pen, too.

b. minu ekti dam! lal kalam kineche ar matino ekti

kineche: Minu has bought an expensive red pen and

Matin has bought one, too.

In (19a) there are two noun phrases which are identical in every

respect. The have the structure SPEC APJ N . We can derive

(19b) from (19a) by deleting the adjective and the head noun of

the forward noun phrase under their identity with the adjective

and the head noun of the backward noun phrase. The SPEC of the

forward noun phrase, although it is identical with the SPEC of

the backward noun phrase, cannot be deleted. The sentence

(l9h) is ambiguous. The ambiguity is due to the fact the

adjective lal could have been present in or absent from the

forward noun phrase in the underlying structure. (20b) is

derived from (20a) by deletion of the identical adjectives and

the head noun of the forward noun phrase due to their identity

with those of the backward noun phrase. (20b), like (19b), is

ambiguous. This ambiguity is also due to the deletion of

the identical adjectives.

Bengali avoids this sort of ambiguity in two ways:

(a) only the identical head noun is deleted and the identical

adjective is stressed, and (b) only the identical head noun is

deleted, and the spec and aDJ are permutated. In these ways

we will derive the sentences in (21) from (19a), and those in

(22) from (20a).
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(21) a. minu ekti lal kalam kineche ar matino ekti lal

kineche: Minu has bought a red pen and Matin has

bought a red (one), too.

b. minu ekti lal kalam kineche ar matino lal ekti

kineche: Minu has bought a red pen and Matin has

bought a red (one), too.
*

(22) a. minu ekti daml lal kalam kineche ar matino ekti damx
£
lal kineche: Minu has bought an expensive red pen

and Matin has bought an expensive red (one), too.

b. minu ekti dami lal kalam kineche ar matino dam! lal

ekti kineche: Minu has bought an expensive red pen

and Matin has bought an expensive red (one), too.

(21a) is derived from (19a) by deletion of the head noun of

the forward noun phrase under lexical identity. The adjective

of the forward noun phrase has not been deleted, although it is

identical with the adjective of the backward noun phrase.

The adjective lal in the forward noun phrase in (21a) is mildly

stressed so that it is understood as an adjective, but not as a

noun. (21b) is derived from (19a) by deletion of the head noun

of the forward noun phrase, and by permutating its SPEC and ADJ.

There is no ambiguity in (21a, b). The sentences in (22)

are similarly derived from (20a). Sentences of the type

(21, 22b) are more common in Bengali than those of the

type (21, 22a).
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9.4 Deletion of Identical Head Noun with Nonidentical

Modifiers.

Consider the examples in (23).

(23) a. minu ekti lal ohul tuleche ar matin duti nil phul

tuleche: Minu has plucked a red flower and Matin

has plucked two "blue flowers.
_ *

"b. minu ekti lal phul tuleche ar matin duti nil tuleche:

Minu has plucked a red flower and Matin has plucked

two blue (ones),

c. minu ekti lal -phul tuleche ar matin nil duti tuleche:

Minu has plucked a red flower and Matin has

plucked two blue (ones).

(23a) has two noun phrases which are identical in head noun only,

Each of these noun phrases has a SPEC and an adjective besides

the head noun. The adjectives of these noun phrases are

nonidentical. (23b) is derived from (23a) by deletion of the

head noun of the forward noun phrase. The adjective in the

forward noun phrase in (23b) is mildly stressed so that it is

not understood as a noun. (23c) is derived from (23a) by

deletion of the head noun, and permutation of the SPEC and ADJ

of the forward noun phrase. It should be mentioned here that

the residual noun phrase nil duti in (23c) is ambiguous between

a definite and an indefinite reading. These examples

show that operations in structures with nonidentical modifiers

are similar to those in structures with identical modifiers.
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SENTENCE PRONOMINALIZATION

10.0 Introduction.

It is generally assumed that a sentence can he pronominal-

ized under certain conditions. In English 'It' and 'So' are

usually used as sentence pronouns as can be seen in the examples

in (l), taken from Cushing (1972).

(1) a. Noam said that deep structure exists, and I believe

{ "}•I *so J

b. George asked me whether deep structure exists;
C so

I said that I believed \

*«*it

Bengali also shows that a sentence can be pronominalized into

the abstract pronoun ta under certain conditions. We have

sentences like those in (2).

(2) a. matin mane kare ye prithiblta ekta marbel ar
_2_ 3 4*5* 6 7

minuo ta mane kare: Matin thinks that the earth is

9 10 _11_ 2 3 4_
a marble and Minu thinks so, too.
567 11 10 9

b. keramat 511 ghosana kareche ye se .iatir pita kintu
'

1_2 3 4 5 6 7

bagallra ta mane kare na: Keramat Ali has declared that
8 9 _J0_ 11 2 3

he is the father of the nation, but the Bengalees
4 6 5 7 8

do not think so.

11 10 9

In (2a) prithiblta ekta marbel and ta, and in (2b) se .iatir pita

and ta are understood coreferentially; and so it can be assumed

that the pronoun _ta is derived by the 'sentence pronominalization'
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transformation. In this chapter we will investigate this

process in Bengali, and. try to discover whether there is any

process at all which can be called 'sentence pronominalization'.

10,1 The Abstract Pronoun ta.

Bengali has a pronoun ta with the featuresC +ABS,-COUNTJ ,

to which we refer as the abstract pronoun. It must not be

confused with the morphophonologically derived forms or parts

of forms of the pronouns such as tar: 'His', take: 'Him',

tara: 'They', tader: 'Them, Their* etc.,. These forms are

derived by morphophonological rules, which apply on a surface

structure (cf., § 11.3)» But the abstarct pronoun _ta is both

a deep structure and surface structure pronoun. It can be

used deictically, anaphorically and under identity of sense

(cf., 5*10). It is generated in the underlying structure

when used deictically as in (3)«

(3) a. ami ta bhuli ni: I have not forgotten that,

b. ami ta mane rakhbo: I shall remember that.

It is derived transformationally in (4).

(4) a. yacpeyechi, tacabismaranlya: What (i) have got (that)
is unforgetable.

b. ami yaQcai, tacsirjhasan nay: What I want (that) is
not a throne.

The pronoun ta is usually used to refer to abstract objects

or entities, but when it is used to refer to concrete objects

its referents are understood as 'things'. So it can be easily

used to refer to C-COUNTJ objects, but when it is used to refer

to C+COUNT3 concrete objects, the 'thingness' of the referents

are taken into account. Consider the examples in (5)«
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(5) a. ami badalke ekti kard pathiyechilam, kintu se'

-ti
c

pay ni: I had sent a card to Badal, hut he did

not receive it.

b. yadi tumi aj-rate ekjan bandhabl cao, tabe tumi
c

{^a "I pabe: If you want a girl-friend to-night,*takej
c

then you will get that.

In (5a) ta refers to a concrete object and in (5k) it refers to

an indefinite and unspecific human being. But there is a

semantic difference between the uses of _ta and se-ti in order

to refer to ekti kard in (5a). when ta is used, it refers to its

antecedent simply as a 'thing'; but when se-ti is used, the

antecedent is understood as it is. In (5k) the pronoun take

cannot be used to refer to an indefinite and unspecific antecedent;

but ta can be used. The antecedent in (5k) is a human noun,

but jta refers to her simply as a 'thing', as if she is an

unexpected gift.

Bengali utilizes the same pronoun jta as a sentence pronoun

as sentences are abstract entities. This pronoun has no

plural form, but it can be used to refer to both singular and

plural noun phrases. Consider the examples below.

(6) a. apanar siddhantasamuhaccamatkar ar tacmanabik: Your
decisions are excellent and they are humane.

b. apanar siddhantasamuha camatkar ar

manabik:

In (6a) ta refers to a plural noun phrase. (6b) is ungrammatical

because of the plural forms of _ta, which are ungrammatical.
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Ve will first assume that there is a pronominaiization

rule which reduces a sentence into a pronoun under certain

conditions. If such a rule exists, then we could derive the

pronoun ta in (2) by that rule. We will come later to the

question whether sentences like those in (2) are derived hy the

sentence pronominaiization rule, or hy any other process. Here

we will take the existence of such a rule for granted and try

to find out the directional constraint on 'sentence pronominali-

zation'. Consider the sentences helow.

(7) a. tumi jano ye rajnltibidera asat ar amio jani ye

rajnitibidera asat; You know that policitians are

dishonest and I, too, know that politicians are dishonest,

h. tumi jano ye rajnltibidera asat ar amio _ta jani: You

know that policitians are dishonest and I know it, too.

c. *tumi jta jano ar amio jani ye rajnltibidera asat: You

know it and I, too, know that politicians are dishonest.

(8) a. yadi badal janto ye na.ju asbe, tabe se amake halto ye

naju asbe: If Badal knew that Nazu would come, then

he would tell me that Nazu would come.

b. yadi badal janto ye naju asbe. tabe se amake ta balto:

If Badal knew that Nazu would come, then he would tell

me so.

c. yadi badal ta janto, tabe se amake balto ye naju asbe:

If Badal knew it, then he would tell me that

Nazu would come.

(7a) is a coordinate conjoined structure. It has two complement

clauses which are coreferential, that is, synonymous and
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structurally identical. If we use the left complement sentence

to pronominalize the right complement sentence under

coreferentiality, we will derive (7b). But if the rule is

applied backwards, we will derive the ungrammatical sentence

(7c). Thus we see that the sentence pronominalization rule applies

forwards in a coordinate conjoined structure. (8a) is a

subordinate conjoined structure. It has two complement clauses

which are coreferential. If we apply the sentence pronominaliza¬

tion rule forwards in (8a), we derive (8b); and if the mile is

applied backwards, we derive (8c). As both of (8b, c) are

grammatical, we see that the sentence pronominalization rule

can apply both forwards and backwards in a subordinate conjoined

structure.

The sentence pronominalization rule involves complement

sentences, not the matrix sentences. We have seen above that

this rule applies to complement sentences. Now consider

the sentences in (9).

(9) a. badal jane ye naju asbe ar badal jane ye matin asbe:

Badal knows that Nazu will come and Badal knows that

Matin will come.

b. *badal jane ye naju asbe ar ta ye matin asbe: Badal

knows that Nazu will come and it that Matin will come.

The matrix sentences in (9a) are coreferential, but (9b)

shows that the rule cannot apply between them.

The sentence pronominalization rule can apply in a

structure if it has two coreferential (synonymous and structurally

identical) complement sentences. Only when these conditions

are satisfied can the sentence pronominalization rule apply.
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The constraints for the rule can be given as (10).

(10) Constraints on S-Pronominalization.

If a structure contains two complement sentences which are

(a) synonymous (coreferential) and. (b) structurally

identical, the sentence pronominalization rule can apply,

optionally but preferably, only forwards if the structure

is a coordinate conjoined one, and both forwards and

backwards if the structure is a subordinate conjoined one.

10.3 An Outline of Comulementation in Bengali.

Different types of pronominalization involve complement

sentences. So we need to consider the process of complementation

in Bengali to have a picture of the underlying structure of

complement clauses. But as it is beyond our scope to tackle

this process exhaustively, we will deal here with it in

outline, as far as we deem necessary for our present purpose of

sentence pronominalization and other types of pronominalization.

Complementation is an instance of embedding of one sentence

into another. The embedded sentence may get transformed

during the process of derivation so much that it may not look

like a sentence in the surface. Traditional Bengali

grammarians are silent about complementation (cf., Chatterji

(1939)), and we have not come across anything which deals

with complementation in Bengali. Before going into any details,

let us consider some Bengali sentences which involve

complementation. Consider the sentences in (11, 12, 13)*

(11) a. badal mane kare ye agamlkal bristi habe: Badal thinks
2_ 3 4 5**6 2

that it will rain tomorrow.
3 6 5 4



(12)

(13)

Consider the sentences (11, 12, 13a), each of which has a

complemerit sentence embedded in it. These complement sentences

are extensions of some abstract noun phrases like e-katha: 'This

proposition', e-ghatana: 'This event', e-bisay: 'This fact',

e-.janya: 'For this reason' etc.,, which are generally dominated

by the NHJT case in the underlying structure. The sentences

in (11 , 12, 13a-) are derived respectively from (11 , 12, 136).

The abstract noun phrases we are talking about are present is

(11, 12, 136). (116) contains the abstract noun phrase e-katha,

(12b) contains e-.janya, and (13a, b) contain e-ghatana. The

complement clauses are extensions of these noun phrases. If

we delete the complement clauses from these examples, we will

derive the following examples:

(11) b'. badal mane kare e-katha: Badal thinks this proposition.

(12) b'. ami duksita e-janya: I am sorry for this.

3^2

b. badal mane kare e-katha ye agamikal bristi habe:
3 4

Badal thinks this proposition that it will rain
3 4

tomorrow.

a. ami duksita ye darajati bandha: I am sorry that
1 2* 3 4 * 5 12 3

the door is closed.
_4_ 5

b. ami duksita e-janya ye daraj.ati bandha: I am sorry
3 4

for this reason that the door is closed.
_ 3 4

a. e-ghatana tatparyapurna ye se gatakal esechilo: This
1 2 3 * 4 5 6 7 1

event is significant that he had come yesterday.
2 3 4 5 7 6

b. e-ghatana ye se gatakal esechilo tatparyapurna: This
1^ 3 4 5 6 7 1

event that he had come yesterday is significant.
2 3 4 _5_ 6 7
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(15) 6'. e-ghatana tatparyapurna: This event is significant.

In (11b1) e-katha is the object, in (12b') e-janya is the object,

and in (136') e-ghatana is the subject. But these abstract

noun phrases are semantically almost empty and so need semantic

content. This semantic content is supplied by the complement

sentences. The function of the complement sentences in these

examples is to supply semantic content to the abstract noun phrases

of which they are extensions. We will call this sort of

complementation 'HP-Complementation'. In this sort of comple¬

mentation the complement sentence is an extension of an abstract

noun phrase.

Rosenbaum's (1967) analysis of English complementation has

been questioned by different linguists (cf., Stockwell et al

(1973, 514-36)). Kiparsky and Kiparsky (1974) have shown that

complementation in English can be better explained if the

semantics of the matrix predicate is taken into account. They

have subcategorized English predicates into factive and non-

factive paradigms, and shown that C+FactD feature of the

predicates give rise to interesting syntactic consequences. So

they have posited different underlying structures for factive

and non-factive complement sentences. The claim that the factive

complements have the underlying structure (14a), and the non-

factive complements have the underlying structure (14b).

(14) a. NP b. NP

Fa'ct^^' S

Bengali has both factive and non-factive predicates as well

predicates which are neutral toT+Fact^ . For example,
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tatparyapurna: 'Significant' and duksita: 'Sorry' are factive,

and sambhabpar: 'Likely and satya: 'True' are non-factive.

Kiparsky and Kiparsky (1971) claim that factive predicates can

occur only when the speaker presupposes that the propositional

object or subject of the predicate is factually true; and non-

factive predicates can occur when the speaker merely asserts or

believes the proposition to be true, but does not presuppose its

factuality. They have given some criteria for the diagnosis of

factive and non-factive predicates, of which the negation test

is the most important. The presupposition remains constant in

both the negative and positive forms of the sentence with a

factive predicate, but the assertion of the proposition changes

with a non-factive predicate when the matrix sentence is negated.

Consider the examples in (15» 16).

ami duksita ye bristi hacche: I am sorry that it is

raining.

ami duksita nai ye bristi hacche: I am not sorry

that is it raining.

ami mane kari ye rehana rupasx: I think that

Rehana is beautiful.

ami mane kari na ye rehana rupasT: I do not think

that Rehana is beautiful.

According to the above criterion duksita is a factive and

mane kar is a non-factive predicate.

Kiparsky and Kiparsky (1971) posits different underlying

structures for these two types of complement, but Bengali does

not show any immediate syntactic difference between these two

types of complement (cf., <^10.4 for some remote consequences).
Their underlying structure for the factive complements seems

(15) a.

b.

(16) a.

b.
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necessary for both factive and non-factive NP-Goiaplementation

in Bengali. That is, both factive and non-factive complement

sentences are extensions of some abstract noun phrases. The

place occupied by 'the fact' in their treatment of factive

complements would be filled in by abstract noun phrases like

e-katha, e-ghatana, e-bisay, e-.janya etc.,, or simply by the

deictic e_( i.): 'This', where an appropriate head noun is missing,

for both factive and non-factive complements in Bengali. We

assume that these abstract noun phrases are the heads of the

NP-Complement sentences. These abstract noun phrases are dominated

by a case node in the underlying structure. The case relations

of these abstract noun phrases are determined by 'their

relationships with the verbs, which cooccur with them. They

are usually dominated by the 1IEUT case, but can be dominated by

other cases like INS and LOC etc.,.''

1 Most of these abstract noun phrases are dominated by the NEUT

case in the underlying structure, and they are realized as

objects in the surface structure. But consider the sentences

below.

(A) a. ami bisvas kari e-katha ye se sat: I believe this

proposition that he is honest.
_ i _ _

b. ami bisvas kari e-kathay ye se sat: I believe in this

proposition that he ■ is honest.
_ i _

c. ami bisvas kari ye se sat: I believe that he is honest.

(B) aD ami duksita e-te ye se ase ni: I am sorry for this

that he did not come.

b. ami duksita e-karane ye se ase ni: I am sorry for
• •

this reason that he did not come.

continued



(17)

:AM

D N S

DEIC

DEM

j katha,
(i) < ghatana,

j bisay etc.,

In (17) Ch indicates the case relationship of the noun phrase.

The node D is usually filled in by the demonstrative deictic

_e(i_): 'This', but this position can be filled in by £(i,): 'That'

or s_e (i_): 'That'. The selection of one or another of these

c. ami duksita ye se ase ni: I am sorry that he did not

come.

There is subtle semantic distinction between (Aa) and (Ab). The

abstract noun phrase e-katha in (Aa) seems to be a NEUT, and

e-kathay in (Ab) seems to be a LOC, where the case marker e_ (**)
is present. (Ac) is the surface realization of (Aa, Ab) by

deletion of the abstract noun phrases. In (Ba) we could not

supply any appropriate noun to the noun phrase e-te, but, we

assume, that nouns like karap; 'Reason', ka,j; 'Action' etc.,

could be used in this noun phrase. The noun phrases e-te and

e-karane seem to be abstract instrumentals in the underlying

structure. (Be) is the surface realization of (Ba, Bb).
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deictics depends on the relative proximity of the proposition

to the speaker. Consider the examples below.

f 6 1(18) a. ami jantam ^ ?o f-katha ye tumi asbe: I knewL?seJ
(this "N

\that / proposition that you would come.

f 6 1b. ami bali ni < o r -katha ye tara mithyabadi: I did
I sej

not say < "^is 1, proposition that they were liars,
v. that J

In (18a) the complement clause is understood as a direct

discourse of the matrix subject, and so the abstract noun phrase

contains the proximate deictic _e. (18a) sound odd if we use

the non-proximate deictics _o or _se_, because the complement

clause is a direct discourse of the matrix subject. In (18b)

the matrix subject is denying a proposition which has been

alleged to be his direct discourse. In such a case any of the

deictics can be used.

The abstract noun phrases of the NP-Complements are

optionally deletable under certain conditions. These noun

phrases are optionally deletable if they are not the subjects of

their sentences. Consider the examples in (19» 20).

(19) a. badal likheche e-katha ye se bar" yabe: Badal has

written this proposition that he would go home,

b. badal likheche ye se bari yabe: Badal has

written that he would go home.

(20) a. e-katha ye se mantrl habe bismaykar: This

proposition that he will be a minister is surprising.
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b. e-katha bismaykar ye se mantrT habe: This

proposition is surprising that he will be a minister.

c. *ye se mantrT habe bismaykar: That he will be a

minister is surprising.

(e-katha ""|
d. se ye mantri habe,< p bismaykar: Lit.,

Lta J

{this propositionthat J

is surprising.

In (19a) e-katha is the object and is deletable. We derive

(19b) from (19a) by its deletion. In (20a) e-katha is the

subject, and so it cannot be deleted. If we delete it, we will

derive the ungrammatical sentence (20c). If the complement

sentence is an extension of the subject noun phrase, it is

generally extraposed to the sentence-final position in Bengali.

We derive (20b) from (20a) by extraposing the complement sentence

to the sentence-final position. (20d) is derived by the

extraposition of the complement clause to the sentence-initial

position (cf., <p 10.4 for a brief description of this process).

Bengali generally does not allow sentential subjects. This

can be seen in (20c), where the complement clause is the subject.

This sentence is ungrammatical because the abstract noun phrase

e-katha has been deleted from it.

Now let us come back to the examples in (11)-(13)» an<l show

how they are derived. In these examples the (a) sentence

in each set is derived from the underlying structure of the

(*) sentence. For example, (11b) has the intermediate

underlying structure (21).
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f+VB,-ADJ,l+-S J
The complementizer in Bengali is ^e, which is homonymous with the

relative deictic and the nonhonorific relative pronoun. The

complementizer is placed in the case of NP-Complementation only;

and it is placed as the left■daughter of the complement

sentence. The complementizer placement rule will transform

(21) into (22).
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After the application of the last rule of the transformational

component in (22), the second lexical insertion rule will

attach appropriate lexical items to the nodes which require

lexicalization. Thus we will derive the surface structure

(25).

(25)

badal mane kar katha ye agamlkal bristi
• •

habe

(25) will generate bgdal mane kare e-katha ye agamlkal bristi

habe, which is (11b). The abstract noun phrase e-katha

is optionally deletable from (25). If we delete it, we will

derive badal mane kare ye agamlkal bristi habe, which is

(11a). If we delete the abstract noun phrase as well as the

complementizer from (25), we will derive badal mane kare

agamikal bristi habe; 'Badal thinks it will rain tomorrow'.

We can apply a transformation which we will call 'Object

Extraposition' to (22). This rule places the matrix verb at

the end of the matrix proposition, and adjoins the complement
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Thissentence as the right daughter of the matrix sentence,

rule will transform (22) into (24).

(24)

badal katha mane kar e ye agamlkal bristi habe

(24) will generate badal e-katha mane kare ye agamlkal bristi

habe, which is synonymous v/ith (11a, b). The structure (24)

is more comfortable and natural than (23).

We will now consider a sentence in which the abstract noun

phrase of an NP-Complement is realized as the subject. (13^)

provides us with such a sentence. (13^) has the intermediate

structure (25).

(25)

+AUX
+PRES
+sim

tatparyapurna
C+VB,+ADJJ

ghatana se gatakal esechilo
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There is only one actant in (25), and so it will be the subject.

The rule of subject marking will mark the NP dominated by NETJT

as the subject, and the subject placement rule will move it

to the sentence-initial position. The complementizer will

be placed as the left daughter of the complement sentence.

These operations will transform (25) into (26).

r+N,-PRO,. . ."7 C+VB,+ADJ,J+SUBJ J

(26) will generate (13^). 03^) is a grammatical, but

uncomfortable sentence. In a structure like (26), where the

subject noun phrase contains a complement sentence, and is at

the sentence-initial position, Bengali prefers an operation

which can be called 'Extraposition from Subject'. This

operation moves the complement sentence to the sentence-

final position and adjoins it as the right daughter of

the matrix sentence. This operation will transform (26)

into (27) (see page 403) • The structure (27) is more

comfortable and natural than the structure (26). Bengali has

a tendency to extrapose subordinate clauses to the sentence-

final or the sentence-initial position (cf., ^ 8.2.1).
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(27) s.

NP PSIV (

I
DEIC

I
DEM

e ghatana tatparyapurna ye se gatakal esechilo

(27) will generate e-ghatana tatparyapurna ye se gatakal

esechilo, which is (15a).

We will now consider another type of complementation, which

differs from NP-Complementation in many ways. This type of

complement sentence cannot be considered as an extension of an

abstract noun phrase like e-katha. This type disallows

complementizer placement, and obligatory te-infinitivalization

takes place in the complement sentence. We will call this type

'Infinitival Complementation'.... Consider the examples below.

(28) a. daktar badalke dekhte laglen: The doctor began to'

1 2 5 4 5 1 5 4

examine Badal.
3

b. *daktar laglen e-kaje ye daktar badalke dekhlen: The
• •

doctor began in this action that the doctor

examined Badal.

c. *daktar laglen ye daktar badalke dekhlen: The doctor

began that the doctor examined Badal.

Traditionally a sentence like (28a) is considered as a simple

sentence, and items dekhte lag as a single compound verb root.
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But a sentence of this type cannot be considered as a simple

sentence, and items like karte la# cannot be considered as

single compound verb roots (cf., 1.3.1). (28a) is a complex

sentence derived by infinitival complementation. In such a

complex sentence the matrix verb is usually a modal-aspectual

verb like lag; 'Begin and continue', par: 'Be able', thak:

'Continue' etc.,. These verbs are marked for obligatory

te-infinitivalization of the complement sentence. Infinitival

complementation differs syntactically from NP-Complementation.

Infinitival complements have the underlying structure (29).

(29) C_.

NP
I
S

(28a) has the intermediate underlying structure (30).

(30)

[+AUX "J VB+PAS
+sim J

daktar lag daktar
• •

"+VB, -ADJ , +ASPECTUAL, ~\
+S, te-INF,
+MATRIX SUBJ COREF

CONS SUBJ

dekh baaal A.
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In (50) the AUX of the complement sentence has not been

developed into a complex symbol becuase the matrix verb is

marked for te-infinitialization. The constituent subject will

be deleted from (30) due to its coreference with the matrix

subject. The complementizer placement rule will not apply in

in (30). The Subject-AUX concord rule will not apply in the

complement sentence. Instead _te will be attached to the ATJX.

By the application of all these and other relevant operations

in (30), we will derive (31 )•

(31) J3.

AUX

daktar lag dekh te

(31) will generate daktar laglen badalke dekhte, which is

(28a) in a different constituent order. The finite verb form

is placed usually at the sentence-final position in Bengali.

Me can place the matrix V in (31) at the sentence-final

position, and derive (32).
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(32)

AUX

r+Aux

I +PAS
+sim

L+3.+H0N

daktar badal ke dekh te lag len

(32) will generate daktar badalke dekhte laglen, which is

(28a). (32) is the derived syntactic structure of (28a). The

morphophonological rules can derive the ultimate phonetic

structure (33) from the syntactic structure (32).

(33) -S,

+AUX
+PAS
+sim

+3,+hon

daktar badal dekh te lag len

(33) differs structurally from (32), and looks like a simple

sentence structure. This superficial appearance of (33) is

behind the traditional analysis of verb forms like karte lag:

'Begin to do', balte thak; 'Continue to speak' etc., as
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single compound verb roots (of., 1.3.1). But our derivation

shows that sentences of the type (28a) are complex sentences

derived by infinitival complementation, and verb forms like

those above are not single verb roots in the underlying

structure.

10.4 Sentence Pronominalization.

We have so far assumed the existence of a sentence pronomi¬

nalization transformation which uses one complement sentence

to reduce another into a pronoun under the conditions given in

(10). The complement sentences involved in this process must be

synonymous and structurally identical. We will call two

sentences coreferential when they are synonymous and structurally

identical. We have used identical indices to indicate noun

phrase coreferentiality, but coreferential sentences and their

anaphoric pronouns have been italicized in this work. The rule

of S-Pronominalization can be given informally as (34).

(34) S-Pronominalization Rule.

One complement sentence can be used to pronominalize

another in a structure when they satisfy the conditions

in (10). The pronominalized sentence is realized

as the pronoun ta in the surface structure.

First we will consider the application of the sentence

pronominalization rule in structures which involve HP-Complemen¬

tation, and see whether sentences like those in (2) are

derived by the sentence pronominalization rule, or by some

other process. There are two ways in which these sentences can

be derived. In one way, they are derived by the sentence

pronominalization rule, which we will consider first.
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Consider the following examples.

(35) a. hasan mane kare e-katha ye baqalira asukhi ar
_2_ , 3 4 5 6 7 8.

ketakio mane kare e-katha ye bapalira asukhi: Hasan
10 11_ 12 13 14 15 16

thinks this proposition that the Bengalees are
2 3 4 5 6

unhappy and Ketaki, too, thinks this proposition that
7 8 10 11 12 13 14

the Bengalees are unhappy.
15 16

b. hasan mane kare (e-katha) ye bapalira asukhi ar
6 7

ketakio ta mane kare: Hasan thinks (this Proposition)
10

that the Bengalees are unhappy and Ketaki thinks
6 7

so, too.
10

c. *hasan _ta mane kare ar ketakio mane kare (e-katha) ye
2

bapalira asukhi: Hasan thinks it and Ketaki, too,
2

thinks (this proposition) that the Bengalees are

unhappy.

The coordinate conjoined structure (35a) has two synonymous

and structurally identical complement sentences. If the

sentence pronominalization rule is applied forwards to (35a),

we derive the grammatical sentence (356); and if the rule is

applied backwards, we derive the ungrammatical sentence (35c).

This is what the rule (10) predicts. But the rule does not

apply to the structure which immediately underlies (35a).

If it applies to the structure which immediately underlies (35a),

we will derive the ungrammatical sentence (35d).

(35) 6. *hasan mane kare e-katha ye ba^allra asukhi ar
ketakio e-katha ta mane kare: Hasan thinks that the

Bengalees are unhappy and Ketaki, too, thinks this

proposition so.
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The ungrammaticality of (35<l) is due to the presence of the

abstract noun phrase e-katha of the pronominalized sentence.

The sentence pronominalization rule applies after the deletion

of the abstract noun phrase and the complementizer from the

pronominalizable complement sentence. So (35a.) has the

intermediate structure (36) at the point the sentence

pronominalization rule applies.

kare asukhl kare asukhl

As in most of our examples irrelevant details are omitted from

(36), and second lexical items supplied for the sake of

readability. In (36) the sentence pronominalization rule will
4 5

apply forwards. This rule will use S to reduce S

into a pronoun. The sentence pronominalization rule will

throw away the S node of the pronominalized sentence, and

accumulate the features [+PR0,+S^ under the UP which dominates
the pronominalizable sentence prior to the application of
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the pronominalization rule. This is necessary for second

lexical insertion rule, which will insert a single lexical item

to.the derived node. The application of the sentence

pronominalization and other relevant rules will transform (36)

into the derived structure (37).

kare asukhl f+N,+PR0

L+s
We have attached the abstract pronoun ta to the pronominalized

node, and other second lexical items have also been attached to

the appropriate nodes in (37). (37) will generate hasan mane

kare e-katha ye baqalira asukhl ar ketaklo mane kare ta, which

is (35b) in a different constituent order. We will derive

(35b) by placing the V of the forward conjunct in (37)

sentence-finally. The sentences in (38) are also derivable

from (37) by carrying out some more operations on it.

(38) a. hasan mane kare ye bar^alTra asukhl ar ketaklo _ta

mane kare: Hasan thinks that the Bengalees are

unhappy and Ketaki thinks so, too.
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b. hasan e-katha mane kare ye banallra asukhi ar

ketaklo ta mane kare: Hasan thinks this proposition

that the Bengalees are unhappy and Ketaki thinks

so, too.

c. hasan mane kare banalira asukhi ar ketakio _ta mane kare:

Hasan thinks the Bengalees are unhappy and Ketaki

thinks so, too.

This analysis shows that there is a transformation which

reduces one complement sentence into a pronoun by another

sentence under certain conditions. Now we will consider the

alternative way in which the pronoun ta can arise and refer

anaphorically to a sentence. We will again consider the derivation

of ta in (35b). In the above analysis we derived (35b) from

(35a) first by deleting the abstract noun phrase and the comple¬

mentizer from the pronominalizable complement sentence and then
«•

by the application of the sentence pronominaliazble rule. In

an alternative way, we can derive the sentences in (39) from

(35a).

(39) a. hasan mane kare e-katha ye bar^alira asukhi ar

ketakio mane kare e-katha: Hasan thinks this proposi¬

tion that the Bengalees are unhappy and-Ketaki

thinks this proposition, too.

b. hasan mane kare e-katha ye banalTra asukhi ar

ketaklo mane kare ta: Hasan thinks this proposition

that the Bengalees are unhappy and Ketaki

thinks this/that, too.

c. hasan mane kare e-katha ye barplTra asukhi ar ketaklo
ta mane kare: Hasan thinks this proposition that the

Bengalees are unhappy and Ketaki thinks this/that, too.
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(39a) is derived from (35a) by deleting the forward complement

sentence due to its coreference with the complement sentence of

the first conjunct. The abstract noun phrase e-katha is left

behind. The noun phrase e-katha refers to the content of the

complement sentence baijalXra asukhl. We derive (39b) from

(39a) by reducing the abstract noun phrase e-katha into the

abstract pronoun ta. (39c) is derived from (39b) by rearranging

its constituents. This shows that what we require in order to derive

(35b) and (39c) from (35a) is not the sentence pronominalization

rule, but the deletion of the forward complement sentence, and

subsequent reduction of the abstract noun phrase into the abstract

pronoun. This solution is preferable, because it is simpler and

more natural.

Bengali has a class of sentence in which the abstract pronoun

ta appears, but it does not arise due to sentence pronominalization.

These sentences can be used as a proof that ta in (35b) and

(39b, c) originates due to the reduction of the abstract noun

phrase e-katha. Consider the examples below, •

(40) a, ketakl ye rupasl, ami ta jani: Lit., That Ketaki is
2 3 4 5 6 2

beautiful, I know that.
3 465

b. tumi mithyabadl, ami ta bali ni: Lit., You are a

liar, I did not say that.

c. badal ye barl geche, ta tatparyapurna: Lit., That
• •

Badal has gone home, that is significant.

The pronoun ta in these sentences cannot arise due to sentence

pronominalization, because each of these sentences has a single

complement sentence. These sentences are similar to Kiparsky

and Kiparsky's (1971» 361) examples reproduced below.
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(41) a. Bill resents jit that people are always comparing

him to Mozart,

b. They did not mind i_t that a crowd was biginning

to gether in the street.

Kiparsky and Kiparsky (1971) claim that 'it' in these examples

arises due to optional pronominal reduction of 'the fact' in

factive complements. Stockwell et al (1973» 551-53) argue

against this claim. We will claim that ta in (40) arises due tt

optional pronominal reduction of abstract noun phrases in

NP-Complementation. The sentences in (40) are related

respectively to those in (42).

(42) a. ami jani e-katha ye ketaki rupasx: I know this

proposition that Ketaki is beautiful.

b. ami bali ni e-katha ye tumi mithyabadi: I did

not say this proposition that you were a liar.

fe-ghatana ye badal barl geche tatparyapurna: This

c. J event that Badal has gone home is significant.

e-ghatana tatparyapurna ye badal barl geche: This

..event is significant that Badal has gone home.

These sentences involve ITP-Complementation on abstract noun

phrases like e-katha. and e-ghatana. Bengali has an operation

which extraposes the NP-Complements to the sentence-initial

position. This operation is sometimes accompanied by another

operation which places the complementizer ^e_ inside the

complement sentence, usually preceding a major constituent.

The operation which places the complementizer inside the

complement sentence is usually carried out if the speaker

believes in the factuality of the complement sentence.
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Otherwise the complementizer is simply deleted, and the

complement sentence is extraposed to the sentence-initial

position. We assume that the complementizer placement inside the

complement sentence is possible when the matrix predicate is

factive. Here we cannot go into the details of this operation's

conditions. These operations will transform the sentences in

(42) into those in (43).

C ketaki ye rupasi
(43) a. ^ f , e-katha ami jani: Lit., (That)

V. ketaki rupasi J

Ketaki is beautiful, I know this proposition,

r?tumi ye mithyabadi *\
- ,-r , e-katha ami bali ni: Lit..

tumi mithyabadi —

(That) you are liar, I did not say this proposition.

b.

fbadal ye barl geche "j
:. 1 , _, , , _ . , I, e-ghatana ta-

\^Dadal ban geche J —1,2
tatparyapurna: Lit.,

(That) Badal has gone home, this event is significant.

The first sentence in each set in (43) contains the complementizer

ye inside the complement sentence. This indicates that the

speaker emphatically believes in the factuality of these

propositions. The second sentence in each set above does not

contain the complementizer inside, and so they are understood

as mere assertions. The sentence ?tumi ye mithyabadi, e-katha

ami bali ni in (43^) is odd, because it emphasizes the

factuality of the complement sentence ; and at the same time

the matrix sentence, being negative, contradicts this

proposition. In (43) the abstract noun phrases e-katha and

e-ghatana are present in the matrix sentences. They can be

optionally reduced to the abstract pronoun ta.
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If we reduce these abstract noun phrases into the abstract

pronoun ta., we will derive the following sentences from

(45), respectively.

f ketaki ye rupasx *)
(44) a.. < ^ ta ami jani: Lit., (That)I ketaki rupasx J

Ketaki is beautiful, I know that.

-{ , ta ami bali ni: Lit., (That)

c.

?tumi ye mithyabadx

tumi mithyabadx

you are a liar, I did not say that.

rbadal ye bar! geche
. , ta_ tatparyapurna: Lit.,

badal bar! geche J '

(That) Badal has gone home, that is significant.

Thus we see that the abstract pronoun jta in (40, 44) arises due

to the pronominal reduction of the abstract noun phrases of

NP-Complements. This also gives support to our claim that

ta in (35b) and (59b, c) does not arise due to sentence

pronominalization. It arises due to pronominalization of the

abstract noun phrases of NP-Complements. So we can say that

structures with coreferential noun phrase complement sentences

do not involve sentence pronominalization. We can replace

the rules (10) and (34) by (45)•

(45) Complement S-Deletion and Pronominalization of Abstract

Noun Phrases.

If a structure contains two NP-Complement sentences which

are synonymous and structurally identical, then one of

them can be deleted and its dominating noun phrase can be

reduced to the abstract pronoun ta. This rule operates
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forwards in a coordinate conjoined structure, and doth

forwards and backwards in a subordinate conjoined

structure.

We will now consider some structures which involve

infinitival complementation, and see how the abstract pronoun

arises in such structures. Consider the examples in (46).

(46) a. matin gan gaite pare ar minuo ta pare: Matin can
2345 7 8 9 4

sing songs and so can Minu.
32 5 8 9

b. matin gan gaite pare ar minuo gan gaite pare: Matin
2 3 4 5 78 9-10

can sing songs and Minu, too, can sing songs.
43 25 7 10 9 8

o C o C matin pare „ Lmatin gan gay "7S b
2 D 4 5

CONJCO

S Cminu pare „ Tminu gan gay DD * fCMatin
7S 9 10

can CMatin sing songs'!) 3 ana C Minu can Cl'linu sing
254 7 10

songs"33-
9

In (46a) the pronoun ta refers to gan gaite in the first

conjunct. This sentence is related to (46b), where both the

conjuncts contain the nominalizations gan gaite. The way

(46a) is understood indicates that _ta in this sentence arises

due to pronominalization of the infinitival nominalization

gan gaite of the second conjunct in (46b). (46a, b) involve

infinitival complementation, and so abstract noun phrases like

e-katha, e-ghatana etc., are not present in the underlying

structure of these sentences. Accordingly, we cannot assume

that ta, arises through pronominal reduction of these noun

phrases. These sentences have the intermediate structure

(46c), which has the configuration (47).
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NP

N NEUT V

/\ /\
NP CAM VB AUi

N

NP'
a

N NEUT

/\ /\
NP CAM VB AUX

I
N

matin pare matin gan

"+VB,-ADJ , ~~
+S,te-INF,
+MATRIX SUBJ COREF

CONS SUBJ

ga minu pare minu gan ^ ga

"+VB, -ADJ , "1
+S,te-INF,

+MATRIX SUBJ COREF

CONS SUBJ

In each conjunct in (47) the matrix and constituent subjects

are coreferential. So the constituent subjects will be deleted

under their coreference with the matrix subjects. That is,
1 2 4

NP will be used to delete NP , and NP will be used to delete
c

NP in (47)* The Subject-AUX concord rule will not apply in

the constituent sentences; instead, the infinitival marker te_

will be attached to the constituent AUX's. In this way the

constituent sentences will be reduced into infinitival
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nominalizations. These operations will transform (47) into

(48).

After second lexical attachernent and the application of the

morphophonological rules, (48) will generate matin rare gan

gaite ar minuo pare gan gaite, which is (46b) in a different

constituent order.

The pronominalization rule will apply to (48) in order

to derive (46a). The question is that whether we shall consider

this as a sentence pronominalization. In (48) the complement

sentences have been nominalized, and the complement S-nodes

do not branch. The nominalizations are better considered as

noun phrases rather than as sentences. In (48) the nominalizations

are semantically equivalent and structurally identical. The

pronominalization rule can apply to it. This can be considered
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as pronominalization of infinitival nominalizations. The rule

will apply forwards in (48) as it is a coordinate conjoined

structure. V/e assume that the pronominalization rule will

apply after the S-nodes of the infinitival nominalization have

been pruned. So they will be taken as noun phrases. The noun

phrase in the left conjunct will be used to reduce the noun

phrase in the right conjunct into a pronoun. This rule will

delete all the constituents dominated by the pronominalized

noun phrase, and will gather the features C+N,+PRO,+ABSD

under this noun phrase. The application of this and other rules

will transform (48) into the derived structure (49).

+N,+PRO,+ABS

The second lexical items have been attached to the derived

nodes in (49). The terminal string of (49)> after the application

of the morphophonological rules, will generate matin gan gaite
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pare ar minuo ta pare, which is (46a).

Thus we see that the pronoun ta does not arise due to the

application of the sentence pronominalization rule in structures

which involve infinitival complementation. Instead, it

arises due to the pronominalization of an infinitivally

nominalized noun phrase. Accordingly, we can conclude that

Bengali does not have a sentence pronominalization rule. The

pronoun ta arises in structures which involve NP-Complementation

by the pronominal reduction of abstract noun phrases like

e-katha, e-ghatana etc.,. These noun phrases dominate the

NP-Complements. In structures which involve infinitival

complementation, the pronoun _ta arises due to pronominalization

of infinitival nominalizations.



CHAPTER 11

THE LEXICON
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11.0 Introduction.

The concept of a lexicon as a part of transformational

generative grammar has its origin in 'Aspects of the Theory of

Syntax' (1965)» where Chomsky proposes a division of the base ■

component of the grammar into a categorial component and a

lexicon. In earlier transformational grammars lexical items

were introduced by the terminal rewriting rules of the categorial

component. In 'Aspects' (1965» 84-90) Chomsky proposes that

lexical items, instead of being introduced by rewriting rules

of the categorial component, should be listed in a lexicon from

which they would be introduced into phrase markers by lexical

insertion rules. Chomsky (1965* 84) says:

.. the base of the grammar will contain a lexicon, which is

simply an unordered list of all lexical formatives. More

precisely, the lexicon is a set of lexical entries, each

lexical entry being a pair (D, C), where D is a phonological

distinctive feature matrix "spelling" a certain lexical

formative and C is a collection of specified syntactic

features (a complex symbol).

This separation of the lexicon from the categorial component has

many advantages. It allows the categorial component to be

context-free and more general as much of the burden that the

categorial component used to bear is now borne by the lexicon,

which lists each entry with an associated feature matrix. We

have mentioned earlier that this work makes use of a lexicon

divided into two parts: (a) The first lexicon, and (b) The
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second lexicon. The first lexicon contains all the content

words of the language, which are introduceahle into underlying

phrase markers; and the second lexicon contains grammatical items,

and those items which are derived by transformational operations.

Besides these items, we have some lexical items, which are

inserted by transformational rules. These items are not listed

in any lexicon. These are, for example, the relative deictic ye,

the complementizer je_, and the infinitive markers _te, le_ and j2.

We could list these items in the lexicon and introduce them

later by the second lexical insertion rule. Instead, we

insert them by transformational operations simply because

this is simpler.

This chapter, which is peripheral to our main topic, has

been included only to demonstre.te how the grammar is related

to the lexicon(s). So we shall not attempt any serious

investigation into the theory and practice of the lexicon, and

in the sample lexical entries given at the end of each lexicon

many features will be left unspecified, although they may be

theoretically necessary (cf., Xatz and Fodor (1963)» Katz

and Postal (1964)» Chomsky (1965)j Gruber (1965» 196?)>

Weinreich (1966), McCawley (1968a, b), Fillmore (1968a, b, 1969)»

Botha (1968), Stockwell et al (1973)» and Hudson (1976)).

11.1 The First Lexicon.

This is the main lexicon and contains all the content words

of the language. The lexical items listed in it are

introduceable in the underlying phrase markers.
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11.1.1 Lexical Insertion Rule.

Chomsky (1965, 84-90; 120-23) suggested, two alternative

ways of lexical insertion into an underlying phrase marker. In

one way the rewriting rules of the categorial component will

generate derivations terminating with strings which consist of

grammatical formatives and complex symbols. He calls such a

string a 'preterminal string'. A terminal string is formed from

a preterminal string by insertion of lexical items by a lexical

rule. Chomsky's (1965» 84) lexical insertion rule is quoted

below:

If Q is a complex symbol of a preterminal string and (D, C)

is a lexical entry, where C is not distinct ';frcm Q,

then Q can be replaced by L.

In the second proposal the categorial component consists

of a number of context-free phrase structure rules which

generate a string of dummy symbols,A, and grammatical formatives

(cf., Chomsky (1965, 121-22)). The dummies indicate the position

of the lexical categories. The lexical items are then inserted

by a substitution transformation where the complex symbol in

the lexical entry is the structure index for the transformation,

and the lexical item is appropriate for substitution if the tree

meets the conditions of the structure index specified by

the complex symbol. This method of lexical insertion in the

underlying structure has been adopted in this work. The base

rules of the grammar generate preterminal strings consisting of

dummy symbols,A, and a compex symbol for the AUX (cf.,^1.2).
The first lexical insertion rule applies at this stage. The

first lexical insertion rule inserts lexical items into phrase

markers by a substitution transformation as descrived above.
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The first lexical insertion rule is given in (1).

(1) The First Lexical Insertion Rule.

A lexical item listed in the first lexicon can he inserted

in place of a dummy symbol,A, in an underlying phrase

marker if it satisfies the conditions of the structure index

specified by the complex symbol associated with

the lexical item.

The second lexical insertion rule applies after the last

rule of the transformational component. It is basically similar

to the first lexical insertion rule, but has some characteristics

of its own. The second lexical insertion rule has something

in common with Chomsky's first method of lexical insertion. It

introduces a lexical item to a derived node if the complex

symbol associated with the lexical item matches with the one

associated with the derived node (cf., $ 11.2).
We assume that lexical items of different categories

should be inserted to underlying phrase markers in a particular

order. We presume that the principle should be something like

this: a lexical category which is selectionally dominant should

be inserted before one which is selectionally dependent. This

principle will allow verbs to be inserted before nouns,

and nouns before a determiner. Chomsky (1963) argues that

a noun should be inserted before a verb. But his claim is

untenable as verbs are really dominant over nouns (cf., Stockwell

et al (1973> 721). A lexical item will bring all its features,

with it when it is inserted to a phrase marker (theoretically so,

but in this grammar we have omitted many redundant features from

the complex symbols of lexical items for economy).
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11.1.2 Forms of Lexical Entries.

Chomsky (1965? 84) considers a lexical entry to be a pair

(D, C), where D is a phonological feature matrix and C is a

set of specified syntactic features. We have ignored the

phonological features altogether, and so the "spelling" for each

entry is given in the Roman alphabet with a gloss in English

(if possible). We have considered only syntactic and semantic

features for each entry. Each lexical entry has associated with

it a complex symbol containing four types of feature: category

features, inherent features, contextual features, and sometimes,

rule features. Theoretically these four types of feature

should be specified in a complex symbol, but in the sample

entries we have specified contextual and rule features for a

few items. A category feature denotes the category to which

the item belon such as verb, noun or deictic etc.,. Inherent

features denote inherent properties like animate, human,

abstract etc.,. The rule features indicate the rules which apply

to the item. The contexual features refer to the environments

in which the lexical item can appear. This type of feature has

been considered specially for verbs and has been represented in

the manner of Fillmore (1968a). In his case frames Fillmore

(1968a) uses parentheses for optional cases, no parenthesis

for obligatory cases, and linked parentheses for optional cases

from which at least one must be chosen. We have also used

parentheses for optional cases, no parenthesis for obligatory

cases, and impossible cases have been omitted. We could not use

linked parentheses becuases the cases are ordered in a particular

manner in the underlying structure.
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11.1.3 Feature Specification.

It was Chomsky (1965, 81-83) who first introduced the

system of feature specification for lexical items similar to the

form of a phonological distinctive feature matrix. He allowed

three values for a feature: positive, negative and unspecified.

Stockwell et al (1973* 726) indicate that three values for a

feature may not he sufficient for the purpose, and they have

proposed five values for a feature. The system of feature

specification adopted in this work is similar to that used in

Stockwell et al (1973)• Stockwell et al (1973* 728) have

proposed the following conventions for feature specification:

(2) (1) + positive specification '

(2) - negative specification

(3) * obligatory specification

(4) +/- optional specification
*

(5) absence of specification would mean

that the feature was irrelevant

These conventions have been used in this work. We have

said earlier that the following inherent features need

consideration in subcategorizing the nouns in Bengali (cf., ^2.1)
(3) tCOMMON], [COUNT] , [HUMAN] , CANIMATE] , [ HONORIFIC ] ,

[PEJORATIVE] , [MALE] , CABSTRACT] , [LOCATION]

(3) is an incomplete list of features required to subcategorize

the nouns in Bengali. Most of the features above have three

values: a particular feature may be positively specified for an

item, and negatively specified for another item; and may be

irrelevant for a third item. But some features need upto five

values. A lexical item is positively specified for a feature

if the item has the positive value for the feature (for example,
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yubak: 'Young man' is [ +MALE}); negatively specified for a

feature if the item has the negative value for the feature

(for example, yubatT: 'Maiden' is £-MALEJ ). An item is

unspecified for a feature if the feature is irrelevant for the

item (for example, the feature [MALE} is irrelevant for bai:

'Book'). A feature is optionally specified if it is optional

for the item (for example, CMALEJis optional for garu: 'Cow',

and so it will have the specifications [+/-MALE}). Apart from

these values for the features, a lexical item may be specified

for 'obligatory specification' for a feature. This is indicated

by an asterisk appearing with the feature. An obligatory

specification means that the value for the feature is left

unspecified in the complex symbol, but the value must be specified

positively or negatively before the lexical item is introduced

to a tree. For example, ami: 'I' has the complex symbol

t +N, +PRO,-INT, +COUNT, +DEP, +ETJM,+1 ,*2,+HON,*3,+HON,*PL J .

,-H01I, , -HON,

,+PEJ

The values for the features which have been specified for

obligatory specification (*) must be positively or negatively

spefied before the pronoun ami is inserted to a tree. If the

value for * is taken as negative for all the features specified

for obligatory specification, ami will have the complex symbol

C+N, +PRO, -INT, +COUNT, +DEF, +HUM, +1 , -2, +ITOM, -3, +HON, -PL J , and

,-HON, ,-HON,
,+PEJ

will be understood as singular But if the value for *

for any feature is taken as positive, ami will be understood as

plural ([+PL]). Suppose that the value for * is taken as positive

only for the features f2,H0lO, then ami will be understood as
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plural, and it will have the feature specdjcations [+N,+PRO,-INT,
+C0UNT,+DEF,+HUM,+1,+2,+HON, -3»+HON,+PL 3 . This complex

-2,-HON,-3,-HON,

-2,+PEJ

symbol indicates inclusive use of ami (apani; 'You ([+HON})' and

ami: 111). As this complex symbol is specified as C+PL], a

later plural segment transformation will derive amara.

Apart from the features for nouns mentioned in (3)> "the

features of person, such as [ 1 (first person)}, C2 (second

person)}and [3 (third person)}, must be included in the feature

inventory, but need not be (except for pronouns) specified

each time with each noun. As the category of person is defined

with reference to the notion of participant-roles, noun items

have the features C-1,-2,+3}; and this can be stated by a

general rule. But the feature of person must be specified in

the complex symbol for each personal pronoun, because they each

differ from the other for the feature of person,.

11.1.4 Redundancy Rules.

The grammar will make use '-of redundancy rules because they

reduce the number of feature specifications in a complex symbol.

These rules allow not to specify an item with a particular

feature in the complex symbol if that feature is predictable

from another feature. Thus we need not specify an item as

[+ANI} if it has the specification [+HTJM} or C-HUM}. in Bengali

only [+HUM} nouns can be C+HON}. So the specification [+HON} in

an entry predicts that it is also [+HUM,+ANI}. All f-HUM} and

C-ANI} nouns are [-HON} in Bengali. So it is redundant to

specify these nouns as [-HON}, because the features C-HUM} and

[-ANI} predict that these nouns are ["-HON}.
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.1,5 Sample First Lexicon.

Redundancy Rules:

These rules will apply to each lexical item before

lexicalization. The rules given below are not exhaustive.

They are given as examples.

urn [-pro 3

[+pr03 => c+n J

r +hon3 C+hum,+ani3

[ +hum3 r+ANi 3

c-ani] [-H01O

C+COUNT]
*pl ") 1

I
[-COUNTJ c-pl 3

[+vb3 [-ADJ 3

c+adj3 r+vB i

[ +ABS3 => t-ani]

[+n,-pro3 C-1,-2,+3 J
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Some Nouns:

bai: 'Book'

+N,+C0M,+C0UNT,

-ANI,+ABS,

bhadralok: 'Gentleman'

+N,+C0M,+C0UNT,

+H0N,+MALE,

Jal: 'Water'

+N,+C0M,-COUNT,

-ANI,-ABS,

path: 'Road'

+N,+C0M,+C0UNT,

-ANI,+L0C,

pakhl: 'Bird'

+N,+C0M,+C0UNT,

-HUM,

svapna: 'Dream'

+N,+C0M,+C0UNT,

+ABS,

Some Yerb Roots;

as: 'Come'

+VB,

bhalo: 'Good'

+ADJ,

+ (INS) (LOC)AGT + NEUT

dekh: 'See'

+VB,

+ (NEUT) DAT

khul: 'Open'

+VB,

+ (INS)NEUT AGT

lag: 'Begin and

continue•

+VB,+ASPECTUAL,

+ NEUT AGT

+S, te-INF,

+MATRIX SUBJ COREF

CONS SUBJ

mar: 'Hit*

+VB,

+ (INS)DAT AGT

mane kar: 'Think' sun: 'Hear'

+VB,

+ NEUT DAT,

+DDj+S,

+VB,

+ NEUT DAT,

+S,

tatparyanurnai

•Significant *

+VB,+FACT,

+ NEUT,

+S,
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ami: •11

+PRO, -INT, +COUNT,

+DEF,+HUM,

+1.

*2,+H0N,

,-HON,

,+PEJ

*3,+HON,

,-HON,

tui: 'You*

+PR0,-INT,+COUNT,

+DEF,+HUM,

-1,

+2,+PEJ

*3,-HON,

,+HON,

ini, e_: 'He'

+PRO,-INT,+COUNT,

+DEF,

-FAR,

-1,

-2,

+3,+HON,

apani: 'You'

+PRO,-INT,+COUNT,

+DEF,

-1,

+2,+HON,

*3,+HON,

,-HON,

tumi: 'You'

+PRO,-INT,+COUNT,

+DEF,+HUM,

-1,

+2,-HON,

*3»-H0N,

,+HON,

tini: 'He1

+PRO, -INT, +COTJNT,

+DEF,

-1,

-2,

+3,+HON

se: 'He'

+PRO,-INT,+COUNT,

+DEF,+HUM,

-2,

+3,-HON

uni, o: 'He'

+PRO,-INT,+COUNT,

+DEF,

+FAR,IN SIGHT,

-1,

-2,

+3,+HON,

e: 'He1

+PRO,-INT,+COUNT,'

+DEF,+HUM,

-FAR,

-1,

-2,

+3,-HON,



o: 'He'

+PRO,-INT,+COUNT,

+DEF,+HUM,

-1,

-2,

+3,-HON,

432
ta: 'That (thing)' paraspar: 'One onother'

+PRO,-INT,-COUNT, +N,-COUNT,+HUM,

+DEF,+ABS,

-1,

-2,

+3>~ '

+RECIPROCAL,

ke: 'V/ho'

+PRO,+INT,+COUNT,

+DEF,+SPECIFIC,

+HUM,

-1,

-2,

+3,+HON,„

kakhan: 'When*

+PRO,+INT,-COUNT,

+DEF,+SPECIFIC

+TEMP, TIME,

kichu: 'Anything'

+PRO,-INT,-COUNT,

-DEF,-SPECIFIC,

-ANI,+ABS,

-1,

-2,

+3,

ki: 'What'

+PRO,+INT,+COUNT,

+DEF,+SPECIFIC,

-HUM/+ABS,

-1,

-2,

+3,

keno; 'Why'

+PRO,+INT,-COUNT,

-DEF,

+ABS,

kakhano: 'Ever'

+PRO,-INT,-COUNT,

-DEF,-SPECIFIC,

+TEMP, TIME,

kab: 'When, day'

+PRO,+INT,-COUNT,

+DEF,

+TEMP, 'DAY,

kotha; 'Where'

+PRO,+IHT,-COUNT,

+DEF,+SPECIFIC,

+L0C,

kothao: 'Anywhere'

+PRO,-INT,-COUNT,

-DEF,-SPECIFIC,

+LOC,



keui 'Anyone'

+PRO,-INT,-COUNT,

-DEF,-SPECIFIC,

+HUM,

-1,

-2,

+3,+HON

ekhan: 'Here'

+PRO,-INT,-COUNT,

+DEF,+L0C,-FAR,
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okhan: 'There'

+PRO,-INT,-COUNT,

+DEF,+LOC,

+FAR, IN SIGHT,

sekhan: 'There'

+PRO,-INT,-COUNT,

+DEF,+LOC,

+FAR, OUT OF SIGHT

ekhan: 'Now*

+PRO,-INT,-COUNT,

+DEF,+TEMP,

-FAR,

takhan, okhan: 'Then'

+PRO,-INT,-COUNT,

+DEF,+TEMP,

+FAR,

_e(i.): 'This' o(_i): 'That' se(i): 'That'

+DEIC,

+DEM,

-FAR,

+DEF,

+DEIC,

+DEM,

+FAR, IN SIGHT,

+DEF,

+DEIC,

+DEM,

+FAR, OUT OF SIGHT

+DEF,

kon: 'Which'

+DEIC,

+DEM,

+DEF,

+INT,

•pratham: 'First'

+DEIC,

+ORD,

+DEF,

ek: 'One!

+QUANT,-DEF,

+SPECIFIC,

-PL,



du(_i) : 'Two'

+QUANT,

-DEF,+SPECIFIC,

+PL,

sab, sakal: 'All'

+QUANT,

-DEF,-SPECIFIC,

+PL,

anek: 'Many'

+QUANT,

-DEF,+SPECIFIC,

+PL,
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bahu: 'Many'

+QUANT,

-DEF,-SPECIFIC,

+PL,

pratyek, prati: 'E

+QUANT,

+DEF,

+PL,+DISTRIBUTIVE,

ti

+CL,+COUNT,

-HON,

khani

«»

+CL,+COUNT,

-ANI,+EMOT,

+SMALL,

1 ka(yek): 'Some'

+QUANT,

-DEF,+SPECIFIC,

+PL,

jail

+CL,+COUNT,

+HUM,

+HON (PREFERABLY)

ta
• —-

+CL,+COUNT,

-HON,

khana

+CL,+COUNT,

-ANI,+EMOT,

+SI-IALL,
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11.2 The Second Lexicon.

This work makes use of a second lexical insertion procedure

which applies after the last rule of the transformational

component. This second lexical insertion rule inserts lexical

items to the sets of syntactic-semantic features which have "been

derived by the application of the transformational rules. This

rule is generally used to insert transformationally derived

pronouns, plural markers, forms of the AUX and the case markers.

For example, the AUX is developed as a complex symbol of

features by the base rules. No lexical item can be attached to

the AUX in the underlying structure. A complex symbol for the

AUX may have the structure (4) in the underlying 'structure.

(4) AUX

No lexical item can be attached to this complex symbol because

Bengali has no lexical item which has the features £+AUX,+PRES}

+sim"3 . A later concord rule will apply to (4). This rule will

copy the features of person and grade of the subject onto the

AUX (cf. ,^ 1.6). This concord rule will transform (4) into

(5) if the subject has the features [+3,+H0Nj.

(5) AUX

"+AUX

+PRES

+sim

I +5,+HON J
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After the last rule of the transformational component the

second lexical insertion rule will attach the lexical item

en to the node dominated by the AUX as en has the features

I+AUX,+PRES,+sim,+5,+HONJ.

In this case we see that the second lexical insertion rule

inserts a lexical item to a derived node dominating a complex

symbol, where no lexical item could have been inserted in

the underlying structure. Another function of the second lexical

insertion rule is to insert those lexical items which could

have been inserted by the first lexical insertion rule, but have

not been inserted because of. some peculiarities of those items.

Case markers are such items. Case markers are not always

realized in the surface. If we insert them in the underlying

structure, we need to delete case markers of some actants at

some stage of derivation. So we have used the second lexical

insertion rule to introduce the case markers to the derived

trees.

But the most important function of the second lexical :

insertion rule is to insert those lexical items which are derived

by transformational operations. In such a case the second

lexical insertion rule replaces a first lexical item by an

appropriate item from the second lexicon. We face such situations

after the pronominalization transformations such as pronominali-

zation proper, reflexivization and relativization. For example,

the pronominalization proper transformation derives an anaphoric

pronoun by specifying an underlying noun phrase as r+PRO,-INTj

under certain conditions. The pronominalization rule does not

delete the first lexical item attached to the pronominalized
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noun phrase. The function of the second lexical insertion rule

is to replace that item by an appropriate item from the

second lexicon. This rule inserts items by the matching condition

of lexical insertion. But this rule does not require strict

identity of features between the complex symbol under a derived

node and the one associated with a second lexical item. The

second lexical insertion rule is something like (6).

(6) The Second Lexica.l Insertion Rule.

A second lexical item will replace an item of a derived

tree if the features associated with the second lexical

item are a subset of features associated with the first

lexical item in the derived tree.

The second lexical insertion rule does a quite simple job.

Its function is to assign lexical items (phonological

matrices) to the derived feature bundles. We have not given any

power of deletion, addition or node-relabelling to this rule.

But we feel that some operations which we perform by transforma¬

tional rules could have been done by the second lexical
*

insertion rule.

11.2.1 Sample Second Lexicon.

Derived Pronouns:

See 11.1.5 "the complex symbols for-the following

pronouns:

ami: 'I', apani: 'You', tumi: 'You', tui: 'You', tini: 'He',

se: 'He', ta: 'That (thing)', ekhan: 'Here', okhan: 'There',

sekhan: 'There', and okhan, takhan: 'Then'.

The transformationally derived first and second person pronouns
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are 'inclusive' pronouns, and so they are plural. The plural

forms of these pronouns will be derived morphophonologically

from the syntactic surface structure string. Other major

second lexical items are listed below.

, ni.j: 'Self'

+PRO,+REFL,

+COUNT,+DEF,

ye: 'Who'

+PRO,+REL,

+COUNT,+HUM,

+3,-HON,+DEF,

yini: 'Who'

+PRO,+REL,

+COUNT,

+3,+H0N,+I)EF,

ya: 'Which'
♦

+PRO,+REL,-COUNT,

-AEI,+ABS,

+5,

+DEF

Conjunctions:

£, ar, ebar>; 'And' ba, athaba: 'Or' kintu: 'But*

+CONJCO, +CONJCO, +CONJOCO,

+S,

yadi; 'If' tabe: 'Then'

+COKJSUB, +CONJSUB,

+S1 H-S2
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Plural Markers:

ra

+PL MARKER,

+HUM,

+V

+SUBJ

era

+PL MARKER,

+HUM,

+C

+SUBJ

der

+HTJM,

-STJBJ

gulp

+PL MARKER, +PL MARKER,

-HON,

Case Markers:

+CAM,+BIB,

-/i/_

te

+CAM,+BIB,

+V

+INS,— AGT +INS, - AGT

[+STAT) (+STAT
+L0C, < >, , +LOC, <

V+GOALJ 1+GOAL

dvara

+CAM,-BIB,

+INS,

+ AGT,

+INS RIGID

diye

+CAM,-BIB,

+INS,

+ AGT,

+LOC,

+PATH,

hote, theke

+CAM,-BIB,

+LOC,

+SOURCE,

ke

+CAM,+BIB,

f+DAT ]
{+NEUTJ'

re

+CAM,+BIB,

+LAT "

+NEUTJ

+OBSOLETE
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Forms of the AUX:

+AUX,

+PRES,

+sim,

+1,

+ATJX,

+PRES,

+sim,

+2,-HON,

en

+AUX,

+PRES,

+sim,

,+HON,11)

is

+AUX,

+PRES,

+sim,

+2,+PEJ,

+AUX,

+PRES, *

+sim,

+3,-HON,

bo

+AUX,

+FUT,

+sim,

+1,

be

+ATJX,

+FUT,

+sim,

ben

+AUX,

+FUT,

+sim,

,+HON,

bi
4

+AUX,

+FUT,

+sim,

+2,+PEJ,

lam

+ATJX,

+PAS,

+sim,

+1 »

le len li lo tam

+AUX, +AUX, +AUX, +ATJX, +AUX,

+PAS, +PAS, +PAS, +PAS, +KA.B P

+sim, +sim, +sim, +sim, +sim,

+2,-HON, j
'+2 1 ,+HON,
1+3 )

+2,+PEJ, +3,-HON, +1»

te ten ti to chi

+AUX, +AUX, +AUX, +AUX, +AUX,

+HAB P, +HAB P, +HAB P, +HAB P, +PRES,

+sim; +sim, +sim, +sim, +prog,

+2,-HON, |[+3 J'+H0K' +2,+PEJ, +3,-HON, +1 »



cho

+ATJX,

+PRES,

+prog,

+2,-HON,

chile

+AUX,

+PAS,

+prog,

+2,-HON,

chen

+AUX,

+PRES,

+prog,

+2),+HON,
+3 J

chilen

+AUX,

+PAS,

+prog,

en—

chis

+AUX,

+PRES,

+prog,

+2,+PEJ,

chili

+AUX,

+PAS,

+prog,

+2,+PEJ,

che

+AUX,

+PRES,

+prog,

+3,-HON,

chilo

+ATJX,

+PAS,

+prog,

+3,-HON,
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chilam

+AUX,

+PAS,

+prog,

+1 >

echi

+AUX,

+PRES,

+perf,

+1,

echo

+AUX,

+PRES,

+perf,

+2,-HON,

echile

+AUX,

+PAS,

+2,-HON,

ec-hen

+AUX,

+PRES,

+perf,
+2 "I, +HON,
+3 J

echilen

+AUX,

+PAS,

{in—

echis

+AUX,

+PRES,

+perf,

+2,+PEJ,

echili

+AUX,

+PAS,

+2,+PEJ,

eche

+AUX,

+PRES,

+perf,

+3,-HON,

echilo

+AUX,

+PAS,

+3,-HON,

echilam

+AUX,

+PAS,

+perf,

+1»
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11.3 The Morphophonological Component.

This grammar presupposes a morphophonological component.

Its rules will apply to surface structure strings after second

lexical insertion. These rules are used to derive acceptable

phonetic forms of words. For example, no lexicon in this work

contains the plural forms of pronouns, such as, amara: 'We',

tomara; 'You', tara: 'They' etc., or other derived forms like

amake: 'Me', take: 'Him', tomar: 'Your' etc. These forms are

derived by the application of morphophonological rules on surface

structure strings. We will come across surface structure

strings like ami-ra, apani-ra, tumi-ra etc.,. So we will

require morphophonological rules which will derive amara,

apanara, tomara from these strings. We can have further rules

which will derive Smora, amra, aponara, apnara, tomora, tomra

from these strings. Although it is beyond our scope to

formulate the morphophonological rules, we give below some rules

informally which are frequently used in this grammar in order

to arrive at acceptable phonetic forms of words. •

(7) Some Morphophonological Rules;

tumi =)

SUFFIX

apani
c. apana/ ^X SUFFIX

k apan



d. tui to/ /X SUFFIX
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e. tini => ta/ /X SUFFIX

f. se => ta/ /X SUFFIX

g. ke => ka/ /X SUFFIX

i. ye =£> ya/_ /X SUFFIX

j. yini =!> ya/ /X SUFFIX

The rule (7a) says that ami must be rewritten as ama when the

plural marker ra is suffixed to it; and it must be rewritten

as ama when any other suffix is attached to it. This rule

will derive the phonetic forms given below:

(8) ami-ra => amara: 'We'

ami-ke => amake: 'Me'
<*'

ami-der => amader: 'Us, Our'

ami-r => amar: 'My'

The rule (7k) will derive phonetic forms like those given belows

(9) tumi-ra => tomara: 'You (c+PLl)'.

tumi-ke => tomake: 'You, Objective'

tumi-der => tomader: 'You, Your'

tumi-r tomar: 'Your'
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ON THE BENGALI LANGUAGE

A.O Introduction.

The language internationally known in English as 'Bengali'

is called Bar}la "by its native speakers. It also has several

other antiquated names: e.g., Bartgala, Bapala and Baqga-Bhasa:

•The language of Bengal'. Bengali is spoken in Bangladesh and

in India in West Bengal , and some parts of Assam, Tripura,

Orissa and Bihar. This is a densely populated area. At a

rough estimate Bengali is spoken by over 120 million people, in

several different dialects. In extreme cases these dialects
\

vary so much morphophonologically that speakers of two dialects

may find themselves mutually unintelligible. In such a situation

the link between them has been Sadhu Bhaga: 'Chaste, Decent,

Written Language' which until recently, as the medium used in

Bengali literature, related the different dialects of Bengali

one to another. Recently Sadhu Bhasa has been ousted from its
' '

•

previous position by Calit(a) or Calti Bhasa: 'Current Language,

Standard Colloquial Bengali', which is now used predominantly in

literature and as the language of communication among educated

Bengalees. Thus Calit Bhasa has lately taken over the functions

of Sadhu Bhasa in the Bengali speaking world.

Bengali is an Indo-Aryan language with much Dravidian

influence. It emerged as a distinct language around the 10th

century A.D., and is genetically related to Assamese, Oriya and

Hindi (cf., Chatterji (1926), Shahidullah (1928, 1960, 1965),

Pattanayak (1966)). Dr S. K. Chatterji (1926) divided

the history of the Bengali language into three broad periods,
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ox which the middle one is again broken up into sub-periods.

Dr Chatterji's (1926, 129-36) divisions are as follows:

(l) A. The Formative or Old Bengali Period: 95Q-1200.

B. The Middle Bengali Period: 1200-1800.

a. Transitional Middle Bengali: 1200-1300.

b. Early Middle Bengali: 1300-1500.

c. Late Middle Bengali: 1500-1800.

C. Modern or New Bengali: From 1800.

The above divisions are made on morphological, phonological and

literary grounds, which are satisfactory in outline. The most

important, and perhaps the only, surviving work of the old Bengali

period is caryaoada, a collection of Buddhist mystic songs

(cf., Shahidullah (1928, 1960), Mukherji (1963)). Like the old

period, the middle period was also a period of verse literature.

Prose was consciously developed in the early 19"th century. It

v/as in this period that Sadhu Bhaga was given a definite shape

by various writers. Pramatha caudhurT (1868-1946) in his

Sabu.j Patra (1914) launched a movement against .Sadhu Bhasa in

literature, which has resulted'in its abandonment in literature

in recent times.

A.1 The Phonemes of Bengali, Orthography and Transliteration.

An intensive study of the phonemes of Bengali has been

carried out by Ferguson and Chowdhury (i960) (cf., also Chatterji

(1928)). According to Ferguson and Chowdhury (i960) Bengali

has twenty eight consonants, four semivowels and fourteen

vowels. Besides these, Bengali has seven marginal consonants

and one marginal vowel. Of the vowels seven are oral and

all of them have phonemically distinct nasal counterparts; and
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this makes the vowel inventory in Bengali quite large. The

following are the phonemes of Bengali (see Ferguson and

Chowdhury(1960) for the features of the phonemes):

Oral Vowels: / i e ae a 0 0 u /

Nasal Vowels : / i e ae a 0 0 u /

Semivowels: / i £ ft u
r* /

Consonants: / p t t
•

c k b d d
•

i 8

Ph th th ch kh bh dh £h

jh gh

s h

m n 9 \
\

1 r r
•

/

Kostid and Das (1972) supported the findings of Ferguson and

Chowdhury (i960) by carrying out experimental acoustic

investigations of the phonemes of Bengali.

Bengali is written in a special script of the Debanagarl

type, which is believed to be a descendent of the ancient Indian

Brahrnl Llui: 'Brahmi Alphabet' (cf., Banerji (1919)» Chatterji

(1926), Lambert (1953))- Ibe script is syllabic, and is written

from left to right. The letters hang from a line called Matra,

and use diacritic signs in all four directions. The letters are

angular. All the vowels,except 'jT a, have distinct graphemes

for post-consonantal syllable formation. The Bengali alphabet

includes a large number of conjunct letters. Many of them do

not look like conjuncts any more. There are some simple letters

in Bengali orthography which are seldom or never used.
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There is no universally accepted convention of Romanization

for Bengali in English (cf., Chatterji (1926), Mukherji (1963)).

Transliteration, in this work, has been performed in

accordance with the following table.

(3) Transliteration.

u

Ol

: or

: £

:

a :

ri : th

au : ^

o j *3

u : ^

P

y

*

T

\

iRT

T» Y

s : "a

ks : $

kh : -tf"

ch : |

th :

th : if

ph i 51

r : 3

3T

jn : ^

1

d

:

:

: \

: 3

T

gh

jh

dh

dh

bh

V

H

i

*

3

n

n
•

n

m

h

rh

vH °

4-

A.2 Sadhu and Calit Bengali.

The greater part of Bengali literature is in Sadhu Bhasa.

Sadhu Bengali assumed a well-defined shape in the 19th century

with the birth and regular cultivation of Bengali prose. It

seems that Sadhu Bengali was never used in oral communication,

but it was the vehicle of Bengali literature until a few decades

ago. Sadhu Bengali had been used in writing, sometimes in

oratory, and in literature (including conversations in novels and
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full-page dialogues in historical drama). Calit Baqla

developed out of the colloquial speech of Calcutta (of.,

Chatterji (1926), and was taken up by educated speakers of Bengali

as the language of oral communication. Although there is

ample evidence that Calit Bengali was taking over Sadhu Bengali,

Pramatha caudhurT launched a movement in his Sabu.j Patra (1914)

against the use of Sadhu Bengali in literature. It was a

literary, but not a social movement. He was supported by some,

not all talented writers of the time. Gradually Calit Bengali

has become the language of Bengali literature. Calit Bengali

is not universally used. We are not aware of the situation in

West Bengal, but in Bangladesh Calit Bengali is used in

literature, university and college lectures (if the teacher has

a good command of Calit), scholarly lectures and in formal

conversation among educated people. Not many Bangladeshi's

use Calit Bengali in all spheres of life.

Sadhu and Calit are basically two different styles: the

former is strictly a written language with a huge number of

Sanskritic lexical items and expressions; the latter is both

written and spoken with colloquial expressions and lexical items.

In the days of a clear-cut division between these two styles

it was possible to generalize that Sadhu Bengali was

Sanskriticized and high-sounding, Calit Bengali the converse.

But now it is difficult to draw a clear-cut distinction between

these two styles.. There is enough literary evidence of

colloquial Sadhu Benga.li, and highly Sanskriticized Calit Bengali.

The main difference between Sadhu and Calit Bengali, now, is

not stylistic, but lexical (of., Dimock (1960)). In Sadhu

Bengali certain lexical items are used in their archiac form,
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but in Calit they are used in a derived form. Calit Bengali

is passing through a period of rapid phonological change, so its

phonological rules are more complex; but the derived forms are

shorter (therefore simpler) than those of Sadhu Bengali. Their

main differences are summarized below:

(4) a. The verb forms (V) are shorter in Calit as the forms of

the AUX have become shorter due to phonological

change. For example, the form of the AUX which is

itechu:C+AUX,+PRES,+prog,+1] in Sadhu Bengali has

become chi in Calit Bengali. If the verb root is

kar: 'Do', the verb form in Sadhu will be karitechi;

' (i am) doing', and in Calit karchi.

b. Forms of certain pronouns and deictics have become

shorter in Calit due to phonological change.

c. There are some plural markers which are used in Sadhu
*

Bengali, but are not or rarely used in Calit Bengali.

d. The non-initial /h/ sound is either reduced or

dropped in Calit Bengali.

e. Sadhu Bengali generally prefers Sanskritic lexical items

and expressions, but Calit Bengali prefers indigenous

and derived (mainly from Sanskrit.) lexical items.

Those lexical items which are central in differentiating Sadhu

Bengali from Calit Bengali are given below (Sadhu forms are at

the left and Calit forms at the right of the arrows).
1

(5) Pronouns.

tahara ==> tara: 'They (nonhonorific)'
V A/

tahara •==£ tara: 'They (honorific)'

taha ta: 'That (thing)'

yaha ==> ya: 'Which (Relative)'
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yahara ==> yara: 'Who (Relative, non-

honorific)
•*/

yahara yara: 'Who (Relative, honorific)

keha ==> keu: 'Anyone, Someone' etc.;

kaha ==> ka: 'Who (interrogative, Objective

kahara ==> kara: 'Who (interrogative, plural)

Sadhu Bengali has two abstract pronouns: iha: 'This (thing); near

and uha: 'That (thing) ; far, in sight'. They are not used in

Call.t Bengali. The third member of this group of abstract

pronouns is taha, which survives in Calit Bengali as ta.

(6) Deictics:

ei ==> e(i): 'This'

oi ==> o(i): 'That, in sight'

sei => se(i): 'That, out of sight'

(7) Plural Markers:

guli ==> gulo

diga ==> der .

(8) A Few Forms of the AUX:

i ==> i: L+PRES,+sim,+1 3

itechi ==> chi: C+PRES,+prog,+13

iyachi ==> echi: C+PRES,+perf,+1 3

itecha ==> cho: t+PRES,+prog,+2,-H0NJ

itechen ==> chen: C+PRES,+prog,-f*|J,+H0N J
• • •

iya ==> e: 'Serial Infinitive Marker'

ite ==> te: 'Infinitive Marker'

ile le: 'Conditional Infinitive

Marker1
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(9) Negative Markers:

nai ==> nei: 'Existential Negative Marker'

nai ==> nii 'Perfective Negative Marker'

In copulative negative sentences in the present tense and simple

aspect the 'he' verb ha is realized in the surface in Sadhu

Bengali, but not in Calit Bengali (cf., % 1.5).
The present distinction between Sadhu and Calit Bengali is

mainly in the selection of the above mentioned lexical items,

which are shorter in Calit. Except for these superficial

differences, Calit as used in contemporary Bengali literature

is not far away from Sadhu Bengali, in its liberal use of

Sanskritic words. Calit, of course, borrows lexical items widely

from other languages, a procedure which Sadhu Bengali

restricts. We have mentioned above that there is literary

evidence of colloquial Sadhu Bengali and non-colloquial Calit

Bengali. To give examples: SudhTndranath Datta's (1901-1960)

prose is considered as Calit because it selects colloquial

verb forms, forms of pronouns etc.,; the prosd of Rabindranath

Thakur (1861-194.1) in Jlbansmriti is considered. as Sadhu because

it selects Sadhu verb forms, forms of pronouns etc.,. But

there is no denying that stylistically SudhTndranath's prose is

Sadhu and RabTndranath's prose is colloquial.

In prose literature a clear choice is made between Sadhu and

Calit, but poetry allows a mixing up of both styles. So

JTbanananda Das's (1899-1954) famous line bhalabese dekhiyachi

meyemanusere: '(l) loved and saw womenfolk' contains Calit and

Sadhu verb forms side by side: in pure Sadhu the line would be

bhalabasiya dekhiyachi meyemanusere, and in pure Calit it

would be bhalabese dekhechi meyemanusere. In both cases the
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force and beauty of the line is lost. Sadhu Bengali is almost

obsolete now: it is restricted to conservative news papers,

text-books for schools and colleges and in Government ■

circulars.

A.3 Works on Bengali.

Although Bengali is one of the major languages in South Asia,

and perhaps the most distinguished in literary works, few

linguistic studies have been done on Bengali. The enthusiastic

introduction to the bibliography compiled by tfizikova and

Ferguson (1969) gives an impression that Bengali has been

studied extensively. This is in fact not the case. Very little
\

substantial work has been done on Bengali. The most neglected

fields of study are in the syntax and semantics of Bengali,

which have not been seriously investigated in any framework.

Bengali studies are usually carried out in Bangladesh, West Bengal,

Russia, Britain and America. The work done on Bengali is

classifiable into the following groups: (a) Historical Studies,

(*) Descriptive Studies, (c) Dialect Studies, (d) Pedagogical

Grammars, (e) Sketches, (f) Lexicograpy and (g) Others. Regrettably

we could not include a class of works dealing with the syntax

and semantics of Bengali. We do not wish to imply that

nothing has been written in this field , but the few short works

which has been done in this field do not merit a heading of

their own. There are some short works dealing with the syntax

of Bengali, such as Sableski's (1965) 'Equational Clauses in

Bengali', Ferguson's (1972) 'Verbs of 'Being' in Bengali, with

a Note on Amharic' and some other papers dealing with Bengali

sentence types, negation etc.,.(cf., Cizikova and Ferguson (1969)>

Dil (1969)).
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A. Historical Studies.

These works deal with the history and development of

Bengali with special reference to its morphology and phonology.

The studies devoted to old Bengali are included in this group.

Among the historical studies of Bengali, Chatterji's (1926)

The Origin and Development of the Bengali language is a

monumental work, Both in size and merit. It deals with the

origin of the Bengali language and its morphological and

phonological change through different periods. It deals with

lexical items individually, and shows their changes through time.

Other works that deal with the development of Bengali or with

various aspects of old Bengali are Mazumder (1920), Shahidullah

(1928, 1960, 1965)> Pattanayak (1966) and Mukherji (19&5)

(see fiizikova and Ferguson (1969) and the bibliograpahy in

Grierson (1905)).

B. Descriptive Studies.

These works deal mainly with the phonetics, phonology and .

morphology of Bengali in various contemporary frameworks. In this

field too, Chatterji (1928) is the pioneer. He used Daniel

Jonsean framework in his A Bengali Phonetic Reader (1928) in

analysing the phonemes of Bengali. This work has been recently

replaced by Ferguson and Chowdhury (i960) with the publication

of their paper 'The Phonemes of Bengali'. Ferguson and

Chowdhury (i960) deal with sounds of Bengali, using intensively

the recent developments in phonological theory. Hai (i960)

deals with nasals and nasalization in Bengali in a Firthian

Framework. Hai (1964) later published his Dhvani-Bi.jnan o Barjla

Dhvanitattva: 'Phonetics and Phonology of Bengali' in Bengali.
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It is an important work simply because it is written in Bengali.

Other noteworthy works on the phonetics, phonology and morphology

of Bengali are Ferguson (1945)» Hai (1958)» Hai and Ball (1961),

Din Muhammad (1961) and Kostid and Das (1972).

C_. Dialect Studies.

These works deal with various dialects of Bengali with

special reference to their phonetics and phonology in relation

to those of Calit Bengali. Among the dialect studies the most

important one is Grierson (1903). It exemplifies some major

dialects of Bengali v/ithout much linguistic description. Other

works which can be mentioned are Chowdhury (i960),

Shahidullah (ed., 1964)> Hai (1964, 1965, 1966), Sen (1972)

and Ucida (1972).

D. Pedagogical Grammars.

A work of this sort is traditionally known as Byakaran:

'Grammar'. These grew mainly out of the necessity to teach

students 'how to read, write and speak Bengali grammatically'.

These works deal mainly with Sadhu Bengali. Early works of this

type are Halhed (1778) and Ray (1853) (cf«» Qayyum (1974)

for a review of the grammars of Carey, Halhed and Haughton).

These grammars are written by people who are familiar with

Sanskrit and English grammatical traditions, and so Bengali

looks sometimes like Sanskrit and sometimes like English. This

is the type of work which led RabTndranath Thakur to comment

that 'We read Sanskrit grammars in the guise of Bengali grammars,

which are flavoured with a little bit of Bengali.' A typical

and representative work of this type is Chatterji's (1939)

Bhasa-Prakas Barygala Byakaran, which deals with morphology,
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phonology, cases and other aspects of Bengali in more than five

hundred pages. However it deals with syntax in only a few

pages (427-42). As iij any other pedagogical grammars ,■ the

prescriptive nature of Chatterji (1939) is apparent. It seldom

explains the language. One feature common to all such works

is that they have almost identical topics to deal with, and they

deal with those topics almost identically, in almost identical

language with similar types of examples and interpretations.

Although these grammars are intended to teach students how to

'read, write and speak' Bengali grammatically, most of them are

self-contradictory even in the first page, for they deal with

Sadhu Bengali, which is never spoken. Some other grammar
'

t

books of this type are Sen (1950) and

Ghos (1956) (of., Cizikova and Ferguson (l9t>9))«

E. Sketches.
*

This type of work is written for foreigners who are

interested to learn Bengali as quickly as possible. In this

group are Page (1934)» Chaudhury (1963)> Hudson (19^5)»

Ray et al (1966) and Islam (1970). The authors of this type of

work use various methods for teaching Bengali to would be

speakers. These usually deal with phonetics, sentence types,

words and expressions used in every-day life and Bengali alphabet.

These usually include a sketchy 'reference grammar' of Bengali.

Some of them are quite pleasant books. Some, nevertheless, use

hocus-pocus techniques in dealing with morphology and syntax

(cf., Ray et al (1966)). This may not be much help to anyone

trying to learn Bengali.
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F. Lexicography.

This type of work includes functional mono-lingual and

bilingual dictionaries. But there are some noteworthy works,

such as, Das (1957)J which is a valuable etymological lexicon,

and Shahidullah (ed., 1964)» which is a lexicon of the dialects

of Bangladesh. Among the mono-lingual dictionaries Bisvas (1955)

and Basu (1962) are helpful.

G. Others.

This group includes these works which deal with various

aspects of Bengali, and works which deal with work done on

Bengali. Such works are Chatterji (1962), which deals with the

relationship between the written and colloquial Bengali;

Khondkar (1971)» which deals with the Portuguese contribution

to Bengali lexicography, and Qayyum (1973)» which reviews the

Bengali grammars of Carey, Halhed and Haughton.

1 Das, Jnanendramohan (1937)s Bangala Bhagar Abhidhan.

2 Vols. Calcutta.
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The following abbreviations have been used frequently

in this work. Although explained in the text, they

are given here for ready reference. Those

abbreviations, used seldom, should be easily checkable

in the relevant sections.

ABS: Abstract

ADJ: Adjective

ADV: Adverb

AQT: Agent

ANI: Animate

AUX: Auxiliary

BIB: Bibhakti

C: Consonant

CAM: Case Marker

CL: Classifier

COM: Common

COMP: Complementizer

CONJCO: Coordinate Conjunction

CONJSUB: Subordinate Conjunction

CONS: Constituent

COREP: Coreferential

CS: Complex symbol

D: Determiner

DAT: Dative

DD: Direct Discourse

DEE: Definite

DEIC: Deictic

DEM: Demonstrative

DO: Direct Object

EMOT: Emotive

ESS: Essive

FACT: Factive

FUT: Future

GEN: Genitive

HAB P: Habitual Past

HON: Honorific

HUM: Human

IMP: Imperative

INF: Infinitive

INT: Interrogative

INS: Instrumental

10: Indirect Object

LOC: Locative

M: Modality

N: Noun



NEG: Negative

NEUT: Neutral

NP: Noun Phrase

3.
NP : Antecedent Noun Phrase

NP^: Pronominalizable or

Pronominalized Noun Phrase

NP-Hel: Relativizable or

Relativized Noun Phrase

OBJ: Obj ect

ORD: Ordinal

PART: Partitive

PAS: Past

PEJ: Pejorative

PL: Plural

PL SEG: Plural Segment

perf: Perfective

PRES: Present

PRO: Pronoun

prog: Progressive

Q: Question

QUANT: Quantifier

REPL: Reflexive

REL: Relative

REP: Repetitive

S: Sentence

SC: Structure Change

SI: Structure Index

sim: Simple

SPEC: Specifier
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SUBJ: Subj ect

SUBM: Subject Marker

TEMP: Temporal •

V: Verb Form, Vowel

VB: Verb Root

1 : First Person

2: Second Person

3: Third Person

Expressions like (1a, b)

and (1, 2a), have been used

in this work. They should be

interpreted as follows:

(1a, b) = (1a) and (lb)

(1, 2a) = (1a) and (2a)
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